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BIOLOGICAL BULLETIN

EFFECTS OF AGING UPON GERM CELLS AND
UPON EARLY DEVELOPMENT.

PART III. CHANGES IN VERY AGED EGGS

A. J. GOLDFARB,

COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

In the previous two studies it was shown that, beginning with

maturation, definite progressive morphologic and physiologic

changes took place in the egg, both within and without the body,

such as (i) an increase in volume of the egg, (2) a loss of sur-

rounding jelly layer, (3) a retardation in the rate and change in

the manner of forming the fertilization membrane, (4) a retarda-

tion and inhibition in cleavage. These changes served as measur-

able and corroborative evidences of the physiologic condition

or vitality of the eggs of a female at any time, and served to

measure the deterioration or loss of vitality with age.

There were other symptoms or evidences of physiologic de-

terioration, especially in late stages of ageing, or overripening,

which will be discussed briefly in this paper. These changes

include: (i) Agglutination of eggs, (2) fusion of eggs, (3) abnormal

cleavage, (4) separation of blastomeres and (5) cytolysis of the

eggs.

The same technique, the same nomenclature, the same pre-

cautions and the same three species of sea urchin were used as in

Parts I. and II. For details of these I must refer to these studies.

AGGLUTINATION OF EGGS.

In Part II. it was shown that freshly removed eggs in good

physiologic condition formed fertilization membranes within two

minutes, at a rate accelerated with age, and with a wide peri-

i
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vitelline space. With increasing age, or in freshly liberated eggs

in poor physiologic condition, the rate of membrane formation

was correspondingly retarded, and the perivitelline space was

correspondingly diminished. In late stages of physiologic

deterioration, the membrane-forming substance was entirely

gone, and no membranes were formed. Synchronous with these

changes in the fertilization membrane, other changes took place,

of which the most important for my present purpose were, first

a progressive loss of surrounding jelly layer of the eggs, and sec-

ondly a change in permeability of the cortical layer of the eggs

which permitted an increasing volume of sea water to penetrate

into the egg, increasing its volume and rendering the cytoplasm

increasingly viscous.

When the eggs reached this stage of aging or physiologic de-

terioration, agglutination took place. Such aged or stale eggs

had actually reached the condition that experimenters (Loeb,

Driesch, Goldfarb and de Haan) have sought to produce ex-

perimentally.

Loeb used hypotonic sea water, which swelled the eggs and

burst their membranes. Later he used hyperalkaline dilute sea

water, which in addition made the cortical layer viscous. Driesch,

Goldfarb, and de Haan removed the surrounding jelly and the

fertilization membranes by mechanical treatment and then

centrifuged the eggs in sea water or in hyperalkaline sea water.

Goldfarb later used only such eggs as had been kept in the labora-

tory for about five hours, and without other treatment obtained

much larger numbers of agglutinations. These investigators as

well as Morgan, Nussbaum, Wilson, Zur Strassen and others had

observed from time to time the spontaneous agglutination

(and fusion) of eggs in different species of urchins, as well as in

other animals. It is very probable indeed that in these instances

spontaneous agglutinations occurred in the eggs that had suffi-

ciently aged, and hence were in the condition most favorable

for their ready agglutination. Certain it is that in all of my cul-

tures of aging eggs, and in all three species, agglutination took

place in every experiment in which the eggs were allowed to age

over a sufficiently long period. The facts concerning the aggluti-

nation in aging eggs may be summarized as follows :
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Agglutination sometimes occurred in freshly liberated eggs.

But in every such instance when suitably tested, as described in

Study I. and II., they were found to be in poor physiologic condi-

tion. Thus in experiment I, agglutination was observed in one

female, 9 minutes after the liberation of her eggs, in another, 29

minutes after liberation. But these eggs, in spite of their fresh-

ness, were in very poor physiologic condition.

Agglutination of the eggs of different females of an experi-

ment often began at very different ages, depending upon the

physiologic condition of the eggs when liberated. The more

deteriorated the eggs, the earlier the agglutination. For example,
the eggs of female I, in experiment I, first agglutinated in 9

minutes, female 3 in 29 minutes, female 2 in 225 minutes.

These eggs were all in varying degrees of poor physiologic

condition, those of female 4 which were in good physiologic con-

dition did not agglutinate in the 309 minutes that the eggs were

under observation. In experiment 3, the eggs of female 3 did

not agglutinate until 8^ hours old, and the eggs of females

I and 2 first agglutinated when six hours old. In experiment 4,

the eggs of female i and 2 first agglutinated when 2^2 hours old,

female 5 and 6, when 8% hours old; female 3 did not agglutinate

in the n hours under observation, etc.

Once begun, agglutinations were observed throughout the re-

mainder of the experiment. I am not certain to what extent

there was, with increasing age, an increase in the number of

agglutinated clusters, and to what extent there was an increase

in the number of eggs to each cluster. Both kinds of increases

took place in experiment I, 2, 3, 4, etc. ( Toxopnuestes] , experi-

ment 14 (Hipponoe) and experiment 17 (Arbacia), etc.

Agglutination occurred in fertilized as well as in unfertilized

eggs, and in both groups each of the eggs in the cluster developed
in a normal manner. The later regulations and the different

types of larvae resulting from such clusters I have elsewhere de-

scribed in detail (Goldfarb, '13, '15). For the present I merely
wish to emphasize the fact that agglutination took place long be-

fore the death and before extreme deterioration of the eggs.

Agglutination was independent of the age or physiologic

condition of the sperm. Eggs in suitable condition agglutinated
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whether fertilized or unfertilized. And when fertilized they

agglutinated equally well whether old or fresh sperm were used,

subject only to the following qualification, viz., when fresh sperm
in high concentration were used, they caused the eggs to revolve

rapidly in various directions, thereby preventing adjoining eggs

from agglutinating, and separating many of the eggs already

agglutinated. This was observed in Toxopneustes, experiment

i, 2, 3, 4; in Arbacia, experiment 16, 17; in Hipponoe, experiment

14, etc.

Clusters of 2 to 40 and more eggs were agglutinated to one

another. Large clusters died in early cleavage. Clusters of 3

and 4 eggs often reached the blastula stage, and sometimes

the gastrula stage, and then died. Clusters of 2 frequently

reached the larva stage. The various types of gastrula and

larvae resulting from such agglutinated pairs of eggs and the

processes involved, I have described in a previous publication

(Goldfarb, '13, '15).

Agglutination occurred in every experiment in which the eggs

had aged sufficiently, i. e., in which physiologic deterioration

had proceeded to a sufficient degree, as determined by the various

tests enumerated in Study I. and II. Such deterioration gave
rise without any other treatment, to exactly the conditions that

were found to be most successful in the experimental agglutina-

tion of eggs, namely, loss of jelly layer, loss of membrane and a

viscous condition of the naked protoplasm of the egg.

The rate of physiologic deterioration and hence the rate of

agglutination depended upon the condition of the eggs at libera-

tion, the species of egg used, the temperature of the sea water,

and age.

FUSION OF EGGS.

Some of the agglutinated eggs fused more or less completely

together in all cultures of aging eggs. Only a small per cent,

however fused, partly because clusters of more than 4 eggs died

in early cleavage, while clusters of 3 or 4 eggs rarely survived

beyond the blastula stage; and partly because clusters of 2 or 3

eggs often separated as a result of the uncoordinated ciliary activ-

ity of the different component blastula, gastrula or larvae.

Therefore only some of the closely agglutinated clusters of 2 or 3
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eggs, fused together permanently, either in the egg stage, or in

the course of subsequent early development. The processes in-

volved in the fusion of eggs or embryos, and the various types

of larvae resulting from such fusions I have descibed elsewhere

(Goldfarb, '13, '15).

For the present my interest lies not in the fusion process, per

se, nor in the various correlated phenomena, but rather in fusion

as another evidence or symptom of aging or deterioration of the

eggs.

The observations may be summarized as follows:

"Spontaneous" fusion of eggs occurred in all three species of

eggs, and in all cultures in which the eggs had aged sufficiently.

"Spontaneous" fusion occurred in unfertilized as well as in

fertilized eggs.

In unfertilized eggs fusion was usually complete, giving rise

to "giant" eggs which measured 8, 10 and 13 units diameter,

whereas the control eggs measured but 6 units. These volumet-

ric differences indicate, as Driesch pointed out, the number of

eggs which were united into the single giant egg.

A number of observers have recorded the "spontaneous
"
occur-

rence of giant eggs or fused larvae (Herbst, Morgan and Wilson,

Nussbaum and Oxner). These spontaneously formed giant eggs

or fused larvae, it is very probable, arose as in my cultures by
the natural deterioration of aging eggs, affecting the different

structures of the egg in a manner so favorable to the fusion

process.

Fusion occurred also among fertilized eggs. The resulting

degree of completeness of fusion was conditioned largely, if not

exclusively, by the stage in development when fusion first began.

The earlier the fusion the more complete, and vice versa, the

later, the less complete. Early fusion gave rise to "single"

larvae, either giant or normal. Late fusion gave rise to double

larvae of many types (Goldfarb, '15).

Fusion began at widely different ages, i. e., at widely different

periods after the liberation of the eggs. In Toxopneustes,

experiment 6, the eggs of one female fused when 2 hours old,

another when 5 hours old; in experiment 8, when 5 hours old;

experiment 2, when 6 hours old; experiment n, when 23 hours
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old; experiment 9, when 25 hours old; experiment 12, when 50

hours old. In Hipponoe, the eggs fused when 23 hours old, and

42 hours in experiment 14. In Arbacia when 48 hours, experi-

ment 17; 63 hours, experiment 20; 65 hours, experiment 19, etc.

The explanation for this wide range in the onset of fusion within

the same species, lies in the correspondingly wide diversity in

the physiologic condition of the eggs of different females at the

time of liberation, and hence correspondingly wide difference in

the rate of deterioration.

ABNORMAL CLEAVAGE.

Besides agglutination and fusion, there were other evidences of

late aging, which might conveniently be grouped together under

the term abnormal cleavage. Such abnormality included an

increasing irregularity of shape and size of the blastomeres, an

increasing lack of cohesion of the blastomeres, increasing retarda-

tion of mitosis, increasing numbers of atypic blastulse, gastrulse

and larvae, and an increasing inhibition of development.

These symptoms of extreme physiologic deterioration occurred

essentially alike in all three species.

The onset of abnormality in cleavage occurred at widely

varying ages, due to correspondingly wide variation in the phys-

iologic condition of the eggs at liberation. For example, in

experiment 4, the eggs of one female first showed marked ir-

regular cleavage when 2% hours old, another female when 5

hours old, others when 8^ hours old, etc.

After a long initial period, during which cleavage was regular,

there was with further and extreme deterioration a progressive

increase in the degree of irregularity and in the numbers of

irregularly cleaving eggs. For example, in experiment 2, some

of the eggs of females 2 and 3 became decidedly irregular,

when 99 minutes old. From this time on, the number increased

continuously until the eggs were 214 minutes old. Beyond this

age, it was increasingly difficult to ascertain the ratio of irregular

to the M'hole number of eggs because of increasing cytolysis and

fragmentation of both unfertilized and fertilized eggs. In

experiment 16, when the eggs were i^ hours old, the average

number of irregularly cleaving eggs of the 3 females was 7 per
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cent, of the total. When 5 hours old, the number had increased

to 46 per cent, of the total. In Arbacia, experiment 16, the

average per cent, of irregularity of the 7 females when their eggs

were 1^2 hours old was 12 per cent, of the total. When i8j^

hours old, 12 per cent, of the non-cytolized and non-fragmented

eggs cleaved irregularly. When 24 hours old, the number of

irregular eggs had increased to 40 per cent, of the non-cytolized

e^gs.

These deteriorated and irregularly cleaving eggs were short

lived. With increasing age they died in increasing numbers,

and at earlier and earlier stages in their development. The more

deteriorated the eggs, the less completely did they develop. This

differential mortality served as another index of the vitality or

physiologic age of the eggs of any female.

These results give substantial support to Pearl's hypothesis of a

varying degree of virility of the different eggs of an individual.

Irregular cleavage, with the consequences above enumerated,

was due to several causes. In the first place the loss of jelly and

the absence of the membrane made it increasingly possible for

polyspermy to occur, particularly when fresh sperm in high

concentration was used. Polyspermy in old eggs had been

observed before by the Hertwigs, '86. These polyspermic eggs

gave rise to irregular mitosis and irregular cleavage. In the

second place the changed permeability, with its consequent

excessive inflow of sea water, gave rise to mechanical or physical

interference, dissolved certain of the protoplasmic granules,

caused an excessive metabolism and an accumulation of metabolic

products, gave rise to a very viscous condition of the protoplasm,

etc., all of which were contributory agents in producing the

various and increasing irregularities in cleavage.

SEPARATION OF BLASTOMERES.

Another quite characteristic manifestation of extreme age or

physiologic deterioration was the more and more complete

separation of the blastomeres. As the eggs increased in age,

there was, as I have pointed out, an increasing viscosity of the

cytoplasm and membrane, ultimately a complete loss of the

fertilization membrane, or membrane-forming substance, with a
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consequent enlargement and partial separation of the first two

blastomeres, into an elongated double ball; and finally a more and

more complete separation. The blastomeres fell apart com-

pletely.

There can be no doubt that F. R. Lillie ('14) and Loeb's

observations that blastomeres do fall apart in old eggs is correct.

Separation of blastomeres occurred in every experiment in

which the observations were made over a sufficiently long

period. And once begun the blastomeres continued to separate

with successive cleavages until there was in place of the egg, a

flattened mound of minute blastomeres, stuck to the bottom of

the dish or to one another. And with increasing age, more and

more eggs passed through this history.

As might have been anticipated, the onset of separation varied

with different females according to the physiologic condition of

the eggs at liberation. Separation was first observed in experi-

ment 3, when the eggs were 6 hours old; in experiment 4, when 5

hours old (i female) and 8 hours old (in the other 2 females);

in experiment 5, 8 hours old in one female, later, in the other 5

females; in Arbacia, the eggs of one female, experiment 16,

showed the separation phenomenon when 18 hours old, 2 other

females when 24 hours old, and 2 others when 42 hours old.

In experiment 15, separation was observed in 3 females when

eggs were 24 hours old, in experiment 17 when 23 and 28 hours

old, etc. In Toxopneustes, and Hipponoe" separation usually

occurred in 8 to 10 hours after liberation, in Arbacia usually not

before 24 hours.

With the continued and complete separation of the blastomeres

in successive cleavages, an increasing number, of. the fertilized

eggs died and with their disintegration many of the non-sepa-

rating eggs also died.

There can no longer be any doubt that there were no

fertilization membranes about these aging eggs. Glazer ('14)

urged that separation was due to the absence of the fertil-

ization membrane. It is far more probable that the absence

of the membrane together with the physiologic changes in the

protoplasm (the result of aging) are both responsible for the

separation of the blastomeres.
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CYTOLYSIS OF AGEING EGGS.

The consummation of the various deteriorating changes in

aging eggs is cytolysis and death.

Cytolysis of sea-urchin eggs under the influence of various

experimental conditions, such as saponin, salycyl aldehydes,

propyl alcohol, distilled water, etc., have been carefully described

by Loeb. Loeb speaks of two methods of cytolysis, which he

calls "white "and "black."

Aging eggs cytolize in the same two ways. In the "white"

or cytolysis by liquefaction, a changed permeability of the cortical

layer permits an increasing volume of sea water to enter the egg

with a corresponding enlargement of the egg, a more viscous

condition of the cytoplasm, a diminution in size of the proto-

plasmic granules, and an increasingly hyaline and translucent

appearance of the egg. In the second type of cytolysis, there is

either far less increase in size of the egg or no increase at all;

the central mass remains opaque and becomes increasingly

opaque; the cytoplasm is far less viscous; the outer surface which

is hyaline is fragmented, and sometimes the inner mass as well,
'

is fragmented, and the outer fragments fall off, with a consequent

diminution in size of the eggs, even far below the norm.

I was unable satisfactorily to establish whether these two are

independent methods of cytolysis, possibly associated with

different degrees of virility of the eggs or whether they are

sequential phenomena. In most cultures, both types of cy-

tolysis are seen at the same time.

The onset differs in the eggs of different females, and, as in

other evidences of aging, this variation is due to differences in

the physiologic condition of the eggs at liberation. Those eggs

which were in good physiologic condition at liberation, cytolized

late; those in poor condition, early. Eggs in relatively similar

physiologic condition cytolized at a similar rate at the same

temperature. The greater the temperature, the greater the rate.

In Toxopneustes , cytolysis in any considerable numbers, was

first observed when - hour old in experiment I, -5-
hour old in

experiment 3, 6 hours old in experiment 2 and 5, II hours old in

experiment 4, 20 hours old in experiment 9. In Hipponoe, the

rate of cytolysis is essentially the same as in Toxopneustes.
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In Arbacia it was much slower. Beginning, in the given experi-

mental conditions, in about 28 hours as in experiment 17, and

extending to 42 hours as in series 19, 46 hours in experiment 18,

and later in other experiments. This difference in rate of

cytolysis is in part due to differences in temperature of the sea

water in the two localities, but it is also due, and is another evi-

dence of, a protoplasmic difference in the two species of eggs.

CORRELATION OF THE CHANGES IN AGEING EGGS.

I have for the sake of clearer exposition described each type of

change in aging eggs, such as agglutination, irregular cleavage,

etc., as though each type of change was independent and un-

related to the other changes. / wish now to emphasize the en-

tirely dependent, related and con-elated character of the changes I

have heretofore treated separately.

Seven types of changes and tests have been enumerated,

whereby the- physiologic condition of the eggs may be accurately

determined. These tests are (i) size of the egg, (2) per cent,

possessing jelly layer, (3) rate and width of membrane, (4) rate,

total and character of cleavage, (5) rate and degree of aggluti-

nation, (6) rate and degree of fusion of eggs, (7) and per cent,

of cytolysis. Each test serves as a verifiable measure of quali-

tative and quantitative changes in the vitality or physiologic con-

dition of the eggs under the given conditions.

But more significant for my present purpose is the fact that

the variation in any one of these seven tests is associated with

corresponding variation in the others. So highly correlated are

they that a knowledge of one enables one to predict with a remarkable

degree of exactness, the degree of variation in the others. If the

cleavage rate for example, is known, one could predict the size of

the eggs, the per cent, with jelly layers, the rate of fertilization

membrane, the per cent, of agglutination, etc. This somewhat

sweeping statement is made with the understanding that it is

subject to the qualifications referred to in the text.

It is sometimes inconvenient or difficult to take certain pre-

cautions with respect to one or another of the seven groups of

tests, and without such precautions any one test may give a

large error. But the ensemble of the tests or any considerable
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group of them rectifies any such error, and gives an accurate

measure of the physiologic condition of the eggs. The determi-

nation by several or all of the tests serves as the most exact method

so far recorded, whereby the vitality of any batch of eggs may be

accurately ascertained and whereby the rate and nature of the manifold

changes, with age or under any set of experimental conditions, may be

determined.

The correlated changes are given below in tabular form.
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super-ripening is represented in the heavy lined curve (Fig. i).
1

The process continues until an optimum is finally reached many
hours after liberation at a stage marked B. Beyond this age
there occurred a definite progressive deterioration, indicated by

Min.

D

Max

Min.

Physio'ogically good eggs
'

Fresh
'

Age in hours.

poor

Moderately aged

Max.

bad.

Very aged

FIG. i. Showing extent of morphologic and physiologic changes during ageing
or deterioration cf eggs. AB represents the period of superripening; BCD, the

period of overripening; DEF, the period of extreme deterioration and death.

ABCDE represents change in volume, rate of membrane formation, rate of cleavage,

total cleavage (Hipponoe). aBCDE represents loss of jelly, total cleavage

(Arbacia), width of membrane formation. CDEF represents increase in agglutina-

tion, fusion, abnormal cleavage, separation of blastomeres, cytolysis, and increase

in oxidation.

the progressive retardation in the rate of membrane formation,

in the rate of cleavage, in the decrease in total cleavage, etc.

\Yith further aging, there appeared other symptoms that

marked further deterioration, such as agglutination, fusion,

irregular cleavage, separation of blastomeres, and finally cy-

tolysis and death. Some of these symptoms first appeared at C
of the curve, such as agglutination, others at D such as irregular

cleavage, etc.

1 /. e., part A of the curve.
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DISCUSSION.

A number of investigators have been struck by the unex-

pectedly large variability in the eggs of different females of sea

urchins, even when the eggs were liberated at the same time, and

kept under apparently identical conditions. A few examples

and the explanations offered to account for this diversity may be

cited.

Stockard observed "that a number of eggs when subjected

to the same solutions do not all respond in a like manner," and

held that such variability was due to "differences in individual

resistance and vigor."

F. R. Lillie also noted "the failure to obtain exactly the same

curve . . . ," and believed the result "was due in part to the

natural variability of different lots of eggs and sperm."

Loeb, J., and Wasteneys, H., also believed that this vari-

ability was due in large part to differences in the eggs.

Wasteneys later came to the conclusion that this variability

was due to differences in sensitiveness of eggs of different females,

and perhaps to temperature.

R. S. Lillie also held that variability was due to the condition

of the eggs.

F. R. Lillie came closer to an understanding of the matter

when he pointed out that "the condition of the eggs whether

ripe or immature, fresh or stale, with or without jelly, is more

important than concentration of the eggs. The condition of the

gonad" he adds, "is the most variable thing in summer sea

urchins."

Loeb ('02) came still closer to the truth, when he stated that

"this (variability in maturation of asterias eggs) probably

depends on the fact that the eggs of different females are not all

in the same condition of ripeness."

Many other observations might be mentioned in which the

authors have either ignored this large variability or, having noted

it, ascribed the result to individual resistance, sensitiveness,

natural variability and other equally indefinite causes.

In this connection one must mention Loeb and Chamberlain's

work. These authors distinguished between the primary vari-

ation in the eggs of a given female, from the secondary variation
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in the eggs of different females. They ascribed the primary

variation to a difference in the amount of enzyme present in the

different eggs of the same parentage.

In earlier studies, I showed that the ripe eggs from different

freshly collected females varied far beyond Loeb's individual or

primary variation. I determined the exact range of variability of

the freshly removed eggs, not merely in one but in several morphologic

and physiologic entities, and for three species of sea urchin. I

showed moreover that these variations were measurable and corrobora-

tive indices of differences in the vitality or physiologic condition of

the different lots of eggs. And hence it was possible not only to

ascertain with exactitude the condition of the eggs but to sort them out

according to their physiologic condition.

This unusual diversity in freshly liberated eggs of different

females is due, firstly to the original or primary variability of

Loeb and Chamberlain already referred to; secondly, to injurious

changes that take place within the body of the female before

liberation, and even as early as the maturation of the egg.

For as soon as maturation is completed the eggs are susceptible

to injurious agencies in the body fluid of the mother, particularly

changes in ionic concentration and oxygen content. Whether

these be the sole injurious agents or whether accumulated toxic

(metabolic) substances also contribute, I cannot say. In any

event, the equilibrium is upset and the cycle of physiologic

deteriorative changes which begins with maturation, proceeds at

varying rates depending upon the length of time the eggs are held

within the body, and the nature of the body fluids.

Since the eggs of different females may mature at different times,

and the eggs of a given female mature at different intervals, and since

the body fluids either cause or permit deleterious changes to take

place, and finally since the time between maturation and liberation

may vary very widely in different females, it is not surprising then

that such marked differences obtained in the different lots of eggs.

These marked variations occurred in the two southern species

probably throughout the breeding season; in the northern

species the variation was less marked during the height of the

breeding season.

Hence to assume that ripe eggs of different females, or that
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all the eggs of a given female are in the same or nearly the same

physiologic condition, when freshly liberated, is misleading and

frequently very inaccurate.

It has been held by Minot that senescence of the individual

began, not after sexual maturity, but far back in the history of the

individual, even before birth. My studies on aging eggs lead me
to the conclusion that senescence of the individual may be

traced as far back in the history of the individual as the matura-

tion of the egg. The aging eggs show numerous evidences of

senescence, not only during the egg stage but throughout their

development including their larval stage. And it is very prob-
able indeed that the effects are carried into the adult stage of the

individual.

The value of the results depends upon the acceptance of the

technique used. The freshly liberated eggs were placed under

conditions that preliminary tests had shown were optimum for

that particular species of sea-urchin egg, namely: (i) the sea

water used had been collected at the height of the incoming tide,

and so obtained a more constant grade of sea water, and more
free of detritus, etc., (2) the sea water was filtered (with certain

precautions) and stored in glass ; (3) standard flat bottom bowls

were used, in which the concentration of eggs was far below

the injurious limit, and nearly constant for the different series;

(4) the volume of sea water was large enough to prevent inter-

ference by evaporation, etc. (250 c.c.) ; (5) the supernatant sea

water as well as the bowls were changed at least once a day;

(6) the temperature was kept fairly constant and close to that of

sea water in the open, etc.

Under these conditions the freshly liberated eggs (whatever

their physiologic condition may have been at the time of libera-

tion) underwent a graded series of morphologic and physiologic

changes, which were not new processes or changes, but the

continuation of the same changes which took place within the

body before liberation, namely, loss of jelly, retardation of

membrane formation, increase in size of the egg, decreased rate

of division and decreased ability to cleave, etc. 1

The rate of change was however accelerated. Such accelera-

1 And it is very probable indeed, that these changes occur in a state of nature.
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tion depended upon three factors, namely, the condition of the

eggs when liberated, the time after liberation (age), the tem-

perature. The more deteriorated the eggs at liberation, the

greater the rate of change at any given interval thereafter.

Likewise the longer the period (age) after liberation, the greater

the rate of change or senescence. And finally the higher the

temperature of the sea water, the faster the deterioration,

closely approximating the expectation from Van't Horf's law.

The sea water at the Tortugas was approximately 10 C. higher

than at Woods Hole, and the rate of deterioration was more

than twice as great in the former as in the latter.

With further aging and increasing rate of change, other symp-

toms of deterioration became manifest and were increasingly

intensified, such as agglutination, fusion, abnormal cleavage

and cytolysis. These have been described and measured for the

three species.

If the germ cells of other tropical organisms behave as those of

the two tropical species of sea urchins, i. e., die or become in-

infertile, or are unable to develop beyond an early stage, even a

few hours after liberation, one may account, at least in part, for

the relatively few individuals that reach maturity in so many

tropical species.

The eggs that do survive show profound changes in nearly all

and possibly all the parts of the egg. A full appreciation of this

fact enables one to correlate and to find a common explanation in

apparently unrelated experiments.

A number of investigators have noted a decreased productivity

with increasing age of the mother. Minot ('91) came to this

conclusion from his experiments with guinea pigs. Marshall's

observations upon women, Pearl's upon fowls and lambs, Ham-

mond's upon rabbits and pigs, and recently King's upon rats, all

led to the same conclusion. Two explanations appear to me to

account for the results, both of them involving the deterioration

of the egg. Either the gonads of old mothers produce eggs

in lower physiologic condition than younger mothers, or the eggs

are of the same or similar physiologic condition at any age, but

the interval between maturation and fertilization is greater in

older mothers and hence the eggs in poorer physiologic condition
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when fertilized. In either event the end result seems to be

essentially the same as in the sea-urchin eggs, namely fewer

develop, more become irregular or abnormal, with the age of the

mother. 1 The early history of the changes in the sea-urchin

egg and sperm as they deteriorate, we now know, and it is very

probable that the eggs of aging mothers undergo fundamentally
similar changes.

The experiments with aging eggs throw light upon, and

indicate the probable cause of seemingly conflicting results in

hybridization experiments.

The Hertwigs ('86) affirmed in contradistinction to the con-

clusions of Pfluger ('82) and Born ('83) that hybridization took

place the more readily when the eggs were of lower vitality.

Vernon ('98) also noted that the chances of hybridization were

increased when the eggs had previously been kept for about nine

hours in sea water, which, I have shown, lowers the vitality of the

eggs. Hagedorn ('09) discovered another method for increasing

the chances of hybridization, namely by increasing the HO
concentration of the sea water. Herbst, Tennent, Godlewsky-

Loeb and Kupelweiser used various modifications of Hagedoorn's

method and obtained similar results. But as will be later shown,

the increased alkalinity of the sea water only served to increase

the rate of deterioration of the eggs, and hence prematurely

aged them; these eggs showed the same changes which I have

described in aging eggs, changes which permit the ready entrance

of multiple autogenous sperm, or heterogenous sperm, and hence

give rise to abnormal development or to hybridization.

Similarly, Doncaster, Vernon, and Herbst observed that hy-

bridization could be increased by raising the temperature of the

sea water. This also I have shown serves merely to preco-

ciously age the eggs and hence makes greater hybridization

possible.

Less effective was the use of dilute sea water used by Ten-

nent and Herbst. Here again, dilute sea water increased ioni-

zation, and hence increased the metabolism of the egg, w^hich in

turn increased the rate of aging.

1 The age of the sperm or the father is far less important than the age of the egg

or of the mother.
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All these apparently diverse methods have this in common, viz.,

that they all induce the same changes in the eggs, i. e. accelerate the

aging of eggs, and thus permit the ready entrance of autogenous

or heterogenous sperm. Instead of emphasizing the one or the

other external agent or change, as Herbst has done, I prefer to

emphasize that which is common to all, namely, the very definite

morphologic and physiologic changes within the egg, which I

have termed physiologic deterioration or aging.

There are on record other phenomena which may now be inter-

preted in terms of the known changes in aging eggs, and which

may be briefly summarized as follows :

Vernon ('95, '98) observed a seasonal change in the size of the

larvae, in the per cent, of hybridization, in the per cent, reaching

the larval stage, in the maternal or paternal type of hybridized

larvae. These seasonal changes are in all probability due, as he

himself suggested, to the varying physiologic conditions of the

eggs, at different periods of the breeding season.

Fuchs ('14) observed that the per cent, of self-fertilizations in

done increased with the age of the eggs. This is exactly what

one should expect from the known changes in aging eggs and of

the ready entrance of sperm in old eggs.

Matthews ('01) could induce parthenogenesis by shaking

(in Asterias forbesii], most readily, when the eggs were at least

three hours old.

De Vries, according to Vernon, obtained a larger per cent. (40)

of mutants in old seeds, whereas fresh seeds gave only I to 5 per

cent. This suggested that not only may the protoplasmic parts

of the egg be radically modified by aging, but that the nuclear

parts may be correspondingly affected.

Other experiments serve to strengthen this conclusion, par-

ticularly those upon sex determination.

R. Hertwig ('06 and '07) and Kuschekewitch were first to

note that sex could be altered by aging the eggs of the frog.

More recently Riddle ('i2-'i4), experimenting with pigeons,

concluded that the sex of the offspring was conditioned by the

physiologic activity of the reproductive organs or by the age of

the mother. Both hyperactivity and aging of the mother causes

an excess of male-producing eggs.
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Stout has reported similar results in Cichorium.

King experimented with toad eggs and succeeded by drying

the eggs in materially changing the sex ratio.

If it should be established that in these instances a change in

sex was really induced by the experimental condition, it could be

readily shown that in all these instances a physiologic deteriora-

tion of the eggs was the primary cause and affected profoundly

not merely the cytoplasm but the nuclear substance of the eggs

as well. It may be possible that aging modifies or destroys

the chromosomes in the same way that particles of the cytoplasm

are modified or destroyed.

For, recent studies of Marine and Manley, of Patten, of Mac-

Nider and others point unmistakably to the conclusion that in

aging adult individuals there occur definite changes in different

tissues of the body, as well as in the blood stream, changes which

are profound in extent and correspond very closely to those I

have described in aging eggs. In view of these observations I

am led to believe that the reproductive tissues and the eggs of

older mothers would be correspondingly modified. And it is

also probable that the cyclical change in the aging eggs cor-

respond with and are caused by corresponding cyclical changes ire

the parental tissues. For it will be recalled that the eggs showed!

an initial period of increasing ripening, increasing fertilizability,

increasing rate of development, etc., until an optimum condition

was attained, and then there followed a long period of progressive

deterioration, modification and ultimate disintegration.

Returning now to the consideration of the changes in aging

eggs, the question at once suggested itself. What then is the

fundamental nature of the physiologic deterioration, which

began with maturation and ended in the complete cytolysis of

the egg. The changes are twofold. There is, on the one hand,

a dissolving of the surrounding jelly layer, and, on the other hand,

a gelatinization and dissolution of the membrane-forming sab-

stances in the cortical layer of the egg. These twofold changes

are parallel. I find myself at variance with Harvey who held

that the loss of jelly under "normal" conditions was independent

of aging of the egg. My observations clearly show that if

proper precautions against mechanical shaking and changed HO
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ion concentration be made, the loss of jelly is concomitant with

physiologic deterioration or aging of the eggs.

The second and more important change is concerned with the

cortical layer of the egg. With age the dissolution of membrane-

forming substances progresses and the permeability of the cortical

layer increases, as a consequence of which a number of other

changes occur, namely: (i) An inflow of sea water and an increase

in size of the egg; (2) increasing mechanical interference due to

the excess sea water; (3) thinning and final disappearance of

fertilization membrane; (4) gradual solution of protoplasmic

granules; (5) increasing viscosity of the cytoplasm; (6) increasing

metabolism and metabolic products.

By aging is meant the ensemble of these and other changes in

the egg.

It is not to be wondered then that with protecting jelly,

cortical layer, cytoplasm and probably nucleus as well, chemically

and physically altered, profoundly altered in some instances and

entirely gone in others, that the subsequent history of the egg

should show evidences of these changes, and be correspondingly

altered in development. These changes in development may be

categorically summarized as follows: (i) Increasing retardation

and final loss in membrane formation; (2) increasing modifi-

cation in character of membrane; (3) increasing retardation and

final cessation of cleavage; (4) increasing irregularity in cleavage;

(5) increasing viscosity of cytoplasm and cortical layer; (6) in-

creasing agglutination and fusion of eggs; (7) increasing sepa-

ration of the blastomeres; (8) increasing modified larvae, etc.

The problem of physiologic deterioration or "aging" is

reducable then to two main factors (i) a change in permeability

of the cortical layer, (2) a change in the metabolism of the egg.

I have already outlined the nature and conseqences of the first of

these two factors. A few words may be added concerning the

second.

Loeb's researches on oxidation of eggs had led him to the con-

clusion that with "aging," the eggs had increasing difficulty

in disposing of the accumulated store of toxic metabolic products.

Wasteneys' subsequently by direct experimentation showed that

there was a definite increase in metabolism with aging of eggs.
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My own observations, still unpublished, extend and corroborate

Wasteneys's results.

But to what extent was the change in permeability of the

cortical layer, with its train of events, responsible for the deterio-

ration of the eggs. If it was an important factor, it should be

possible experimentally to retard these cortical changes, and

hence correspondingly to increase the longevity and to retard the

deterioration of the eggs. Such experiments were made re-

peatedly and successfully, an account of which will appear later.

I mention these experiments merely to emphasize the fact that

there appears at present two methods by which physiologic

deterioration and "aging" may be controlled, namely, by retard-

ing or preventing either the metabolism, or the change in per-

meability of the eggs.

By reducing the metabolism of the eggs, Lyon, Loeb and

Wasteneys retarded the deterioration of the eggs. By retarding

the cortical changes I have retarded the deterioration of eggs as

well. By a summation of both methods far greater control of

aging or deterioration was obtained.

Both methods are closely related. A change in the cortical

layer induced a corresponding change in the metabolism of the

egg, and it is probable that the reverse obtains, namely a change

in metabolism is associated with a change in the cortical layer.

This leads directly to the possibility urged by Loeb, Child and,

particularly in view of the unpublished work of E. J. Cohen,
1

that ageing and hence longevity of the germ cells is a function of

the rate of metabolic activity of the protoplasm of the egg or

sperm, the greater the rate of metabolic activity, the shorter the

life of the germ cell, and vice versa, the lower the rate of metabo-

lism the longer lived the germ cell.

Hence eggs in sea water are longer lived than dilute concen-

trations of sperm, both of the same chronologic and physiologic

age. For the same reason eggs in sea water are shorter lived

than concentrated or dry sperm. For in this condition the

sperm are inactive, and hence lower metabolic rate. How far

the result is due to the greater metabolism on the one hand as

1 The first study has since appeared in the BIOLOGICAL BULLETIN, Vol. 34, 3,

1918.
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urged by Child, or to the greater accumulation of metabolic

toxic products as urged by Loeb, or to both of these factors, we
cannot in our present state of knowledge determine.

SUMMARY.

Aging eggs show progressive measurable morphologic and

physiologic changes. Besides those described in Study II.,

there are a number particularly evident in later stages of aging

eggs, such as agglutination and fusion of eggs, irregular cleavage,

separation of the blastomeres and cytolysis.

A. i. The agglutination phenomenon occurred only in

physiologically very deteriorated or "aged" eggs, as evidenced

in part by the low per cent, of the jelly layer, inability to develop

a fertilization membrane, a more viscous condition of the cy-

toplasm and cortical layer, and by numerous other tests. These

are exactly the conditions that have been sought in the experi-

mental agglutination of eggs.

2. The onset of agglutination occurred at different ages for

the eggs of different females, such variations being due to differ-

ences in physiologic condition of the eggs at the time of liberation

from the parent. The more deteriorated the eggs at liberation

the earlier the agglutination, and vice versa. Agglutination

occurred in every experiment in which the eggs had aged suffi-

ciently.

3. Some eggs remained agglutinated throughout their subse-

quent developmental history, others were secondarily separated

at varying swimming stages in development, others died pre-

cociously, due to asphyxiation.

4. Fertilized as well as unfertilized eggs were agglutinated.

5. Clusters of 2 to 40 or more eggs were thus agglutinated.

6. Agglutination is not determined by the condition of the

sperm except in so far as concentrated fresh sperm may, by

revolving the eggs, separate agglutinated eggs or prevent their so

doing.

B. I. When the eggs were in sufficiently poor physiological

condition, as determined by suitable tests, they tended not merely

to agglutinate but many subsequently fused more or less com-

pletely.
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2. Such fusion may occur in the egg stage or during sub-

sequent development, with corresponding complete or incom-

plete fusion. The degree of fusion determined the various types

of fused embryos and larvae described in previous publications.

3. Complete spontaneous fusion of not more than three eggs

occurred not infrequently and gave rise to giant eggs.

4. Fusion occurred in all experiments in which the eggs were

allowed to age sufficiently.

5. The variation in the time of fusion was determined by the

physiologic condition of the eggs at liberation. The more deterio-

rated the sooner the fusion.

6. Fused eggs and embryos, and giant eggs occurred in all

three species of sea-urchin eggs, namely, Arbacia, Hipponoe and

Toxopneustes.

7. It is probable that the "spontaneous" fusions of larvae and

embryos, described by many workers, find their explanation in

similar aging or deterioration of the eggs.

C. I. With increasing age and physiologic deterioration of

the eggs, cleavage was increasingly irregular. This irregularity

was manifested in a change in size and shape of the blastomeres,

in retardation in the rate of cleavage, in increasing inhibition at

progressively earlier stages of development, increasing numbers

and types of atypic embryos and larvae, and in extreme stages,

in total lack of cleavage.

2. In every batch of eggs irregular cleavage occurred as soon

as the eggs had aged sufficiently. The onset and the degree of

irregularity varied with the physiologic condition of the eggs

when liberated. Once begun there was a progressive increase in

the numbers and in the degree of abnormality.

3. Irregular cleavage which is a consequence of aging is due

in part to excessive intake of sea water, and in part to poly-

spermy. The quantitative relations of these two factors was not

determined. Both are due to a change in the cortical layer of the

egg-

4. Deteriorated or irregularly cleaving eggs, were shorter

lived than physiologically fresh eggs. The greater the irregu-

larity (or physiologic age) the short lived the eggs, and vice

versa, the more virile the egg the greater the longevity and the

less irregular development.
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D. I. With increasing physiologic deterioration, there oc-

curred another type of irregularity, namely, more or less complete

separation of the blastomeres.

2. Such separation occurred in every experiment that was

carried over a sufficiently long period, and with further aging

separation of blastomeres was increasingly complete.

3. The separation of the blastomeres occurred with suc-

cessive cleavages.

4. In Toxopneustes and Hipponoe, separation usually occurred

eight to ten hours after physiologically good eggs were removed

from the female. In Arbacia about 24 hours were required.

The variation in onset in different females was due to variation

in the physiologic condition of the eggs at liberation.

E. I. With still further physiologic deterioration (or "age-

ing") cytolysis set in. There were two types of cytolysis, namely

cytolysis by liquefication or enlargement, and by fragmentation

or reduction.

2. The onset of cytolysis differs in the eggs of different females

depending upon the physiologic condition of the eggs at the time

of liberation.

3. Cytolysis occurred three or more times as rapidly in Toxop-

neustes and Hipponoe than in Arbacia. This difference is in

part due to accelerated metabolic rate at the higher temperature

of the southern species, partly due to increased HO ion con-

centration of sea water at Tortugas and partly to protoplasmic

differences of the different species of eggs.

F. Agglutination, fusion, abnormal cleavage, separation of

blastomeres and cytolysis of the eggs are phenomena correlated

with intense physiologic deterioration of the eggs, and were

observed in all cultures in which the eggs were sufficiently dete-

riorated.

Seven independent groups of tests were used to determine the

degree of deterioration. These tests corroborate one another.

Any one test, with suitable precautions, measures the vitality of

the eggs. From any one, the other manifestations of aging may
be predicted. A group of tests offers the most convincing means

of measuring exactly the degree of senescence of any sample of

of eggs.
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These seven groups of tests or symptoms of senescence also

indicate the fundamental nature of the chemical and physical

changes involved in the aging process, namely a change in the

cortical layer of the egg, and a change in oxidation. The change

in the cortical layer, i. e., the change in permeability, affects the

membrane, the cleavage, and all the other consequences of aging

above enumerated.

It is very probable that the changed cortical layer with its
,

train of consequences, as well as the change in respiration, are

fundamentally reducible to the one phenomenon, namely,

changed metabolism.

These results afford a common explanation of apparently diverse

phenomena, such as change of sex with age (Riddle, Hertwig, etc.) ,

senescence (Minot) ,
reduced productivity (Pearl, King, etc.) , physi-

ologic differences in cross fertilizations (Tennant.etc.), etc. (For

details see discussion.)
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TABLE I.

SHOWS VARIATION IN ONSET AND INCREASE IN AGGLUTINATION, FUSION, IR-

REGULAR CLEAVAGE, AND CYTOLYSIS WITH DETERIORATION AND AGE. A STANDS
FOR AGGLUTINATION; F, FOR FUSION; S, FOR SEPARATION OF BLASTOMERES; I,

FOR IRREGULAR OR ABNORMAL CLEAVAGE; C, FOR CYTOLYSIS; N, FOR NORMAL.
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TABLE I. Continued.
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TABLE I. Continued.
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INTRODUCTION.

The chromosomes of the germ cells have received considerably

more attention than have their descendants in the body and our

knowledge of the behavior of these chromosomes is based on

comparatively few studies of somatic cytology. During the

process of karyokinesis in the body tissues the chromosomes may
be studied, thus affording a basis for a comparison of their general

characteristics and behavior with those of their ancestors or pre-

decessors in the reproductive glands. Such investigations may
eventually give an insight to some of the problems of develop-

ment, including the function or activities of the chromosomes,

and may also aid in strengthening the position taken in regard to

these bodies by students of gametogensis.

Cytologists have demonstrated that in any given species the

chromosome number is constant and that in the diploid com-

plexes of the germ and body cells the chromosomes exist in pairs.

For a given species the chromosomes are frequently readily

recognizable by characteristic structure and behavior. This

numerical and morphological constancy has led to the theory of

the individuality of chromosomes and is now so well supported

by many observations that it may be said to be a part of the creed

of modern biology. Indeed our knowledge has reached the

point where numerical variations are not considered as prima

facia evidence against the theory, but as another manifestation

of an imperfectly understood organization.

The following report deals with the chromosomes in the so-
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matic cells of the evening primrose, CEnothera scintillans, de

Vries, and of the pig, Sus scrofa, in which the diploid chromosome

number of the soma was found to be variable. The bearing of

these facts upon the individuality theory is indicated.

THE CYTOLOGICAL CONDITIONS IN CEnothera scintillans.

The somatic, or diploid, number of chromosomes in CEnothera

scintillans is fifteen. In material collected from three generations

of these plants variations of this number have been found to

range from fifteen to twenty-one. This diversity in number is

not due to additions to the chromosome complex but to the frag-

mentation of certain individuals. From a preliminary study of

the root tips of a fourth generation of O. scintillans I am inclined

to believe that here the increase in chromosome number is not

as great as just indicated. Breaks or clear areas occur in certain

chromosomes which make what may be a single chromosome,

appear as two. In my earlier material the possible relationship

of chromosome portions on either side of the clear space was not

so obvious as in the latest specimens. The last root tips col-

lected present these portions in such perfect alignment as to

suggest that they are a part of a common body. The clear areas

are variable in extent and in certain cases one portion of the

chromosome may be turned at right angles to the other. In a

few instances the separation seems to be complete. The blank

spaces in these "hyphenated" chromosomes may well be weak

spots where under certain conditions breaks occur. As I have

not yet determined the nature of these clear intervals in the chro-

mosomes, for the sake of analysis, in this paper, all the separate

chromatic bodies are considered as individual chromosomes.

Since the chromosomes are small and have no marked charac-

teristics by which they may be recognized, measurements have

to be resorted to. Some interesting results have been the out-

come.

1 . The total of the chromosome lengths of any complex whether

it has the normal or higher number of chromosomes is the same.

This indicated that no chromosomes have been added.

2. When the fifteen chromosomes of the normal complex are

arranged according to decreasing length it is found that they
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exist in a series of seven pairs plus one unpaired chromosome.

Each pair differs from the pairs longer and the next shorter pair

by almost precisely the same amount nine per cent.

3. Since such exact relations exist between the normal pairs

alteration in any of the chromosomes would destroy these con-

ditions. This was found to be true in cells possessing more than

fifteen chromosomes. Comparison with the standard lengths

and relationships determined for the chromosomes of the normal

complexes made it possible to reunite, with fair accuracy, the

fragments to the chromosomes from which they had broken.

This reunion has shown that it was chiefly the longer chromo-

somes that were concerned in fragmentation.

4. In the germ cells, the telophase chromosomes of the first

maturation division are favorable for study. Two classes of

cells are produced by this division, one of which has seven and

the other eight chromosomes. This is due to the fact that

the unpaired, and smallest, chromosome passes to one pole un-

divided. When the two complexes are measured it is found that

total length of their chromosomes differ exactly by the length of

the eighth chromosome, or the unpaired element. The same

percentage of length difference exists between the individual

gametic chromosomes as between the somatic pairs showing the

two sets to be entirely comparable.

THE CYTOLOGICAL CONDITIONS IN THE PIG, Stts scrofa.

The work on the cytology of this mammal was made possible

through an improvement in the preservation of the chromosomes

which gave, I believe, the first true picture of the conditions in

the cells of this group. Exception possibly should be made to

the material used by Winiwarter in his studies, although it seems

that the clear complexes were not as numerous as the other kind,

whereas in the present specimens good mitotic figures were ex-

ceedingly abundant.

In the pig, I have found essentially the same cytological phe-

nomena as in (Enothera scintillans. The spermatogonial chromo-

some number is forty and this appears to be constant. In the

somatic cells the number ranges from forty to fifty-eight. As in

the plant the extra number is caused by fragmentation and not
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by additions, as the total length of the chromosomes of all com-

plexes, regardless of the number of elements involved, falls with-

in the total length limits established for the spermatogonial

chromosomes. Furthermore, it appears to be the chromosomes

of the long end of the series that are breaking up. In the normal

complexes the chromosomes exist in pairs (not obvious until

arranged according to length) and there is a relatively constant

length difference between pairs. The normal complexes of the

soma and of the spermatogonia agree in all particulars.

The fragments are not lost but continue as a part of the com-

plex. They are never aligned with other chromosomes, as in

(Enothera scintillans, in such a way as to suggest that they may
be a part of those chromosomes separated from them by a clear

space. The fact that in complexes made up of more than forty

chromosomes fewer V-shaped elements are found led to a tenta-

tive suggestion in a recent paper (Hance, '17) that breaks oc-

curred at the point of fibre attachment, i. e., at the apex of the V.

This gains some confirmation from the fact that the fragments

(those chromosomes lying below chromosome 40 in the length

series) are approximately the length of the short arm of the V.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

It is not possible, at present at least, to state the cause of frag-

mentation. Since the condition was found in a plant known to

be unstable and in the pig which may very likely be genetically

impure led to the suggestion (Hance, '17) that the phenomena

might be in some way associated with hybridity. Such close

breeding forms as the grasshoppers and the mosquitos are known

to have a constant number of chromosomes in their body cells.

There seems to be other evidence sufficiently strong and con-

vincing on the other side to make the above idea a doubtful

possibility rather than a reality. The chromosomes which break

up may be multiples such as McClung and others have described

but I think that there is considerable evidence against this.

There is not enough known of somatic cytology, at present, to

permit any sweeping generalizations.

Certain facts of chromosome behavior which are of general

interest were disclosed through the employment of metrical
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methods of analysis. The total of the chromosome lengths of

any two complexes in any one form may be quite different and

yet precisely the same relationship between pairs is maintained.

If the total lengths of the chromosomes of certain cells differ, for

example, by ten per cent, then the reduction of each chromosome

of the "longer" cell by this amount will faithfully reproduce the

length conditions in the shorter complex. In other words, any-

thing influencing the length of the chromosomes in a cell will

affect all proportionally. Consequently it can be readily under-

stood that though the total lengths may vary considerably the

interpair relationship remains constant. Data in support of

these statements has been recently published (Hance/iy).

Since only the organization of certain chromosomes, and not

the amount of chromatin, is disturbed by fragmentation it does

not seem to me that the individuality is lost. It is true that

certain chromosomes no longer exist as they were but since all

the parts are retained intact in the complex the individuality

hypothesis, as understood today, would seem sufficiently broad

to admit these cases.

The discovery of the relationships of the chromosomes during

the analysis of the unusual conditions just reported, is, I think,

of considerably greater importance than the conditions them-

selves. Chromosome pairs exist in the soma and in the germ cells

which are entirely comparable. When arranged according to

length these pairs form a graded series. Between each pair there

is a constant difference in length. These relationships exist in

several other forms I have studied and appear to be fundamental.

Besides presenting several new problems of chromosome be-

havior and organization, the constancy of these interpair re-

lationships affords a check on the accuracy of cytological work

and a basis for comparison with the work of others.
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THE RELATION OF RHYTHMS AND ENDOMIXIS,
THEIR PERIODICITY AND SYNCHRONISM

IN PARAMECIUM AURELIA.

R. T. YOUNG,

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA.

Periodic nuclear reorganization or endomixis in Paramecium,

noted by Hertwig ('88-89) and since then by many other in-

vestigators, and described in detail by Woodruff and Erdmann

('14), is of great interest because of its bearing on questions of

parthenogenesis, immortality and nuclear functions in Protozoa

primarily, and secondarily in organisms in general. In a series

of recent papers Woodruff and Erdmann ('14, '16) and Woodruff

('17, a and &) have advocated the view that it is a sine qua non

in the life of Paramecium, that it is a rejuvenating process

analogous to the similar process in conjugation, and that it

usually occurs at the low point in the division rate between two

"rhythms," the time interval of which is a fixed quantity in-

herent in the species and which cannot be modified by the ex-

ternal environment.

Kasanzeff ('01), Popoff ('09), Sun ('12) and myself (Young,

'17) have shown that external agents may serve to induce en-

domixis, and my own experiments show that the frequency of its

occurrence may be increased in this way. In my paper (/. c., p.

52) I have stated that
"
It is more or less cyclical in character and

probably has a rejuvenating function. It is not however a

necessary accompaniment of temporary depressions and may
not be followed by rejuvenation." I have pointed out several

cases of the occurrence of low division points without endomixis

in Woodruff's and Erdmann's experiments, as well as in my own.

I have also indicated one case in their experiments and one in my
own in which the process was associated with a rising, rather than

a falling division rate; and have shown that in some instances

endomixis is not followed by rejuvenation.

38
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In the graphs of Woodruff's recent papers ('17, a and 6) are

shown several instances of low division points without endomixis,

viz., in ('170), Fig. 2, periods I and 12; Fig. 3, periods I, and 5

and 6; Fig. 4, periods 2 and n; Fig. 5, period 19; and in ('176)

Fig. i, A, period 22; AE, periods 2 and 13; O, period n; B,

periods 22 and 23, and 27; Fig. 2, AT , periods 3, 19 and 25; AET ,

periods 12, 17, 19, 25 and 27; OT period 12 and BT period 23, etc.

In Fig. 4 ('170) are shown two low points without endomixis

which appear to me essentially similar to those at which this

process occurred (cf. per. 2 and n). If the latter mark the

division point between rhythms, why not the former? In this

connection I wish to call attention to the author's words on p. 55 :

"During this time nine rhythms occurred at each of which en-

domixis was observed. It is hoped that readers who may possess

doubts concerning rhythms and endomixis will carefully consider

this graph.
^

Regarding periods 19 and 25, AT , Fig. 2 ('176) and similar

periods elsewhere Woodruff says (p. 446): "A second point of

importance is that the 'rhythms' in the division rate are to a

certain extent independent of endomixis that is of the definite

series of nuclear phenomena because the rhythms persist for a

while in the absence of the morphological changes. . . . So, it

seems to be a more or less academic question whether rhythms

and endomixis are independent. Certainly the rhythms occur

for a while without endomixis in sensu stricto but in all such

cases- the culture has died before very long." While this state-

ment applies to some of Woodruff's experiments it by no means

applies to all. Many of the cases cited above, and many other

cases shown in his graphs which I have not cited, besides several

cases in my own experiments noted by me (/. c., p. 47) disprove it.

See for example his own statement (1. c., p. 446) leferring to sub-

culture BT , Fig. 2, "From the character of the curve it would be

expected at period 23, but it was not observed."

This leads us to the question of the meaning of "rhythm" and

of the influence of the graph in determining the same. Accepting

Woodruff's definition of the former as
"
a minor periodic rise and

1 Italics mine.

2 Italics mine.

\
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fall of the fission rate, due to some unknown factor in cell metab-

bolism, from which recovery is autonomous" ('05, p. 604), we

must consider the then "unknown factor," which virtually makes

"rhythm" synonymous with inter-endomictic period, a sense in

which the term "endomixis was not used . . . when first em-

ployed by Woodruff and Erdmann" (Woodruff, '176, p. 447).

But if we do not consider this factor in defining "rhythm," its

definition becomes a wholly arbitrary matter dependent upon the

character of the graph employed, which as Woodruff and Erd-

mann ('14, p. 447) have shown is at best an artificial means of

representing the history of the race in question, and which tends

to emphasize or obscure the rhythms as the average period is

shortened or lengthened.

While cessation of endomixis was followed by death in two of

Woodruff's experiments (AT and AET , '176), both my own and

Woodruff's experiments show many cases in which the process

occurred shortly before the death of the race in question see my
Figs. II, VIII, Villa, Xa, etc., and Woodruff's ('176) Figs, i, O,

and 8, Bs and M s . It is of course entirely possible that death in

the former cases resulted from cessation of endomixis, and in the

latter from some other cause, but on this question the experi-

ments throw no certain light.

Woodruff's recent work has further disclosed several additional

cases of the exceptional occurrence of endomixis at a high, or

rising, rather than a low, or falling point in the division rate. I

have previously noted two of these exceptions (/. c., p. 47) one in

my own experiments and one in those of Woodruff and Erdmann

(1914), to which may -be added here the occurrence of the process

at periods 68 O, 81 B, Fig. 7; 61 A s) 82 and 86 O8 , 70 Bs , 70 and 82

M s , Fig. 8 and 76 M, Fig. 12.

In most of Woodruff's graphs the variations are too irregular

or the period too short to show any regular rise and fall in the

division rate over considerable periods, but in one case (A, Fig.

9, p. 455, 176) such alternate periods are clearly shown, without

however any evident correspondence between endomixis and the

periods of low and high division rate. An endomixis is as liable

to occur at a high point as at a low point on the curve, neglecting

the minor fluctuations of a few tenths of a division which mark
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the intermediate points of the "rhythms" in this curve. The

same is true of other curves in which an alternate rise and fall

in the division rate over long periods is not evident. Take for

example the graph of line M in Fig. 12 (/. c., p. 458). Here there

is no relation whatever between absolute division rate and

endomixis, the process occurring four times during division

periods of 2 -}- per day and five times when the division rate was

2 per day, the only relation between endomixis and division

tates being evident in the minor fluctuationf or "rhythms."

In view of these results, I cannot find any constant correlation

between endomixis and division rate in Paramecium.

Why then is it that endomixis is usually, though not always,

accompanied by a temporary reduction in the division rate? I

believe the latter to be consequent to the former. During en-

domixis profound chemical and physical changes are taking

place in the cell, of whose nature we are at present ignorant, but

which must necessarily exercise a great influence on metabolism

and growth, and would naturally tend to temporarily diminish

the division rate. Those exceptional cases in which endomixis

occurs at a high, or rising point in the division rate may perhaps

be attributed to some extrinsic stimulus in the culture medium,

tending to reverse the usual sequence of events.

In his various papers on the subject of "rhythms" in Protozoa,

Woodruff maintains a more or less regular periodicity in their

occurrence (25-30 days or 40-50 generations in Paramecium

aurelia and 50-60 days or 8o-ico generations in P. caudatum).

In his most recent paper ('i7&, p. 461) he states that "General

changes in the environment of the animals ... do not per-

manently modify the length of the rhythm or the time between

successive endomicitic periods which is chaiacteristic of the

species." But (p. 462) "it has been found that the generation

periodicity . . . may be modified to a considerable degree by the

culture conditions which lower the division rate. In other words,

the rhythm appears to be more susceptible of modification in

regard to generations than time. As has been previously noted,

this is a surprising result, since a profound reorganization process

such as endomixis must be closely related to the general metab-

olism of the cell and this is expressed to a large extent in growth

and reproduction."
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With the second of these conclusions I am wholly in accord,
1

agreeing as it does with the results of my own work (/. c.}. The

first is not however in accord with my experiments and cannot I

believe be verified by a critical reading of Woodruff's own results.

That the periodicity of the rhythms is subject to greater vari-

ation than he admits may be deduced from his own data. In

order to show this Ihave compiled a table based upon the graphs

and tables of several of his own and Miss Erdmann's recent

papers, the exact source of the data being indicated in every case.

In this table are shown the number of five-day periods, gener-

ations and variation percentages of the rhythms in various lines

of Paramecium aurelia, based on data the source of which is indi-

I.
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I.
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claim as to rhythmical constancy in Paramecium. Certainly

variations of from fifteen to twenty-five days in periods never

exceeding forty-five days are scarcely in accord with his state-

ment "... that once established the rhythmic period charac-

teristic of the species is maintained within rather narrow limits
"

('176, p. 452).

In both his joint paper with Erdmann ('14) and his most re-

cent one ('176) Woodruff cites Tables I, 2 and 3 ('14, pp. 462-463)

as evidence of synchronism of endomixis. Again a careful

reading of these tables fails to support his contention. Of

twenty-one endomixes shown in Table i for example, fifteen

show close or fairly close synchronism, but of these four occurred

in lines which had but lecently been branched off from the

parent lines, and hence had not yet had opportunity to vary to

any considerable degree from the condition of the latter. I

refer to the endomixis at generation 4101 in line VIC and to those

at about generation 4180 in VId, e, and g. If we reject these as

proving nothing one way or the other, we find that out of seven-

teen endomixes eleven support Woodruff's claim, while six fail

to do so. The exceptions in other words are too numerous to

"prove the rule." Of especial interest are those lines which,

while only recently started, show a marked divergence from the

parent stock, showing that the supposed synchronism may be

disturbed within a very few generations (VIb-4O92, VIf~4i89).

This fact has been noted by Woodruff and Erdmann ('14, p.

461), but passed by with the remark that it "... has no

significance from the standpoint of the synchronal appearance
of the process in sister lines . . ." Further evidences of lack of

synchronism are afforded by line Ilia, generation 4271, Table

2 and line V, generation 4115, Table 3.

Synchronism is better shown in P. caudatum (cf. Table I, p.

69, Woodruff and Erdmann, '16) but even here there are a few

exceptions (cf. lines I and III, generations 1-9, column i).

Other exceptions are shown in line lea, generations 180-270,

column 3, and in line le generations 270 to 450, columns 4 and 5,

in Table 3 (7. c., p. 71).

Regarding the synchronism of the same races of Paramecium

when bred in different environments, Woodruff's table ('176,
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p. 455) shows that of seventeen endomixes in the four pairs of

cultures to be compared,
1 the synchronism was exact in only

six cases, approximately exact (i. e.
t
within one five-day period)

in six and inexact (differing by at least two five-day periods,

which in a total interval of never more than seven and seldom

more than five such periods is considerable) in five. These

facts, taken from Woodruff's own data, hardly seem to prove

his claim regarding the mainlenance of rhythmical constancy

and synchronism in Paramecium in either the same or different

environments.

Were this negative evidence the only refutation of his con-

tention however I should hesitate to urge it too strongly. But I

have positive evidence from my own experiments leading to

directly opposite conclusions.

The graphs in my previous paper (I. c.} show numerous cases

of irregularity in the time period of endomixis. In experiment

i (Figs, i and ia) for example line I shows a fairly regular en-

domictic periodicity with an average interval of eighteen days,
2

while line la, branched off from I on 5/8 was carried for a period of

forty-two days without any endomixis whatever. Here the dis-

turbance of the period is obviously due to changed environment;

I being carried for the most part in stale, and la in fresh culture

media. Experiment 2 shows that, whereas the first three en-

domicitic periods in line II, branched from I on 2/8, agree fairly

well with the corresponding periods in I, following the endomixis

on 3/5 no others occurred until 5/13, a period of sixty-nine days.

This change in period is probably traceable in part to changed en-

vironment, as suggested in my previous paper (1. c., p. 39). It

is probable howevei that some factor inherent in the cell itself is

also in part responsible since the line did not undergo the urea

treatment until 4/21, forty-seven days after the last previous en-

domixis occurred. Whatever the cause however the experiment

shows that marked variations in endomictic periods do occur.

Both lines Ila and III which are derivatives of line II, while

showing essentially the same periodicity with lespect to each

1 Not counting those at period 59 which may have been induced by the sudden

change to the stale culture medium.
2 Omitting the doubtful record on 3/16 cf. footnote 5, p. 39 (I. c.).
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other, show a periodicity differing from both the earlier and later

period in the parent line II; while lines IV and VI, derived from

II on 4/13 and 4/15 respectively, show periodicities differing from

each other and from those of all three preceding lines (II, I la and

III). In line XII marked variations in periodicity are shown.

Since these experiments were not designed to test the peri-

odicity of endomixis it is difficult in most of the above cases to

determine the cause of the variations noted, whether extrinsic

(environmental) or intrinsic. In the following experiments how-

ever we have very clear evidence of the influence of environment,

in this case temperature, in altering the endomictic period. Com-

paring the length of period in lines XI la and b with that in the

parent line XII for example it is seen that increasing the tem-

perature reduced not only the generation period, but also the

time period, from an average of twenty-five days in XII to one of

seven in XI la and of twelve in XI Ib. Even more striking

evidence of the same character is furnished by experiments 14,

15 and 16.

Notwithstanding Woodruff's emphasis upon the constancy

of the time period of endomixis, in contrast to the gener-

ation period, which latter was markedly affected by changed

environment; it is reasonable to assume that the latter is the

more important, indicating as it does the amount of growth and

hence the metabolic activity of any period. He himself says

(/. c., p. 458), "This is a most surprising result, because such

profound reorganization phenomena as are involved in endomixis

must have a more or less definite relation to the physiological

activity of the protoplasm, the best criterion of which is generally

considered to be growth and reproduction as indicated by the

division rate. More experiments obviously are needed to resolve

this 'time factor' into its significant elements." In the absence

of further experiments and in the light of the contradictory results

of my own experiments and of many of those of Woodruff himself

as analyzed above, I would suggest that the time synchronism,

when present, is a result of generation synchronism ;
and that in

those cases in which the latter, but not the former was modified

by environment, the constancy of the former in those cases in

which it was constant or approximately so (twelve out of seven-
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teen) was due to chance, and not to any inherent constancy in the

periodicity itself.

Undoubtedly there is more or less regularity in endomixis,

just as in any other physiological process (cell division, repro-

duction, respiration, excretion, etc.) ;
but to prove that this has a

fixed time periodicity, which, unlike that of other physiological

processes, cannot be modified by environment, will require much

stronger evidence than Woodruff has as yet presented. His own

data are contradictory and my results point very strongly to an

opposite conclusion.
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SELF FERTILIZATION IN THE AIR-BREATHING POND
SNAILS.

HAROLD SELLERS COLTON,

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

The author has already shown that under certain conditions

self fertilization is possible in the common pond snail Lymntza
columella Say.

1 In this paper he wishes to point out that it is

common in species representing most of the important genera of

the order Basommatophora, the order which includes the air-

breathing pond snails.

The criteria on which self fertilization in Lymncea columella

has been determined is as follows: (i) The snails are hermaphro-
ditic and eggs and sperm are ripe in the ovotestis at the same

time, (2) self fertilization is mechanically possible and self copula-

tion has been observed, (3) two polar bodies are found on the

eggs produced by snails isolated from their fellows from the

time of hatching, (4) normal parthenogenesis is unknown in the

Mollusca. The chances therefore that the phenomena observed

is parthenogenesis and not self fertilization is very nearly nil.

In every case the following method was used. A snail was

isolated and placed in a jar holding from 300 to 500 c.c. of filtered

pond water. A pinch of dry garden soil was added2
together

with a dry leaf or two from a Carolina poplar tree for food.

When the snail laid eggs and these hatched, each young one, when

a day or two old, was isolated and placed in a jar under the con-

ditions stated above. If these young snails grew to adult size and

laid eggs which in their turn developed, then self fertilization was

assumed.

The material used was Lymncea columella from around Phila-

delphia, Lymncza columella from Chicago, Lymn&a humilis

modicella Say, from Philadelphia ponds, Lymncea catascopium

Say, from the Delaware River near Torresdale, Pa., Lymntza
1 Colton, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., May, 1902.
2 Colton, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., July, 1908.
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reflexa Say, from Chicago, Lymncea auricularia Linne, from a

pond near Oak Lane, Philadelphia, Physa heterostropha Say, from

Philadelphia, Planorbis exacutis Say, from Philadelphia, Planor-

bls parvus, Say, from Philadelphia, and A ncylus fluviatilis from

the same place. In every case isolated snails laid fertile eggs.
1

That self fertilization is not normal when a number of snails

are together in an aquarium may be inferred from the fact that

one so often observes two snails in copulation. The author has

even observed different species in copulation, Lymncea columella

and Lymncea humilis modicella. In the case observed the mass

of sperm that had been injected into the vagina of the snail

acting as the female was soon expelled into the water where it

fell to the bottom as a mass of whitish mucus. When this was

examined under the microscope it was seen to contain sperma-

tozoa. All attempts at crossing species proved failures.

The significance of the fact that self fertilization is possible in

the air-breathing pond snails is that pure lines can be established

in this group of animals in the same sense as in plants. That

continued imbreeding of this closest sort does not cause the

strain to become weak and finally extinct is proved by the fact

that the author has one line of Lymncea columella which has

passed through thirty one self-fertilized generations.

1 The writer wishes to thank Dr. H. A. Pilsbry for his kindness in identifying

the snails mentioned in this paper, and Mr. E. H. Hand for supplying material

from Chicago.



THE EFFECT OF RADIUM RADIATIONS ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF CH^TOPTERUS.

CHARLES PACKARD.

INTRODUCTION.

The experiments described in this paper show that the egg of

Chcetopterus, if radiated for an appropriate length of time before

insemination will be injured to such an extent that its nucleus

plays no part in development. Nevertheless the sperm nucleus

divides normally; development is therefore androgenetic. The

history of the egg nucleus from the time of insemination until

it is absorbed into the protoplasm can be followed in detail.

Similar experiments have been performed by Gunther Hertwig

('u) on the frog's egg. He observed that if the eggs, after a brief

radiation, were inseminated with fresh frog sperm, the amount

of injury appearing in the embryos is proportional to the length

of exposure. But if the eggs are radiated for more prolonged

periods, cleavage becomes fairly normal, and the embryos, some-

what retarded in their rate of development, grow into swimming
larvae. These larvae are normal in shape but are smaller than the

controls and not as active, in these respects resembling partheno-

genetic larvae. He also observed that the nuclei of the cells in the

embryos developing from eggs radiated for considerable periods

are about one half of the size of the nuclei found in the controls.

Since the size of the nucleus, according to Boveri, varies with the

number of chromosomes contained in it, the inference is that

these embryos have developed under the influence of the sperm
nucleus and are therefore androgenetic. The egg nucleus has

been entirely prevented from taking part in development.

Cytological proof of this critical point was lacking.

The experiments of Paula Hertwig ('16) on the eggs of Triton

do not wholly confirm the results just described. Exposures of

the eggs for 5 to 30 minutes to a preparation of 51 mg. of radium
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bromide, previous to insemination, resulted in embryos which

were both normal and abnormal. In general there was little

difference between the results obtained from the short and from

the long exposures. Measurements of the nuclei in the radiated

embryos showed that they were approximately one half the

normal size and the development was presumably androgenetic.

The actual number of chromosomes could not be counted with

certainty. Hertwig states that "a certain answer to this ques-

tion (of the exact number of chromosomes) could be furnished

only by a study of the eggs during their early development.

Since this is impossible, owing to practical difficulties which the

material presents, the question must remain unsolved.
"

In the reverse experiment, in which frog sperm was radiated,

it was found by Gunther Hertwig ('n) that the same develop-

mental conditions obtained which he found when the egg was

radiated. Normal eggs fertilized by sperm which had been

radiated for short periods gave rise to abnormal embryos. But

if the sperm is radiated for a long period the embryos developed

normally. Later he repeated this experiment on the sea urchin

and found that although the intensely radiated spermatozoon

can penetrate the normal egg it fails to develop within the egg,

and brings about an abnormal type of cleavage. The egg nucleus

may divide by itself, sometimes normally, but more often ir-

regularly, as though the sperm had acted as a mechanical hin-

drance to orderly cleavage. When the sperm had not thus

interfered in the first mitosis it usually fused with the nucleus of

one of the blastomeres, thus causing abnormalities in the de-

scendants of that cell. In all of these cases the sperm aster

developed normally, the centrosome divided, and the daughter

centrosomes became the centers of the first cleavage figure.

This fact lead Hertwig to doubt Boveri's conception of the cen-

trosome as a permanent cell organ, and to incline to Lillie's view

that it is a result of the interaction of the sperm and the egg proto-

plasm.
MATERIAL AND METHODS.

The eggs of the tubicolous annelid, Chcetopterus pergamen-

taceus, are ideal for the type of experiments described in this

paper. They can be obtained fresh and in sufficient quantities,
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polyspermy is rare, and the control eggs develop with perfect

regularity if kept under appropriate conditions. The number of

chromosomes is small, the haploid number being nine, and the

achromatic structures are unusually large. The most valuable

feature is the fact that the unfertilized eggs, when placed in sea

water, proceed in their development as far as the metaphase of

the first maturation division, at which time further development

ceases. Now it has been shown (Packard, '16) that chromatin,

when in its most condensed stage at the time of the metaphase, is

particularly susceptible to radium radiations. A short exposure

therefore is sufficient to injure the chromatin without harming

the protoplasm. This is an important point, for I have shown

(Packard, '15) that prolonged radiations injure the protoplasm

and bring about a very abnormal type of development quite

different from that which follows the injury of the chromatin

alone. A further advantage possessed by these eggs is their

extremely labile condition. As Miss Allyn ('12) showed, they

can be stimulated to develop parthenogenetically by a great

number of agents. I have found that prolonged exposures will

not prevent it from developing when fertilized by a normal sperm.

The metaphase of the first maturation division in the egg of

Chcetopterus is reached about twenty minutes after the unferti-

lized eggs are put in sea water. In carrying out an experiment

I allowed the eggs to remain for this period in sea water and

then exposed them to the radium. A quantity of eggs is gathered

into a compact mass in the center of a watch glass containing a

measured quantity of water. The tube containing the radium

bromide, having the strength of 50 mg. of pure bromide, is now
held over the center of the mass of. eggs at a distance of ^e inch

above it. It is obvious that the eggs did not all receive exactly

equal amounts of radiation, but the difference in amount which

each received is very slight.

The alpha rays are not able to penetrate the thin walls of the

glass tube in which the radium salt is held and are therefore not

responsible for any of the effects obtained. Probably some of the

slower beta rays are also cut off by the glass or by the sea water

over the eggs; but the great majority of beta rays and all of the

gamma rays are able to reach the eggs.
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The unfertilized eggs were exposed for periods varying from

5 to 135 minutes, after which they were inseminated with

Ch&topterus sperm, and their behavior in the formation of polar

bodies and in cleavage recorded. In all of these experiments

controls were kept, made up from the same lot of eggs and subject

to the same temperature conditions.

For cytological study the radiated eggs were killed, at various

times after insemination, in Meves' fluid, Boveri's picro-acetic,

and in Bouin's fluid. The last named reagent proved to be the

best for most purposes. It acts rather destructively on the cen-

trospheres, but is otherwise very good.

THE NORMAL DEVELOPMENT OF Chcetopterus.

The process of maturation and fertilization in Chcetopterus has

been described by Mead ('97). When the eggs are taken from

the genital segments of the female and put into sea water the

wall of the germinal vesicle breaks down. Fibers from two well-

developed egg asters grow in toward the chromosomes which

gradually assume an equatorial position. The spindle thus

established moves toward the animal pole, rotating as it goes,

until it comes to rest at right angles to the periphery of the egg.

The chromosomes are already split, being tetrads at this time,

but no actual separation occurs until after the sperm has pene-

trated the egg. In this condition the egg remains until fertilized.

As soon as the sperm has penetrated the egg the first polar body

is quickly extruded, about 15 minutes after insemination. The

second polar body is given off about 10 minutes later. Each

chromosome remaining within the egg bends into a V shape and

the entire group of nine gathers about the remaining egg aster.

Before the group begins to move inward toward the center of the

egg each chromosome becomes vesicular. During the inward

journey the separate vesicles fuse to form a single large egg nu-

cleus. The egg aster disappears when the fusion of the chromo-

somal vesicles takes place.

The sperm head does not begin to grow until it has penetrated

the egg for some distance. But before its growth commences a

small sperm aster with a centrosome appears in front of it. As

the sperm moves inward the centrosome divides, each daughter
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centrosome being surrounded by a well-marked aster. Finally

the sperm grows into a vesicular form resembling the egg vesicle

with which it soon comes in contact. Actual mingling of the

chromatin elements does not occur until the metaphase of the

first cleavage. Up till that time the chromosomes from each

nucleus can easily be distinguished. Before the chromosomes

have condensed into their characteristic shape there can be seen

in the cleavage nucleus a number of chromatin nucleoli, probably

derived from the chromosomes. During cleavage these lag be-

hind, staying in the cleavage plane. The achromatic stuctures

are very prominent, the asters remaining even after the com-

pletion of cleavage.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE LIVING EGGS.

To test the effect which gradually increasing amounts of radia-

tion will produce in the rate of cleavage and in the production of

abnormal cleavages it is necessary to employ throughout any one

experiment eggs taken from a single female, for it was found that

eggs from different specimens varied in the rate of cleavage and

in other ways. In each experiment a sufficient quantity of eggs

was exposed, and from this number a few were taken off at 10-

minute intervals and fertilized in finger bowls. The proportion

of cleaving eggs, compared writh the controls, and the number of

abnormal cleavages were recorded. This experiment was re-

peated on different days, and with eggs derived from different

females.

It was found that brief radiations do not affect the rate at

which the polar bodies are extruded. Indeed, prolonged radi-

ations have little effect, for only in a few instances could any

unusual condition be found. A cytological study showed that as

long a treatment as 80 minutes causes very few abnormal polar

divisions. Cleavage is much retarded, the most pronounced

retard being seen in eggs radiated for 30 to 40 minutes previous

to insemination. Longer exposures result in a more normal rate.

This unexpected result is due to the fact that eggs which have

been radiated for a long time are almost all polyspermic and such

eggs always divide rapidly, sometimes ahead of the controls, and

always into three or more parts.
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The significant feature in these experiments is the sudden drop
in the rate of cleavage seen in eggs radiated for periods up to

40 minutes. The explanation for this phenomenon is to be

found in the behavior of the egg nucleus during maturation and

subsequent growth, and in the behavior of the sperm nucleus

during cleavage.

CYTOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.

A cytological examination of eggs exposed for periods of 15 to

35 minutes previous to insemination shows that the first effect of

the radium radiations is on the chromatin; the protoplasm is not

visibly affected. The abnormal behavior of the egg nucleus is

perfectly apparent, but even prolonged radiation produces no

visible change in the protoplasm. Without doubt the latter is

affected, for polyspermy becomes more and more common as the

duration of the exposure is lengthened. In Nereis, polyspermy
under these conditions is due to a weakening of the egg membrane
and perhaps to a partial liquefaction of the protoplasm. The
same explanation may hold true for Chcetopterus also.

All the eggs exposed for periods up to 35 minutes show the

same types of abnormalities but in varying degrees, the more

pronounced being found naturally in eggs exposed for the longer

periods. The outstanding feature in the development of these

eggs is the ever increasing tendency of the germ nuclei to remain

apart. This is not due to any unusual development of the sperm ;

its centrosome divides normally, the asters appear, and the whole

apparatus moves inward at the usual rate (Fig. i). But the egg

nucleus often remains close under the region of the polar bodies

and may even be connected with them by a protoplasmic bridge

in which chromatin threads can be distinguished. This pheno-
menon grows more common as the duration of the exposure is

increased to 35 minutes. In this position it develops more or

less normally, depending on the length of exposure. During

cleavage the egg chromatin always remains separate from the

dividing sperm chromosomes and can easily be distinguished

from them because of its position and appearance. With this

brief statement of the general course of development in the ra-

diated eggs we may now examine in detail some of the conditions

found during the various stages of maturation and cleavage.
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After the sperm enters, the first maturation is completed

normally and the chromosomes become arranged on the second

polar spindle. There are very few exceptions to this, even in eggs

exposed for a long time. Fig. 2 shows a condition which may be

found occasionally in eggs treated for 80 minutes or more. It is

evident that the whole egg, both chromatin and protoplasm, has

been greatly disturbed, for the sperm after entrance has failed to

develop normally. In the course of normal development it

grows into a large vesicle by the time it has reached the vicinity

of the egg nucleus, but in this case there is no evidence of any such

growth. The tripolar spindle of the first maturation division

indicates again how extensive is the injury to the egg. The

extra aster may be derived from the sperm aster, or possibly both

sperm asters are involved, one having fused with the egg aster;

or the latter may have divided, while the sperm aster has not

developed at all. The latter view is very likely correct for in

other eggs similarly treated the sperm may be seen lying in the

center of the egg without any trace of centrosome or asters.

Whatever may be the right interpretation it is evident that the

egg protoplasm has been injured to such an extent that the sperm
cannot develop normally. The same phenomenon can be seen

in the eggs of Nereis similarly treated. The chromosomes on

the tripolar spindle show no signs of fragmentation but they

have not divided, and some of them are irregular in shape. But

in eggs treated up to 45 minutes the formation of the polar bodies

and the development of the sperm is practically normal. The

egg nucleus in a fairly large proportion of cases develops nor-

mally after the extrusion of the polar bodies and fuses with the

sperm nucleus. The subsequent development of such eggs will

be described later.

In a considerable number of eggs exposed for periods up to 45

minutes the egg nucleus does not behave noimally. Instead of

moving inward to meet the advancing sperm, it tends to remain

in its original position under the polar bodies, there developing

into the vesicular stage. Fig. 3 illustrates this condition. Here,

although a part of the nucleus has moved inward, there still re-

mains a part of it directly under the polar bodies, connected with

the rest by a protoplasmic bridge. The distribution of the chro-
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matin follows the shape of the nuclear vesicle; a little is still in the

polar position. This condition prevents the egg nucleus from

flattening out against the sperm nucleus. The latter is seen

normally developed with its astral rays extending far out into the

protoplasm.

A more pronounced case of the same sort is seen in Fig. 4.

Here the egg nucleus has hardly moved at all but has developed
in approximately its original position. Its inner end has come

under the influence of a sperm aster, and some of its chromatin is

evidently polarized. Its outer end is attached to the second

polar body by chromatin threads and the whole nucleus has the

appearance of being anchored to it.

Modifications of this condition are seen in the polyspermic egg

shown in Fig. 5. Most of the egg nucleus has migrated away
from the pole but a small piece about the size of a single chromo-

somal vesicle is still attached to the second polar body by deli-

cate strands. Two sperms have entered; one of them has en-

tirely fused with the egg nucleus, and the other is about to fuse.

Only three asters can be found in this case. In Fig. 6 two sperms
have fused with the egg nucleus which, as in the preceding case,

is still attached to the polar body. Five asters can be found in

connection with this cleavage nucleus. The number of instances

in which three or five asters appear make it evident that the

original egg aster may persist.

A final stage showing how the egg nucleus in the vesicular con-

dition may fail to fuse normally with the sperm nucleus appears

in Fig. 7. The latter nucleus is about fully grown and its asters

are well developed. The egg nucleus is developed only in part.

The two small vesicles contain numerous chromatin granules.

Between them the remainder of the egg chromatin lies free in the

protoplasm in the form of rods and spheres. These masses are

not chromosomes for they have not the typical size or appearance.

The curious positions which they have assumed indicate that the

force drawing them inward is not normal.

Those eggs which were radiated for periods up to 25 minutes

do not show many of the abnormalities just described. In such

eggs the pronuclei develop normally to all appearance and fuse

with each other. The first indication that any injury has been
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done to the egg chromatin appears at the anaphase of the first

cleavage. Fig. 8 shows an egg in which this is the case. There

has not been a complete mingling of the two nuclei for the egg

chromosomes are left behind in the future cleavage plane. They
are for the most part normal in appearance. One is stretched

out to an unusual length as though pulled at each end by a

spindle fiber. If this is the case, the spindle-fiber attachment is

unusual for here it is evidently terminal while in the normal

chromosomes it is median. The nine sperm chromosomes in

each group show the characteristic V-shape. Division is thus

regular and haploid, and the injured egg chromosomes have not

interfered with the oiderly division of the egg.

A more noticeable injury to the egg chromatin is seen in Fig. 9.

Here again the nuclei probably fused normally to all appearances.

But at the anaphase, when the sperm chromosomes are moving

towards the poles, the egg chromatin is left behind in a very con-

fused condition. A few chromosomes have formed but they are

noticeably beaded as though on the point of breaking up into

fine granules. The remainder of the chromatin is in irregular

masses. Possibly its position outside of the spindle accounts for

the fact that the chromosomes show little sign of being drawn

towards the poles. No spindle fibers can be found attached to it.

When the nuclei have failed to fuse, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4,

the further growth of the egg nucleus is greatly modified. In Fig.

10 the chromatin is seen to be condensed into rods and irregular

masses which lie wholly outside of the mitotic spindle. The

rod-shaped masses are beaded. Only a few of the chromosomal

vesicles could have migrated inward.

A polyspermic egg in which the same type of abnormality is

found is shown in Fig. n. From the distribution of the chro-

matin it may be inferred that this condition is a further develop-

ment of such an egg as is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. It is interesting

to note that the egg chromatin which shows the greatest sign of

injury remains nearest to the pole. The more normal chromatin

has migrated inwards. The sperm chromosomes which are dis-

tributed very irregularly are of normal shape and size.

These observations show that when the unfertilized eggs are

radiated for periods up to 30 minutes before insemination, the
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nucleus develops normally and fuses with the sperm nucleus.

But during cleavage the egg chromosomes do not move together
with the sperm chromosomes but lag behind in the future cleavage

plane. Under the influence of longer radiations the egg is so

affected that its nucleus is unable to move from its position under

the polar bodies, but develops there more or less abnormally, and

plays no part in the cleavage of the egg. In both cases the

cleavage is regular and haploid. A prolonged radiation so affects

the egg that the polar bodies may be formed abnormally or not

at all; in such instances the sperm also fails to develop, though it

can move up to the position of the polar spindle. Polyspermy
becomes more and more frequent as the duration of exposure in-

creases. This leads to abnormal cleavage into three or more cells.

DISCUSSION.

The facts presented in the foregoing pages show that with in-

creasing periods of exposure the number of diploid cleavages is

lessened and the number of haploid cleavages, in which only the

sperm nucleus takes part, is greatly augmented. Actual counts

of sections of dividing eggs give a clear picture of the proportion

which obtains between these two types. These counts are

represented graphically in the accompanying text figure. The
ordinates represent the percentage of eggs which cleave, and the

abscissae, the duration of the exposure in minutes. Polyspermic

eggs were disregarded in making these counts because they be-

long to a different category of phenomena. The dotted line

represents the percentage of eggs which divided regularly.

It is seen that brief exposures do not prevent eggs from di-

viding, but that exposures of 30 to 35 minutes bring about a

marked decrease in the numbers which cleave. This relation

was noticed in the living eggs, and the curve plotted from the

latter data corresponds closely to that derived from a study of the

sections. After this critical period the number of eggs which

cleave regularly increases to about 70 per cent, and then, with

prolonged exposures, gradually falls off until, after an exposure of

130 minutes, practically no eggs divide.

The other curves show why this sudden drop at the critical
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period occurs. The number of eggs dividing with the full com-

plement of chromosomes falls gradually up to the 3O-minute

period. Then it drops very suddenly so that after a treatment

of 35 to 40 minutes very few eggs divide with the diploid number.

The proportion of eggs dividing wholly under the influence of

the sperm rises rapidly at the critical period and remains high
until prolonged radiation prevents cleavage altogether. Of the

eggs which remain uncleft after the others have divided with

either the diploid or the haploid number of chromosomes, most

are in the condition shown in Fig. 9. These may divide at a

much later time but I have no data on that point. It is evident,

therefore, that during the critical period the egg nucleus has been

injured to such an extent that it can take no part in cleavage, and
in some way prevents or greatly retards the cleavage of the sperm
nucleus. After that time it acts like a foreign body, exerting

very little influence, if any at all.

The form of the curve shown in the dotted line of the text

figure bears a striking resemblance to the curves figured by
Hertwig ('i i) in his article on the effect of radiations upon the un-

fertilized frog egg. In his experiments Hertwig exposed dif-

ferent lots of eggs to preparations of radium of different strengths,

and then fertilized them with normal sperm. The criterion in

estimating the effect of the treatment was the length of life of the

embryos. In the three sets of experiments it appeared that with

brief exposures the length of embryonic life varies inversely with

the duration of the exposure. Thus, the eggs treated for 5

minutes before insemination with a preparation having the

strength of 7.4 mg. of RaBr2 lived for 5 days, at which age they
were abnormal in many respects. An exposure of 15 minutes

resulted in much greater injuries, and the embryos lived but 3

days. But with longer radiation, development was normal

through the gastrula stage and the embryos lived 8 or 9 days.

They were weak and small but fairly well formed. With weaker

preparations of radium the results were less pronounced but of

the same order.

Hertwig's explanation is that brief radiations injure the egg
nucleus but do not prevent it from fusing with the sperm nucleus.

However, the injury is sufficient to bring about the production of
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abnormal nuclei in the later embryos, as he demonstrated cyto-

logically. The longer exposures so injured the egg nucleus that

it failed altogether to fuse with the sperm nucleus, and therefore

played no part in later development. The embryos were there-

fore androgenetic.

He has brought forward no actual proof that this is the case in

the frog egg, except the evidence furnished by measurements of

the nuclei. Paula Hertwig has shown that when Triton eggs are

similarly treated the number of chromosomes is less than the

diploid number and probably the haploid number but of this she

is not certain. But Hertwig's explanation is in part supported

by the facts brought forward in this paper. A strict comparison

cannot be made since his conclusions were based on the length of

life of the embryos while mine have to do with the behavior of the

germ nuclei up to the time of the first cleavage. But in all

probability the same phenomena occur in both cases.

The results obtained in the reverse experiment, in which the

frog sperm is first radiated and then added to fresh eggs, are of

the same order as the foregoing. Up to a critical time the radi-

ated sperm produces greater and greater abnormalities in the

embryo; after that period, more intensely radiated sperm pro-

duces more normal embryos. The original experiment of O.

Hertwig ('n) has been repeated by G. Hertwig ('12), Opperman

('13) and others with the same results. A cytological study of

the eggs of the sea-urchin fertilized by radiated sperm has been

made by G. Hertwig ('12). He found that after prolonged

radiation the sperm retained their motility and entered the egg,

but the sperm nucleus never increased to its normal size in the

egg. As a rule it lay as a foreign body outside of the dividing

egg nucleus, but occasionally it became involved in the spindle

and the division was rendered abnormal, probably because of the

mechanical interference. In such instances the sperm nucleus

was carried passively into one of the blastomeres later fusing

with the nucleus of that cell. The subsequent development of the

cell and its descendants was abnormal. On the other hand, a

shorter radiation injured the sperm nucleus but it fused with the

egg nucleus. Later it was thrown out as in Chcetopterus. In

such instances the egg nucleus divided abnoimally and cleavage
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was irregular. Hertwig states that the abnormalities of the egg

chromosomes are produced by the action of the injured sperm
chromatin which operates like a poison. Its decomposition

products in some way communicate the poison to the sound

chromatin.

There is no evidence, other than that given by Hertwig, that

radiated chromatin acts as a poison to the unradiated nucleus.

His figures in support of this idea are not convincing; they can be

explained more readily on the assumption that the injured chro-

matin acts merely as a mechanical hindrance in those instances

in which it is actually caught in the cleavage spindle. It is

difficult to imagine how disintegrating chromatin can communi-

cate its injury to sound chromatin. The idea is apparently

drawn from O. Hertwig's theory that the radiation produces a

"contagium vivum "
which acts in a manner similar to the poison

elaborated by a pathogenic bacterium. Such an assumption has

no basis in fact and does not explain the observed phenomena.
The cytological studies of Paula Hertwig on the eggs of Triton

and the frog, and of Opperman on the trout, indicate that what-

ever effect the radiated chromatin produces in the division of the

unradiated nucleus is due to mechanical interference. Such

effects can best be seen when the radiated and sound nuclei

actually fuse prior to the formation of the chromosomes. The

radiated chromatin is eliminated from the spindle and causes a

derangement in the spindle if it lies near enough to it. In Chcetop-

terus the chromosomes form before the fusion of the nuclei and

there is' no evidence that any such interference occurs.

There is always a noticeable variation in the extent of injury

produced by the radiations on a single lot of eggs. The curves

shown in the text figure indicate that after the critical length of

exposure, when the egg nucleus is greatly injured in the majority

of cases, there are still some eggs which develop normally with

the diploid number of chromosomes. This variation may be

due to the fact that the eggs were not equally exposed, or that

some are more resistant than others. The latter is probably the

case. Paula Hertwig ('16) showed that when Triton eggs are

exposed for a definite period some develop normally and some

abnormally. The normal eggs in certain instances showed the
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diploid number of chromosomes. Her explanation for this

phenomenon is that the normal sperm chromosomes divided to

form the diploid number at some time before the first cleavage.
There is no evidence to prove this point. More probably the egg
was not radiated sufficiently and the nucleus was comparatively

uninjured so that it fused with the sperm nucleus and the sub-

sequent cleavage was normal.

That sperms show varying resistance was shown by Gunther
and Paula Hertwig ('13). When methylene blue is allowed to act
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normal. It is abnormal only when the egg has been radiated so

long that the protoplasm has been injured. But if the radiation

is for periods up to 50 minutes, the polar bodies are well formed

and the remaining chromosomes appear to be normal until they

grow into the vesicular condition. The altered mode of develop-

ment in such cases has already been described. If the radiation

is short, that is, from 20 to 30 minutes, the chromatin does not

show evidences of injury until the time of cleavage. Since chro-

matin grows by taking up substances from the protoplasm it is

evident that the radiations have acted so as to interrupt this proc-

ess, probably by altering the chemical constitution of the chro-

matin.

The unusual movement of the nucleus in radiated eggs calls

for further comment. After short exposures the nucleus moves

in a normal manner to a point slightly above the center of the egg

where it fuses with the sperm nucleus. But as the duration of

the exposure is lengthened it shows a greater and greater tendency

to remain at the pole. In every case it makes some attempt to

migrate inward, but its freedom of movement appears to be

inhibited by the peculiar attachment to the second polar body.

In many instances, especially in eggs radiated for 35 minutes or

more, this curious attachment is not found, the nucleus lying free

in the protoplasm. Following the extrusion of the second polar

body, a process which is normal in all respects, the remaining

chromosomes become vesicular and finally fuse to form a single

large vesicle, which, instead of moving toward the sperm nucleus,

remains in place. The chromatin which in the course of normal

development condenses into chromosomes after the two nuclei

have fused here develops into irregular masses, some of which

may migrate slightly; the greater number do not. That chro-

matin which moves furthest from the pole is most normal in

appearance.

Why does the egg nucleus fail to travel toward the center of the

egg? The egg protoplasm has not been visibly injured ;
indeed it

appears to be perfectly normal for it can draw in the sperm and

the latter moves at the usual rate up to the center of the egg. In

both monospermic and polyspermic eggs there is evidence that

extensive protoplasmic movements are taking place for the yolk
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spheres are pushed away from the advancing sperm so that the

latter lies in an area of clear protoplasm. In respect to the sperm,

therefore, the egg protoplasm reacts normally. Only the egg

nucleus fails to migrate. As the duration of exposure increases

the nucleus moves a shorter and shorter distance. In other

words, the greater the injury to the chromatin, the smaller is the

distance through which it moves. This is shown in Fig. 1 1. The

egg nucleus under the polar bodies has formed into chromosomes

and chromatin masses, of which the most abnormal in appearance

is still in its original position while the rest have moved down to a

position normally occupied by the egg nucleus at this stage. This

condition suggests that the chromatin is concerned in its own

movement.

This idea is supported by the behavior of the radiated chro-

matin shown in Figs. 8 and 9. In Fig. 8 the radiated chromatin

in the form of chromosomes is left behind during the division of

the sperm nucleus. One chromosome is normal in appearance

but the spindle fiber attachment is abnormal; instead of being

median it is terminal. In this instance there is an ineffectual

attempt at movement. In Fig. 9 no spindle fibers are found

attached to the irregular masses of egg chromatin, and the masses

do not move with the sperm chromosomes.

According to Chambers ('17) the spindle fibers are lines of

stress or of protoplasmic flow
; they are not formed structures. As

such they are probably produced as a result of the interaction of

the chromosomes on the egg protoplasm. When the chromatin

is rendered abnormal by the radiations it fails to stimulate their

production and therefore does not move with the sperm chromo-

somes to which spindle fibers are attached. If the fibers develop

under the influence of the chromosomes, there is no need to

assume the presence of contractile fibers in the protoplasm which

serve to pull the chromosomes toward the poles. They are not

bodies which are passively pulled about in the cell, but are ac-

tively concerned in their own movement.

SUMMARY.

i. Radiation of the unfertilized eggs of Chcetopterus results in

injurious effects which do not become manifest until after the
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extrusion of the polar bodies, following insemination with normal

sperm. That two normal mitotic divisions should intervene after

radiation and only then that the injury to the chromosomes be-

comes apparent can be explained by the fact that the two longi-

tudinal divisions preparatory to polar-body formation have been

completed. Only when the chromosomes again "grow" in

preparation for a new division do abnormal characters manifest

themselves.

2. If the radiation is brief (20 to 30 min.) the germ nudei fuse

normally but the radiated egg chromatin fails to form normal

chromosomes. No spindle fibers develop from these abnormal

chromatin masses, and they remain in the cleavage plane during

mitosis. If the radiation is longer (35 to 50 min.) the chromo-

somes, after the extrusion of the polar bodies, develop abnormally

and fail to fuse with the sperm nucleus. In both cases the sperm

nucleus divides and development is androgenetic.

3. During cleavage the most injured chromatin does not move

and lacks spindle fibers. This suggests that the fibers are

normally developed under the influence of the chromosomes and

that the latter are concerned in their own movement.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

The drawings were made with the aid of a camera lucida. The lenses employed
were a 1.5 mm. Zeiss Apochromatic and a No. 6 Compensating ocular.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.

FIG. i. Normal fertilization. 25 min. after insemination.

FIG. 2. Egg radiated for 80 min. The development of the sperm is abnormal.

FIG. 3. Egg radiated 35 min. Killed 34 min. after insemination.

FIG. 4.
"

30 min. "

FIG. 5.
" "

39 min.
"

FIG. 6.
"

39 min.
"
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II.

FIG. 7. Egg radiated 35 min. Killed 34 min. after insemination.

FIG. 8. Egg radiated 25 min. 42 min.

FIG. 9. Egg radiated 35 min. 39 min.

FIG. 10.
" " "

34 min.

FIG. ii.
" "

40 min.
"
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The Myxomycetes, or Slime moulds, constitute a most in-

teresting group of organisms since they are at once so primitive

and so specialized and partake of the distinctive properties of

both animals and plants. They stand as a sort of link between

the two kingdoms. In the plasmodial phase of their existence,

for example, they look like gigantic amoebae, crawl from place to

place, exhibit typical protoplasmic streaming and actively

phagocytize foreign particles. In the reproductive phase, on the

other hand, they form brilliantly colored fungous-like masses

strongly suggestive of plants. It is not surprising, therefore,

that they have attracted so much interest among botanists and

zoologists alike. Their general form and nuclear structure has

been carefully worked up, but no attempt has been made to ex-

tend to them the recent work on mitochondria. This is all the

more surprising, because the unique properties of these organisms

would lead one to suppose that a careful study of mitochondria

in them might yield valuable information bearing upon the

Myxomycetes themselves, as well as upon the vexed problem of

the general functional significance of mitochondria.

MATERIAL AND METHODS.

The following species of Myxomycetes -have been studied :

Arcyria denudata, Fuligo septica,

Badhamia -
,

Hemitrichia vesparium,
1 Contributions from the Anatomical Laboratory, Peking Union Medical

College, No. 2.
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Ceratiomyxa
-

,
Hemitrichia clavata,

Cribraria -
, Lycogala epidendrum,

Enteridium rozeanum, Stemonitis -
.

They were collected during June, July and August near South

Harpswell, Me., and during September, October and November

in the vicinity of Baltimore, Md. At South Harpswell, the Di-

rector, Dr. Kingsley, very kindly placed the resources of the

biological laboratory at my disposal and I wish to thank him for

his courtesy.

Portions of the plasmodia were collected, shortly before spo-

rangium formation, on the surfaces of leaves, mosses and damp

logs. Immature sporangia were found showing well all the

stages between the undifferentiated plasmodium and the young

spores. These were placed immediately in the fixative. Smears

of the plasmodium were treated in the same manner with results

which were only confirmatory, but by no means so distinct or
i

satisfactory.
Fixation:

1. Pieces not larger than 4 cubic millimeters were placed in the

following mixture:

Commercial formalin 5 c.c.

(A mixture of formaldehyde, water and methyl

alcohol should not be used.)

3 per cent, potassium bichromate 20 c.c.

4 to 5 days, changing daily.

2. 3 per cent, potassium bichromate, changing every second

day, 7 to 8 days.

3. Wash in running water 24 hours.

This is the ordinary Regaud ('10, p. 296) IVB fixative which

can be modified with very excellent results, in some cases, by

diluting the fixative with an equal volume of water, applying it

for 2 to 4 days only and the bichromate for 3 to 5 days as rec-

ommended by Sapehin ('15, p. 321).

Another very good fixative is Regaud IVA:

1 . Formalin 10 to 50 c.c.

Water 50 c.c.

for i to 5 days.

2. 3 per cent, potassium bichromate, 3 to 4 weeks.

3. Wash in running water, I day.
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I have found that formalin in 5 per cent, or 10 per cent, solution

preserves the normal form of mitochondria better than higher

concentrations. The subsequent long mordanting in potassium

bichromate may sometimes be omitted with equally satisfactory

results.

Other mitochondrial fixatives have been devised containing

chromic, picric or osmic acid in varying concentrations. These

are the Benda, Champy and Regaud II and III which give very

good results, but mitochondria are, I believe, more constant in

their response to the Regaud mixtures given above.

Sections should be cut about 3 or 4 /i in thickness.

Staining:

The Heidenhain Iron Hematoxylin Method:

1. 5 per cent, iron alum, 24 hours.

2. Wash in water, 5 minutes or less.

3. i per cent, hematoxylin, 24 hours.

(Made by dissolving 10 gm. hematoxylin in 100 c.c. of

absolute alcohol. This should be kept until ripe,

when IOG.C. of the mixture should be added to 90 c.c.

of distilled water.)

4. Wash in water, 5 minutes.

5. Differentiate in 2 per cent, iron alum under the micro-

scope.

6. Wash in water at least I hour.

7. Pass through 50 per cent., 70 per cent, and 90 per cent, to

absolute alcohol, clear in xylol and mount in balsam.

The Bensley Method (E. V. Cowdry, 'i6b, p. 30} :

1. i per cent, potassium permanganate, 30 seconds.

2. 5 per cent, oxalic acid, 30 seconds.

3. Rinse in water.

4. Stain in Altmann's anilin fuchsin (anilin water 100 c.c.,

acid fuchsin 20 gm.), heat once until vapor arises, 6

minutes.

5. Rinse quickly in distilled water.

6. Differentiate in i per cent, aqueous solution of methyl

green or toluidin blue very quickly.
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7. Drain and dehydrate quickly with absolute alcohol.

8. Clear in xylol and mount in balsam.

The Altmann Method:

1. Stain on slide with Altmann's anilin fuchsin, heating

once until vapor arises, 6 minutes.

2. Wash quickly in water.

3. Differentiate in alcoholic solution of picric acid (made

by mixing one part of a saturated alcoholic solution

with two parts of distilled water) until the sections

assume a yellowish-pink color.

4. Dehydrate very quickly in absolute alcohol, clear in

xylol and mount in balsam.

The Benda Method ('01, p. 755) :

1. 4 per cent, iron alum, 24 hours.

2. Wash in water, 2 or 3 minutes.

3. Sulphalizarinate of soda, 24 hours. (Made by adding

a saturated alcoholic solution of Sulphalizarinate of

soda drop by drop to distilled water until an amber

color is obtained.)

4. Dry excess with blotting paper.

5. Cover with a solution of crystal violet, and warm until

production of vapor begins, 5 minutes.

(Made by mixing

i vol. saturated solution of crystal violet in 70 per cent,

alcohol.

1 vol. acid alcohol.

2 vol. anilin water.)

6. Dry off excess with blotting paper.

7. Differentiate with 30 per cent, acetic about 3 minutes.

8. Dehydrate in absolute alcohol quickly.

9. Pass through xylol to balsam.

OBSERVATIONS.

The chief stages in the complicated life history may first be

mentioned.

The vegetative phases or plasmodia are found in damp loca-

tions, on the surface of logs, fallen leaves and debris. They are
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slippery, slimy masses, sometimes nearly a foot in diameter. The
color is often very brilliant. For instance, in Ceratiomyxa it is

white, Fuligo septica yellow, Lycogala epidendrum light red and
Hemiirichia vesparium a beautiful dark crimson. But the color

is of no generic significance because different species of the same

genus exhibit great variability. It is to be noted that they never,

under any circumstances, contain chlorophyll, and in this respect

they differ sharply from all plants which are not saprophytic and

closely approximate to animals. Plasmodia are naked masses of

protoplasm containing abundant nuclei, but destitute of cell

walls, thus resembling in many ways the syncytia of higher

animals and large multinucleate giant cells. They apparently

possess all the properties of amoebae, especially the power of

amoeboid movement and of being actively phagocytic. They
engulf bacteria and foreign particles in much the same way as the

so-called macrophages which have been brought into prominence

lately in mammals through the use of vital dyes.

In some cases, when the conditions become unfavorable, the

nuclei tend to clump together into larger or smaller masses which

encapsulate and desiccate. This resting stage, called the sclero-

tium, may persist for some time. On the resumption of favorable

conditions the envelopes are dissolved and the plasmodia re-

formed.

The reproductive stages are just as remarkable. The plas-

modium first migrates to the upper surface of the log or stump or

other object, as the case may be, where it will be exposed to more

light. It then undergoes great and varied changes in different

species. It may form a cushion-like mass, an sethalium, as in

Fuligo; a flat vermicular aggregation called a plasmodiocarp; or

a number of separate sporangia as in Hemitrichia clavata. The

sporangia may be either sessile or elevated on pedicels. They
are surrounded by a definite envelope, termed the sporangium

wall, which may even be double. The sporangia contain spores

of many hues and varied sculpture and in most cases a capilli-

tium. The capillitium, which is composed of tubes or of threads,

generally arranged in the form of a network, is sometimes sup-

portive and may be, at the same time, concerned with the dis-

persal of the spores. The sporangium wall, the spore wall and

the capillitium are all differentiations of the plasmodium.
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On germination the protoplasmic content of the spore escapes.

It soon becomes actively motile, develops a flagellum and food

vacuole and reminds one forcibly of the flagellates. The flagel-

lum is withdrawn and the organism either goes into a brief

resting stage (microcyst) or multiplies freely by fission. In the

case of multiplication by fission there is a karyokinetic figure and

distinctive chromosomes may be seen. Finally these swarm

cells clump together and fuse to form another plasmodium.
The granulations about to be described are identified as mi-

tochondria on the basis of the following observations:

1. Their morphology is identical with that of mitochondria in

the higher forms of both plants and animals. While they are

for the most part spherical, rod-shaped forms do occur.

2. Their distribution is also characteristic. They are generally

single but are often arranged in rows like streptococci, or in

clumps. They seem to be rather more abundant near the nuclei

and about the circumference of the vacuoles.

3. The janus-green reaction is exhibited beautifully by the

mitochondria when the contents of the adult spores are crushed

out in janus-green solution.

4. They are easily fixed by Regaud's mixtures, as indicated

above.

5. They may be stained by the standard mitochondrial

methods including the iron-hematoxylin method, the Altmann

method, fuchsin and methyl green, and the Benda method.

I have been able to discover no descriptions relating to them

in the literature except possibly that of Harper ('oo, p. 251,

fig. 1 8), who made a study of cell and nuclear division in Fuligo

varians, and found certain granules, in a single spore cell only,

which he refers to as "granules of reserve material,
"

in a prepara-

tion fixed in Flemming's weak fluid and stained with safranin,

gentian violet and orange. These granulations present the same

morphology as mitochondria, but in the total absence of detailed

information, there is no means of ascertaining their nature.

In Enteridium rozeamim, we find comparatively large areas of

protoplasm in which no differentiations of any sort can be dis-

tinguished. There are no nuclei, no mitochondria and but few

vacuoles (Fig. i). Such extensive areas of protoplasm without
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visible organization, are, I believe, without counterpart in any
other living organisms, outside the Myxomycetes. We must

not commit the usual error, however, of calling this protoplasm

homogeneous, because homogeneous protoplasm would be in-

capable of any vital manifestations or of activity of any sort.

They stain light gray with iron hematoxylin, green with fuchsin

methyl green, yellow with the Altmann method, and a dull pink

by the Benda .method. Around their margins groups of nuclei

with a few mitochondria may be seen and a greater tendency
toward vacuolation is noted.

In other parts of the plasmodium the mitochondria are fairly

abundant (Fig. 5). They are for the most part spherical and of

quite uniform size, varying between 0.25 and o.5/x in diameter.

The absence of the really tiny mitochondria, to be seen occasion-

ally in higher forms, should be noted. Since the mitochondria

never exceed these limits, the possibility of plast formation may
be definitely excluded, except perhaps along the margins of the

capillitial vacuoles. Rod-like mitochondria occur but they are

quite rare. Filamentous, net-Jike and ring forms were never

seen. The spherical mitochondria often clump together in pairs

like diplococci or in linear series like streptococci. There can be

no confusion with bacteria, however, because of their perfectly

definite and characteristic reactions to fixatives and stains, which

have already been mentioned. They are likewise spherical and

look quite homogeneous. They stain quite darkly with iron

hematoxylin and undergo definite modifications with the ap-

proach of spore formation, to be described subsequently. The

ground substance is but faintly vacuolated and the nuclei are

scattered irregularly, but fairly evenly.

Sometimes the vacuolation of the ground substance is much

more marked, as is illustrated in Fig. 3. The vacuoles them-

selves are quite large and are usually, though not always, spheri-

cal. They often seem to run together. They contain for the

most part a colorless liquid, never distinct spherules of protein as

in the so-called "vacuoles de segregation" of Renaut and Du-

breuil. Their walls are merely separation membranes and can-

not be distinguished except in Cribraria where well formed and

quite thick boundaries occur.
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The mitochondria, which are also quite numerous, are fre-

quently clumped about the periphery of the vacuoles, but they

are never to be found within them, and this is another and very

important distinction between mitochondria and bacteria which

are phagocytized by Myxomycetes and are segregated and di-

gested inside the vacuoles. The heaping up of mitochondria

about the vacuoles may be merely a surface tension phenomenon.
Their accumulation about the nuclei represented in Figs. I, 3

and 4 may also*be due in part to surface tension. It is important
to bear in mind that the areas of clear protoplasm are, in their

deeper parts, devoid of both mitochondria and vacuoles which

become more numerous as we approach the nuclei, and that we

may be dealing with nothing more than a heaping up of mi-

tochondria in foci of more rapid metabolism.

Still mor abundant mitochondria are shown in Figs. 4 and 6

but the vacuoles are fewer. Different parts of the organism are

often separated by irregular, dense and homogeneous septse,

not related to capillitium threads, one of which is illustrated. It

often happens that stretches of protoplasm separated in this way
may exhibit a difference in the intensity of staining, the extent

of vacuolation or in the number of mitochondria.

Fig. 2 of Lycogala epidendrum shows a portion of the active

protoplasm of the plasmodium migrating upward through the

interstices of the hypothallus to the aethalium where the spores

will be formed. The nuclei are still spherical and of about the

same size, but contain more distinct and prominent nucleoli.

The mitochondria show little tendency toward perinuclear con-

densations. The protoplasm appears to be of rather open tex-

ture. The hypothallus presents an ill-defined fibrous appearance
and is quite devoid of mitochondria and nuclei.

Spore Formation:

The early stages in spore formation in Badliamia are illus-

trated in Fig. 8. The nuclei, which were so conspicuous in the

plasmodium, can no longer be seen with the aid of mitochondrial

methods of staining. Their loss of affinity for iron hematoxylin
and other basic dyes calls to mind the condition of affairs in

oogenesis of certain animals where there is a temporary dis-
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appearance of basophilic chromatic material. The ground sub-

stance of the protoplasm presents a sort of flocculent appearance,

being denser in some regions than in others. The first indication

that spore formation is taking place is to be seen in the clumping

of the mitochondria. All the mitochondria are in the form of

spherules of fairly uniform size. They stain with equal in-

tensity with iron hematoxylin. The differences in shade illus-

trated are indicative of perspective only. Soon the little clumps

of mitochondria become surrounded by a membrane, the first

spore membrane, which stains only faintly with iron hematox-

ylin. Traces of nuclei can be seen in some of these early spores.

Spore formation proceeds from a definite center so that it is

possible to see many stages in a small area. Fig. 8 is taken

through such an area, the early stages being above and the later

stages below. In certain other Myxomycetes, however, spore

formation is said to take place simultaneously throughout the

whole sporangium.

Rather more advanced stages in Fuligo septica are shown in

Figs. 7 and 9. Here all the spores are well formed and discrete

and surrounded by membranes. The nuclei have reappeared.

They are spherical and stain diffusely. It is difficult to dis-

tinguish any nucleoli within them, since they are of about the

same size as the mitochondria. There is no apparent change in

the mitochondria. The ground substance of the protoplasm

presents the same flocculent appearance with a marked tendency

toward the production of vacuoles in some of the spores.

Very profound changes now take place. In Fuligo septica

(Fig. 10) the spores lose every trace of their membranes and de-

generate into naked, nucleated masses of protoplasm which are

distinctly smaller than in the preceding stage. They also lose

their spherical or oval shape and become often quite angular.

Their nuclei stain so intensely with iron hematoxylin that it is

difficult to make out any structure in them. The ground sub-

stance is more homogeneous and stains diffusely and evenly.

The appearance of the mitochondria has completely changed.

Instead of occurring in the form of large spherules they are now

considerably smaller, rod-like and sometimes almost filamentous.

They often clump about the nuclei in a manner suggestive of
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certain stages in the spermatogenesis of mammals. But they

may be quite uniformly distributed through the cytoplasm or

else condensed to one side of the nucleus only. Different spores

vary greatly in this respect. Sometimes the spores stain so

intensely that the mitochondria can only be distinguished with

difficulty. The large clear vacuoles and tortuous spaces which

occur in some of the spores indicate that it might be worth while

to study this material with methods adapted to the demon-

stration of the vacuolar apparatus. The conditions in Badhamia

are identical except for the fact that the mitochondria in the

spores are much more numerous and filamentous.

Other alterations accompany the formation of the definitive

spore capsules which are best seen in sections of Enteridium

rozeanum (Fig. n). The capsules are quite complicated in

structure. At first sight they seem to be covered with spines

but Fig. ii shows that the spines are in reality the walls of little

compartments set upon a homogeneous basement membrane. It

often happens that the substance of the spore shrinks away from

the membrane. Sometimes this is followed by the partial col-

lapse of the membrane itself. The contents of these mature

spores are important. The nuclei seem to be much broken down

and traces of them can be distinguished only after careful study.

The mitochondria have, almost uniformly, reverted to their ori-

ginal spherical shape and can easily be stained in the usual way
with janus green, if the spore contents are squeezed out in a

solution of i : 10,000 of the dye.

The entire process of spore formation is subject to great

variation in different Myxomycetes. In Arcyria denudata, for

instance, the process is quite different from that which I have

described in Badhamia, Fuligo and Enteridium. The first sign

of approaching spore formation is a segregation and encapsulation

of comparatively large masses with abundant nuclei and many
mitochondria. Instead of being hard to distinguish, the nuclei

are quite conspicuous with well-defined chromatin networks and

nucleoli. Through successive divisions these multinucleated

masses become smaller and smaller. As the final division ap-

proaches, the walls become thicker and the nuclei stain less

intensely, as is shown in Fig. 12. Division is by mitosis. The
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structure of the spores is veiy intricate and is best brought out

when stained with fuchsin and methyl green. The nuclei are

large and faintly stained and usually present a solitary spherical

nucleolus which likewise stains but faintly. There is often,

though not always, present in the cytoplasm an irregular mass of

material surrounded by a vacuole. The material can be clearly

resolved into acidophilic and basophilic constituents, staining

with fuchsin and methyl green respectively. Of the two, the

basophilic structures are the most definite and appear in the form

of definite spherules suggestive in some measure of chromosomes.

But the occurrence of the material in vacuoles is equally sug-

gestive of phagocytosis, which, however, would seem to be un-

likely in view of the dense membrane surrounding each spore.

Only further study will reveal the nature of the material. Mi-

tochondria are distributed quite evenly throughout the remainder

of the cytoplasm and are characterized by their rod-like shape.

There is no counterpart here for the changes in the morphology
of mitochondria observed in Badhamia, Fuligo and Enteridium.

No special provision is made during spore formation, or in

cell division generally, for an equal division of mitochondria,

which might be looked for if we regard them as in any sense

carriers of heredity. They do not, like the nucleus, change their

solubilities or staining reactions during spore formation. This

is the more interesting since the resistance of the mitochondria

increases progressively in the spermatogenesis of mammals.

There is some indication, however, that with spore formation

there is a tendency toward a reduction in the amount of mi-

tochondria with relation to the cytoplasm.

Capillitium:

I have not traced the formation of the capillitium from con-

fluent vacuoles as described by Strasburger but my observations

of the later stages are of interest in connection with the work of

Harper and Dodge ('14, p. 3). In plasmodia of Hemitrichia

clavata and rubiformis fixed in weak Flemming and stained with

either safranin, gentian violet and orange G, or with iron hema-

toxylin, they describe lines running toward the vacuolar tube,

where their centers of convergence are marked by a series of

granulations (see their Figs. 1-5).
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In my own material of the same species, I have been unable to

find the radiating lines and perhaps this may be due to the fixa-

tive which I have used, but I have observed the granules. The

granules in my preparations fixed in Regaud's fluid and stained

with iron hematoxylin are almost indistinguishable from the

mitochondria which I see in the surrounding plasmodium (Fig.

13). They are of the same shape except in some cases where they

are in very intimate contact with the vacuolar membrane and

flatten out upon it, which may be due to surface tension. It is

important to note that the mitochondria are not illustrated in

Harper and Dodge's figures which would lead one to suppose that

they have been destroyed by the fixative; so that our con-

clusion is warranted that the granules which surround the vacuole

and constitute the termini of the lines are more resistant than

the mitochondria to fixation. It is probable that the destruction

of the mitochondria may have been occasioned by the acetic

acid in the Flemming's fluid. We know that plasts generally are

more resistant to acetic acid than are true mitochondria, which

would lead us to suppose that the granules in question are plast-

like. This interpretation falls well in line with Harper and

Dodge's explanation of the significance of the radiating lines.

They regard them as "pathways by which materials are brought

in from the surrounding cytoplasm." I cannot agree with them,

however, in their interpretation of the significance of the nuclei

as morphogenic factors. I would be inclined, on the contrary,

to regard the granules as plast-like and perhaps truly formative,

as in the higher plants.

Furthermore, Harper and Dodge ('14, p. 7) have described

certain interesting formations within the lumen of the capil-

litial tube. They say that:

"The granular material in the interior of the capillitial thread

(Figs, i and 2) becomes less as the wall thickens and the spirals

appear, and as the thread matures it practically disappears

(Figs. 3 and 4). There is, of course, no evidence that granular

material as such passes from the interior of the thread into the

forming spirals. We are inclined to suspect that the stainable

granules in the interior of the thread are precipitation products

formed in fixation, and that in the living condition the capillitial
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cavity contains only materials in solution in the cell-sap. These

materials may be used up in the formation of the capillitial wall

and spirals so that in late stages no such precipitation products
are formed."

In the first place my observations show, contrary to Harper and

Dodge, that the granular material is quite abundant in well

formed capillitial threads. In Fig. 17 of Arcyria denudata the

granules are very numerous and occupy almost the whole interior

of the thread. In fact I have never found them to be so abundant

in early stages in the formation of the capillitial threads in Hemi-

irichia clavata. Neither have I found any indication that granu-
lar material as such passes from the interior of the thread into

the forming spirals (see Figs. 13, 15, 17, 18 and 19). It is hard

for me to believe that these granules are precipitation products

formed by fixation. It will be noted that they are often of

astonishingly uniform size and shape which one would not expect

in products of precipitation or coagulation. Moreover they are

often absent or isolated or distributed evenly over the interior of

the thread showing little tendency to clump, which one would

likewise expect in the case of products of fixation. They do re-

semble mitochondria very closely. Their rod-like and even

filamentous shape is well illustrated in my figures. They are

often arranged in rows, suggestive also of mitochondria. They
are usually about the same size as mitochondria but they are

sometimes larger, as shown especially in Fig. 17. Their staining

reactions also are suggestive of mitochondria, for they take the

fuchsin as well as the iron hematoxylin, after fixation in Regaud's

fluid. Nevertheless we cannot consider them to be mitochondria

because they occur within the capillitial tubes, quite apart from

nuclei and from protoplasm. It would appear more probable

that they constitute merely a part of the material brought in,

which is useless in the formation of the capillitial wall.

Harper and Dodge refer to two types of nuclei at this stage in

Hemitrichia clavata and I have been able to confirm their finding

as illustrated in Fig. 19. It will be seen that the majority of the

nuclei are large and pale and have definite nucleoli. Some,

however, are smaller and much more intensely stained with the

hematoxylin: these Harper and Dodge regard as undergoing
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degeneration. They are distributed quite evenly throughout the

plasmodium which definitely precludes the possibility that they

may result from mechanical injury. In preparations stained

with fuchsin and methyl green, the small nuclei take the fuchsin

to a remarkable degree, behaving just like the nuclei of the spores,

which stain in precisely the same way. This points, perhaps,

to the conclusion that these small nuclei are undergoing dif-

ferentiation with a view to spore formation.

Sporangium Wall and Hypothallus:

My observations do not bear upon the question of the mode of

formation of the sporangium wall and hypothallus. In all

probability both of them are differentiations or secretions of the

plasmodium as is generally supposed. I have found no indica-

tions that the mitochondria play any part in their formation.

They are at first gelatinous and afterwards become membranous.

A good account of sporangium formation in Trichia and Arcyria

is given by Kranzlin ('07, p. 179).

With this progressive differentiation of spores, capillitium,

sporangium wr
all and hypothallus, there is a distinct and gradual

alteration in the plasmodium itself. At first it usually contains

comparatively large quantities of debris, the more solid portion

of which is left behind in its path and persists to some extent

in the hypothallus. There is a further segregation with the for-

mation of differentiated products, the end result being that the

protoplasm of the spores is comparatively free of foreign material.

DISCUSSION.

We are inclined to divide living organisms into two groups,

plants and animals, and perhaps unconsciously to assume that

this classification is sufficient. It is interesting to find that the

Myxomycetes, or slime moulds, cannot be dismissed so easily,

for they partake of the properties which we have been inclined to

regard as distinctive of plants, on the one hand, and of animals,

on the other. Great difference of opinion is manifest in the

literature. At first they were considered to be plants and were

called Myxogastres, in 1829, by Fries, who grouped them among
the fungi. The word Myxomycetes also indicates their fungous-
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like properties. With the discovery of the plasmodium, opinion

changed and the term Mycetozoa was introduced. Even now
there is absolutely no concensus of opinion on the subject of their

relationships. Coulter, Barnes and Cowles ('10, p. i) place them

tentatively among the first of the Thallophytes. Chamberlain

('15, p. 152) groups them with the Schizophytes. Torrend 1 and

Schintz2 conclude that the Myxomycetes are related to Fungi
rather than to animals. And finally Osborn ('n, p. 339)

Schwartz ('14, p. 238), Harper ('oo, p. 235) and others associate

them with the Plasmodiophoraceae, Chytrideae and Acrasieae;

while Maire and Tison 3 relate them to the Sporozoa, Elliott 4

to animals generally, by reason of their feeding reactions, and

Parker and Haswell ('97, p. 61) classify them as intermediate

between the Rhizopoda and the Mastigophora.

We may summarize their plant-like features as follows: In the

first place they form brilliantly colored fungous-like masses

strongly suggestive of true fungi. The capillitial threads which

are found in the sporangia frequently play an important part

in the dispersal of the spores and remind one of the elaters

of liverworts. If Harper and Dodge ('14, p. 9) are correct,

however, there would appear to be a closer analogy be-

tween the capillitium and the protozoan endoskeleton, since

they believe them both to be formed by a process of intraproto-

plasmic secretion. They bear also a certain superficial resem-

blance to the puff-balls, which have likewise a mass of spores

supported by a capillitium-like framework and contained in a

sporangium. Pinoy ('08, p. 630) records a sexual dimorphism in

Didymium which reminds him of the condition in Mucor as

described by Blakeslee. Moreover the supposed presence of

cellulose in the sporangium walls, the spore walls and the cyst

walls of the sclerotium indicate a plant affinity. And finally the

possession of well-defined spores is cited as evidence that they

should be regarded as plants.

Yet they apparently resemble animals just 35 closely and for

this reason they have been called "Mycetozoa" (fungus-animals),

1 Reviewed in Jour. Roy. Micr. Soc., 1910, p. 221.

2 Jour. Roy. Micr. Soc., 1914, p. 292.
3 Jour. Roy. Micr. Soc., 1909, p. 626.

4 Jour. Roy. Micr. Soc., 1917, p. 500.
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a term which indicates a compromise, and is perhaps preferable.

We may enumerate briefly their many points of resemblance to

members of the animal kingdom. It has already been mentioned

that the plasmodium behaves to all intents and purposes like a

gigantic amoeba. It moves freely from place to place, burrows

deeply in rotten wood and into the substrata when it is necessary

to obtain nutriment, and, most significant of all, it is capable

of phagocytosis. That is to say, -it can actively devour and digest

bacteria and other foreign bodies which it is able to engulf. In

the total absence of chlorophyll, the green pigment so character-

istic of plants generally, and the accompanying saprophytic

behavior, they resemble the fungi, bacteria and other saprophytic

plants, on the one hand; and the whole animal kingdom on the

other, with but few exceptions. Following a study of the feeding

habits of Badhamia Elliott5 looks on Mycetozoa as parasites,

more animal than vegetable. The swarm cells with their flagella

and food vacuoles, their motility and power to multiply by fission

call to mind the Flagellata.

To these points of similarity to animals may now be added the

mitochondria, which I have found to occur in all the species of

Myxomycetes which I have examined, numbering ten or more.

The mitochondria observed are identical, so far as can be as-

certained, with the mitochondria in the higher plants and in

the whole animal series from the protozoa to man. The

point is, that in some lower plants, the mitochondria are

apparently totally absent or else quite different from those

which I have described in the Myxomycetes. They have not

been described in the Cyanophyceae ;
in the bacteria their pres-

ence is doubtful (E. V. Cowdry 'i6a, p. 433), and in the Chloro-

phyceae they have been found in but few forms: Guilliermond

('13, p. 86) thinks that here the enlarged chloroplast takes over

their function. So that the mitochondria of the Myxomycetes

approximate far more closely to the mitochondria of animals than

to those of the lowest plants.

The discovery of mitochondria in the Myxomycetes extends

our knowledge of the extraordinary breadth of distribution of

these granulations in living matter. I have already shown

('17, p. 225) that, so far as our present methods of technique go',
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they are identical in animals and in plants. Champy's ('n, p.

154) statement that "I would not regard as living a cytoplasm
which does not contain mitochondria" is rather radical in view

of our knowledge of the structure of the lowest plants. The

bacteria and the Cyanophycese are of special interest in this con-

nection. Furthermore, it is common to find comparatively

large stretches of protoplasm in certain of the Myxomycetes
which contain no mitochondria. While we cannot say how active

this protoplasm is we cannot regard it as totally inert and life-

less.

Concerning the continuity of mitochondria in the Myxomy-
cetes it may be said that they invariably occur in the plasmodia

as well as in all stages of spore formation, even to the adult spore.

While I have not yet studied the swarm spores, it is extremely

probable that mitochondria occur in all stages of the life cycle.

No indications were observed of de novo formation of mitochon-

dria though it is highly improbable that if such occurred they

would have been detected. It seems unnecessary to assume,

as some workers have done, that we must find mitochondria

grading into the invisible in order to demonstrate a de novo

origin, because it is possible that the mitochondrial aggregate

must attain to a certain size before acquiring characteristic

density and staining reactions.

The cyclical changes in the morphology of the mitochondria

suggest similar changes which have already been described, long

since, in higher forms. The most striking of these is the change

from the large spherical mitochondria of the youngest spores to

the smaller rather rod-like ones of those which are more mature.

They resume their granular condition in the mature spores.

They are often rod-like and arranged parallel to the direction of

the current in streaming protoplasm of active plasmodia. Their

clumping about the nucleus and their whole behavior make it

very plain that their morphology and distribution are governed

by the same laws here which operate in animals and in the higher

plants, whatsoever they may be.

It is interesting to note, a propos of current statements to the

effect that the mitochondria are transformed into cellular dif-

ferentiations, that, so far as can be ascertained, they play no
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active part in the formation of the sporangium wall, the com-

plicated spore capsules and capillitia, the hypothallus, the pig-

ment and lime deposits of the Myxomycetes.
The occurrence of typical mitochondria in the active plas-

modia, crawling from place to place, as well as in all stages in

spore formation even to the fully mature spoie, surrounded as it

is with a thick restraining horny capsule must indicate one of two

things: either that the mitochondria are active in some of these

locations and passive in others or else that they take part in the

activities of the cell in all stages. The second supposition is

usually granted by workers on mitochondria in higher forms. It

is apparent, then, that this study of the Myxomycetes materially

supports the general supposition that the mitochondria are con-

cerned in some fundamental vital process common to all living

matter, perhaps with protoplasmic respiration and possibly

with growth.
CONCLUSIONS.

1. Mitochondria occur' in Arcyria, Badhamia, Ceratiomyxa,

Cribraria, Enteridium, Fuligo, Hemitrichia, Lycogala, Stemonitis

and probably in all other Myxomycetes.
2. The mitochondria in Myxomycetes so far as can be as-

certained differ in no wise from those occurring in the majority of

plants and in all animals.

3. The Myxomycetes resemble the lower animals much more

closely than they do the lower plants with respect to their mi-

tochondrial content.

4. The Myxomycetes offer a unique opportunity in many ways
for the experimental study of mitochondria.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.

All the figures have been drawn with Zeiss apochromatic 1.5 mm., compensating

ocular 8 and camera lucida. They have been reproduced without reduction so

that the magnification as they now appear on the plates is 2,600 diameters.

FIG. i. Enteridium rozeanum fixed in Regaud's fluid and stained by the Benda

method. The mitochondria are stained a dark purplish-blue color against a pink

background. Plasmodium showing a large area of apparently homogeneous

protoplasm, a few spherical nuclei and some mitochondria, are seen to one side.

The ground substance shows a tendency to be more vacuolated and to stain fainter

in the vicinity of the nuclei.

FIG. 2. Lycogala epidendrum fixed in Regaud's fluid and stained with iron

hematoxylin. The mitochondria are stained bluish-black against a gray back

ground. A portion of the plasmodium crawling upward toward the aethalium

on the meshwork of the hypothallus.

FIG. 3. Enteridium rozeanum same fixation and stain as Fig. I. Likewise

a portion of the plasmodium greatly vacuolated. The nuclei are stained intensely

and the mitochondria are often grouped about them as well as about the vacuoles.

FIG. 4. The same showing quite well differentiated fibrous structures which

often appear to be of the nature of septae separating the plasmodium into different

areas.

FIG. 5. Another part of the same plasmodium with scattered nuclei and

mitochondria of various forms. The ground substance shows an indistinct

vacuolation.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II.

FIG. 6. Enteridium rozeanurn fixed in Regaud's fluid and stained by the Benda

method, mitochondria blue-black and ground substance pink. Another septum
is shown at the side. The mitochondria occur in distinct clumps sometimes about

the nuclei. The apparent differences in the staining reactions of the mitochondria

simply indicate depth in the preparation.

FIG. 7. Fuligo septica fixed in Regaud's fluid and stained with iron hematoxylin,

mitochondria blue-black and ground substance gray. Immature spore with a

faint nucleus and conspicuous mitochondria.

FIG. 8. Badhamia -
, fixed and stained in the same way. It shows the

first stages in spore formation. The nuclei are indistinct; the mitochondria show

progressive clumping and the spore membranes are gradually formed.

FIG. 9. Fuligo septica, same fixation and stain. More mature spores of smaller

size, without a distinct cell membrane, with strongly stained nuclei and more rod-

like mitochondria. The mitochondria often closely approximate to the nucleus.

The ground substance is more homogeneous than in the preceding stage and more

deeply stained.

FIG. 10. Fuligo septica fixed and stained in the same way showing rather

later stages in spore formation than Figs. 7 and 8. The spores are surrounded

with a definite membrane. They have faintly staining nuclei and spherical

mitochondria. One of them is rather more advanced.

FIG. ii. Enteridium rozeanum same fixation and stain. Quite advanced spores

with definite capsules. The nuclei are faintly stained and the mitochondria

spherical and in one case clumped near the nucleus.

FIG. 12. Arcyria denudata fixed in Regaud's fluid and stained with fuchsin

and methyl green. The mitochondria are crimson against a greenish background.
One cell not finally divided containing three nuclei and two others each containing

a mass of material in a vacuole. The material consists of a basophilic part, staining

green, definitely delimited in the form of spherules, and of a more irregular acido-

philic mass staining red.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE III.

FIG. 13. Hemitrichia clavata fixed in Regaud's fluid and stained with iron

hematoxylin. The mitochondria are blue-black and can with difficulty be dis-

tinguished from the granulated ground substance. Plasmodium, within the

sporangium, showing an early stage in the formation of the capillitium. The

spirals are beginning to appear.

FIG. 14. Arcyria denudata fixed and stained in the same way. These cells are

in the stalk, next the envelope. They will apparently take no part in spore forma-

tion. They show indications of cytolysis and contain but few mitochondria.

FIG. 15. Hemitrichia vesparium fixed and stained in the same way. Spores

and cross and longitudinal sections of capillitium.

FIG. 16. Hemitrichia vesparium, same fixation and stain. A portion of the

plasmodium flowing between the meshwork of the hypothallus. The mitochondria

are elongated in the direction of movement. There is also a faint striation in the

ground substance in the same direction. Some of the nuclei have well marked

nucleoli.

FIG. 17. Arcyria denudata fixed in Regaud's fluid and stained with fuchsin

and methyl green. The mitochondria are crimson. There are two immature

spores which apparently contain a comparatively large amount of golden yellow

pigment. The terminal enlargement of the capillitial thread also contains a series

of granulations staining just as the mitochondria do.

FIG. 1 8. Hemitrichia clavata fixed in Regaud's fluid and stained with iron

hematoxylin showing also internal granulation.

FIG. 19. Hemitrichia clavata fixed and stained in the same way. Plasmodium

with cross section of capillitial thread and two types of nuclei, the smaller ones

staining darkly and the larger ones lightly.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

There are at least two closely related and equally interesting

phenomena observed in the aphids, or plant-lice as they are

commonly called. These are the development of apterous or

alate forms, or both, as the offspring of either a winged or ap-

terous viviparous female, and the parthenogenesis exhibited by
them. The phenomena are not the result of alternation of

generations, for it has been found by Slingerland (1893) and

others that under certain favorable conditions a species of aphid

might continue multiplying for a period of several years without

producing a single male or winged individual.

Several attempts have been made to explain the phenomenon
of wing-development in aphids. Shortage of food supply, it is

believed, will usually produce winged aphids so that they may
fly away to other plants where the supply of food has not been

1 A thesis submitted in partial satisfaction of the requirements for the degree

of Master of Science in the Graduate School of the University of California, April,

I9I3-
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exhausted. Climatic changes, especially the approach of cooler

weather, humidity, the wilting of host plants and many other

factors have been regarded as possible causes of the appearance
of the winged aphid. All explanations, however, have been ad-

vanced as the results of observations rather than as the results of

experimental work.

The first experimental study of the problem was undertaken by
Professor W. T. Clarke, of the University of California, in 1901.

He planted a rose twig bearing an apterous parthenogenetic

female in each of a series of four-ounce tumblers. These he

filled with washed sand, moistened with solutions of several salts

or pure water. By this method, he could charge with any desired

solution the sap-sucking insect through the plant. He was in-

fluenced, so he states, in his choice of chemicals by the chemical

analysis of the ingredients of plants. Professor Clarke used

sodium hydroxide, sodium phosphate, magnesium sulphate,

magnesium chloride, and distilled water as a check. As a result

of such experiments, he found that among these substances only

the magnesium salts would produce winged aphids. Changes of

temperature, he suggested, may not be a factor in the develop-

ment of the wing in aphids.

In 1908 Professor C. W. Woodworth expressed his views on the

problem. He stated that he believed that the wilting of plants

might help develop the wing by retarding the growth of other

parts and giving an even chance for the wing buds to develop.

Mr. J. D. Neiils, who studied the problem in 1912, not only con-

firmed the findings of Clarke, but also pointed out a new fact that

three days were usually required for the magnesium salts to pro-

duce a large number of winged aphids. Further, he found that

the young aphids become winged, if they are subjected to the

magnesium solutions within three days after birth.

Professor Clarke, and also Mr. Neiils, worked on a single

species, namely, the common rose aphid, using the limited series

of chemicals above mentioned. In order to determine whether

other salts than those of magnesium would have a similar effect

on the production of winged aphids, and also to determine

whether the results of Clarke and Neiils were applicable to other

species of aphids, I undertook an experimental study of the

problem.
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Before going further, the writer wishes to acknowledge his

indebtedness to Professor Woodworth, at whose suggestion the

work was begun. His hearty thanks are also due to Professor

E. Van Dyke, who, jointly with Professor Woodworth, gave
valuable criticism and helpful suggestions during the progress of

the investigation.

II. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE ROSE APHID.

These were partly to verify the findings of Professor Clarke

and partly to make a more extensive test of the action of chemi-

cals. The method of experimentation was that adopted and

carried out by Professor Clarke. Sharp, clean sand was washed

several times in running water, and then left to soak over night.

The following day it was washed again with distilled water and

after drying was ready for use. Four-ounce tumblers were then

filled to one half of their depth with this sand and moistened with

solutions of various chemicals. In each of these tumblers, a

rose twig bearing from one to three viviparous females, usually

apterous, was planted. Though Mr. Neiils pointed out the fact

that three days are usually required for the magnesium salts to

produce the largest number of winged aphids, it is not always

necessary that the mother aphids be transferred to the twig that

number of days after it is planted, to see the effect of the salts,

for, as is also stated by Mr. Neiils, the young aphids become

winged if they are subjected to magnesium salts within three

days after birth. Consequently, I used the method previously

described. A careful watch was kept of the twigs and when

winged forms appeared, they were taken away, and the records

kept of their appearance, as well as of the total number of young
born. In my later experiments, the record was taken only

once, when the first born had acquired the wings, because I had

found that the tendency of the young aphids to produce wings
could be accurately determined a certain number of days after

birth.

I had thought that some other substances might also produce

winged aphids. This belief was suddenly strengthened when I

found, late in November, that a rose twig that was planted in an

old tin can containing ordinary water, was infested with 126
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winged and 2 apterous forms. This, I thought, was due to the

presence of either tin or iron, because ordinary water, as will be

seen elsewhere in the table, never produces more than 5 per cent,

of winged forms. Consequently, I tested several salt solutions

of the heavier metals and obtained the result's which not only

confirmed my belief, but also incidentally led to the finding of

several new salts which could develop winged aphids.

Sugar and urea were also used in order to determine the effect

of electrolytes as well as osmotic pressure. Urea never, or very

rarely, produced winged individuals. The action of cane sugar

caused rather confusing results, because the young ones produced
on twigs, placed in the sugar solution that had been standing for

a few days, remained apterous, while those on twigs in fresh

sugar solution produced winged forms. These apparantly con-

tradictory results, it was first thought, might be due to the decom-

position of sugar by fermentation. That this explanation may
be correct is indicated by the fact that both alcohol and acetic

acid always produced apterous forms. From December 8th on,

the practice was followed of transferring the twig to a fresh

solution every three days with uniform results.

When a stronger solution, about m/2O of strontium bromide or

strontium chloride was used, the tips of the twigs would dry out

in the course of from 36 to 48 hours. Many aphids would fall off

the twigs; those staying on the twigs would change to a dark

salmon color, lose water, and finally dry upon the twig. Even

in a solution of m/ioo-m/^oo of strontium bromide, the twigs

planted in it became darker in color and emitted the characteristic

odor of strontium salts. About 99 per cent, of the young aphids

remaining on the twig developed no wings.

Calcium chloride produced the same, but a weaker effect on

the twig and also on the aphids. All aphids stayed on the twig

charged with m/$o solution of the salt, but remained apterous.

Owing to the very .poisonous nature of the chemicals used,

often the entire number of the young born on a twig charged with

the solutions of mercury, lead or copper salts, would drop off

before it could be determined whether they were winged or not.

But the fact that some of them, happening to remain long enough,

produced wings indicated that the solution had the wing-develop-
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TABLE I.

EXPERIMENTS WITH ROSE APHIDS.

Date.
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Date.
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Date.
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The above results not only verified the findings of Professor

Clarke, but also led to the discovery of new substances. In

addition to the magnesium salts, salts of antimony, nickle, tin,

mercury, lead, zinc and also sugar were found to produce winged

aphids; while alcohol, acetic acid, alum, tannin, salts of stron-

tium, potassium and calcium, and also urea were shown to have

no effect. These substances may, therefore, be classified into

wing-developing and non wing-developing substances, respec-

tively, according to their action on the wing buds. To the

former class, belong the salts of alkalis and the alkaline earths,

while to the latter belong all of the other salts mentioned, as well

as sugar.

III. EXPERIMENTS WITH OTHER SPECIES OF APHIDS.

The studies thus far mentioned concerned only the common
rose aphis. Do these substances have a similar effect upon
other species of aphids? I, therefore, instituted another series

of experiments, using the same methods as were employed in the

course of the development in the rose aphid.

The following results were obtained (Table II.):

As is shown in this table, the results obtained with these

aphids are not different from those obtained with the rose aphids,

i. e., alkali salts and salts of alkaline earth, together with dis-

tilled water, tannin, alcohol and acetic acid produced no winged

aphids, while the rest of the salts and also sugar produced winged

forms in these species, as they did in the rose aphids.

The periwinkle aphids, as will be noticed in the table, never

yielded one hundred per cent, of winged individuals with ordi-

nary strengths of wing-producing substances; e. g., a fifteen per

cent, solution of sugar or m/^o of magnesium sulphate. Sub-

jection to a very weak solution of the alkali salts, or even to dis-

tilled water, did, on the other hand, completely suppress the devel-

opment of the wings. Thus, although the number of the winged

forms produced on twigs charged with wing-producing sub-

stances was small, their appearance must be accredited to the

presence of these substances. The common aphids on Sonchus,

on the mustard and on the German ivy (Senecio sp.) were found

to develop their wings after subjection to very weak solutions of
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case with the chestnut aphis (Myzocalis castanet), the ulmus aphis

(M. ulmi), the oak aphis (M. quercus, etc.), the birch aphis

(Euceraphis betula), the linden aphis (Eucallipterous tilicB) and

others. These species do not grow on any other host plant

except their specific ones, nor are they easily reared on cuttings,

or even on young potted seedlings. Although the writer failed

to produce apterous forms of these Chaitophorini, the develop-

ment of wings in these species is no doubt due to the nature of the

host and also due to the feeding habits of the aphids, for all the

young are apterous.

The aphids infesting willows, wheat, clematis, pea, radish and

other plants were occasionally experimented with, several sub-

stances being used, as in other experiments. The development
of the wings in these aphids could also be controlled.

IV. THE PERIOD DURING WHICH THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE

WINGS MAY BE CONTROLLED.

Professor Clarke has suggested that the fate of the wing-buds

may probably be determined near the end of the first molt,

while Professor Woodworth thinks it can be predicted as early as

one day after birth. The fact that one hundred per cent, of

winged aphids can be produced on a twig charged with mag-
nesium salts as late as three days after planting the twig, led

Neiils to carry on a series of experiments along this line. By
transplanting young aphids from a twig charged with distilled

water to one charged with magnesium salts, he found that rose

aphids could be made to produce wings if they were subjected to

the magnesium solution within three days after birth. I have

partly repeated his experiments and also extended them to other

species with the following results:

It is seen from the above results that the period during which

the development of the wing-buds can be controlled varies with

the species. I have also observed in the course of my experi-

ments that the aphids infesting the German ivy (Senecio sp.)

develop the wing-buds within sixty hours after their birth.
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TABLE III.

Date.
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some idea of the amount of the wing-developing substances to be

effective in the development of the wing-buds, I instituted a

series of experiments. In these experiments, the solutions of the

magnesium sulphate, of various strengths, were poured directly

into a series of tumblers, in each of which a rose twig, bearing a

viviparous female, had been placed.

TABLE IV.

Date.
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been made. A part of my experiments, and also those of Pro-

fessor Clarke, were carried on in our laboratory where a nearly

uniform temperature was kept throughout a period of several

days. A larger part of my work was done in an old greenhouse
where the change of temperature between day and night was

exceedingly great. I have also done a part of my work out of

doors. In all of these cases, only a very few of the winged

aphids appeared on the twigs charged with any of the non-wing-

developing substances. Professor Clarke stated that he had

subjected aphid-infested twigs charged with distilled water to a

sudden change of temperature from 80 F. to 30 F., and had

observed no effect on the wing development. These observa-

tions, therefore, establish the fact, I believe, that changes in

temperature have no effect on the production of winged forms.

The popular conception that the approach of cold weather

makes winged aphids appear may be explained in the following

manner. Plants mature either at the time when the cold weather

sets in or previous to that period. They also manufacture,

through the agency of their leaves and under the influence of

sunlight, starch, which at this maturing period is changed to

sugar and stored away in other parts of the plant. This sugar
is the most common wing-developing substance, as we have

seen. Therefore, the aphids produce wings at the approach of

cold weather, not because of the low temperature, but because of

the presence of sugar in the plant tissues at that time.

2. Wilting of the Plant. Professor Woodworth has pointed

out that when the plants, especially cabbages on which he has

made extensive observations, are badly infested with aphids

and begin to wilt, there was a decrease in the birth rate of the

insects and a "spontaneous appearance of the aphids with wing-

pads was noticed." His explanation of this phenomenon is

that the wilting of plants probably causes an effect similar to

that produced by the magnesium salts, that is, it makes it

possible for the wing-buds to have an even chance with the rest

of the body to develop. Under more favorable conditions, he

suggests_that the growth of the wing-fundaments might be re-

tarded on account of the faster growth of the other parts of the

body. A morphological study bearing upon this point is pre-
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sented farther on, but I shall now attack the problem by experi-

mental means.

The weight of a number of fresh rose twigs, similar to those

used in my other experiments, was recorded. One of these twigs

was then planted in a tumbler containing distilled water, and one

in a tumbler containing calcium chloride, in the manner already

described. Three days later, the twigs were taken out of the

tumblers, placed on a paper, and left to dry from four to twenty-

four hours. The second or dried weight of each was recorded,

and the twigs then replaced in their respective tumblers. Three

to four apterous viviparous females were then transferred to each

of them, and a careful watch kept for the young. The fol-

lowing tabulation shows the results obtained:

TABLE V.

THE EFFECTS FROM THE WILTING OF THE PLANT.

Date.
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present. There is, however, no external indication of the wings

or of their buds. The body is almost columnar, with a con-

striction back of the head, but with no marked differentiation

between the thorax and abdomen.

In those individuals which ultimately become winged, the

second and the third thoracic segments begin to swell laterally

as well as dorso-ventrally. The swollen thorax is ordinarily

noticeable at the end of the first ecdysis in the case of the rose

aphids. Usually after the second, yet occasionally after the

third ecdysis, in the case of the mustard aphis, a pair of hyaline

wing-pads protrude from each side of the second and third tho-

racic segments. At the following ecdysis, the wing-pads become

unfolded and the adult insect results. In those forms which

remain apterous, no constriction between the thorax and abdomen

occurs.

Other structural differences noticeable between the apterous

and alate viviparous females of the common rose aphid, Macrosi-

phum roses (L.), may be tabulated as follows:

Winged Viviparous Female. Wingless Viviparous Female.

Color Dorsal marking present. Dorsal marking absent.

Length 2.2 mm. 2.7 mm.
Antenna Articles I to VI dark through- Only 1,11, and VI dusky.

out.

Sensoria on III More than 60 found About 12, all being found near the

throughout the entire length. basal portion.

Color of Cornicle Dark throughout. Dark with lighter rings near the base

and apex.

These are some of the more prominent differences. Minor

differences, as, for example, the relative length, shape, size, etc.,

of the cornicle, cauda, antenna, etc., are numerous and cannot be

enumerated here. It follows, then, that the factor which is

responsible for the production of either the apterous or the alate

forms not only determines the fate of the wings, but also causes

other morphological changes as above mentioned.

Although no special effort was made to study the histological

differences between the two forms, the sectioned material

showed that there is a less amount of muscles and ectodermal

cells, but more of fat body in the apterous form as compared

with the alate individual.
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VIII. GENERAL DISCUSSION.

As the result of our experiments, we have been able to dis-

tinguish two groups of substances, one that produces and the

other that does not produce winged aphids. Clarke (1901),

Neiils (1912) and Woodwortli (1908) held that the presence of

magnesium in the plant tissue might be responsible for the

phenomenon under discussion. My experiments have shown

that the magnesium salts are not the sole substances that produce

the winged aphids. Other substances, namely, the salts of

heavy metals, had a similar effect on the development of wings.

Consequently, it becomes clear that what is really responsible

for the appearance of the winged aphids is the excess of magne-

sium and other wing-producing substances over the non-wing-

producing substances contained in the plant sap.

Morgan (1909) presented an analysis of the leaves of plants,

the rose and the maple, at two different seasons of the year,

namely, June and October. His table showed, as we should ex-

pect, a marked difference in the amount of ash contained in the

leaves of the two kinds of plants at the same time of the year. A
similar difference was also pointed out in the case of the same

plant at two different seasons of the year. The chemical analy-

sis of plants is, then, in accordance with the general observation

in the field that the alate forms are more abundant during the

autumn than in the spring and that the winged forms of the same

species are more abundant on one kind of plant than on another

even at the same period of the year.

Morgan's table is also valuable in estimating the proximate

amount of wing-developing substances that may be effective.

According to the analysis, the percentages of ash contained in the

fresh rose leaves in October and June are 3.61 and 3.69, respec-

tively. The difference between these two figures, or 0.541

per cent., may then be regarded as the maximum amount of the

wing-developing substances which would be effective when added

to the spring leaves.

I have already given an explanation of why the drying of

plants produced alate forms as reported by Woodworth (1908).

However, I did not discuss the secondary effect of temperature

on the development of the wing. Recently Ewing (1916) stated
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that a great number of alate forms would appear under a cer-

tain optimum temperature in the form he had been experi-

menting with, namely, Aphis avence. I have already shown

that the temperature had nothing to do with causing the ap-

pearance of the winged forms under a well-controlled environ-

ment. Ewing's result, like that of Woodworth on the effect of

dryness, was obtained under natural conditions, with perhaps
little attention paid to the chemical constituents of the host

plant. It is strongly doubted whether any winged forms would

have appeared, had they been reared under his optimum tem-

perature but on the host charged with any one of the non-wing-

developing substances. In fact, I believe that the appearance
of winged forms under his "optimum temperature" is due, not

so much to the direct action of heat as such, but indirectly to

either an increase in the solubility of the wing-developing sub-

stances or to a decrease of the non-wing-developing substances.

Tannreuther (1907), who has made extensive observations on

the life history as well as the genetic cycle of Pterocomma salicis

and P. salicicola, says: "The prevalent idea that the development
of aphis is unstable and controlled directly by external conditions

is certainly very misleading especially in the idea that un-

favorable conditions or lack of food is a direct cause for the ap-

pearance of the winged and sexual forms. We find in the species

studied that just the reverse is true, and that the greatest number

of winged forms are found in the second parthenogenetic genera-

tion; here in some instances ninety-five per cent, may become

winged, especially those found on the rose in good condition

which furnished an abundance of food." Pterocomma bicolor

and P. rufurum found in the vicinity of the University of Cali-

fornia campus, however, reacted to the chemicals, but they were

peculiar in that they did not produce sexual forms at the sixth

generation.

Now I come to the consideration of the question which was set

forth by Tannreuther (1907), to wit, "Why some of the hy-

podermic cells of the thorax begin to divide, emarginate and form

the adult wings in a few days." According to Anderson (1893)

and others there are two groups of salts, one that excites the

muscles and one that has little effect upon them. Our so-called
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wing-developing substances correspond with the former, and the

non-wing-developing substances to the latter. Further, so far

as these non-wing-developing substances are concerned, Herbst

(1906), Loeb (1907), and others have proven them to be in-

jurious to other classes of animals. For example, Herbst (1906)

found that the addition of potassium salts to sea water sup-

pressed the development of the arms of the Echinus larvae.

These investigators have also found that the development of the

alimentary canal of the Echinus larva was impossible in mag-
nesium-free sea water. Again, Fischer (1903) and others have

proven that magnesium salts counteract the effect of saline pur-

gative. All these results obtained with other animals by various

investigators suggest that wing-developing and non-wing-develop-

ing substances exert, respectively, characteristic action on the

organic matter. We have at least two evidences that tend to

show that in all probability the two phenomena of the appearance

of the winged or wingless individuals may be due to the physi-

ological actions osmosis and surface tension. One of these is the

presence of more of the fat cells, which are derived from meso-

derm cells, in the apterous forms than in the alate forms, and the

other is the fact that the cells of the apterous forms are slightly

larger than those of the alate forms. The first of these evi-

dences suggests the probable degeneration of muscle and probably

nerve cells at the time when the wing cells are in the process of

differentiation. The degeneration may, it must be said, be due

to the increase in the cytoplasmic area of the cell and the sub-

sequent loss of the coordination between the nucleus and its

surrounding cytoplasm, as is manifested in the case of the fat

body. The difference in the size of the two forms may not only

strengthen the view just presented, but also explains why the

winged forms resemble the male, and the apterous, the sexual

females; for the two winged forms, the male and the alate vivip-

arous females are much more highly developed than the two

wingless sisters, and are produced by the same factor the

decrease in surface tension and osmosis. These physiological

factors osmosis and surface tension produce the male if they act

on the egg at the time of polar-body formation, and the winged

viviparous female if they act on the larva within three days after

birth.
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In concluding this paper, it may be added here that in the year

1909 von Baehr made the following prediction: "Meine Beo-

bachtungen an Schizoneura lanigera fiihren mich zu dem Schluss,

dass der Factor, welcher bei den Embryonen die zu Geschlechts-

tieren werden, den Impuls zur Ausbildung der Winterovarien

und zur Degeneration der schon ziemlich entwickelten parthe-

nogenetische Eirohren gibt, wahrscheinlich im kausalen Zusum-

menhang mit der Entwicklung der Fliigel, Brustmuskalatur,

Sinnesorgane u. s. w. des Muttertieres steht in dem sie sich ent-

wickeln. Derselbe Factor diirfte wohl die Veranlassung sein,

dass einige Eier sich zu Mannchen entwickeln, wie es im spe-

ziellen Teil ausgefiihrt wurde, werden namlich fast immer ausser

geschlechtlichen Weibchen noch 1-4 Mannchen von derselben

Mutter geboren."

IX. APHIS SPECIES MENTIONED.

Only the common or vernacular names have been given so far

in this paper. It, however, seems necessary to add the scientific

names of the aphids I have made use of for the reason that

the species of aphids infesting the same host frequently vary

with the locality as well as with the season of the year. A list of

the specific names, together with some of the more common

synonyms, is given below:

1. The small birch aphis:

Caraphis butulaecolens Fitch.

Siphonocallis butulecolens Fitch.

2. The clematis aphis:

Myzus persictz Sulz.

Aphis persic<z.

A. dianthi.

Rhopalosiphum dianthi.

Siphonophora achyrantes.

Myzus malvcz.

Rhonpalosiphum persiccz Sulz.

3. The German ivy aphids:

Aphis senecio Swaine (MS.).

4. The California maple aphids:

Thomasia californica Shinji.
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5. The mustard aphis:

Aphis brassicce Linn.

6. The Periwinkle aphis:

Myzus circumflexivum.

7. The green pea aphis:

Macrosiphum nlmarice (Schv.).

Aphis ulmarice Schr.

A. pisi Kalt.

Siphonophora pisi Koch.

6". ulmaricB Kalt.

Nectraophora pisi Oestl.

N. destructor Johns.

8. The large rose aphis:

Macrosiphum roses Beaum.

Aphis rosce Linn.

A. dipsaci Schr.

Siphonophora rosce Beaum.

Nectarophora rosce Linn.

9. The large sonchus aphis:

Macrosiphum solanifolicz.

10. The small sonchus aphis:

Aphis gossipii Glov.

Aphis citrulli Ashm.

A. cucumeris Forbes.

X. SUMMARY.

Results of the observations and experiments reported above

may briefly be summarized as follows:

1. Either an apterous or an alate parthenogenetic female may
bear young larvae, some of which may finally attain the winged

condition, while the others may remain wingless throughout

life.

2. When newly born aphids were reared on rose twigs planted

in tumblers, containing washed and sterilized sand which had

previously been saturated with the solution of a certain sub-

stance, nearly one hundred per cent, of winged individuals ap-

peared on the twigs, while either none or few winged forms devel-

oped on the twigs charged with any one of another set of chemi-
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cals. For the sake of making a distinction between these two

groups of substances, we may call the former the "wing-develop-

ing" substances, and the latter, the "non-wing-developing"

substances.

3. As far as the tests go, the salts of the alkalis (Na, Cl, K,

etc.) and alkaline earths (Ca, Br) with the exception of magne-

sium, distilled water, urea, alum and others were shown to belong

to the non-wing-developing substances, while the salts of the

heavy metals, and of magnesium, sugar, and perhaps some others

belong to the category of wing-developing substances.

4. The wing-developing substances were only effective when

applied within a certain period after birth. This period varied

with temperature and also with the species, e. g., the maximum
time for the rose aphis, Macrosiphum rosce L., during the early

summer was found to be from 2 to 3 days, while under the same

conditions from 5 to 7 days was the maximum in the case of the

sonchus aphids, Macrosiphum solanifolicz Ashm., the mustard

aphis, Aphis brassicce L., etc.

5. The amount of magnesium salts and also of other wing-

developing substances needed to produce winged aphids was very

small. Subjection to a m/ioo solution of magnesium sulphate

for 12-24 hours produced nearly one hundred per cent, of winged

aphids, so far as Macrosiphum rosce was concerned.

6. When twigs planted in the sand saturated with distilled

water and calcium chloride were subjected to a drying process,

the young aphids born on these twigs remained apterous, whereas

on those that had been charged with solutions of magnesium
salts or some other wing-developing substances, the greatest num-

ber of the winged aphids appeared.

7. When newly born aphids are subjected to a mixed solution

of wing-developing and non-wing-developing substances, winged

aphids may or may not appear, according to whether or not the

solution contains an excess of the wing-developing over the non-

wing-developing substances.

8. Variation in temperature, or a sudden change from as high

as 100 F. to as low as 35 F., failed to produce winged aphids on

the twigs charged with non-wing-developing substances.
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EYE-SPOTS IN DIGENEA. 1

ERNEST CARROLL FAUST, PH.D.,

INTRODUCTION.

While considerable work has been done on the eye structure of

the free-living Plathelminthes and ectoparasitic Trematoda, no

adequate study of the eye-spots of the digenetic Trematoda has

been made. In fact, although the nervous system of this group
has been comparatively well known since the days of Lang (1880),

students of Trematoda have been content with the mere mention

of the occurrence of eye-spots in this or that species, or at most

with a description of an isolated case and perhaps a reference to

this organ in Turbellaria or ectoparasitic Trematoda.

There remain unanswered, then, two fundamental questions

relative to the eyes of Digenea, (i) What is the fundamental

structure of this organ, and (2) how extensive is the development
of the organ in the group.

HISTORICAL.

The earliest mention of eye-structure in Digenea was made by
O. F. M tiller (1773:68, 70) for Cercaria lemna. He suggested

that the two black pigment spots of these larvae were probably

eyes. Mehlis (1831) described for the first time pigment eyes

in miracidia (Cathemasia hians). In 1832 von Nordmann

(II., 140) made record of the eye-spots in the miracidia of Buno-

dera lucioperctz. Shortly afterward the X-type of pigment pat-

tern in the embryos of Fasciola hepatica and the two beehive

spots in the embryos of Cycloccelum mutabile were described.

Meanwhile other records of cercariae with eye-spots had been

published. O. F. M tiller in 1776 (C. inqiiieta), Hemprich und

Ehrenberg in 1831 (C. alata), J. Mtiller in 1850 (C. setifera and

C. elegant), and La Valette St. George in 1855 (C. ocellata) for

cercarise, and de Filippi in 1857 for the amphistomulum of

1 Contributions from the Zoological Laboratory of the University of Illinois

no. 114.
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Diplodiscus subclavatus (Goeze), together with an occasional

record of the pigment-spots in miracidia these observers showed

the rather wide distribution of this type of sense organ in the

group.

In his second memoir de Filippi (1857: 433) described the pig-

ment spots of Cercaria echinocerca. Among the granules, he

wrote, were two large pockets of irregular form but symmetrical

arrangement on the sides of the esophagus, comparable to the

eyes of the amphistome, while within the pigment pocket was a

nucleus which represented a veritable rudimentary lens. Leuck-

art (1863: 465) expressed his credulity about the true lenticular

function of the nucleus, but saw the relationship to the eye-

spots of ectoparasitic trematodes. He mentioned the occasional

presence of such organs in the distome, even in the definitive

host. Later (1886: 26) he emphasized their homology to the

eyes of the Monogenea.
Accounts of the eye structure in ectoparasitic trematodes

have been given by Lang (1880), Goto (1894), Hesse (1897),

Beers (1901), and Andre (1910). Lang worked out the his-

tology of this organ carefully for Tristomum coccineum. He
found the roots to be a branch of the weak posterior dorsalis,

the eye itself to consist of (i) a saucer-shaped pigment cap, (2) a

spherical or oval lens, (3) a retinal ganglion cell, and (4) muscle

cells. Goto (p. 81) was unable to believe that the eyes of his

species were functional because (i) of the position of the pigment

granules between the source of light and the lens and (2) because

of the degeneracy in part of the lens itself. He was inclined to

consider them as temperature sense organs.

In very young cercariae of Diplodiscus subclavatus Looss

(1892: 165) found two or three limpid cells with refractive nuclei

situated on each side of the esophagus. He thought these to be

connected with the developing eye-spots, "die oberste vorzugs-

weise den lichtbrechenden, die unteren vielleicht die per-

cipirenden Apparate darstellen. Alle drei bleiben aber noch ein-

fache Zellen." Osborn (1903), in connection with the histology

of Cotylaspis insignis, described eyes for the adults of this spe-

cies as "located at the front of the pharynx between it and the

posterior nerve trunk. . . in close contact with the latter." Each
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eye at its best consisted of a pigment cup in which the contents

are figured but not recognized as lenticular in function. Monti-

celli's study (1914) of the eye structure in Cercaria echinocerca

Fil. is not as clear as the work of the earlier investigator on this

species. The eyes in Cercaria equitator (Ssinitzin, 1911: Fig. 54)

are of interest because they correspond to the X-type originally

described for the miracidium of Fasciola hepatica. Cort (1915)

discussed the eye-spots in monostome and amphistome cercarise

but failed to show their connection with the brain.

MORPHOLOGY.

The writer has studied intimately the eyes of several mono-

stome and distome cercariae (Faust, 1917, 1918, 19180). Of

twenty-eight species of cercarise which have come under the

writer's observation, seven possess pigmented eyes and four

have non-pigmented eyes. The existence of these non-pig-

mented eyes was first described by the writer for Cercaria race-

rnosa and C. graciUima (1917).

The eye-spots of the binoculate species are usually in direct

connection writh the posterior dorsal nerve trunks (Faust, 1918).

However, the forked-tailed species, Cercaria gigas (Faust, 19180)

has connections with the anterior dorsal rami. While the

posterior dorsal trunks are, on the whole, much smaller and less

important than the corresponding ventral trunks, the ramus to

the lateral eye on each side is conspicuous. The cyclopean eye
in the trioculate species (confined to certain monostome cercariae)

arises from a fused anterior dorsal nerve trunk. It receives a

blunt nerve fiber from below. Thus it differs markedly from the

anterior pair of eye-spots in the M.onogenea which are innervated

by a branch of the same nerve which innervates the posterior

pair.

Description of the eye-spot. In the pigmented eye-spots the

pigment consists of a cluster of rather large dark-brown granules,

grouped together so as to form a deep cup. At the base of the

cup the granules lie several layers deep, but toward the mouth

they are seldom more than one layer deep. The opening of the

cup in the case of the paired eyes is usually dorsolaterad, whereas

the cyclopean eye opens dorsomesad (Fig. i). Within the pigment
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cup is a spherical body, barely touching the pigment granules,

opalescent, and containing within it an oval nucleus. This

spherical body is the enlarged nerve-cell ending with its nuclues.

The nerve may be clearly traced out of the mouth of the pigment

cup where it merges into the dorsal branch of the nerve trunk

FIG. i. Dorsal view of the central nervous system of Cercaria pelhtcida Faust,

showing paired lateral and cyclopean eye-spcts and their connection with the

dorsal nerve trunks, ad, anterior dorsalis; al, anterior lateralis; av, anterior

ventralis; br, ganglion cells; le, lateral eye; me, cyclopean eye; pd, posterior

dorsalis; pi, posterior lateralis; pv, posterior ventralis. X 660.

(Fig. 2). Thus the end organ of this nerve is imbedded in the

center of the pigment cup. In the mature cercaria the eye-spot

is sunken beneath the basement membrane.

The above description holds likewise for the pigmentless

eye-spot, except that in this type of organ no pigment is present.

It is recognized in the living cercaria as a round milky body

slightly whiter and less transparent than the surrounding paren-

chyma cells. In stained material its nucleus is conspicuous and

its connection with the main nerve center can be made out.

In Cercaria pellucida although there are ganglion cells scattered

superficially along the main nerve trunks no cell is found at

the base of the cup. The pigment cup varies in shape from
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saucer-shape to deeply pocketed (C. gigas). In all cases recorded

for the Digenea the opening of the cup is toward the source of

light. Thus the organ may function as a light-percipient mechan-

ism, although its function is undoubtedly impaired by the position

FIG. 2. Section through young Cercaria pellucida showing relation of pigment

cup to nerve ending in the paired lateral eyes, br, brain center; I, "lens" of

authors; op, optic cell; opn, optic nerve. X 660.

of the nerve fiber in front of the "lens." This type of eye-spot

shows no differentiation into rod and cone structure, such as

Andre (1910) has depicted for Polystomum integerrimum. The

mechanism at its best is decidedly an inferior one.

DEVELOPMENT.

The pigment eye-spot of the Digenea, as studied by the writer

in Cercaria pellucida Faust, C. urbanensis Cort and C. gigas

Faust, presents significant points in development. At an early

stage of the germ ball it becomes differentiated in accoi dance

with the precocious development of the nervous system in the

group. A branch of the posterior dorsalis, with a single nucleus,

pushes out from the nerve center to the dorsolateral margin of the

embryo. As it reaches a position near the surface somewhat

posterior to the cerebral mass, the ectodermal layer of the embryo
pushes inward, just posterior to the nerve, so that a pocket is

formed with the opening opposed to the nerve cell. The nerve

fiber and enlarged end then twist around the inner wall of the
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pocket so that the bulbous end with its nucleus comes to lie

within the cup (Fig. 3). Although the ectodermal cells of this

impocketing are at first visible, they appear to play no further

part in the development of the organ. Pigment granules are not

present until the nerve ending comes to occupy a position within

the pocket. Shortly afterward these granules, at first a golden-
brown color, come to be laid down between the nerve ending and

the ectodermal cup. As the organ matures the cell with its

FIG. 3. Section through young germ ball of Cercaria urbanensis Cort, showing
formation of pigment granules between optic cup and nerve cell, op, optic cell;

ope, optic cell nucleus; opn, optic nerve. X 1,460.

nucleus enlarges and assumes the appearance of a lens, although

it does not take on concentric rings. The pigment granules

become more numerous and darker in color so that en masse

they look black. Meanwhile the ectodermal pocket becomes

less and less conspicuous so that in later embryos it entirely

disappears.

While the writer can agree with Looss (1892: 165) that a

nucleus is concerned with the formation of the "lens," this

nucleus is derived from the nerve center rather than from indif-

ferentiated cells in situ. Moreover, the pigment accumulation

is not brought about by a secondary nucleus but is the direct

result of the apposition of the end organ and the optic cup. Its

shape depends on the shape of the optic cup. The melanoidin

precipitation is probably a by-product of the nervous system, as

has been shown for Cercaria pellucida.

The eye-spots are, then, specialized end organs around which

a considerable amount of pigment accumulates on account of
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increased activity. The pigment is possibly both light- and heat-

percipient.

DISTRIBUTION OF PIGMENT IN THE DIGENEA.

For convenience the pigment spots in miracidia, cercariae,

immature and mature trematodes will be discussed separately.

Leuckart (1886: 73) states that in general eyes are lacking in

miracidia, while Ward (1918) defines a miracidium as possessing

an eye-spot. In treating the nervous system of Digenea, Braun

(1892) remarks that pigment eyes in adults are exceptional,

citing Acanthopsolus ocellatus (Levinsen) as the only adult in

this order in which eye-spots are known. A survey of the group

shows that the data are isolated and in many cases incomplete.

The common examples usually cited in miracidia are the bee-

hive pigment eyes of Cycloccdum mutabile and the X-type of

Fasciola hepatica. Among monostomes it is the common thing

to find pigment flecks in the ciliated larva, even in the eggs in

ntero. Among distomes the only species found with pigmented

eyes in miracidia are Fasciola hepatica, F. hepatica var. agyptiaca,

Bunodera luciopercce, and Cathemasia hians (fide Leuckart).

The miracidium of the holostome, Strigea cornucopia (von Lin-

stow, 1885) possesses conspicuous eye-spots. No record of pig-

ment spots in the miracidia of amphistomes has been found,

although Looss (1892, 1896) has worked out the details in the

early stages of the life history of four representative species.

The miracidia of the Aspidocotylea are not well known.

No pigment eye-spots have been described for the parthenitae.

Turning to the cercariae, one is struck by the disproportionally

wide distribution of pigmented eyes. In monostomes the cer-

cariae thus far described possess eye-spots of the binoculate or

trioculate types (Fig. i). Amphistome cercariae are commonly
binoculate. Both monostome and amphistome cercariae have a

considerable amount of pigmentation over the nerve center around

the eyes. However, the greatest number of records of eyes in

cercariae concerns the distomes. They are recorded for gym-

nocephalous species by Ercolani (1881 : 54, 55), and Looss (1896:

"204-210); for setiferous species by La Valette (1855), Odhner

(1914) and de Filippi (1857: 433); for stylet cercariae by Ssinitzin
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(1911) and Faust (1917); for furcocercous forms by La Valette

(1855), Sonsino (1897), Cort (1914, 1917), O'Roke (1917) and

Faust (1917, 19180); and, in addition, for many other less closely

related species by O. F. M tiller (1773, 1776), Hemprich und

Ehrenberg (1831) and Ssinitzin (1911). Holostome cercarise

have not been shown to possess pigment eye-spots. The exis-

tence of the cercaria stage in Aspidocotylea is still uncertain.

After the cercaria stage the pigment may persist for a little

while but is usually lost on the arrival of the fluke within the

definitive host. However, the pigment granules persist in some

cases, being found in the mature worm. Although the pigmen-
tation of the monostome cercaria is carried over to the encysted

monostomulum, pigmentation in adult monostomes is quite

unknown. On the other hand, several amphistomula which

have reached their final host still have a clump of pigment

granules around the optic end organ. Among distomes the dis-

tomula and adults known to possess pigment eye-spots belong

to the Allocreadiidae or closely related species. In many cases

the pigmentation is faint and the "lens" degenerate. No holos-

tome adults are recorded as having pigmented eyes. Whereas

the other stages in the life cycle of the Aspidocotylea are in

doubt, the group is represented in the adult stage by one pig-

mented species, Cotylaspis insignis.

Reviewing the entire field of the Digenea, pigment eye-spots

are found in representative species of all suborders of the

Prostomata at one time or another in the life cycle of the

individual. Among the monostomes, both miracidia and cer-

carise commonly possess these organs. Amphistome miracidia

usually lack pigment eyes, while amphistome cercarise are

usually binoculate. Holostome miracidia are pigmented (at

least in one species), while neither cercariae nor adults are pig-

mented. Few distome miracidia are marked by pigment eye-

spots, although a pigmented optic organ is common in cercarise

of various distome families and usually present in Allocreadiide

distomulaand adults. The only recorded instance of pigmented

eye-spots in miracidia, cercarise, and adults is that of Bunodera

lucioperccB.
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TABLE SHOWING PIGMENTED EYE-SPOTS IN DIGENEA.

Group.
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ERWIN F. SMITH ......... United States Department of Agriculture.

E. B. WILSON ........... Columbia University.

II. ACT OF INCORPORATION

No. 3170.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

Be It Known, That whereas Alpheus Hyatt, William Sanford

Stevens, William T. Sedgwick, Edward G. Gardiner, Susan Minns,

Charles Sedgwick Minot, Samuel Wells, William G. Farlow, Anna D.

Phillips and B. H. Van Vleck have associated themselves with the

intention of forming a Corporation under the name of the Marine

Biological Laboratory, for the purpose of establishing and maintaining
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a laboratory or station for scientific study and investigation, and a

school for instruction in biology and natural history, and have com-

plied with the provisions of the statutes of this Commonwealth in

such case made and provided, as appears from the certificate of the

President, Treasurer, and Trustees of said Corporation, duly approved

by the Commissioner of Corporations, and recorded in this office;

Now, therefore, I, HENRY B. PCERCE, Secretary of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts, do hereby certify that said A. Hyatt, \V. S.

Stevens, W. T. Sedgwick, E. G. Gardiner, S. Minns, C. S. Minot, S.

Wells, W. G. FarloAv, A. D. Phillips, and B. H. Van Vleck, their asso-

ciates and successors, are legally organized and established as, and are

hereby made, an existing Corporation, under the name of the MARINE
BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, with the powers, rights, and privileges, and

subject to the limitations, duties, and restrictions, which by law apper-

tain thereto.

Witness my official signature hereunto subscribed, and the seal of

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts hereunto affixed, this twentieth

day of March, in the year of our LORD ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUN-
DRED and EIGHTY-EIGHT. HENRY B. PIERCE,

[SEAL.] Secretary of the Commonwealth.

III. BY-LAWS OF THE CORPORATION OF THE
MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY

I. The annual meeting of the members shall be held on the second

Tuesday in August, at the Laboratory, in Woods Hole, Mass., at 12

o'clock noon, in each year, and at such meeting the members shall

choose by ballot a Treasurer and a Clerk, who shall be, ex officio,

members of the Board of Trustees, and Trustees as hereinafter pro-

vided. At the annual meeting to be held in 1897, not more than

twenty-four Trustees shall be chosen, who shall be divided into four

classes, to serve one, two, three, and four years, respectively, and

thereafter not more than eight Trustees shall be chosen annually for

the term of four years. These officers shall hold their respective

offices until others are chosen and qualified in their stead. The Direc-

tor and Assistant Director, who shall be chosen by the Trustees, shall

also be Trustees, ex officio.

II. Special meetings of the members may be called by the Trustees,

to be held in Boston or in Woods Hole at such time and place as may
be designated.
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III. The Clerk shall give notice of meetings of the members by

publication in some daily newspaper published in Boston at least

fifteen days before such meeting, and in case of a special meeting

the notice shall state the purpose for which it is called.

IV. Twenty-five members shall constitute a quorum at any meeting.

V. The Trustees shall have the control and management of the

affairs of the Corporation; they shall present a report of its condition

at every annual meeting; they shall elect one of their number Presi-

dent and may choose such other officers and agents as they may think

best; they may fix the compensation and define the duties of all the

officers and agents; and may remove them, or any of them, except

those chosen by the members, at any time; they may fill vacancies

occurring in any manner in their own number or in any of the offices.

They shall from time to time elect members to the Corporation upon
such terms and conditions as they may think best.

VI. Meetings of the Trustees shall be called by the President, or

by any two Trustees, and the Secretary shall give notice thereof by
written or printed notice sent to each Trustee by mail, postpaid.

Seven Trustees shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of busi-

ness. The Board of Trustees shall have power to choose an Execu-

tive Committee from their own number, and to delegate to such

Committee such of their own powers as they may deem expedient.

VII. The President shall annually appoint two Trustees, who shall

constitute a committee on finance, to examine from time to time the

books and accounts of the Treasurer, and to audit his accounts at the

close of the year. No investments of the funds of the Corporation

shall be made by the Treasurer except approved by the finance com-

mittee in writing.

VIII. The consent of every Trustee shall be necessary to dissolu-

tion of the Marine Biological Laboratory. In case of dissolution, the

property shall be given to the Boston Society of Natural History, or

some similar public institution, on such terms as may then be agreed

upon.

IX. These By-Laws may be altered at any meeting of the Trustees,

provided that the notice of such meeting shall state that an alteration

of the By-Laws will be acted upon.

X. Any member in good standing may vote at any meeting, either

in person or by proxy duly executed.
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IV. TREASURER'S REPORT

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY BALANCE SHEET,

DECEMBER 31, 1917

A ssets

Cash in bank $3,222.92

Petty cash at Woods Hole 200.00 $ 3,422.92

Accounts receivable 7,732.81

Investments (Schedule I.) $11,677.88

Investments, cash (Schedule II.) 607.71 12,285.59

Inventories (not available)

Suspense 1.50

Plant account (Schedule III.)

Land $122,537.53

Buildings 169,117.44

Equipment 76,727.33

$368,382.30

Less reserve for depreciation 8,881.82 359,500.48

$382,943.30
Liabilities and Surplus

Accounts payable $ 90.58

Notes payable $3,000.00

Trust funds 9,285.59 12,285.59

Mortgage on Gansett property 16,409.82

Balancing account $301,577.72

(Last report)

Excess of income 2,682.15

Crane special donation 9,247.44

New property 41,250.00

$354- 757-31

Less Woods Hole trust shares 600.00 354.1 57-31

$382,943.30

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY INCOME AND EXPENSE FOR

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1917

Expense Income Loss Gain

Administrative expense $ 7,367.87 $ 7,367.87

Bar Neck property expense 154-79 154-79

BIOLOGICAL BULLETIN and dues. . 2,984.85 $ 2,730.66 254.19

Boat department 5,186.14 5,186.14

Carpenter department 637.55 i 23-3 5M-52
Chemical department 875.81 875.81

Dormitory department 1,516.69 2,168.77 I 652.08

Depreciation 7,148.71 7,148.71
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Fish trap.. 830.04 1,441.77 611.73

Gansett property expense 939-O8 939-O8

Interest on notes payable 150.00 150.00

Instruction 3,992.09 4,130.00 I37-9*

Lectures, philosophical 100.00 100.00

Lectures, evening 65.00 65.00

Library department 2,503.62 25.00 2,478.62

Mess 15,394.20 16,835.41 1,441.21

Maintenance, buildings and

grounds 3,222.66 3,222.66

New laboratory expense 1,847.40 1,847.40

Newman cottage 44.28 112.50 68.22

Pumping station expense 286.75 286.75

Research department 3,675.00 3,675.00

Sundry expense and income 982.81 2,447.49 1,464.68

Supply department 12,002.68 18,815.22 6,812.54

Truck expense 1,148.65 1,148.65

Special dormitory expense

Dexter house 372.03 372.03

Total expense .. . .$69,753-~o 552,504.85 $32,112.22 $14,863.37

Total income 52,504.85 14,863.37

Excess of expense $17,248.85 $17,248.85

Bad accounts charged off 69.00

$17-317-85

Contribution by Mr. C. R. Crane. 20,000.00

Excess carried to balancing ac-

count $ 2,682.15

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY INVESTMENTS (BOOK VALUES)
DECEMBER 31, 1917

Reserve Fund

$300 Liberty Loan Bonds, 45 $ 300.00

$3,000 American Telephone & Telegraph Company 43

(represented by receipts for same as collateral) 2,921.25

$500 Western Telephone & Telegraph Company, 53 496.88

6 shares American Smelting & Refining Company, Pre-

ferred (receipt on file) 732.00

8 shares General Electric Company 972.05

14 shares United Shoe Machinery Company, Preferred 393-75

5 shares Massachusetts Gas Companies, Preferred 444-63 $6,260.56

Lucretia Crocker Fund
$100 Liberty Loan Bond 45 $ 100.00

1/5 of $1,000 American Telephone & Telegraph Company 45 194-75

18 shares Vermont & Massachusetts Railroad Company. . . . 2,416.50

1 share American Telephone & Telegraph Company 125.03

2 shares General Electric Company 240.85

I share West End Street Railway Company 83.00 3,160.13
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Library Fund
$200 Liberty Loan Bond, 43 200.00

4/5 of $1,000 American Telephone & Telegraph Company, 43 779.00

3 shares American Telephone & Telegraph Company 375-08

i share American Smelting & Refining Company, Preferred

(receipt on file) 122.00

3 shares General Electric Company 371.10

5 shares United Shoe Machinery Company, Preferred 140.63

3 shares Massachusetts Gas Companies, Preferred 269.38 2,257.19

Total, Exhibit A $11,677.88

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY CASH RECEIPTS AND PAY-

MENTS ON ACCOUNT OF INVESTMENTS FOR THE YEAR
ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1917

Reserve Fund

Cash on hand January i, 1917 $266.20

Receipts:

Interest on $3,000 American Telephone & Telegraph Com-

pany, 4 per cent. Bonds 120.00

Interest on $500 Western Telephone & Telegraph Company,

5 per cent. Bonds 21.88

Interest on Bank Balance 16.04

Dividends on 6 shares American Smelting & Refining Com-

pany, Preferred 42.00

Dividends on 8 shares General Electric Company 64.00

Dividends on 8 shares General Electric Company Red Cross 8.00

Dividends on 14 shares United Shoe Machinery Company,
Preferred 21.00

Dividends on 5 shares Massachusetts Gas Companies, Pre-

ferred . 20.00

$579.12

Payments:

Purchase of $300 4 per cent. Liberty Loan Bonds. .$300.00

Purchase 1/4 of $500 Western Telephone & Tele-

graph Company 53 124.22 424.22

$154.90
Lucretia Crocker Fund

Cash on hand January i, 1917 $294.04

Receipts:

Interest on 1/5 of $ 1,000 American Telephone & Telegraph

Company, 4 per cent. Bonds 8.00

Dividends on 18 shares Vermont & Massachusetts Railway

Company 108.00

Dividends on i share American Telephone & Telegraph

Company 8.00

Dividends on i share West End Street Railway Company. . 3.50
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Dividends on z\ shares General Electric Company (part). . 17.00

Dividends on 2\ shares General Electric Company Red Cross 2.00

$440.54

Sale of i share American Telephone & Telegraph Company

Rights .......................... 2.00

Sale of i share General Electric Company Stock ........... 83.00

Payments:

Purchase of $100 4 per cent. Liberty Loan Bonds. $100.00

Paid for Scholarship .......................... 50.00 150.00

$375-57

Library Fund
Cash on hand January i, 1917 .$118.30

Receipts:

Interest on 4/5 of |i,ooo American Telephone & Telegraph

Company 4 per cent. Bonds 32.00

$150.30

Interest on 1/4 of $500 Western Telephone & Telegraph

Company, 5 per cent. Bonds $ 3-12

Dividends on 3 shares American Telephone & Telegraph Co. 24.00

Dividends on i share American Smelting & Refining Com-

pany Preferred 7-OO

Dividends on 2\ shares General Electric Company (part) . . . 23.00

Dividends on 2\ shares General Electric Company Red Cross 3.00

Dividends on 5 shares United Shoe Machinery Company
Preferred 7-5O

Dividends on 3 shares Massachusetts Gas Companies, Pre-

ferred .
12.00

$229.92
Sale of 3 shares American Telephone & Telegraph Company

Rights o.io

Sale of 1/4 of $500 Western Telephone and Telegraph Com-

pany, 53 124.22

$360.24

Payments:

Purchase of $200 4 per cent. Liberty Loan Bonds. .$200.00

Purchase of i share General Electric Company
Stock. 83.00 283.00 77.24

Total, Exhibit A $607.71

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY SUMMARY OF INVENTORY OF

LAND, BUILDINGS, AND EQUIPMENT FOR PERIOD ENDED

DECEMBER 31, 1917

A. Land, January i, 1917 $78,406.29

Purchases, 1917

Bar Neck property $30,000.00
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Woods Hole trust property 7,750.00

Permanent improvements 6,381.24 44,131.24 $122,537.53

B. Buildings, January i, 1917 163,848.88

Woods Hole boathouse $3,500.00

Permanent improvements 1,768.56 5,268.56 169,117.44

C. Equipment, January i, 1917 $73,303.36

Permanent improvements 3,423.97 76,727.33

$368,382.30

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY DEPRECIATION RESERVE

Buildings
Balance, January i, 1917 $3,276.96

2 per cent, depreciation, 1917 3,312.35

$6,589.31
Less upkeep charges 3,092.05 $3,497.26

Equipment
Balance, January i, 1917 $3,665.16

5 per cent, depreciation, 1917 3,836.36

$7,501.52

Less upkeep charges 2,116.96 5,384.56

Total reserve, Exhibit A .............. $8,881.82

February 6, 1918.

MR. D. BLAKELY HOAR,
161 DEVONSHIRE STREET,

BOSTON.

Dear Sir: We have completed our audit of the accounts of the

Marine Biological Laboratory for the year ended December 31,

1917, as kept both at your office in Boston and at Woods Hole,

and report thereon in the accompanying exhibits and schedules:

Exhibit A Balance-Sheet as of December 31, 1917.

B Income-and-Expense for year ended December

Schedule I Investments (Book Values).

II Cash Receipts and Payments on account

of Investments.

III Summary of Inventory of Land, Build-

ings and Equipment.
IV Depreciation Reserve.

We certify that, subject to the comments herewith, the balance-

sheet and income-and-expense statement shown in Exhibits A
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and B are in accordance with the books and correct to the best

of our knowledge and belief.

Very respectfully,

HARVEY S. CHASE & Co.,

Certified Public Accountants.

V. LIBRARIAN'S REPORT

AUGUST 14, 1917

The continued growth of the library is shown by the following

figures:

Total accessions 14,269

Previously noted 12,615

Journals, serials, etc 334

Books 356

Reprints 964

1.654

This shows the greatest gain, as compared with last year, in

new books and reprints; about four times as many books and

one third more reprints. More individuals have demonstrated

interest in the library this year. The following must be noted

especially:

Books have been received from authors as follows: Raymond
Pearl. A. Petrunkevitch, W. E. Castle, James G. Needham,

A. M. Reese, W. B. Scott, J. B. Henderson, Jacques Loeb, R.

Goldschmidt, H. S. Pratt, A. S. & P. P. Calvert, A. H. R. Buller

and J. E. Peabody.
The University of Chicago Press has given 6 volumes and the

Cambridge Press I volume.

Miss Mathilde Koch presented 30 bound volumes and a collec-

tion of miscellaneous material, not yet catalogued; Dr. Knower

13 bound volumes and a series of reprints; Prof. S. F. Clarke

his collection of papers on hydroids consisting of 10 bound

volumes and over 300 reprints; Miss Alice W. Wilcox a file of

Science and one of the Popular Science Monthly. Dr. W. B.

Cannon sent 40 reprints of his own papers and those of his

students; and Dr. Wagner two more installments of duplicates
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from the Wisconsin Academy. The Redwood Library, Newport,

R. I., sent two boxes of miscellaneous duplicates, from which

we have secured several valuable papers.

About 25 volumes and 100 reprints have been secured by the

exchange of duplicate material.

The following sets have been completed this year:

Experiment Station Record,

Proc. Zool. Soc. France,

Chemical Abstracts.

The assistant librarian has kept a constant watch for oppor-

tunities to secure desirable accessions, as was proposed last year

when a special fund requested was set aside for this purpose.

The good effects of an extensive preliminary study and corre-

spondence to prepare for such enterprise are now seen. Of the

$500 set aside for the purchase of second-hand books and

periodicals, $342.60 has been expended and 251 volumes secured.

Important monographs by Weismann, Garbowski, Blochman

and many other bargains were secured; a full set of Wallace and

Huxley were added
; 33 leather bound volumes of Popular Science

Monthly, in perfect condition, were bought at 30 cents each.

89 volumes have been added to incomplete files by securing

missing parts. In this way substantial progress has been possible

toward making up deficiencies. This method of building in lost

parts, now feasible for the first time, is as important as extension

From now on desirable bargains are apt to appear in numbers,

which will enable us to systematically follow up this campaign.

This should be done!

The serials listed below were not on our shelves last year:

Abstracts of Bacteriology,

Journal of Genetics,

Memoirs Zool. Soc. France,

Archives Russes d'Anat. d'Hist. et d'Embryol.,

Journ. Russe de Zoologie, Revue Zoologique Russe,

Chemical Abstracts.

Journal of Heredity.

The last two journals have been secured by exchange with the

BIOLOGICAL BULLETIN.

Miscellaneous gifts may be noted as follows: A photograph of
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Professor Whitman, and a medallion of Maupas by Dr. Lillie;

a panorama of the Scripps Institute for Biological Research was

given by Dr. Ritter, and colored by Miss L. M. Wallace; a

history and photographs of the Indiana University Biological

Station has been prepared by Dr. Fernandas Payne and presented

to the laboratory as part of our biological station exhibit an

excellent idea. Miss Dunn has given a map of Woods Hole in

1887, just before the establishment of the laboratory.

The Journal Fund and individual financial support, promised
from year to year as explained in the report for last year, will

be continued. Owing to exceptional conditions we shall not

now make any further statement of subscriptions, beyond an

acknowledgment to Drs. Just and Alfred G. Mayer for their

contributions of $10 each. The payment of other amounts

promised will enable us to continue the New Journal list. Miss

Mary E. Collett gave $10 for the purchase of books on the

biography of scientific men.

Two useful undertakings have been started this year: First, a

duplication of text-books and monographs which are used in the

classes. The extra set will be of great value to investigators.

We shall be glad for assistance here. Second, we have extended

the loan department, borrowing from and loaning to other

libraries, even in the winter, and permitting students here to

take out books not demanded by investigators volumes on the

theoretical aspects of the subject, evolution, biography, heredity,

etc., have been in demand by a certain few of the students.

As this has been a rather dull year in library development, in

as far as external efforts are concerned, it has been possible to

do more work in cataloging. Miss Scott has added 5,000 new

cards to the author list started in revised form in 1913 ;
and 15,000

subject cards have been made to start a subject-catalogue to be

made as complete as possible. It may take 50,000 cards to

make this index representative, but the effort seems well worth-

while, especially because of the lapses in foreign bibliographies.

Several investigators have gone over the subject scheme and

have made valuable suggestions; we are anxious for all the

assistance obtainable in this enterprise.
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VI. THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT

JANUARY i, 1918

To THE TRUSTEES OF THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY:

Gentlemen: I beg to present herewith a report of the thirtieth

session of the Marine Biological Laboratory covering the year

1917. Shortly after our country was forced by Germany into a

state of war, the suggestion came from several sources that the

use of the buildings and equipment of the Marine Biological

Laboratory should be offered to the Navy Department for the

duration of the war, owing to the evident strategic position of

Woods Hole with reference to naval operations. After some

consultation the Director decided to write Secretary Daniels

offering to recommend to the Board of Trustees that the property

and equipment of the Laboratory should be placed at the disposal

of the Navy for the duration of the war. It seemed important

that the matter should come before the Secretary of the Navy in

such a way that he would not fail to recognize the significance of

the scientific work that would be displaced. It was therefore

arranged through one of our number that the letter should be

presented personally to Secretary Daniels by one of the assistant

secretaries of the War Department. This was accordingly done.

Secretary Daniels returned his thanks for the offer and stated

that on account of the importance of the scientific work being

accomplished by the men at the Laboratory, he hesitated to

accept it, and that the Navy would not take advantage of the

offer except under the greatest military necessity, and would not

disturb us during the approaching summer.

In the course of the summer it was decided by the Navy De-

partment to subdivide the coast defence work of the Second Naval

District with headquarters at Newport among a number of sub-

districts or sections and to locate the headquarters of subdistrict

A at Woods Hole. H. F. Emmons was placed in command of

this section. In the early part of the summer the Director of

the Laboratory had several conversations with Commander

Emmons which resulted in an agreement to furnish board and

lodging to as many members of his corps as was possible up to
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September 15, and to recommend certain arrangements for the

winter to our Board of Trustees meeting on August 14. At this

meeting the Director reported the negotiations to the Board,

which thereupon voted "that the principle underlying the corre-

spondence between Commander Emmons and the Director is

approved by the Board of Trustees and that the details regarding

use by the Navy of the Laboratory buildings and equipment be

referred to the Director and the Assistant Director with power."

In accordance with this vote a contract was drawn up between

the Marine Biological Laboratory and the United States of

America for the Navy Department, leasing without compensa-
tion the mess hall, laundry, kitchen and store house, the home-

stead, the lecture hall building, the yacht club and the Dexter

House together with all necessary equipment from September 15,

1917, to May 15, 1918; inventories were attached. It was

agreed that there should be compensation for all wear and tear

of a damaging character, and that the Navy Department should

pay for insurance and all expenses of occupancy. Provision was

also made for supervision by the Laboratory of all alterations in

buildings, restoration of original conditions as desired, and re-

tention of heating appliances by the Laboratory.

In accordance with this contract the buildings named, with

the exception of the Dexter House, which was not needed, are

being occupied by the Navy Department.
The spirit of the dealings has been that we should render the

greatest possible service to the Navy without prejudice to our

work of investigation and instruction. With the expiration of

the contract next May the question will arise how to correlate

the needs of the Navy with our own demands for the session of

1918. It is clear that unforeseen circumstances may arise

requiring emergency action, and it is therefore suggested that the

Board should leave adequate discretion to the Directors for

dealing with the situation up to the time of its next meeting.

We are proceeding with the usual arrangements for the next

summer session believing that it is the duty of scientific men not

called directly to war service to maintain their scientific activities.

It was expected that the war would exert an unfavorable effect

upon the Laboratory; to a certain extent this expectation has
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been realized, though not to the extent that was anticipated.

The total attendance of investigators and students at the Labora-

tory since 1913 has been: 1913, 191; 1914, 218; 1915, 242;

1916,231; 1917,212. If 1916 is used for reference the reduction

in attendance was about 8 per cent., with reference to 1915

about 125-2 per cent.; only about 3 per cent, less than 1914, and

over 10 per cent, more than 1913. The decline since 1915 must

be attributed primarily to war conditions. It must be antici-

pated that the decline will continue for the duration of the war.

Analyzing the figures of attendance a little farther the attend-

ance of investigators was 129, the same as 1914 and 1916, but 8

less than 1915 ;
the attendance of students was 83 or 19 less than

in 1916. Many of the young men, who registered earlier in the

year for courses, withdrew on account of military duties; the

decrease of attendance of men in courses was 17, of women 2.

ATTENDANCE OF MEN AND WOMEN IN COURSES

19]
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repairs and replacements for the coming season. Part of the

better results for this year must be attributed to the war garden

which occupied most of our vacant land and supplied a large

quantity of fresh vegetables, and part to a larger percentage of

boarders who paid the higher rate and remained later in the

season, including members of the Woods Hole Naval Section.

In accordance with the vote of the Board of Trustees on

December 29, 1916, the executive committee adopted regulations

with reference to the development of the Gansett property and

to sales and leaseholds of parts thereof. Roads have been sur-

veyed through the property and partly built; about 1,000 feet

of six-inch water main has been laid; a provisional plan of sub-

division of the property into 63 lots has been adopted, prices

fixed, and part of it has been accurately surveyed for registration

with the land court of Massachusetts, in accordance with the

blue print submitted. The sale of five lots to three parties has

been negotiated for the sum of $5,235. It is also proposed to

reserve from sale for the present certain parts of the property

for possible construction by the Laboratory of cottages for rent.

Mr. Crane has furnished $5,613.56 for this work of development.

It is hoped that in the future the receipts from sales and lease-

holds will carry the property completely.

In connection with the future development of this property,

Mr. Crane has also purchased the Newman lot 100 X 60 feet

with bungalow for the sum of $2,000 and presented it to the

Laboratory.

We are farther and most deeply grateful to Mr. Crane for

presentation to the Laboratory of the harbor property known

as the Bar Neck Wharf, comprising 54,624.4 square feet with

355 feet of harbor frontage. This is a direct continuation of our

present frontage on the harbor, and for Laboratory purposes

undoubtedly the most valuable piece of real estate in Woods Hole.

This property has been conveyed to the Laboratory and was

accepted by the Board of Trustees at the summer meeting (1917)

subject to a lease of forty years to the Bar Neck Corporation,

with the provision, however, that they may be dispossessed at

any time by vote of our Board of Trustees that the Laboratory

requires the use of the property.
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In accordance with the vote of the Board of Trustees last

August a committee consisting of H. C. Bumpus, A. P. Mathews
and F. R. Lillie has approved a plan for a tablet inscription in

Bronze in memory of our first Director and has let the contract

to Miss Frances Grimes of New York. It is hoped to place this

in the vestibule of our new building before next summer.

Lists of the staff, of investigators and students, a tabular

view of attendance, of subscribing institutions, of evening lectures

and of members of the corporation are appended as parts of this

report.

I. THE STAFF

1917

FRANK R. LILLIE, DIRECTOR,

Professor of Embryology, and Chairman of the Department of

Zoology, The University of Chicago.

OILMAN A. DREW, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,

Marine Biological Laboratory.

ZOOLOGY
I. INVESTIGATION

GARY N. CALKINS Professor of Protozoology, Columbia Uni-

versity.

E. G. CONKLIN Professor of Zoology, Princeton University.

GILMAN A. DREW Assistant Director, Marine Biological Lab-

oratory.

GEORGE LEFEVRE Professor of Zoology, The University of

Missouri.

FRANK R. LILLIE Professor of Embryology, The University

of Chicago.

C. E. McCLUNG Professor of Zoology, University of Penn-

sylvania.

T. H. MORGAN Professor of Experimental Zoology, Colum-

bia University.

E. B. WILSON Professor of Zoology, Columbia University.

II. INSTRUCTION

CASWELL GRAVE Associate Professor of Zoology, Johns Hop-
kins University.

W. C. ALLEE Professor of Biology, Lake Forest College.
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ROBERT HALL BOWEN. ... Graduate Student, Columbia University.

\Y. J. KOSTIR Instructor in Zoology and Entomology,
Ohio State University.

FRANCIS M. ROOT Bruce Fellow, Johns Hopkins University.

W. H. TALIAFERRO Graduate Student, Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity.

RAYMOND BINFORD Professor of Zoology, Earlham College.

EMBRYOLOGY
i. INVESTIGATION (See Zoology)

II. INSTRUCTION

WILLIAM E. KELLICOTT . . . Professor of Biology, Goucher College.

ROBERT A. BUDINGTON . . . Professor of Zoology, Oberlin College.

CHARLES PACKARD Instructor in Zoology, Columbia Univer-

sity.

CHARLES G. ROGERS Professor of Zoology, Oberlin College.

PHYSIOLOGY

I. INVESTIGATION

ALBERT P. MATHEWS Professor of Physiological Chemistry, The

University of Chicago.

RALPH S. LILLIE Professor of Biology, Clark University.

HAROLD C. BRADLEY Assistant Professor of Physiological Chem-

istry, University of Wisconsin.

II. INSTRUCTION

RALPH S. LILLIE Professor of Biology, Clark University.

WALTER E. GARREY Professor of Physiology, Tulane Univer-

sity.

FRANK P. KNOWLTON Professor of Physiology, Syracuse Univer-

sity.

A. R. MOORE Professor of Physiology, Rutgers College.

PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS OF BIOLOGY AND ALLIED SCIENCES
LECTURES

EDWARD G. SPAULDING. ... Professor of Philosophy, Princeton Uni-

versity.

BOTANY

GEORGE T. MOORE Director, Missouri Botanical Garden and

Professor of Botany, Washington Uni-

versity.
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IVEY F. LEWIS Professor of Biology, University of Vir-

ginia.

CARL S. HOAR Instructor in charge of Botany, Williams

College.

W. D. HOYT Associate Professor of Boilogy, Washing-
ton and Lee University.

LIBRARY

H. McE. KNOWER Professor of Anatomy, University of Cin-

cinnati, Librarian.

MARY E. SCOTT Assistant Librarian.

CHEMICAL SUPPLIES

OLIVER S. STRONG Assistant Professor of Neurology, College

of Physicians and Surgeons, New York

City, Chemist.

SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

G. M. GRAY Curator. A. M. HILTON Collector.

JOHN J. VEEDER Captain. F. G. GUSTAFSON . . . Collector in

E. M. LEWIS Engineer. Botany.

A. W. LEATHERS Collector. EDNA M. WELLS. . . .Clerk.

F. M. MACNAUGHT Business Manager.
HERBERT A. HILTON Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds.

2. INVESTIGATORS AND STUDENTS
1917

ZOOLOGY

Independent Investigators

ADDISON, WILLIAM H. F., Assistant Professor of Normal Histology and Embry-

ology, University of Pennsylvania.

ALLEE, WARDER C., Professor of Biology, Lake Forest College.

ALLEN, EZRA, University of Pennsylvania.

ALTENBURG, EDGAR, Instructor in Biology, Rice Institute.

BIGELOW, ROBERT P., Associate Professor of Zoology, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

BINFORD, RAYMOND, Professor of Zoology, Earlham College.

BRIDGES, CALVIN B., Research Assistant, Carnegie Institution.

BUDINGTON, ROBERT A., Professor of Zoology, Oberlin College.

CALKINS, GARY N., Professor of Protozoology, Columbia University.

CAROTHERS, E. ELEANOR, Assistant in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania.

CARVER, GAIL L., Professor of Biology, Mercer University.

CHIDESTER, FLOYD E., Professor of Zoology, Rutgers College.
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CLAPP, CORNELIA M., Professor Emeritus, Mount Holyoke College.

CONKLIN, EDWIN G., Professor of Biology, Princeton University.

COPELAND, MANTON, Professor of Biology, Bowdoin College.

DANCHAKOFF, MME. VERA, Assistant Professor in Anatomy, Columbia University.

DONALDSON, HENRY H., Professor of Neurology, Wistar Institute.

DREW, GILMAN A., Assistant Director, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole.

FORBES, WILLIAM T. M., 23 Trowbridge Road, Worcester, Mass.

GOLDFARB, A. J., Assistant Professor of Biology, College of the City of New York.

G.OLDSCHMIDT, RICHARD, Kaiser Wilhelm Institut ftir Biologic.

GOODRICH, HUBERT B., Associate Professor of Zoology, Wesleyan University.

GOULD, HARLEY N., Assistant Professor, West Virginia LTniversity Medical School.

GRAVE, CASWELL, Associate Professor of Zoology, Johns Hopkins University.

GREGORY, LOUISE H., Assistant Professor of Zoology, Barnard College.

GROSS, ALFRED O., Assistant Professor of Zoology, Bowdoin College.

HANCE, ROBERT T., Assistant in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania.

HOGUE, MARY J., Instructor in Zoology, Wellesley College.

KELLICOTT, WILLIAM E., Professor of Biology, Goucher College.

KNOWER, HENRY McE., Professor of Anatomy, University of Cincinnati.

LILLIE, FRANK R., Chairman Department of Zoology, University of Chicago.

McCLUNG, CLARENCE E., Director of the Zoological Laboratory, University of

Pennsylvania.

MALONE, EDWARD F., Associate Professor of Antaomy, University of Cincinnati.

MAST, SAMUEL O., Associate Professor of Zoology, Johns Hopkins University.

METZ, CHARLES W., Staff Member, Carnegie Institution of Washington.

MINER, ROY W., Associate Curator in Invertebrate Zoology, American Museum
of Natural History.

MORGAN, THOMAS H., Professor of Experimental Zoology, Columbia University.

MULLER, HERMANN J., Instructor, Rice Institute.

NEAL, HERBERT V., Professor of Zoology, Tufts College.

OSBURN, RAYMOND C., Professor of Zoology, Ohio State University.

PACKARD, CHARLES, Instructor in Zoology, Columbia University.

PATTEN, WILLIAM, Professor of Biology, Dartmouth College.

PAYNE, FERNANDUS, Associate Professor of Zoology, Indiana University.

PEEBLES, FLORENCE, Professor of Biology, Sophie Newcomb Memorial College.

PLOUGH, HAROLD H., Instructor in Zoology, Amherst College.

RICE, EDWARD L., Professor of Zoology, Ohio Wesleyan University.

RICHARDS, A., Professor of Zoology, Wabash College.

ROGERS, CHARLES G., Professor of Comparative Physiology, Oberlin College.

ROOT, FRANCIS M., Instructor in Zoology, Johns Hopkins University.

SMITH, LUCY W., Instructor in Zoology, Mount Holyoke College.

SPAULDING, EDWARD G., Professor of Philosophy, Princeton University.

STOCKARD, CHARLES R., Professor of Anatomy, Cornell University.

STRONG, OLIVER S., Assistant Professor of Neurology, Columbia University.

STURTEVANT, ALFRED H., Research Assistant, Columbia University.

WALLACE, EDITH M., Research Assistant, Columbia University.

WARREN, HOWARD C., Professor of Psychology, Princeton University.

WEINSTEIN, ALEXANDER, Assistant in Zoology, Columbia University.

WIEMAN, HARRY L., Head of Dept. of Zoology, University of Cincinnati.

WILSON, CHARLIE W., Head of Biology Department, Mills College.
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WILSON, EDMUND B., Professor of Zoology, Columbia University.

WOODWARD, ALVALYN E., Instructor, Simmons College.

YOUNG, ROBERT T., Professor of Zoology, University of North Dakota.

ZELENY, CHARLES, Professor of Zoology, University of Illinois.

Beginning Investigators

BLAKE, IRVING H., Instructor in Zoology, Syracuse University.

BOWEN, ROBERT H., Instructor in Invertebrate Zoology, Columbia University.

BROWN, ALBERT M., Columbia University.

CHARLTON, HARRY H., North Billerica, Mass.
DAVIES, I. J., Technician, Rice Institute.

FERNALD, HELEN E., Research Assistant, Columbia University.

GUNTHER, MAUDE C., Eastern High School, Washington, D. C.

HAYDEN, MARGARET A., 400 West n8th St., New York City.

HOPKINS, HOYT S., Student, Johns Hopkins University.

KOSTIR, W. J., Instructor in Zoology, Ohio State University.

LYNCH, CLARA J., Brooks Hall, New York City.

MAHR, ERNEST F., 227 Clarendon St., Syracuse, N. Y.

MONTGOMERY, PRISCILLA B., University of Pennsylvania.

MUDD, STUART, Student, Washington University Medical School.

OLSEN, I. E., American Museum of Natural History, New York City.

PARMENTER, CHARLES L., Assistant, University of Pennsylvania.

SAFIR, SHELLEY R., Teacher in Stuyvesant High School, New York City.

SHIMOTORI, SHOW, American Museum of Natural History.

STARK, MARY B., Graduate Student, Columbia University.

STARR, ISAAC, JR., University of Pennsylvania.

STRINGER, CAROLINE E., Head of Department of Natural Science, Omaha High
School.

SWINGLE, WILBUR W., Instructor in Zoology, University of Kansas.

TALIAFERRO, WILLIAM H., University, Va.

THIEL, GEORGE A., Teaching Fellow, University of Minnesota.

PHYSIOLOGY

Independent Investigators

ADLER, ISAAC, 401 West End Ave., New York City.

CHAMBERS, ROBERT, Instructor in Anatomy, Cornell University Medical College.

DUESBERG, JULES, Research Associate, Carnegie Institution.

EDWARDS, DAYTON J., Instructor in Physiology, College of City of New York.

GARREY, WALTER E., Professor of Physiology, Tulane University.

HARVEY, E. NEWTON, Assistant Professor of Physiology, Princeton University.

HARVEY, MRS. E. NEWTON, Princeton, N. J.

HOSKINS, ELMER R., Instructor in Anatomy, New York University.

HOSKINS, MRS. ELMER R., Instructor in Histology, New York University.

HYDE, IDA H., Professor of Physiology, University of Kansas.

JUST, ERNEST E., Professor of Physiology, Harvard University.

KNOWLTON, FRANK P., Professor of Physiology, Syracuse University.

LILLIE, RALPH S., Professor of Biology, Clark University.

LOEB, JACQUES, Head of Department of Experimental Biology, Rockefeller Insti-

tute for Medical Research.

LYON, ELIAS P., Professor of Physiology, University of Minnesota.
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MATHEWS, A. P., Professor of Phj-siological Chemistry, University of Chicago.

MOORE, ARTHUR R., Professor of Physiology, Rutgers College.

MORGULIS, SERGIUS, Professor of Physiology, Creighton University, College of

Medicine.

NORTHROP, JOHN H., Assistant, Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research.

PARKER, GEORGE H., Professor of Zoology, Harvard University.

PERLZWEIG, WILLIAM A., Assistant Professor of Biochemistry, Creighton Univer-

sity, College of Medicine.

REDFIELD, ALFRED C., Teaching Fellow in Physiology, Harvard Medical School.

RUDISCH, JULIUS, Consulting Physician, Mount Sinai Hospital, New York.

Beginning Investigators

ABLER, FRANCIS H., Student of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania.

BRIGHT, ELIZABETD M., Technician, University of Maine.

FRIZZELL, TOM P., Fellow in Biology, Rice Institute.

IRWIN, MARIAN, Graduate Student, Radcliffe College.

MOORE, MRS. ARTHUR R., Graduate Student, Rutgers College.

YOUNG, ELRID G., Demonstrator in Chemistry, McGill University.

BOTANY

Independent Investigators

DAVIS, BRADLEY M., Professor of Botany, University of Pennsylvania.

HOAR, CARL S., Instructor in Biology, Williams College.

HOYT, WILLIAM D., Associate Professor of Biology, Washington and Lee University.

LEWIS, IVEY F., Professor of Biology, University of Virginia.

LYMAN, GEORGE R., Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

MOORE, GEORGE T., Director, Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis.

OSTERHOUT, W. J. V., Professor of Botany, Harvard University.

STOKEY, ALMA G., Professor of Botany, Mount Holyoke College.

Beginning Investigators

FURBER, JANE M., 769 Washington St., Brookline, Mass.

HAAS, ALBERT R., Harvard University.

RABER, ORAN L., Harvard University.

STOCKHAUSEN, REGINA E., Assistant in Botany, Mount Holyoke College.

YAMPOLSKY, CECIL, Professor of Biology, Toledo University.

STUDENTS
1917

BOTANY

BISHOP, DELLA, Teacher, The Liggett School.

CLELAND, RALPH E., Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania.

HENDERSON, MARGARET W., University of Pennsylvania.

KINNEAR, EUNICE A., Student, Oberlin College..

RUSSELL, ALICE M., Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania.

TAYLOR, WILLIAM RANDOLPH, Fellow in Botany, University of Pennsylvania.

THOMAS, RUTH E., Teacher, East Boston High School, Boston, Mass.

WHITE, RICHARD P., Student, Dartmouth College.
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EMBRYOLOGY
ALLEN, HELEN J. t Graduate Student, University of Cincinnati.

ARMSTRONG, NELLIE P., Student, Knox College.

BRISTOL, ELISABETH, Vassar College.

CLARK, DANA V., Knox College.

CARLSON, C. O., Professor of Biology, Doane College.

DIETRICH, BERTHA K., Teacher, Bushwick High School.

DONOVAN, STEPHEN M., Professor of Biology, St. Bonaventure's College.

GOSTENHOFER, DOROTHY M., Student, Columbia University.

HERRICK, RUTH, University of Chicago.

HINRICHS, MARIE A., Lake Forest College.

INGRAHAM, HELEN, Student, Knox College.

MCKENZIE, ROBERT A., Student, Rutgers College.

PROCTOR, HARRIET T., Student, Radcliffe College.

STOLL, NORMAN R., Graduate Assistant, University of Michigan.

WARREN, SHIELDS, Student, Boston University.

WHITING, HELEN B., Instructor in Biology, Brown University.

PHYSIOLOGY

ASH, RACHEL, 4176 Leidy Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

ASHMAN, RICHARD, Assistant in Zoology, Rutgers College.

BANUS, MARIO G., Rockefeller Institute.

BEYER, HENRY G., U. S. Navy, Retired.

GREENLEAF, WALTER J., Princeton University.

GRIFFITH, FRED R., JR., Associate Professor of Biology, Southern Methodist

University.

HERMAN, WILLIAM, Student, Harvard Medical School.

INGALS, MARY G., Student, University of Chicago.

KNIGHT, MARY S., Student, University of Cincinnati.

LITTELL, ELIZABETH D., Head of Science Dept., Brearley School, New York City.

MARKS, PAULINE C., Radcliffe College.

STOKES, FRANCES B., Swarthmore College.

WEINSTEIN, FLORENCE, Student, Barnard College.

ZOOLOGY

ABT, ARTHUR F., Student, University of Chicago.

ARNOLD, EMILIE K., Western Reserve University.

BOURQUIN, HELEN, Agnes Scott College.

CHAMPLIN, ARETA L., Student, Mt. Holyoke College.

CLARK, MARTHA L., Student, Doane College.

COLEMAN, LAWRENCE V., Assistant in Peabody Museum, Yale University.

COLLINS, ANNA M., Student, Butler College.

CONKLIN, MARY, Student, Goucher College.

CROCKER, JOSEPHINE, Hunter College.

DANFORTH, RALPH E., East Jaffrey, N. H.

DAVY, MARY W., Goucher College.

ELLIOTT, MARGARET E., Student, Knox College.

FISKE, MILDRED, Laboratory Assistant at Wellesley College.

GIBBS, GRACE M., University of Maine.
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GRAVES, LUCY E., Goucher College.

GREENLEAF, WILLIAM E., Graduate Student, Yale University.

GUTHRIE, MARY J., Assistant in Zoology, University of Missouri.

HARPER, ISABEL W., 36 Mercer St., Princeton, N. J.

HARVEY, Lois P., Student, Oberlin College.

HIBBARD, HOPE, Assistant in Zoology, University of Missouri.

HOAGLAND, RUTH A., Assistant in Zoology, Vassar College.

HOSFORD, CAROLINE A., Doane College.

HUMPHREYS, MILDRED J., Student, Mount Holyoke College.

JACOBS, HELEN G., Student, Simmons College.

KRAFT, NETTIE E. H., Student, Carleton College.

MERRITT, OLIVE E., Hunter College.

MILLER, JEANNETTE, Student, Doane College.

MOORE, EMILY I,., Student, Goucher College.

NAIRNE, MATHILDE A., Student, Sophie Newcomb College.

NICHOLS, HOPE, Student, Mount Holyoke College.

PARKER, MARY F., Student, Simmons College.

PICKELS, ESTHER E., Laboratory Assistant, Mount Holyoke College.

PIERCE, RUTH W., Student, Oberlin College.

RAYMOND, MARY, Sophie Newcomb College.

ROBBINS, HARRIET L., Teacher of Biologv, Knox College.

ROEHM, HILDA E., Student, Wellesley College.

SCHILLER, ESTHER B., Student, Goucher College.

SEIBERT, FLORENCE B., Student, Goucher College.

SPONG, PHILIP, Student, Butler College.

STEWART, DOROTHY G., Assistant in Department of Zoology, Mount Holyoke

College.

STOCKMAN, CHARLES C., 20, Student, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

STONE, LEON S., Yale University.

TAPPAN, VIVIAN, Student, Barnard College.

THORNDIKE, AUGUSTUS, JR., Student, Harvard University.

VRABEC, SETTI L., Student, Mount Holyoke College.

WILSON, IRA T., Student, Lake Forest University.

3. TABULAR VIEW OF ATTENDANCE

1913 1914 1915 1916 1917

INVESTIGATORS Total 122 129 137 129 129

Independent:

Zoology 58 62 69 70 63

Physiology 17 22 20 23 23

Botany II 10 6 7 8

Under Instruction:

Zoology. . .. 21 31 36 25 24

Physiology 7 I 4 3 6

Botany 7 3 2 I 5
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STUDENTS Total 69 89 105 102 83

Zoology. 33 43 47 50 46

Embryology 22 21 37 26 16

Physiology 8 10 15 14 13

Botany 7 15 6 12 8

TOTAL ATTENDANCE 191 218 242 231 212

INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED

Total. 80 77 79 73 77

By investigators 50 51 59 51 60

By students 41 47 42 45 36

SCHOOLS AND ACADEMIES REPRESENTED.

By investigators 3 I 3 o 2

By students 6 5 9 3 5

SUBSCRIBING INSTITUTIONS 1917

BARNARD COLLEGE

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

CARLETON COLLEGE

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE

DOANE COLLEGE

ELSE SERINGHAUS SCHOLARSHIP, HUNTER COLLEGE, New York City

GOUCHER COLLEGE

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

KAISER WILHELM INSTITUT FUR BIOLOGIE

LAKE FOREST COLLEGE

LUCRETIA CROCKER SCHOLARSHIP

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE

OBERLIN COLLEGE

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF BIOLOGY

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF PSYCHOLOGY

RADCLIFFE COLLEGE

RICE INSTITUTE

ROCKEFELLER INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH

RUTGERS COLLEGE
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SIMMONS COLLEGE

SMITH COLLEGE

SOPHIE NEWCOMB COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

VASSAR COLLEGE

\YELLESLEY COLLEGE

WISTAR INSTITUTE OF ANATOMY AND BIOLOGY

YALE UNIVERSITY

5. EVENING LECTURES, 1917

Tuesday, July 3,

PROF. G. H. PARKER , . . . ."New Experimental Evidences

on the Question of Hearing

in Fishes."

Friday, July 6

PROF. T. H. MORGAN "The Factorial Treatment in

Heredity."

Wednesday, July n,

DR. G. H. CLOWES "Surface Tension and Proto-

plasmic Permeability."

Friday, July 13,

PROF. WILLIAM PATTEN "The Creative Power of Co-

operation."

Tuesday, July 17,

DR. CHARLES R. STOCKARD "Modification of Germ Cells by

Alcohol."

Friday, July 20,

DR. GEORGE T. MOORE "Some Phases of Applied

Botany."

Tuesday, July 24,

DR. GILMAN A. DREW "The Spermatophore of the

Squid."

Friday, July 27,

DR. C. E. McC LUNG " Reactions of Cellular Struc-

tures to Physical Agents."
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Tuesday, July 31,

PROF. HOWARD C. WARREN "The Investigation of Human

Intelligence."

Friday, Aug. 3,

PROF. H. H. DONALDSON "Post-Natal Growth of the

Mammalian Nervous Sys-

tem."

Tuesday, Aug. 7,

DR. H. LANG "Six Years in the Belgian Congo
with Remarks on the Nat-

ural History and the Na-

tives."

Friday, Aug. 10,

MR. WILLIAM LYMAN UNDERWOOD ."A Strange Story of the North

Woods."

6. MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATION

AUGUST, 1917

ABBOTT, PROF. J. F., Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

ADDISON, DR. W. H. F., University of Pennsylvania Medical

School, Philadelphia, Pa.

ALLEE, DR. W. C., Lake Forest College, Lake Forest, 111.

ALLEN, PROF. EZRA, 125 Thompson Ave., Ardmore, Pa.

ALLYN, Miss HARRIET M., Hackett Medical College, Canton,

China.

ALSBURG, DR. C. S., U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington,

D. C.

BAITSELL, DR. GEORGE A., Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

BAKER, MRS. L. D., 123 Chiswick Road, Boston, Mass.

BAKER, DR. E. H., 154 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

BANCROFT, PROF. F. W., Aloha Farm, Concord, Cal.

BARDEEN, PROF. C. R., University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

BECKWITH, Miss CORA J., Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

BEHRE, Miss ELINOR H., Un'versity of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

BEYER, DR. H. G., Stoneleigh Court, Washington, D. C.

BIGELOW, PROF. M. A., Teachers College, Columbia University,

New York City.

BIGELOW, PROF. R. P., Mass. Institute of Technology, Cam-

bridge, Mass.
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BINFORD, DR. RAYMOND, Earlham College, Richmond, Ind.

BLAKE, DR. IRVING H., Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.

BLAKESLEE, PROF. A. F., Carnegie Station, Cold Spring Harbor,

Lond Island.

BORING, Miss ALICE M., University of Maine, Orono, Maine.

Box, Miss CORA MAY, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

BRADLEY, DR. HAROLD C., University of Wisconsin, Madison,

Wis.

BRUMFIEL, MR. DANIEL M., University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.

BUCKINGHAM, Miss EDITH N., 342 Marlboro St., Boston, Mass.

BUDINGTON, PROF. R. A., Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.

BUMPUS, DR. H. C., Tufts College, Tufts College, Mass.

BYRNES, DR. ESTHER F., 193 Jefferson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CALKINS, PROF. GARY N., Columbia University, New York City,

N. Y.

CALVERT, PROF. PHILIP P., University of Pennsylvania, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

CARLSON, PROF. A. J., University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

CAROTHERS, Miss ELEANOR, University of Pennsylvania, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

CARVER, PROF. GAIL L., Mercer University, Macon, Ga.

CARY, DR. L. R., Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.

CASTEEL, DR. D. B., University of Texas, Austin, Texas.

CATTELL, PROF. J. McKEEN, Garrison-on-Hudson, N. Y.

CATTELL, MR. McKEEN, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass.

CHAMBERS, DR. ROBERT, JR., Cornell University Medical Col-

lege, New York City, N. Y.

CHESTER, PROF. WEBSTER, Colby College, Waterville, Maine.

CHIDESTER, DR. F. E., Rutgers College, New Brunswick, N. J.

CHILD, PROF. C. M., University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

CLAPP, PROF. CORNELIA M., Mount Holyoke College, South

Hadley, Mass.

CLARK, DR. E. R., University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

COE, PROF. W. R., Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

COHN, MR. EDWIN J., 315 Central Park West, New York City,

N. Y.
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COLE, DR. LEOX J., College of Agriculture, Madison, Wis.

COLLEY, DR. R. H., Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.

COLTON, PROF. H. S., Ardmore, Pa.

COOLIDGE, MR. C. A., Ames Building, Boston, Mass.

COPELAND, DR. MANTON, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine.

COWDRY, DR. E. V., Johns Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore,

Md.

CRAMPTON, PROF. H. E., Barnard College, Columbia University,

New York City, N. Y.

CRANE, MRS. C. R., Woods Hole, Mass.

CURTIS, PROF. W. C., University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

DANCHAKOFF, MME. VERA, College of Physicians and Surgeons,

New York City, N. Y.

DAVIS, MR. DONALD W., College of William and Mary, Williams-

burg, Va.

DAVIS, PROF. BRADLEY M., University of Pennsylvania, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

DERICK, PROF. CARRIE M., McGill University, Montreal, Can-

ada.

DEXTER, MR. J. S., University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon,

Saskatchewan.

DODDS, PROF. G. S., University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

DONALDSON, PROF. H. H., Wistar Institute of Anatomy and

Biology, Philadelphia, Pa.

DONALDSON, DR. JOHN C., University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

DREW, PROF. OILMAN A., Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods

Hole, Mass.

DUGGAR, PROF. B. M., Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Mo.

DUNGAY, DR. NEIL S., Carleton College, Northfield, Minn.

DUNN, DR. ELIZABETH, Woods Hole, Mass.

EATON, PROF. E. H., Hobart College, Geneva, N. Y.

EDWARDS, DR. D. J., College of the City of New York, New York

City, N. Y.

EIGENMANN, PROF. C. H., University of Indiana, Bloomington,

Ind.

ELLIS, DR. F. W., Monson, Mass.
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FARNUM, Miss LOUISE W., 43 Hillhouse Ave., New Haven, Conn.

FIELD, Miss HAZEL E., Milwaukee Downer College, Milwaukee,

Wis.

FIELD, PROF. IRVING, i Autumn St., Worcester, Mass.

FISH, MR. J. BURTON, Boys' High School, Brooklyn, N. Y.

GAGE, PROF. S. H., Cornell University, Itahaca, N. Y.

CARREY, PROF. W. E., Tulane University, Richardson Memorial,

New Orleans.

GEE, PROF. WILSON, Emory University, Oxford, Ga.

GIES, PROF. W. J., Columbia Univ. Dept. Physiological Chem-

istry, New York City, N. Y.

GLASER, PROF. O. C., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

GLASER, DR. R. W., Bussey Institution, Forest Hills, Mass.

GOLDFARB, PROF. A. J., College of the City of New York, New
York City.

GOODRICH, MR. H. B., Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.

GRAVE, DR. CASWELL, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

GREGORY, DR. LOUISE H., Barnard College, Columbia Univer-

sity, New York City, N. Y.-

GREGORY, DR. EMILY R., Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar, Va.

GREENMAN, DR. M. J., Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology,

Philadelphia, Pa.

GROSS, Miss BEATRIX H., 457 Convent Ave., New York City,

N. Y.

GUNTHER, Miss MAUDE C., Eastern High School, Washington,

D. C.

GUYER, DR. M. F., University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

HAHN, DR. C. W., 567 West i86th St., New York City, N. Y.

HANCE, MR. ROBERT T., University of Pennsylvania, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

HARGITT, DR. C. W., Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.

HARMAN, DR. MARY T., Kansas State Agricultural College,

Manhattan, Kans.

HARPER, PROF. R. A., Columbia University, New York City,

N. Y.

HARRISON, MR. A. C., 660 Drexel Bldg., 5th and Chestnut Sts.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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HARVEY, PROF. B. C. H., University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

HARVEY, DR. E. N., Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.

HARVEY, MRS. E. N., Princeton, N. J.

HAUGHWONT, MR. F. G., College of Medicine and Surgery, Calle
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HEATH, PROF. HAROLD, Stanford University, Calif.
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HEILBRUNN, MR. L. V., University of Illinois College of Medicine,

Chicago.
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HOLMES, PROF. S. J., University of California, Berkeley, Calif,
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N. Y.
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JACKSON, PROF. C. M., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,

Minn.

JACOBS, DR. MERKEL H., University of Pennsylvania, Phila-
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JENNINGS, PROF. H. S., Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

Md.

JENNER, PROF. E. A., Simpson College, Indianola, Iowa.

JEWETT, PROF. J. R., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

JONES, PROF. LYNDS, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.

JORDAN, PROF. H. E., University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.

JUST, PROF. E. E., Howard University, Washington, D. C.

KANDA, DR. SAKYO, Physiological Laboratory, Kyushu Imperial

University, Fukuoka, Japan.
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KELLICOTT, PROF. W. E., Goucher College, Baltimore, Md.

KENNEDY, DR. HARRIS, 286 Warren St., Roxbury, Mass.

KING, DR. HELEN DEAN, Wistar Institute of Anatomy and

Biology, Philadelphia, Pa.

KINGSBURY, PROF. B. F., Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

KINGSLEY, PROF. J. S., University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

KIRKHAM, DR. W. B., Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

KNOWER, PROF. H. McE., University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

KNOWLTON, PROF. F. P., Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.

KOSTIR, Mr. W. J., Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.

KRIBS, DR. HERBERT, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

Pa.

LANE, PROF. HENRY H., State University of Oklahoma, Norman,

Okla.

LEE, PROF. F. S., 437 West 59th St., New York City, N. Y.

LEFEVRE, PROF. GEORGE, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

LEWIS, PROF. I. F., University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.

LEWIS, PROF. W. H., Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

LILLIE, PROF. FRANK R., University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

LILLIE, PROF. R. S., Clark University, Worcester, Mass.

LINTON, PROF. EDWIN, Washington and Jefferson College, Wash-

ington, Pa.

LOEB, PROF. JACQUES, Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research

LOEB, PROF. JACQUES, Rockefeller Institute for Medical Re-

search, New York City, N. Y.

LOEB, DR. LEO, Washington University Medical School, St.

Louis, Mo.

LOWTHER, MRS. FLORENCE DEL., Barnard College, Columbia

University, New York City, N. Y.

LUND, DR. E. J., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

LUSCOMBE, MR. W. O., Woods Hole, Mass.

LYMAN, PROF. GEORGE R., Federal Horticultural Board, Wash-

ington, D. C.

LYNCH, Miss CLARA J., Smith College, Northampton, Mass.

LYON, DR. E. P., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

MACCALLUM, DR. G. A., 981 Madison Ave., New York City,

N. Y.
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McCLUNG, PROF. C. E., University of Pennsylvania, Pnila-

delphia, Pa.

McGiLL, DR. CAROLINE, Leonard Hotel, Butte, Montana.

MCGREGOR, DR. J. H., Columbia University, New York City,

N. Y.

MclNDOO, DR. N. E., Bureau of Entomology, Washington, D. C.

McMuRRiCH, PROF. J. P., University of Toronto, Toronto,
Canada.

MACKLIN, DR. CHARLES C., Johns Hopkins University, Balti-

more, Md.

MAHR, MR. ERNEST F., University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

MALL, PROF. F. P., Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

MALONE, DR. E. F., University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.

MARTIN, Miss BERTHA E., Wheaton College, Norton, Mass.

MAROUETTE, DR. WILLIAM, Columbia University, New York

City, N. Y.

MATHEWS, PROF. A. P., University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

MAYER, DR. A. G., Maplewood, N. J.

MEIGS, DR. E. B., Dairy Division Experiment Station, Beltsville,

Md.

MEIGS, Mrs. E. B., 1722 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

MELTZER, DR. S. J., 13 West I2ist St., New York City, N. Y.

METCALF, PROF. M. M., 128 Forest St., Oberlin, Ohio.

MINER, DR. ROY W., American Museum of Natural History,

New York City, N. Y.

MINOR, Miss MARIE L., Women's University Club, New York

City, N. Y.

MINOURA, MR. TADACHIKA, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

MITCHELL DR. PHILIP H., Brown University, Providence, R. I.

MOORE, PROF. GEORGE T., Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis,

Mo.

MOORE, DR. CARL R., University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

MOORE, PROF. J. Percy, University of Pennsylvania, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

MOORE, DR. A. R., Rutgers College, New Brunswick, N. J.

MOORE, Miss DOROTHEA M., 21 Kirkland St., Cambridge, Mass.

MORGAN, PROF. H. A., Agricultural Experiment Station, Knox-

ville, Tenn.
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MORGAN, DR. ANNA H., Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley,

Mass.

MORRILL, PROF. A. D., Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.

MORRILL, DR. C. V., 338 East 26th. St., New York City, N. Y.

MURBACH, DR. Louis, Central High School, Detroit, Mich.

NACHTRIEB, PROF. HENRY F., University of Minnesota, Minne-

apolis, Minn.

NEAL, PROF. H. V., Tufts College, Tufts College, Mass.

NEWMAN, PROF. H. H., University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

NICHOLS, DR. M. LOUISE, 3221 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.

OLIVER, DR. WADE W., Ohio-Miami Medical College, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

OSBURN, PROF. R. C., Connecticut College, New London, Conn.

OSTERHOUT, PROF. W. J. V., Harvard University, Cambridge,

Mass.

PACKARD, DR. CHARLES, Columbia University, New York City,

N. Y.

PACKARD, DR. W. H., Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, 111.

PAINTER, DR. T. S., University of Texas, Austin, Texas.

PAPPENHEIMER, DR. A. M., Columbia University, New York

City, N. Y.

PARKER, PROF. G. H., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

PATON, DR. STEWART, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.

PATTEN, DR. WILLIAM, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.

PATTERSON, PROF. J. T-., University of Texas, Austin, Texas.

PAYNE, PROF. F., University of Indiana, Bloomington, Ind.

PEARSE, PROF. A. S., University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

PEEBLES, Miss FLORENCE, Sophie Newcomb College, New

Orleans, La.

PHILLIPS, Miss RUTH L., Western College, Oxford, Ohio.

PIKE, PROF. FRANK H., 437 West 59th St., New York City, N. Y.

PINNEY, Miss MARY E., Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

PORTER, MRS. M. B., 402 West 3Oth St., Austin, Texas.

PRENTISS, Miss HENRIETTA, Normal College, New York City,

N. Y.

PRICE, DR. WESTON A., Research Commission of the National

Dental Association, Cleveland, Ohio.
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RAE, Miss ANNE M., 34 Jefferson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

RANKIN, PROF. W. M., Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.

REA, DR. PAUL M., Charleston Museum, Charleston, S. C.

REDFIELD, DR. ALFRED C., Harvard Medical School, Boston,

Mass.

REIGHARD, PROF. JACOB, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Mich.

REINKE, MR. E. E., Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

RICE, PROF. EDWARD L., Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware,

Ohio.

RICHARDS, DR. A., Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Indiana.

ROBBINS, DR. W. J., Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn,
Ala.

ROBERTSON, Miss ALICE, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.

ROBERTSON, PROF. W. R. B., University of Kansas, Lawrence,

Kansas.

ROGERS, PROF. CHARLES G., Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.

ROSENOW, DR. E. C., Mayos Clinics, Rochester, Minn.

RUDISCH, DR. J., Mount Sinai Hospital, New York City, N. Y.

SANDS, Miss ADELAIDE G., 348 N. Main St., Port Chester, N. Y.

SANDS, DR. GEORGIANA, 348 N. Main St., Port Chester, N. Y.

SCOTT, DR. ERNEST L., Columbia University, New York City,

N. Y.

SCOTT, PROF. G. G., College of the City of New York, New York

City, N. Y.

SCOTT, PROF. JOHN W., University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo.
SHULL, DR. A. FRANKLIN, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Mich.

SHUMWAY, MR. WALDO, Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.

SMITH, DR. BERTRAM G., State Normal College, Ypsilanti, Mich.

SNOW, Miss LAETITIA M., Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.

SOLLMAN, DR. TORALD, Western Reserve University, Cleveland,

Ohio.'

SPAETH, DR. REYNOLD A., Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

SPAULDING, DR. E. G., Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.

SPENCER, DR. H. J., 125 Washington Place, New York City, N. Y.

SPROWLES, Miss EDITH A., 4833 Griscom St., Frankford, Pa.
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STEWART, Miss MARY W., Barnard College, Columbia Univer-

sity, New York City, N. Y.

STOCKARD, PROF. C. R., Cornell Univeristy Medical College,

New York City, N. Y.

STOKEY, DR. ALMA G., Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley,

Mass.

STREETER, DR. GEORGE L., Johns Hopkins Medical School,

Baltimore, Md.

STRONG, DR. O. S., Columbia University, New York City, N. Y.

STRONG, DR. R. M., Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

STURTEVANT, DR. ALFRED H., 528 West i23d St., New York

City, N. Y.

TASHIRO, DR. SHIRO, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

TAYLOR, Miss KATHERINE A., Cascade, Washington Co., Md.

TENNENT, PROF. D. H., Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

THOMAS, DR. ADRIAN, 2012 Hanover Ave., Richmond, Va.

THOMPSON, PROF. CAROLINE B., 195 Weston Road, Wellesley,

Mass.

TINKHAM, Miss FLORENCE L., 71 Ingersoll Grove, Springfield,

Mass.

TOMPKINS, Miss ELIZABETH M., 2015 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

TREADWELL, PROF. A. L., Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

TURNER, MR. C. L., Marquette Univ. School of Medicine, Mil-

waukee, Wis.

UHLENHUTH, DR. EDWARD, Rockefeller Institute for Med'c'al

Research, New York City, N. Y.

VAN CLEAVE, DR. H. J., University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

VAUGHAN, DR. T. W., U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

WAITE, PROF. F. C., Western Reserve University Medical School,

Cleveland, Ohio.

WALLACE, PROF. LOUISE B., Mount Holyoke College, South

Hadley, Mass.

WARBASSE, MRS. J. P., 384 Washington Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

WARD, PROF. H. B., University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.
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WARDWELL, DR. E. H., Mattapoisett, Mass.

WARREN, PROF. HOWARD C., Princeton University, Princeton,

N.J.

WASTENEYS, DR. HARDOLPH, University of California, Berkeley,

Calif.

WATSON, MR. FRANK E., Hobart College, Geneva, N. Y.

WENRICH, DR. D. H., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

Pa.

WERBER, DR. E. I., Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

WHEELER, PROF. W. M., Bussey Institution, Forest Hills, Mass.

WHERRY, DR. W. B., Cincinnati Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WHITE, Miss E. GRACE, 10707 Grantwood Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

WHITNEY, DR. DAVID D., University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.

WIEMAN, PROF. H. L., University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WILCOX, DR. ALICE W., Fairbanks Museum of Natural History,

St. Johnsbury, Vt.

WILDMAN, DR. E. E., 47th & Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

WILLIAMS, DR. ANNA W., 549 Riverside Drive, New York City,

N. Y.

WILSON, PROF. H. V., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,

N. C.

WOGLOM, DR. WILLIAM H., Columbia University, New York

City, N. Y.

WOODRUFF, PROF. L. L., Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

WOODWARD, Miss ALVALYN E., Simmons College, Boston, Mass.

WHITING, MR. PHINEAS W., University of Pennsylvania, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

YOUNG, MR. D. B., 33 Dunmoreland St., Springfield, Mass.

aYouNG, PROF. ROBERT T
, University of North Dakota, Uni-

versity, N. D.



A STUDY OF SOMATIC CHROMOSOMES.

II. THE CHROMOSOMES IN EMBRYOS OF Epilachna borealis AND

Diabrotica vittata.

W. E. HOY, JR.,

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY AND THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER.

Epilachna borealis.

The oogenesis of Epilachna has not been described. Miss

Stevens ('06) briefly described the spermatogenesis of this beetle.

There are 18 chromosomes in the spermatogonia. One of these

chromosomes, the y, is extremely small, its mate, the x, is larger.

In each plate there are 2 chromosomes noticeably larger than the

others. In the first maturation division the ^-chromosome passes

undivided to one pole of the spindle, while the y passes to the

other pole. The spermatozoa, then, differ in that one half

contain a small y, and the other half a larger x. Each contains

one large macrochromosome (autosome).

Although the oogonial divisions and the maturation of the

egg have not been worked out, the anticipated result of fertiliza-

tion would be two sorts of embryos with respect to their chromo-

some content, one with two x's, and one with an xy combination.

This expectation is fulfilled in the divisions of the embryonic

cells, as I shall show. The stages of development studied were:

(i) Late cleavage, and (2) shortening of the elongate embryo.

In all about 60 plates have been recorded.

Figs. 1-4 are from embryos having the xy combination in their

chromosome complexes, these being the smallest chromosomes

in the plate. Fig. I is a late cleavage division figure and shows

the same characteristic elongation of the chromosomes as was

seen in the case of Anasa at a similar stage of development

(Hoy, '16). Figs. 2 and 3 are from cerebral neuroblasts, and

are both from the same individual. Fig. 4 is from an ectoderm

cell in the thoracic region. It will be seen that in all these

figures there are two macrochromosomes comparable to those
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found in the spermatogonia. Again, in all the figures the small

y-chromosome is very conspicuous. The x-chromosome is here

undoubtedly the next smallest in size, since this chromosome

has no homologous mate. All the chromosomes show the typical

elongate and more or less slender form characteristic of the

Coleoptera. There do not seem to be any special peculiarities

shown by the seven pairs of mesochromosomes, ranging between

the macrochromosome pair and the xy pair, other than that they

fall into a graded series according to size.

Plates from embryos containing no very small y-chromosome,

but apparently having the small x-chromosome paired, are shown

in Figs. 5-8. All these figures again show the large pair of

macrochromosomes, and a series of seven paired mesochromo-

somes graudally diminishing in size. In none of the figures is

there a small rounded y-chromosome, but in its place there is

another the size of the x-chromosome.

It has, therefore, been possible to demonstrate that in Epi-

lachna, where the male has an x-y pair in the spermatogonial

complex, the embryos fall into two classes as regards their chro-

mosome content, one class containing an xy pair, and the other

2 x's.

RECORD OF COUNTS OF CHROMOSOMES IN Epilachna.

STAGE I.

Cleavage Mitoses, xy Type.

Embryo. No. of Chromosomes. No. of Counts.

1 18 I

2 18 8

3 18 2

4 18 i

5 18 2

6 18 2

Total . . . . 16

Cleavage Mitoses. 2.x Type.

Embryo. No. of Chromosomes. No. of Counts.

1 18 I

2 l8 2

3 18 i

4 18 r

5 18 i

6 18 3

Total .... 9
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STAGE II.

Shortening of the Elongate Embryo, xy type.
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as a tetrad. They are clearly of different sizes, though the same
size differences, such as appear in the spermatogonia, can not

be observed.

Accordingly, two classes of embryos would be expected as the

result of the fertilization, one containing 21, and the other 22

chromosomes in the embryonic cells. These differences have

been observed and are shown in Figs. 9-11.

Figs. 9 and 10 are of the 21 chromosome type and are from the

same embryo, corresponding in development to the stage of 3

of Epilachna. Fig. 1 1 is from an ectoderm cell of a late blasto-

derm stage of the 22 chromosome type. In all these figures one

pair of chromosomes is much larger than any of the others. With
the exception of the ninth chromosome in Figs. 9 and 10, all the

other chromosomes form a paired series graded in size. In Fig.

ii there is no unpaired chromosome.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. The developing eggs and embryos of Epilachna borealis

fall into two classes in respect to their chromatin content, one

containing an xy combination, and the other an xx combination

of sex chromosomes in all the cells of the body which have been

examined, the former corresponding to the chromosomes of the

spermatogonia, the latter probably to those of the oogonia.

The same size relations are maintained in all the chromosome

groups of one type.

2. Two types of chromosome groups are found in embryos of

Diabrotica vittata, one with 21 chromosomes, corresponding to

the spermatogonial chromosomes and one with 22, presumably

homologous with those of the oogonia. In each of these types

the chromosomes do not vary in number and form in different

tissue cells which have been studied.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.

Epilachna xy Type.

FIG. i. Cleavage.

FIG. 2. Neuroblast.

FIG. 3. Neuroblast.

FIG. 4. Ectoderm.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II.

Epilachna xx Type.

FIG. 5. Cleavage.

FIG. 6. Neuroblast.

FIG. 7. Neuroblast.

FIG. 8. Ectoderm.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE III.

D iabrotica.

Fig. 9. Ectoderm, 21 chromosomes.

FIG. 10. Neuroblast, 21 chromosomes.

FIG. ii. Ectoderm, 22 chromosomes.

FIG. 12. Tetrads of first maturation division of the egg.
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ON THE INTERSTITIAL CELLS OF THE TESTICLE
IN DIDELPHYS.

J. DUESBERG,

CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON, DEPARTMENT OF EMBRYOLOGY,

BALTIMORE, MD.

I completed a short time ago a study of the seminal cells of

Didelphys, to appear (1919) in Contributions to Embryology,

published by the Carnegie Institution of Washington, in a

memorial volume dedicated to the late Professor Franklin P.

Mall. While making that investigation I was struck by the

large number of interstitial cells present in the testicle of the

opossum, and, upon closer observation, by the complexity of

their structure. I therefore determined to undertake a study of

these cells.

The material upon which it was based consisted of nine animals.

Five were full grown, a sixth exhibited all stages of spermiogenesis

except the very last i. e., the formation of the spiral filament at

the expense of the chondriosomes and the remaining three were

in a much less advanced stage of development. Fragments of

the testicle were fixed in the following fluids: Hermann's, Ramon

y Cajal's mixture of formalin and uranium nitrate (1912),

Bouin's, Flemming's, Altmann's, Meves', Benda's, Regaud's,

acetic sublimate and saturated sublimate. Two adult animals

were sacrificed in order to study the living cells, and were injected

with a solution of janus-green (1-10,000 in 0.85 per cent, salt

solution). I am greatly indebted to Professor E. V. Cowdry for

his help in carrying out these experiments.

Of the above mentioned reagents Benda's, Meves', Regaud's

and Altmann's fluids were used for the purpose of fixing the

chondriosomes. To stain these bodies iron-hematoxylin, Benda's

and Altmann's methods, and a combination of acid fuchsin and

methylgreen were employed. Ramon y Cajal's mixture of

formalin and uranium-nitrate was applied in order to bring into

evidence the apparatus of Golgi. The best preparations were

175
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obtained by leaving the pieces in the fixative for 9 hours, in the

silver nitrate 37 hours, and in the developer 14 hours. Instead

of other complicated procedures, at the suggestion of Professor

Cowdry I used the following method in the treatment of the

sections: The slides were first immersed in o.i per cent, gold

chloride for 2-3 hours; then in 5 per cent, hyposulphite 20-30
minutes. The results were excellent. Probably any nuclear

dye could be used as a counterstain. I resorted to Ehrlich's

hematoxylin, safranin, and methyl green (Cowdry, 1916), which

in a concentration of one half per cent., applied for 3060 seconds,

gives a very sharp contrast to the black color of the apparatus

and the pale background. For reasons to be made clear later on,

special methods (Mallory's, safranin-light green, and a combina-

tion of Congo red, iron-hematoxylin and light green) had to be

used for staining the connective tissue. In the application of

these, especially of the latter method, Professor Van der Stricht

kindly gave me the benefit of his wide experience. It may be

worth while to state in passing that Mallory's method gives just

as good if not better results after fixation with Flemming's
fluid (modifications of Benda and of Meves included) as after

sublimate or similar fixatives.

Concerning the structure of the interstitial cells in the opossum
;

I find in the literature only two short notes; one by Whitehead

(1908), the other by Jordan (1911). Whitehead states that these

cells contain no fat. Jordan represents the mitotic division of

the interstitial cells and mentions their chondriosomes. Data

on the structure of interstitial cells in other mammals, on the

other hand, are abundant and will be referred to when occasion

arises.

In accord with the description of a number of authors, notably

Reinke (1896), Lenhossek (1897), Bouin and Ancel (1903), and

Winiwarter (1912, i), I found both single and double-nucleated

interstitial cells (Figs. 2 and 7), although the latter are of far

less frequent occurrence. Most of the nuclei show a marked

depression on one side (Figs. I, 3, 5, 9 and 10); only in material

fixed with Regaud's fluid is this peculiarity of structure not

visible, probably because the nuclei swell somewhat in this

fixative. The process of formation of the double nuclei has not
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been observed but is probably amitosis. Perhaps the nuclear

depression just mentioned may be considered as an indication

of direct division, but it must be stated that the number of

cells in which this was noted greatly exceeded the number of

binucleated cells. Mitotic division of the interstitial cells in

the opossum, although observed occasionally, is rare. Jordan

(1911, Fig. 7) has mentioned it.

The structure of the groundsubstance of the protoplasm varies

considerably after the different fixatives. After all reagents that

preserve the chondriosomes it appears homogeneous and exhibits

a remarkable affinity for a number of dyes. In preparations

made after Benda's method it stains intensely with sulfalizarin.

Acid fuchsin is retained by it so tenaciously that the seminal

epithelium usually has to be almost entirely unstained in order

to obtain the proper grade of differentiation in the interstitial

cells. Mulon (1911, i and 2) describes in the cells of the cortical

suprarenal, in the corpora lutea and in the interstitial cells of

the ovary, an amorphous, siderophile or osmiophile substance

which, he supposes, is formed by the coalescence of chondrio-

somes. This substance he considers as a secretion which accumu-

lates in the cell and is finally eliminated in bulk. Athias (1911),

however, believes in the presence of a diffuse lipoid formed at the

expense of poorly preserved chondriosomes. It is possible that

the diffuse substance observed in my material may be the product

of secretion, as we shall later see, but it certainly has nothing

to do with artificial or natural disaggregation of the chondrio-

somes, for these bodies appear well preserved within it.

Lenhossek (1897) was the first author to describe the centers

of the interstitial cell. In man he describes a darker inner zone

an "endoplasm" which corresponds obviously to the idiosome,
1

although he was not able to demonstrate the presence of centri-

oles within it. These have been recently brought into evidence

in human material by Winiwarter (1912, i), who found them to

be rod-shaped. In the interstitial cells of the cat Lenhossek

undoubtedly saw both the idiosome and the centrioles. In the

opossum I find that there exists in most of the interstitial cells,

1 In future I shall adopt the spelling idiosome, as proposed by Regaud (1910),

instead of idiozome, for the reasons assigned by that author.
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in close proximity to the nucleus, a differentiation of the cyto-

plasm (Figs. I, 2 and 8). This zone contains the centrioles of

the resting cell and is undoubtedly to be considered as an idio-

some. In contradistinction to what one observes in the seminal

cells, the idiosome of the interstitial cells is not sharply delimited

by a special cortical layer. It appears most clearly in material

fixed with Bouin's fluid or with any reagent containing osmic acid.

It is frequently found located in the nuclear depression, as

Ballowitz (1898, 1900) observed it, but not always so (for in-

stance, Fig. i). While two centrioles exist in the cells provided

with only one nucleus, I find, as did Winiwarter in human

material, that binucleated cells have four centrioles, and in some

cases these are obviously rod-shaped (Fig. 2).

The extreme results obtained for the apparatus of Golgi by
the Ramon y Cajal method are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.

1

In the first, the apparatus appears as a dense reticulum, in the

second the reticulum is much looser. Normally, the apparatus

is concentrated at one pole of the nucleus; cases like the one

represented in Fig. 4, in which one or two branches of the net-

work extend to the opposite pole and surround the nucleus com-

pletely, are exceptional. The apparatus is found either in the

nuclear depression or in another place (Fig. 3). It behaves in

this respect like the idiosome, and consequently nothing definite

can be said concerning the topographical relationship of these

two bodies. Nothing, however, would seem to militate against

the existence of a close relationship such as has been established

for a large number of other cells (for literature, see Duesberg,

1914, 1919). Other investigations will probably help to solve

the problem, the present one being, to the best of my knowledge,
the first on the apparatus of Golgi in the interstitial cells of the

testicle. Concerning the interstitial cells of the ovary, we have

the data of Cattaneo (1914) and Kulesch (1914).

While the interstitial cells of the opossum contain little fat,

it would not be correct to say, with Whitehead, that they contain

none at all. As a matter of fact, while the number of fat drop-

lets is usually small, it varies with each animal. In other mam-
2 Another drawing of an interstitial cell in the testicle of the opossum, with the

apparatus of Golgi, will appear in another paper (1919, Fig. 34).
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mals (rat, guinea-pig, rabbit, dog and man) Ciaccio (1910) de-

scribes a number of granules and vesicles which, after fixation

with his special methods, stain with Sudan. Ciaccio considers

these bodies as formed by a lipoid substance which, in his

opinion, has a great analogy to the substance of the chondrio-

somes. Although none of my material was fixed exactly accord-

ing to Ciaccio's prescription, I applied his method of staining to

material fixed in Regaud's fluid and subsequently kept in 3

per cent, bichromate for a week, a procedure which is similar

to Ciaccio's method I. The results were identical with those

obtained from preparations fixed with reagents containing osmic

acid; that is to say, Sudan apparently stained in red what

would be stained black in osmic acid. This conclusion was

reached through the study of the seminal epithelium, in which

the fat droplets have a characteristic arrangement, rather than

through the study of the interstitial cells in which no such regular

arrangement exists.

Pigment, which has often been found in other mammals and

quite lately in the woodchuck by Rasmussen (1917), does not

appear to exist at all in the interstitial cells of the opossum.

Crystalloids, on the other hand, are found in many cells and are

of two types. So far, those described for the first time by
Reinke (1896) are supposed to exist only in human material,

although Mathieu (1898) mentions the presence of "filaments

cristalloidiens" in the interstitial cells of the testicle in the cat.

The plates accompanying his paper, however, are by no means

clear. In the opossum many interstitial cells contain bodies

similar to Reinke's crystalloids, although smaller and not so

abundant (Fig. 6). They appear most clearly after fixation

with Benda's or Meves' fluid, and can be seen in all other material

except that fixed with Regaud's reagent; after the application

of Benda's method they usually stain in brown. These bodies

are rather short and thick; their ends are not pointed but blunt.

Frequently they appear to be formed of two substances a

darker peripheric, and a lighter central one. In most cases only

one crystalloid is found in a cell; occasionally, however, their

number is increased, although they are never so abundant as

Reinke's crystalloids in man. Sometimes a large crystalloid
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will appear to be split at one end. The resemblance of these

bodies to the crystalloids of Reinke is accentuated by the fact

that, in rare cases, they are found surrounded by a clear space,

located in a sort of vacuole.

The second type is not quite so frequently noted as that just

described. It is represented by what appear to be thin rods,

pointed at both extremities, which vary considerably in length

in the different cells. The shorter ones are usually straight, the

larger ones curved. In most of the cells they are multiple (Fig.

5). These, too, are seen most clearly after fixation with Benda's

fluid, but are preserved in other fixatives also. In Regaud's

preparations, however, I was never able to find them. Similar

bodies exist in the cells of Sertoli. If I were to venture a com-

parison it would be to liken them to the bodies described by
Lubarsch in the human testicle under the name of Charcot-

Bottchers crystals. The so-called Lubarsch crystals are, as

Lenhossek has pointed out, located in the spermatogonia, but

there is in the seminal epithelium another form of crystalloids,

also described by Lubarsch (the Charcot-Bottcher crystals),

which are larger and are located in the cells of Sertoli. According
to Montgomery (1911) and to Winiwarter (1912, 2), the two

forms are in genetic relation. Montgomery, who unfortunately

failed to compare his observations with those of previous authors,

described them in the "antepenultimate spermatogonia" of man
as "rods," and came to the interesting conclusion, corroborated

by Winiwarter (1912, 2), that "the presence of the rod determines

the line of the Sertoli cell" (p. 368). Crystalloids have also been

found in the Sertoli cells of the pig by Bouin and Ancel (1903,

Fig. n) and possibly in the cat by Hague (1914). I did not

see anything resembling the numerous small crystalloids de-

scribed by Lenhossek (p. 68, Figs. 2, 3 and 4), which correspond,

in my opinion, to Winiwarter's (1912, i) "grains riziformes."

The chondriosomes of the interstitial cells in mammals have

been seen by Jordan (1911), Winiwarter (1912, i), and Ras-

mussen (1917). As stated above, Jordan merely mentions their

presence in the opossum. Winiwarter gives a longer account

of these bodies in man, where he finds both granules and rods.

Rasmussen describes in the woodchuck small granules, "the only
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thing of a mitochondrial character that could be demonstrated

in the interstitial cell at any time," a description which is rather

unsatisfactory. My own observations show that the chondrio-

somes are exceedingly numerous and that they are mostly rods,

short and curved. They are crowded into several heaps, some
of which are often seen in close proximity to the nucleus. Fig. 7,

drawn from a preparation fixed and stained after Benda, gives

what should be. considered their natural aspect, as they appear

exactly alike in teased preparations after injection of janus-green.

It is surprising how easily the interstitial cells take up the vital

dye, in contradistinction to the seminal cells, which it is very
difficult to stain in vivo: the reason for this difference is ob-

viously the presence of a sheath of connective tissue around the

seminiferous tubule. After fixation in Regaud's fluid the ap-

pearance is not altered; it must be stated, however, that after

the action of that fluid, which has a great power of penetration,

the chondriosomes can be well preserved all through the piece,

while in Benda's material they are well fixed only in a very thin

layer of tissue, at the periphery. The chondriosomes seem to be

especially labile in the interstitial cells. As usual, the figures of

deformation are, in the first stages, granules and vesicles. Of

other forms, which I am led to consider as related to the chondri-

osomes, I shall speak later.

Winiwarter (1912, i) mentions the existence of transitional

forms between the chondriosomes and the crystals, but does not

conclude definitely in favor of a genetic relationship. As an

argument in favor of such a relationship one could bring into the

field the following observations of that author: In the fetus

chondriosomes only are present in the interstitial cells, the other

elements appearing afterward. I regret to say that I have no

information to offer on this point.

In all my material, except when again fixed with Regaud's

fluid, cells are found, which contain a number of granules.

These granules can be stained by different methods. I am

strongly inclined to consider them as a secretion product, a

question which will be taken up again shortly. As stated, these

granules are not constant nor are they very abundant in one cell :

not to be compared with the bulky masses represented by Bouin

and Ancel (1903) for instance, in Fig. 7 of their paper.
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We come now to the description of a most interesting condition

in these interstitial cells of the opossum, a condition which I

noted first in preparations stained and fixed after Benda, where

it is most conspicuous. It can be seen also, however, in other

preparations, such as Flemming's, Meves', Hermann's and

Bouin's. A substance, which sometimes appears granular, at

other times amorphous, fills the intercellular spaces. Its quan-

tity is variable; some interspaces show so little of it as to escape

notice, others are widely dilated by the presence of large quanti-

ties of the substance, as shown in Fig. 13. It is most conspicuous

in preparations made after Benda's method because it takes up

avidly the crystal-violet, in striking contrast to the light-brown

color of the background and of the nuclei. The same substance

stains intensely with safranin and iron-hematoxylin; in the

Mallory method it takes up the orange and is consequently

rather inconspicuous.

A closer investigation shows that from these intercellular

spaces processes penetrate into the cell-body (Figs. 12 and 13).

While most of these processes look like the substance accumu-

lated in the intercellular spaces, some have the sharp appearance

of a more definite structure, such as laminae of some sort, and

my first supposition was that I had to do with processes of con-

nective tissue penetrating into the cell-body, such as have been

described for large nerve-cells. A study of preparations stained

especially for the connective tissue failed, however, to substan-

tiate this opinion. After Mallory's stain, for instance, I could

not find any such process electively stained in blue. While the

thinnest fibrils of connective tissue in the sheath of the vessels

and the connective membrane of the seminiferous tubules gave

a typical collagenous reaction, in the same preparations the

intracellular processes always were stained in orange like the

intercellular substance. As a matter of fact, the study of these

preparations corroborates Lenhossek's description (p. 78). The

interstitial cells lie in heaps or irregular rows separated by the

larger vessels. It is quite exceptional to see a process of the

connective sheath of these vessels penetrate into a group of

interstitial cells. The cells are, as a rule, separated only by
intercellular spaces, virtual or real, and perhaps also in certain
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places by small capillaries. I conclude, therefore, that the intra-

cellular processes are formed by the substance filling the inter-

cellular spaces, a substance which, in my opinion, represents

the product of secretion. If this interpretation be correct, as

I believe it to be, here is a remarkable instance of a gland with

internal secretion, in which the product of secretion can be

followed, owing to its staining qualities, from within the cell

into the passage of excretion. Favorable sections, like that

represented in Fig. 13, carry one even a step farther and show the

same product in a vessel.

What, then, is the real nature of these intracellular and inter-

cellular spaces, and of these vessels with which the intercellular

spaces seem to be in some way connected? The penetration of

lymphatics into a cell, not to speak of the much discussed and

very disputable conditions described by Adamkiewicz (1886,

1900), Browicz (1902, i and 2), Schafer (1902, 1903), Schlater

(1902) and others, has been repeatedly reported. At first Holm-

gren interpreted his trophospongium as such. Among the more

recent observations I may mention those published by Ciaccio

(1903), Felicine (1904), Kumita (1909) and Matsunaga (1909).

The first three authors studied the suprarenal. Ciaccio, after

the application of Golgi's method, and Felicine and Kumita,

as a result of injections, come to the conclusion that there exists

a pericellular net of capillaries which send processes into the cells.

Matsunaga has published similar results after his study of the

thyroid by the injection method. Kumita, however, wonders

whether these intracellular processes are really vessels, or "ob

sie nicht durch einen sekretorischen Zellzerfall zustande gekom-
men sind" (p. 325). This last hypothesis, however, in his

opinion can hardly be reconciled with the fact that the injected

mass never spreads over all the cell, and that the intracellular

space has a definite shape, ending often in a swelling in the neigh-

borhood of the nucleus. No matter what the interpretation

may be in these cases, it appears to me that the intracellular

processes in the interstitial cells of the opossum are not well

defined canals of any kind neither processes of lymphatics nor

intracellular ducts. They are always exceedingly irregular in

appearance and are never seen in an empty condition, but always
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as processes of the intercellular substance. No structure, at

least no visible structure, appears to be the substratum of these

processes. They represent, in my opinion, something like the

"sekretorischer Zerfall" supposed by Kumita, or the accumula-

tion along certain lines, perhaps in connection with protoplasmic

currents, of the product of secretion. Nor do the intercellular

spaces represent capillaries. Their irregular shape and the fact

that no endothelium seems to line them, show that they are, as

I have called them so far, merely intercellular spaces which

become more or less dilated according to the quantity of secretion

which is accumulated in them. Finally, that the space into

which this substance is poured is a capillary cannot be doubted,

for it is lined with a well-recognizable endothelium. Whether,

on the other hand, this capillary is a lymphatic or a bloodvessel

is not so easy to tell, and must be decided by methods other than

those employed by me. Nor do the bibliographic data give

any definite clue. Regaud (1897), who has made a special

study of the distribution of the lymphatics in the mammalian

testicle, finds that it is exceedingly variable in the different

species. He distinguishes three types: One in which the lym-

phatic net is exclusively peritesticular; another in which the

lymphatics penetrate as far as the corpus Highmori and the

interlobular septa; and a third, in which the lymphatics form a

network around the seminiferous tubules. It may be worth

while to determine sometime, in connection with the problem of

the excretion from the interstitial cells, to which type the opossum

belongs.

To sum up, the product of secretion is accumulated in the

interstitial cell, then discharged into the intercellular spaces,

and from there passes into the circulation. Although this is one

of the clearest instances in which the secretion product of a gland

with internal secretion actually could be followed from the

glandular cell into the vascular system, owing probably to the

favorable staining properties of the secretion product, there are

similar observations in the literature. Reinke has already called

attention to the common staining properties of his crystals

and the testicular lymph, and concludes in favor of the passage

of the substance of these crystals into the lymphatics. Lenhossek
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mentions (p. 78) the presence of a coagulum into the "lymphatic

spaces" of the human testicle, and Senat (1900. p. 65) writes:

"Chez tous les rats dont les testicules ont ete examines, environ

une dizaine, C. Regaud a rencontre dans les espaces conjonctifs

une substance particuliere, evidemment coagulee par les reactifs.

. . . Cette substance a les memes reactions colorantes que le

contenu protoplasmique des cellules interstitielles. Elle forme

des flaques, parfois tres etendues, qui englobent ces cellules.

Cette substance parait etre le produit de secretion des cellules

interstitielles; peut-etre resulte-t-elle de leur desintegration."

Bouin and Ancel (1903) state: "Une fois gorgees de leur

produit de secretion, les cellules 1'expulsent au dehors; aussi le

retrouve-t-on en grande abondance dans les espaces laisses libres

entre ces cellules. . . . De plus, on voit egalement de semblables

formations dans les vaisseaux sanguins et lymphatiques" (p. 476).

Something similar was found by the same authors (1904) in

their
"
cellules a granulations xanthiques;" that is to say, special

interstitial cells which appear in the testicle of the horse fetus.

Here, however, the process goes so far that after the excretion,

"la cellule est reduite a son noyau et a une fa'ible quantite de

cytoplasme, jaune noiratre apres emploi de la methode de Benda.

Nous n'avons pu discerner si ces elements etaient susceptibles

de recommencer un nouveau cycle secretaire ou s'ils disparaissent

apres la phase d'excretion, a la maniere des cellules glandulaires

holocrines" (pages CXLIV-CXLV). Finally, Popoff (1909),

describing the interstitial cells in a human fetus 14 cm. long,

says (pp. 447-448): "Dans un grand nombre de cellules, on

observe des formations vacuolaires, a contours precis, entourant

partiellement le noyau ou occupant au sein du protoplasme une

place quelconque. Le nombre, la forme et les dimensions de ces

vacuoles sont des plus variables. Tantot, elles se presentent

sous formes de fentes etroites et allongees, a direction incon-

stante; tan tot c'est un petit canal irregulierement calibre,

incurve ou une lacune en forme de croissant diversement

orientee. Des formations analogues, peut-etre en communica-

tion avec les precedentes, se rencontrent encore entre les cellules.

Le tissu interstitiel est traverse par un grand nombre de capil-

laires sanguins, dont quelques-uns ont a peine le diametre d'un
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globule rouge. Un examen attentif revele un rapport etroit

des capillaires avec les espaces intercellulaires.
"

Similar observations on other glands with internal secretion

have been made, notably the following: Hultgren and Andersson

(1899) describe the secretion products in the medullar part of

the suprarenal in mammals as granules which are expelled into

the bloodvessels (see pp. 268-269): "Dies geschieht entweder

durch das Wandern der kleinen Korner durch die Wandung
der Gefasse, wie dies besonders an den Venen beobachtet wird,

oder, es wird das Endothel der Capillaren an gewissen Stellen

zersprengt und die Zellen treten mit dem Gefasslumen in direkter

Verbindung."
In this case the fate of the secretion product is very clearly

shown. Colson (1910) finds in the same gland intercellular

spaces filled with the substance secreted by the cells. Appar-

ently the cell-bodies are, to a certain extent, liquified, since there

appear to be no definite boundaries between cells and intercellular

spaces. These spaces are, in Colson's opinion, the same that

Kumita, as reported above, found in communication with the

lymphatic system. Van der Stricht (1912), in the corpus luteum,

finds also that the secretion product of the lutein cells is accumu-

lated in the intercellular spaces; in some cases this intercellular

space is an axial cavity around which the cells are oriented as in

an epithelium.

Finally, there are within the interstitial cells certain very

peculiar constituents, which are represented in Figs. 6, 9, 10, II

and 13. They have the appearance of a sort of huge network.

In a number of cells the meshes of this network are small and the

trabeculse are thin, while in others the meshes are wide and the

trabeculse quite thick. The extremes are shown in Figs. 9 and

n, but all stages of transition between these two types can

be found; one of these is seen in Fig. 10. The resemblance

of this network to some apparatuses of Golgi is indeed very

striking, but the results obtained with the method of Ramon

y Cajal, which have already been described, show that the

apparatus of Golgi in these cells is something entirely dif-

ferent. There is also a certain resemblance to some of the

trophospongia pictured by Holmgren (1904), a point which will
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shortly be discussed. In most cases, it is quite apparent that

this peculiar formation does not invade the entire cell-body, but

leaves two parts free; first, a space located in the immediate

neighborhood of the nucleus, which it is safe, I believe, to con-

sider as corresponding to the idiosome; second, the periphery

of the cell. There are, however, exceptions to the latter rule,

as in a number of cases some trabeculse are seen very close to the

cell-boundary.

The question arises: is there any connection between this

network and the intracellular accumulations of the secretion

product? In many cases it would appear as though both forma-

tions were in continuity, and that consequently the network were

merely an extension of the intracellular processes throughout
the cell-body. I am, however, of a different opinion. To me
the network is the product of a transformation of the chondrio-

somes under special conditions of imperfect preservation. I am

perfectly aware that no such forms have been described hereto-

fore. The only thing with which I can, to a certain extent,

compare these structures are the chondriosomes in the seminal

cells of Scolopendra cingulata as represented (in my opinion

imperfectly preserved) by Bouin (1905) especially in his Figs.

13, 14 and 15. The basis for this interpretation is that this

network is found only in material fixed with Benda's or Meves'

fluid (after Altmann's fixation the interstitial cells kept the acid

fuchsin with such tenacity that no definite conclusion could be

reached), but only in the deeper parts of the pieces; that is,

where the chondriosomes are not well preserved. It is not found

in material fixed in Regaud's fluid, but I assume that, as the

latter reagent penetrates better than those just mentioned, it

never gives the chondriosomes a chance to produce such distorted

figures. As a matter of fact, they are pretty well preserved all

through the pieces, and the only modified forms that appear in

that material are the vesicles the well-known first stages of

chondriolysis. On the other hand, the secretion product is

preserved by a number of reagents which do not fix the chondrio-

somes. The staining reactions are also different and point toward

the chondriosomal nature of the network. Generally speaking,

the network is stained in purple after Benda's method, that is,
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like the product of secretion (the very large networks, such as

that represented in Fig. u, may make exception and stain with

alizarin) ;
but if we stain with safranin, we find that the secretion

product alone takes up the dye and stands out conspicuously.

A second reason which argues in favor of my interpretation is

the existence of all possible transition forms between the net-

work and the first stages of chondriolysis. In the cell represented

in Fig. 8 there are some of those vesicles .which, as we know,

result from the artificial fragmentation and swelling of the chon-

driosomes. There are present also some forked forms, which

are probably produced by the confluence of the swollen chondrio-

somes, and give an indication of how a network can be built at

the expense of the normal, independent chondriosomes. Again,

although at times the network appeared to be connected with

the intracellular accumulations of secretion, on closer examination

no such connection could be actually established. Finally, there

is a difference in the structure; the product of secretion usually

appears granular, while the substance of the network is homo-

geneous.

As stated above, I consider this network as produced by the

transformation of the chondriosomes, not by a natural process,

as is well understood, but by an artificial one. Of any inter-

vention on the part of the chondriosomes in the formation of the

secretion product, an intervention which in a number of cases

seems to me entirely plausible, nothing could be seen here.

Under what form does the product of secretion of the interstitial

cells make its appearance? 'I have mentioned the presence of

granules that are preserved by a number of fixing reagents.

These granules are certainly secreted by the cell, but in my
opinion they are too scarce and inconstant to be considered as

the forerunners, or at least the only forerunners, of the product
of the cell. One must consequently admit that the bulk of the

secretion makes its appearance in a diffuse or non-stainable form.

I would suggest, without, however, being able- to substantiate that

opinion, that the product of secretion is represented by the sub-

stance which is responsible for the diffuse staining of the proto-

plasm, something like Mulon's osmiophile or siderophile substance.

But there is no indication in this case, as Mulon states it, that
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this substance be formed by the coalescence of the chondriosomes,

nor that the elimination be accompanied by a partial destruction

of the cell.

While the existence of these strangely deformed chondriosomes

is perhaps not very interesting in itself, it calls the attention of

the cytologist to the possibility of a confusion between different

cellular structures. Regardless of whether or not my interpreta-

tion be correct, two things are evident: (i) That the network has

nothing whatever to do with the apparatus of Golgi, as is shown

after the application of Ramon y Cajal's method; (2) that it

bears a remarkable resemblance to many of the structures de-

scribed as the apparatus of Golgi. There is one instance in the

literature in which the chondriosomes, after application of a

silver method, have been mistaken for the Golgi's apparatus

(the cartilage cell, by Pensa, 1901 )/ and it is possible that a

similar error is also the basis for Monti's interpretation of this

structure in the adult nerve-cell. According to that writer

(1915), what was described in these cells as the apparatus of

'Golgi is identical with the chondriosomes. I have discussed her

paper extensively in another place (1919). Having since dis-

covered this network in the interstitial cells of the opossum I am
inclined to believe that Monti has been misled by a similar

appearance.

Another point which I feel should be touched upon in this

connection is Holmgren's trophospongium theory. In its latest

form this theory claims the existence in a tissue of two types of

cells the parenchymal cells and the trophocytes. The former

are penetrated by processes of the trophocytes, processes which

form the trophospongial net and become, under certain circum-

stances liquified, forming the
" Kandlchen des Trophospongiums."

The role of the trophocytes is, as their name implies, a trophic one.

While Holmgren himself has never published anything on the

interstitial cells of the testicle, these are the only objects for

which his theory has found whole-hearted support. In one

paper Bouin and Ancel (1905, i) describe, in the first generation

of interstitial cells in the testicle of horse fetuses from 22 to 42

cm. long, a structure which is "I'homologue du trophosponge de

1 Pensa himself later on (1913) acknowledged his mistake.
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Holmgren" (p. 395). This trophospongium belongs to the

diffuse type. It appears either as a canalicular network (p. 399),

or as a solid network (p. 404), and the authors suppose that it is

the "transformation substantielle de ce trophosponge qui donne

naissance au reseau des canalicules du sue, selon la conception

de Holmgren" (p. 404). In that paper Bouin and Ancel are

quite reserved as to the existence of connections between this

network and trophocytes, but they subscribe entirely to Holm-

gren's conception in a note published the same year (1905, 2),

evidently written subsequent to the other. According to their

description the young interstitial cells of the testicle of the horse

are penetrated by processes of cells of connective tissue acting as

trophocytes. These processes are later transformed into a system

of canals which open at the periphery of the interstitial cells.

In these later stages they still surround, but can no longer be

followed within the interstitial cells.

Whether or not Bouin and Ancel are still upholding their view

I do not know, but it should be pointed out that no mention of it,

or of the "canalicules du sue" is made in Bouin's description of

the interstitial cells of the testicle, in Prenant, Bouin and Mail-

lart's Traite d'Histologie. I would call attention also to the

fact that the only figure in the above mentioned papers (Fig. 3,

1905, i) that shows anything like what the authors describe, in

reality rather contradicts that description. This figure repre-

sents a group of interstitial cells containing something that

resembles the "canalicules du sue"; but at the same time

there is no trace of trophocytes, cells of connective tissue, or any
connective tissue at all, between these cells, and consequently

no indication of a connection between such cells and the canalicu-

lar apparatus. This is the crucial point. Aime (1907) also has

described in the interstitial cells of the ovary intracellular spaces

whose existence is beyond doubt, but he states definitely:

"Nous n'avons pas vu de relations entre ces canaux et les cellules

conjonctives entourant les cellules interstitielles" (p. 121, Fig.

n). The first point I would dispute is the existence of the tro-

phocytes, at least in the opossum. As stated above, in a heap
or row of interstitial cells the cells themselves are not separated

by connective tissue or cells of any kind. On the other hand, if
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Bouin and Ancel met with intracellular accumulations of an

unstainable product of secretion, or such deformed chondrio-

somes as I have described above, I can readily see, from my own

observations, how they arrived at their interpretation.

Concerning variations in number, size or structure of the

interstitial cells with the development of the testicle (the most

recent investigations upon these points being those of Rasmussen,

1917), I have little to say. The only thing which I noted was

that, in the youngest testicles preserved (those in which the

process of spermatogenesis had just begun) the interstitial cells

were smaller than in the adult.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

All figures were outlined with a Zeiss camera-lucida, at the level of the stage of

the microscope. Lenses used: for Figs. 1-12, Zeiss apochr. immers. 2 mm. (ap. I,

40), in combination with ocular 12; for Fig. 13, Zeiss apochr. imm. i mm. 5 (ap.

I, 30), and ocular 6. Artificial light (gas).

EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.

1. Interstitial cell with idiosome and 2 centrioles. Fixation and stain after

Benda.

2. Interstitial cell with two nuclei, idiosome and 4 centrioles. Fixation and

stain after Benda.

3. The apparatus of Golgi. Ramon y Cajal's method. Counterstain: Ehrlich's

hematoxylin.

4. Another form of the apparatus of Golgi. Ramon y Cajal's method. Counter-

stain: methylgreen.

5. Interstitial cells with several crystals of the thin type. Fixation and stain

after Benda.

6. A crystal of the thick type. Fixation and stain after Benda. The same eel

shows part of the network made up of modified chondriosomes.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II.

7. Binucleated cell with normal chondriosomes. Fixation and stain after Benda.

8. Cell with modified chondriosomes. Same fixation and stain.

9. 10 and n. Different types of networks formed of modified chondriosomes.

Same fixation and stain.

12. An interstitial cell with several exogenous processes. Same fixation and

stain.

13. A group of interstitial cells, with intracellular and intercellular accumulation

of secretion-product. The capillary, filled with the same product, extends, as the

next section shows, up to the point marked X. Same fixation and stain.
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TWO NEW EYE COLORS IN THE THIRD CHROMO-
SOME OF DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER.

MILDRED HOGE RICHARDS,

CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA.

In the cultures of Drosophila mdanogaster which I have been

breeding at Indiana University, two new eye colors have lately

appeared. One of these, rose, closely resembles pink and peach
of the third chromosome, and is allelomorphic to them. The
other eye color, scarlet, is a bright red much like the vermilion

of the first chromosome in appearance, but quite distinct from

it genetically, for it is located on the third chromosome.

Both eye color mutations occurred in the winter of 1916.

Scarlet appeared (November 18, 1916) in a wild stock which was

being used in a temperature experiment. Rose appeared (Janu-

ary 9, 1917) after scarlet had been crossed to eyeless, and later

was found in the eyeless stock, so that the mutation evidently

had occurred there.

A series of temperature experiments was undertaken in the

fall of 1916 in the effort to determine whether it would be possible

to adjust a strain of Drosophila to a temperature abnormally

high for that species. The flies were bred in pairs, the tempera-

ture of the incubator usually being maintained at 27-31. Each

generation of flies was raised, during the greater part of its period

of development, at this higher temperature. The flies would

not lay, however, under the abnormal conditions; they were

allowed to mate, therefore, at room temperature, after which

they were transferred to the incubator. The larvae having

pupated, the cultures were again removed from the incubator,

for the heat proved fatal to the pupa stages. Even with these

199
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precautions all of the flies died if the temperature was allowed to

rise above 33.

Although from the standpoint of its original purpose the

experiment, due to inadequate apparatus, was not entirely suc-

cessful, a number of interesting things resulted from it. Ab-

normalities of various kinds appeared in the second generation of

incubated flies. In one case, after the first generation had been

developed in the incubator, some of the progeny (Fi) were bred

at room temperature, and among the 2 so obtained arose the

scarlet eye color.

The temperature experiments were carried on for seven genera-

tions; and in each variations appeared. Most of these were

peculiarities of the wings, but there were also modifications of

eye and leg characters. Among the wing peculiarities were the

following: short wings, wing edges turned up, wings folded at the

tip, wings bent at abnormal angles, wings spread similar to

"spread" of the third chromosome, and wings of odd shapes.

Still other flies had weak legs, bent between the joints, and one

fly had small eyes.

In each case the variant was allowed to mate with a wild fly

at room temperature. The FI were divided into two lots, one

of which reproduced at room temperature and the other in the

incubator. It was hoped in this way to perpetuate the variations,

should any of them be germinal. Many of the flies were non-

viable or non-fertile, but in those cases where 2 were obtained

they were usually normal, and the abnormals which did appear

were not like those of the original parent.

Only one color variation appeared. It proved to be germinal

in character, and has given rise to the strain called scarlet.

Scarlet is a bright color, like the vermilion of the first chromo-

some, in flies that are newly hatched. As the flies get older the

color gradually changes, and in old flies it is almost indistinguish-

able from the wild red type. In all crosses where scarlet is

used it is highly important, therefore, to count the flies immedia-

tely after hatching.

Scarlet was crossed with a member of each of the four groups

of linked genes in order to determine its linkage. Crosses were

made with blood of the first chromosome, with vestigial of the
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second, with sooty of the third, and with eyeless of the fourth.

The results of these crosses demonstrated that scarlet is a member

of the third group of linked genes. When scarlet was crossed to

blood, vestigial, or eyeless, all possible combinations were formed

in p2, showing that independent assortment occurs between these

genes and scarlet. However, when scarlet was crossed to sooty,

no scarlet sooty flies were obtained in p2. The crosses gave the

following results :

1. Scarlet cf X Blood 9 (first chromosome character).

Fi Wild-type 9 ,
blood o71

Wild-type cfs and 9s 178

Blood cfs and 9s 156

Scarlet cf s and 9 s 70

I Blood scarlet cf s and 9 s 50

2. Scarlet X Vestigial (second chromosome character).

Fi Wild-type

Wild-type 312

Vestigial 93

Scarlet 109

Vestigial scarlet 38

This is evidently a 9 : 3 : 3 : I ratio.

3. Scarlet X Sooty (third chromosome character).

Fj Wild-type

Wild-type 611

Scarlet 265

Sooty 284

Scarlet sooty o

4. Scarlet X Eyeless (fourth chromosome character).

Fi Wild-type

r Wild-type

Scarlet
Fi <

I
Eyeless

[ Scarlet eyeless

Among the F2 of this cross appeared the new eye color which

has given rise to the strain called rose. This new eye color was

later found in the eyeless stock itself.

The exact linkage relations of scarlet were next determined

by mating scarlet to sooty and to dichaete, and back crossing the
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FI. Genes for these two characters are located quite far apart

in the third chromosome.

Scarlet X sooty

F! Wild-type

FI 9 back crossed to scarlet sooty cf gave the following:

f Scarlet 1230

F2

non cross overs
,

I Sooty 1511

fWild-type 695
cross overs -I

L Scarlet sooty 623

Percentage of crossing over was 32.4

Dichaete X scarlet. Dichsete is a dominant character, non-

viable in the homozygous condition. The dichaete to which

scarlet was crossed was therefore heterozygous. The Fi dichaete

females were back crossed to scarlet males and the percentage of

crossing over thus immediately obtained in the F2 .

f Scarlet 781Non cross over classes {
..

,

L Dichaete 952

f Scarlet dichaete 23
Cross over classes s , TT ., .

[Wild-type 45

Percentage of crossing over is therefore 3.2.

Scarlet is thus placed at a locus of 3.2 from dichaete, and 32.4

from sooty.

According to unpublished work from the laboratory at Colum-

bia University, the approximate loci for these third chromosome

genes are the following:

Dichaete n
Pink and peach 16

Sooty 34

Since such a large per cent, of cross over was obtained for scarlet

sooty (32.4), scarlet is probably at the left of dichaete (on the

sepia side), sepia being at o. Since it is 3.2 from dichaete, it is

at the approximate locus of 7.8, (n 3.2).

Since dichaete is 23 to the left of sooty, (34
- n), we should

expect the value of scarlet sooty to be 3.2 + 23 or 26.2, instead

of 32.4. The larger value obtained in this work may have been

due of one of several causes. Genetic factors which influence

the amount of crossing over have been found by Sturtevant

and Muller for the third chromosome group. Plough has also
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shown that in some cases external conditions (temperature)

change the amount of crossing over.

Since the appearance of scarlet, the same mutation has been

found at Columbia University by D. E. Lancefield. Lancefield's

paper will be found in this journal. The two strains arose quite

independently, in laboratories remote from each other, and in

stocks that were absolutely distinct. They are identical in

appearance and in genetic constitution, and are due to the muta-

tion of the same gene, but the process of mutation occurred at

different times and in different localities. That they are due

to mutation of the same gene is demonstrated by crossing the

two stocks together, as I have done, using the stock kindly sent

me from Columbia and my own strain. The FI flies from this

cross were exactly like the parents. This origin of the same

mutation in two widely separated laboratories is of particular

interest, for here there is no possibility of contamination.

The mutation rose occurred in the eyeless stock, but was not

observed until eyeless was crossed with scarlet. In color rose,

which is somewhat lighter than pink, is a shade lighter than peach
in older flies, but is practically identical with the latter at the

time of hatching. When rose was first observed there was no

peach stock kept in the laboratory. The three colors are very

similar when the flies are first hatched, but rose does not become

as dark with age as do the others.

At the time when rose appeared, Dr. F. Payne had running in

the same laboratory stock of a new eye color identical in appear-

ance with rose. At that time it was thought that rose had been

derived from this stock by contamination. The gene for Dr.

Payne's eye color, called salmon, and as yet unreported, had

already been located in the sex chromosome. When salmon was

crossed with rose, the following results were obtained.

f Salmon cf X rose 9
Cross I. s ...

FI wild-type.

fRose cf X salmon 9
Cross 2.

)

I FI Salmon cf and wild-type 9

These results indicated at once that the two eye colors are not

the same genetically, since rose is not sex linked. The FI when

inbred produced only the two eye colors, wild-type and salmon
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(or rose). Since rose and salmon are indistinguishable pheno-

types, the results correspond closely with the expectation as

will be seen in the following table. In these results the classes

rose, salmon, and the double recessive rose salmon are all alike

in appearance and therefore could not be separated.

Classes Expected. 1
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by mating the FI female from the cross sooty X rose, to a rose

sooty male fly. The FI female was used instead of the FI

male for the reason that there is no crossing over in the male of

this species. The double recessive rose sooty had been obtained

by mating F2 sooty by F2 rose flies. The percentage of cross

over from the back cross was 21.1. This therefore is the strength

of the linkage between sooty and rose.

/Rose 647
JNon cross overs

-{

I booty 634
r 2

fRose sooty 173
Cross overs i ,

I Wild-type 170

Percentage of cross over, 21.1.

Rose was next crossed to pink, a third chromosome character

of known linkage and with locus 16. The FI were intermediate

between the two parents, and when inbred gave only F2 of the

same eye colors. This showed conclusively that pink and rose

are allelomorphic.

The linkage relations of rose should of necessity be the same

as those of pink. According to previous work pink had been

placed at a distance of about 18 units from sooty, whereas the

present data indicate a distance of 21.1 units between these

factors. This small difference in the percentage of crossing over

may be due to one of a number of causes.

Another allelomorph of pink, peach, had previously been

identified. When peach is crossed to rose, flies with intermediate

eyes resulted. Rose is therefore the third of a series of allelo-

morphs at the approximate locus of 16 on the third chromosome.

SUMMARY.

In a series of temperature experiments, during which cultures

of Drosophila melanogaster were incubated, many new variations

appeared. Only one, scarlet eye color, similar in appearance to

"vermilion" of the first chromosome group, was found to be a

true mutation. Scarlet is a third chromosome character whose

gene is on the sepia side of dichsete at a locus of 3.2 from the

latter. The same eye color has arisen as an independent muta-

tion at Columbia University in the cultures of D. E. Lancefield,

whose paper is also in this journal. When crossed, the two strains

give FI like the parents.
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Rose, an eye color appearing in another stock, is the third of

a series of allelomorphs. It occupies the same locus on the third

chromosome as do pink and peach. Rose is identical in appear-

ance with salmon, a new sex linked mutant found by Dr. F.

Payne. This case furnishes another example of different genes

producing the same phenotype.

June, 1918.
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SCARLET, AN AUTOSOMAL EYE COLOR IDENTICAL
WITH SEX-LINKED VERMILION.

D. E. LANCEFIELD,

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

Vermilion, a sex-linked eye color in Drosophila melanogaster

(ampelophila) ,
is duplicated in appearance by a new mutant

called scarlet (symbol s
t). The gene for scarlet is located in

the third chromosome to the left of dichaete. In spite of this

difference of location of the genes for the two eye colors they are

quite indistinguishable in appearance and can not be separated

from each other when mixed. Here we have a case in Drosophila

like the well-known case of the two whites in sweet peas.

Upon crossing scarlet and vermilion, wild-type red is produced.

Reciprocal crosses between scarlet and vermilion cut-winged

flies from stock gave the following results in FI. A vermilion

cut male mated to a scarlet female produced offspring entirely

wild-type in appearance both for eyes and wings. Reciprocally

a scarlet male by a vermilion cut female gave wild-type daughters,

while the sons showed the sex-linked characteristics of the mother,

viz., vermilion eyes and cut wings.

The next generation was not obtained because the writer

entered military service before completing it, but the significant

fact is demonstrated already that in Drosophila as elsewhere,

indistinguishable characters may be produced by differently

located genes.

ORIGIN OF SCARLET AND PINKOID.

The origin of scarlet was rather remarkable as it first appeared

in a strain which already contained eosin, and at the same time

was found a new eye color, pinkoid, whose gene is in the second

chromosome. In a cross of a bar male to an eosin miniature

female of non-disjunctional stock, there appeared in the offspring

38 females which were normal in appearance and did not have

the heterozygous bar eye. These females were due to reversion
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of the bar gene. One of these females, which was heterozygous

for eosin and miniature, was crossed to an eosin miniature

brother. The offspring showed no bar, but the eosin flies were

very variable, some appearing darker than usual and some lighter

like eosin. This was probably totally unrelated to the reversion

of the bar factor, for the next generation, produced from eosin

flies of the above mating, showed unexpected results. A great

variety of eye colors were present. Two of these were the two

new mutants found March 18, 1918 and the other colors were

different combinations with eosin. The scarlet individuals were

thought to be vermilion until the gene was found to be not

sex-linked. The pinkoid flies had an eye-color very closely

resembling that of the mutant race known as pink, but had the

further interesting characteristic that the wings were also very

greatly affected, resembling typically the wings of the "inflated"

stock, which is sex-linked. When the eyes were pinkoid the

wings were always abnormal, being either inflated as if by a

bubble of air or else being shortened and wrinkled. That both

the eye-color and the wing character are the result of the same

gene is probable because they appeared at the same time in the

same individuals and all efforts to obtain the eye-color separate

by outcrossing and back crossing have failed.

Owing to the circumstances surrounding the appearance of

these two mutants, nothing can be said concerning the stock

from which they arose. When first observed, eosin was also

present and altogether a most remarkable array of colors was

produced. The homozygous form of either new mutant with

eosin is white in appearance. The colors ranged from this

multiple white up through cream, lemon, eosin, orange, pinkoid

to normal red
; according to the combination existing in any one

individual.

LOCATION OF NEW GENES.

Pinkoid and scarlet were not sex-linked and were found to be

freely segregating from each other. Such segregations indicated

that they were in separate autosomes. Accordingly they were

each crossed to the double dominant form star dichsete, the

genes of which are in the second and third chromosomes respec-

tively. A star dichaete male resulting from these crosses was
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then back crossed either to pinkoid or scarlet stock, as the case

might be. Males were used thus because there is no cros-ing

over in males in melanogaster. Pinkoid was found to be a second

chromosome gene as no star fly was pinkoid but all not-star

individuals were pinkoid without regard to whether or not they

were also dichaete. The pinkoid strain had a very low viability,

however, and was hard to keep going, so that it is not a satis-

factory character for use in genetic experiments. The strain

died out while efforts were being made to place the gene in the

second chromosome by its linkage to other second chromosome

genes.

By a similar cross, scarlet was found to be in the third chromo-

some; as a star dichsete male, heterozygous for scarlet, back

crossed to a scarlet female produced dichaete flies which were

never scarlet, and not-dichaete flies which were always scarlet.

Further tests were made to dichsete and to hairless in the

third chromosome by crossing scarlet to each and back crossing

the heterozygous hairless or dichaete females to pure scarlet

males. The results indicated that scarlet is to the left of dichaete

in the chromosome, though more extensive data should be ob-

tained. The counts from three cultures gave 534 non-crossovers

and 15 crossovers between dichaete and scarlet, or a percentage of

crossing-over of 2.7. Three cultures to test linkage to hairless

produced a total of 552 flies of which 140 were in crossover classes,

which gives a crossover value of 25.4 per cent. According to

unpublished data of Bridges and Goweh the crossover percentage

of dichaete and hairless is 18.6. The data here recorded indicate

that scarlet is to the left of dichaete, as scarlet gave a crossover

value of 25.4 from hairless and scarlet is not far enough from

dichaete to be to the right of hairless. However, the relative order

of scarlet and dichaete can be definitely settled by more data and

by using scarlet with two loci of known position simultaneously.

SUMMARY.

1. Scarlet is a new eye color identical in appearance with

vermilion but in the third chromosome.

2. When scarlet is crossed to vermilion, normal red eyes result,

except where sons inherit vermilion from their mother.
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3. Scarlet gives a crossover percentage of 2.7 with dichsete

and 25.4 with hairless.

4. Pinkoid is a new second chromosome mutant that appeared

contemporaneously with scarlet, and that affects both the color

of the eye and the shape of the wings.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY,

May, 1918.



THE TOXIC ACTION OF KCN AND ITS RELATION TO
THE STATE OF NUTRITION AND AGE OF THE

CELL AS SHOWN BY PARAMECIUM AND
DIDINIUM. 1

BARBARA LEE LUND.

INTRODUCTION.

Many results from studies on behavior and inheritance in the

unicellular organisms show that the same cell is different at

different times. The precise conditions under which these dif-

ferences arise have been only incompletely determined, and in

relatively few instances do we know enough about the conditions

of their occurrence to be able to repeat exactly the results. In

short, physiology knows that differences of this or that kind

occur among cells of the same cell species (i. e., cells which are

apparently identical in outward appearances and history), but

knows very little about how they occur and what the changes
are in the cell that cause difference in response to identical external

conditions at different times.

One of the striking instances of this variability is commonly
observed when individuals from a pure line of Paramecium or

other protozoa are taken from the same culture and placed in

solutions of various kinds of chemicals. Some of the cells die

quickly, others survive for long periods of time. What are the

origin and causes of such differences among individuals of a

pure line population? The following is an attempt to solve some

of the features of this problem.
2 In order to increase the general

significance of the results the experiments have been carried out

on Didinium nasutum as well as on Paramecium caudatum.

Preliminary experiments on Paramecium indicated that the state

of nutrition played an important role in determining the results,

so that Didinium was selected because its food (Paramecium)
1 From the Department of Animal Biology of the University of Minnesota.
2 For discussion of certain phases of this problem, see Jennings,

"
Behavior of

the Lower Organisms," Chap. XVI.
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can be controlled both as to quality (a pure line of Paramecium}
and as to quantity if necessary. Later it was discovered that

an equally good control of the food of Paramecium could be

obtained by feeding yeast. A special study of the possibilities

and limits of the use of pure yeast as a food for Paramecium is

in progress.

The problem of the cause of the differences in resistance to

the toxic action of potassium cyanide which Paramecium and

Didinium individuals show was chosen because it has very

generally been assumed that the toxic action of the cyanides on

other organisms is specifically due to their ability to inhibit

intracellular oxidations, and that differences in survival time in

cyanide solutions were directly due to the difference in the rate

of oxidations; or, as more generally expressed, "rate of meta-

bolism" in the organisms studied (Child, '15). Does difference

in resistance of Paramecia or Didinia to KCN depend upon
the rate of oxidations in the cell?

The variety of types of cell suitable for studies on cell indi-

viduals under normal conditions is very limited. Most of the

information along this line has been obtained from blood cells,

yeast cells, echinoderm eggs and protozoa. The most extensive

and accurate physiological data on such questions as the nature

of the toxic action of the cyanides, rate of intracellular oxidations

and its changes in the cell during the period of cell division and

during the time between successive cell divisions, etc., have been

obtained from experiments on echinoderm eggs. It is interesting

therefore to see to what extent a comparison can be made of the

results on echinoderm eggs with those on unicellular organisms

during division and the changes which occur in a protozoan cell

between two successive divisions. For this reason I have given

below a brief review of the literature on the changes that occur

in the echinoderm egg during cleavage.

It is important to note that the following results on survival

time in the solutions of KCN were obtained not by observing

large numbers of cells at a time, as is usual in this type of experi-

ment, but instead by observing one or two individuals at a time

and recording the survival time of each individual, so that

the averages given are averages of the survival times of indi-
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vidual cells with a definitely known history. This necessitated

a great deal more labor, but was necessary in order to know

exactly the age and history of each cell that was used.

EXPERIMENTAL.

The first two experiments were preliminary and served to

orient the problem.

Experiment I. Suspecting that starvation of Paramecia had

some relation to its power of survival in KCN solutions, a quan-

tity of Paramecia from a pure line hay infusion culture was

centrifuged and placed in one half native medium and one half

tap water. This was used as a control. Twenty c.c. of this

was added to a jar containing 600 c.c. tap water, on March 18;

and the same to another jar, on March 19. I made no counts,

but there were not over seven or eight hundred animals in each

jar, so that there was a large volume for each individual. Forty-

three of the control animals were tested immediately with the

KCN. About twenty of those added to the pure tap water were

tested as soon as added, and about the same number on each

successive day following. The animal to be tested was trans-

ferred from the tap water to about 2 c.c. N/$o KCN solution in

a watch glass by means of a capillary pipette. As small an

amount of water as possible was transferred with the animal.

It was then watched, a binocular microscope being used, until all

movement ceased, cessation of movement being considered the

death point. Soon after this, as a rule, the animal completely

disintegrated. The average time of survival is given in Table I.

As can be seen by glancing at the table the survival time varies

greatly in both lots, and apparently chaotically. The standard

deviation 1 each day was large, varying from 0.63 .06, lot I.,

for the sixth day to 2.73 .24 on the fourth day; and similarly

for lot II. This did not decrease as time went on.

Before proceeding further, the question arose as to whether

the time of beginning cytolysis might be a more unvarying death

point than the time of cessation of movement. If the animals

are in the same condition as regards food and age then the death

1 The standard deviation is a measure of the degree of variation. See C. B.

Davenport, "Handbook of Statistical Methods."
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TABLE I.

Several hundred paramecia were transferred from a pure line mass culture to

each of two jars of tap water, and about twenty of these animals were taken at

random each day and treated with KCN. The averages of these survival times is

given in the vertical column headed "Average survival time in minutes." The

average of the survival times of 43 control individuals from the hay infusion was

2.19 minutes.
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(2) some of them had also probably eaten more recently than

others, containing therefore more food in vacuoles. Could these

two factors account for the random variation from day to day,

and the deviation in each day's experiment?
To answer this question I first attempted to see whether there

was any difference in the survival time between old and young
Paramecia when they were treated with N/8$ KCN solution.

A pure line of Paramecia was cultivated in Syracuse watch

glasses in hay infusion. About eight fresh watch glasses were

set and seeded with the same pure line every day so that a con-

stant supply of dividing animals was at hand. The experiment

consisted of four parts:

Part I.: The watch glass cultures were looked over and animals

with constrictions isolated in watch crystals. As soon as one

divided one of the sisters was picked out with a capillary pipette,

washed in one c.c. tap water for about thirty seconds, and then

placed in N/8$ KCN solution and the death point noted; while

the other sister was left to age in tap water. Thirty pairs were

so treated, the older sisters being killed at invervals varying

from 25 to 215 minutes. The average survival time of the older

sisters was less than that of the younger sisters.

Part II.: Thinking that the tap water might have something

to do with this result I repeated the experiment but eliminated

tap water; that is, I diluted the KCN with distilled water and

allowed the sisters to age in native medium (hay infusion).

The average survival time of the older sisters was now greater

than that of the younger.

Part III.: Is this difference in result observed in parts I. and

II. due to the fact that the KCN was diluted with tap water in

one case and with distilled water in the other, or to the fact

that the animals aged in tap water in one case and in native hay

infusion in the other? To determine this I repeated the experi-

ment using KCN diluted with distilled water, and allowed the

animals to age in tap water. The average survival time of the

older sisters was again less than that of the younger, as in part I.

Part IV.: I repeated the experiment, using KCN diluted with

tap water, and allowed the animals to age in native hay infusion.

The average survival time of the older sisters was greater than

that of the younger. These results are summarized in Table II.
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Conclusion: The older animals are evidently more resistant

to KCN than the younger, and the apparent exceptions shown

in parts I. and III. are due to the fact that the animals were

left to age in tap water instead of in hay infusion. This was

probably due to inanition and not to any deleterious effect of the

tap water itself. See experiment VI. below.

TABLE II.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT II., PARTS I., II., III. AND IV.
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time, showing that the results are comparable and real ;
that is,

that there are actual differences in survival time. This indicates

so far as this experiment goes that there is an absolute increase

in the survival time of the cells in hay infusion from one division

to the next division, rather than that the increase is due to

decrease in survival time of their sisters killed immediately after

division; for the survival time of the latter tended to remain

about the same throughout the experiment as shown by the

horizontal trend of curve C.

TABLE III.

Paramecium.

A. Time in minutes between division of Paramecium and the killing of one

sister in AT/75 KCN.
B and C are self explanatory, each number representing an average of thirty

individuals.

D. Average difference in survival time between the paramecia which were killed

immediately after dividing and their sisters which were killed at the above intervals

after living in native hay infusion. Each number represents the difference between

the two preceding numbers in the same column.

Age of "old"
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D
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FIG. i. Paramecium. Survival time of "old" and "young" paramecia in

KCN. (See Table III.) Curve B represents the average survival time of "old"

sisters. Curve C represents the average survival time of the "young" sisters of B.

Curve D represents the difference between the average survival times of the'" old"

and "young" sisters. That is, it is the difference between the curves B and C.

The relatively long survival time at 30 and 40 minutes, curves A and B, is due to

lower temperature.

nutrition of the cell
;

for if we wished to show that it was due to

the bacteria serving as food it would be necessary to provide the

same medium (say, tap water) for both sisters, while only one

sister was fed with bacteria. To control the bacterial food of

Paramecia is very difficult, hence Didinia were used in the follow-

ing experiments. A pure line of Paramecia served as food for

the Didinia, and since the Paramecia could be washed free from

hay infusion and placed in tap water it was possible to have all

experimental conditions for the two sister cells of Didinia exactly
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the same, except presence or absence of food. This then supplied

ideal conditions for answering the question as to whether the

state of nutrition of the cell was the condition which determined

the survival time of the cell in KCN.

Experiment IV. Didinia were cultivated in tap water in

Syracuse watch glasses and fed on freshly washed Paramecia

taken from a pure line mass culture. Animals with constrictions

were isolated in watch crystals in tap water, and immediately on

separation one sister was transferred to another watch glass in

which was about one c.c. tap water containing many Paramecia.

The two dishes, one containing one of the pair in tap water, the

other containing the other sister in tap water and Paramecia,

were then placed side by side in a moist chamber, and later the

two sisters were killed at the same time in the same one c.c. of

N/2O KCN solution. A more concentrated solution of KCN was

used here for convenience, to shorten the survival time, for

Didinium is much more resistant to KCN than Paramecium.

Occasionally it was impossible to tell the difference between the

two sisters at the end of the desired period, the one placed with

Paramecia evidently not having eaten; and in those cases they

were killed separately but as near the same time as possible-

By working with two binoculars it was possible to make the

treatment of the two with KCN practically simultaneous.

Thirty pairs were used in each case, so that sixty individuals

were killed at the end of each period of ^, i, 2, 3, 4 and 5 hours

after division. The results are summarized in Table IV., and

curves C, E and D, Fig. 2.

The average difference in survival time (row D) increases until

the fourth hour, and in this lot three fed ones out of thirty-three

had divided; while in the next lot, that of five hours, 37.5 per

cent, or 1 8 out of the 48 individuals isolated had divided and

division of the remainder was apparently not far off. It was

impossible to get a record of a six hour lot on account of division.

Since the starved individuals did not divide at the same rate as

the fed ones, it was possible to continue that part of the experi-

ment beyond five hours. Table IV. B. It will be noted that

the average survival time of these starving individuals shows a

marked decrease. This is shown in Fig. 2, curve E. Is the
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TABLE IV.

Didinium.

A. Time after division when the sisters were killed in iV/2O KCN. One of

them had been starving in tap water, the other feeding on Paramecia in tap water.

The temperature for this experiment was between 23 and 24 C. throughout,

with the exception of the 12-hour lot when the temperature went down to 19 C-

This accounts for the longer survival time in that case.

B and C are self explanatory, each number representing an average of 30

individuals.

D. Difference between the two preceding figures in the same column. That is-

each number represents the average difference between 30 starved and 30 fed

Didinia sisters.

Age of sisters in
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the average survival times of each and the differences between

these averages. The difference is also plotted in Fig. 2, curve A.

These results demonstrate that in the same environment the

differences in survival time of the sisters do not increase but

FIG. 2. Didininm. Survival time of Didinia in KCN. Summary of Tables

IV. and V. The abscissa represents time in hours between division and death of

Didinia. The ordinate represents survival time in minutes. Curve C represents

the average survival time of fed Didinia. (See Table IV, C.) Curve represents

the average survival time of the starved sisters of C. (See Table IV., E.) Curve

D represents the difference between the average survival times of fed and starved

sisters. That is, it is the difference between C and E. (See Table IV., D.) Curve

A represents the difference between the average survival times of the less and more

resistant sisters, when both are starved. (See Table V., A.)

if anything decrease with time; i. e., the cells tend to become

more alike in their resistance to KCN, and therefore the large

difference shown in experiment IV. must be due to the food

one has eaten while the other has starved. Table V. shows that

the difference in survival time at one half and one hour is greater

than at any subsequent time. This is explained by the fact that

division in Didinium is often unequal, one sister evidently con-

taining more food in vacuoles than the other. As this food is

used up by the cell the difference in survival time becomes less.

(See experiment VI. below.)
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TABLE V.

Didinium.

D. Time after division at which the sisters, both of which had been subjected

to the same treatment, were killed.

B. Each number represents the average survival time of 30 Didinia.

C. .Each number represents the average survival time of the 30 sisters of the

corresponding set of row B.

A. Differences between B and C.

Age of sisters in

hours
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TABLE VI.

Paramecia, YEAST-FED AND STARVED.

A. Time between division and killing the two sisters, one of which had lived in

tap water, the other in tap water and fresh yeast suspension.

B. The averages of the survival times of 30 fed Paramecia.

C. Since all those left with food for 12 hours divided, the experiment was con-

tinued without food for 15-, 19- and 25-hour intervals. So that the numbers for

15, 19 and 25 hours, rows C and D represent average survival time of 30 starved

sisters each.

D. The average survival time of the starved sisters of B from o to 12 hours

and of C from 12 to and including 25 hours.

E. Differences between average survival time given in rows B and D, and

between C and D.

Age of sisters in
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placed the survival times of the sisters which died first in one

column, and the more resistant sisters in another (though as a

rule the survival times of sisters was the same) ,
took an average

of the two sets of sister cells of thirty individuals for each period

and then found the differences between these averages, which I

called the average difference between starved sisters, given in

Table VI. E. This difference was very small, being .02, .03,

and .02 minutes respectively for 15, 19 and 25 hours. This is

practically the same as saying that there is no difference, since

these numbers are within the limits, of error in determining the

2.4

it OUTS

FIG. 3. Paramecium. Survival time of starved and yeast fed Paramecia in

KCN. (See Table VI.) The abscissa represents time in hours between division

and death of Paramecia. The ordinate represents survival time in minutes.

Curve B represents the average survival time of yeast-fed Paramecia. Curve D
represents the average survival time of the starved sisters of B. Curve E repre-

sents the difference between the average survival times of the fed and starved

sisters. That is, it is the difference between the curves B and D.

death point. It is important to notice that the average difference

in survival time of thirty pairs immediately after division, and

the average difference after the sisters had been starving 25

hours, are exactly the same (viz., .02 minutes), even though the

actual survival time of sisters immediately after division and

after starving for 25 hours is very different. This close corre-

spondence is probably due to the fact that in the case of Para-
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mecia division is practically equal; that is, there is as much food

in one daughter cell as in the other. While in the case of Didinia

we often have unequal division, and accordingly the difference

in survival time is greatest at the age of one half and one hour.

Attention may be called to the fact that here the Paramecia

which were left to age in tap water and food (that is, yeast)

were more resistant than those left in tap water alone, and that

therefore the tap water as such had no deleterious effect, as might
have been suspected in the case of Paramecia grown in hay
infusion. (Cf. experiment II. above.)

DISCUSSION.

It is evident then from the preceding six experiments that

young Paramecia and starved Paramecia are more susceptible

to KCN than old (fed) Paramecia. In the case of Didinia,

although as far as average differences are concerned, the reactions

.of the starved and fed are like that of Paramecia, when the sur-

vival times of the fed animals are considered alone, it is seen that

there is a decided rhythm, the resistance increasing up to the

fourth hour and then decreasing to the sixth hour, at which time

a large percentage has divided. In view of this latter fact it is

of interest to note the similar results of Lyon and others in regard

to the rhythmic susceptibility of sea urchin eggs. The results

of Lyon's experiments (Lyon, '02) on the susceptibility of sea

urchin eggs to KCN solutions show roughly, although clearly,

that the susceptibility to KCN reaches a maximum and a mini-

mum at stated intervals. About ten to fifteen minutes after

fertilization the egg is especially suspectible to KCN. Again,

after the first cleavage and after the second come susceptible

periods with a rise in resistance in between. He was working
on the supposition that KCN inhibits oxidations, and so it would

be possible to test this further by depriving the eggs of oxygen
in some other way. This he did by substituting hydrogen for

air in the water in which the eggs were to develop. There was

a decided similarity between this experiment and the previous

one. There was a gradual loss of resistance during the first ten

to fifteen minutes after fertilization. Then the resistance in-

creased. This experiment was carried no further than thirty
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minutes, and so it is uncertain as to whether there was a second

and a third susceptible period after the first and second cleavages.

He also investigated the effect of heat and cold on developing

sea urchin eggs (Lyon, '04) and found that immediately after the

entrance of the sperm the egg is more susceptible to heat than

a few minutes later. The resistance decreases, reaching a low

point just before division, then increases, reaching a maximum

right after division, decreasing again to a low limit just before

the second division. Similar experiments were performed with

cold but they were not carried beyond the first cleavage, so here

no rhythm was demonstrated, but he considers the existence of

such a rhythm probable. Lyon ('04) also studied the carbon

dioxide production of the developing sea urchin egg. His experi-

ments here were not strictly quantitative in character, but he

found a slight increase in COo production in the first ten to

fifteen minute interval following fertilization. Decreased CC>2

production followed. The interval during which the eggs were

actively dividing into the first two blastomeres was one of

active CO. production. This was followed by a period of lessened

production with a second rise at the time of the second cleavage.

Spaulding ('04) also found decided rhythms in the resistance of

the developing sea urchin egg to both ether and hydrochloric

acid. Mathews ('06) made a study of living eggs of Arbacia

and Asterias and examined sections of eggs preserved at definite

intervals after fertilization. Comparing Lyon's work on Arbacia

and the condition of the egg at the various intervals, as shown

by the sections, he concludes that the period of greatest suscepti-

bility is immediately before and during segmentation, and that

just after segmentation there is a period of great resistance.

He also endeavored to repeat Lyon's work on Arbacia, using

Asterias eggs. The results were unsatisfactory so far as sharp

and decisive periods of susceptibility were concerned, but they

showed clearly that the eggs in certain stages were more suscep-

tible to KCN than in others.

Moore ('15), in his work on artificial parthenogenesis, found

that the greatest number of eggs, which had been previously

treated with butyric acid, developed when treated with the

hypertonic sea water at 40, 60, 90-100 and 115-125 minutes
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after the fatty acid treatment. In the case of normally fertilized

eggs where hypertonic sea water would not have the above

"curative" effect, but could be nothing but injurious, he found

that with an exposure of 40 minutes a maximum susceptibility

occurred just after fertilization and immediately before and

during each cytoplasmic division; while maximum resistance

is 35 to 45 minutes after fertilization and just after each division.

R. S. Lillie ('16) finds an osmotic swelling taking place in Arbacia

eggs when placed in dilute sea water. The rate of this swelling

depends upon the degree of dilution of the sea water and the

condition of the eggs. The fertilized eggs have a higher resistance

to the osmotic swelling, and consequent cytolysis than the un-

fertilized; but shortly before the appearance of the cleavage

furrow the resistance rapidly declines to a minimum at the time

of the appearance of the furrow. Immediately after the comple-

tion of the furrow the former resistance returns. A similar

change is found at the second and third cleavages, and probably

occurs at all cell divisions.

In looking for a cause or causes of the variability in resistance

of Didinium and Paramecium to KCN we are reminded at once

of the fact that Lyon found the periods of susceptibility to KCN
of the sea urchin eggs to correspond to those for hydrogen
which might lead to the conclusion that oxidations are interfered

with. Warburg ('14) and Loeb and Wasteneys ('13) have found

that the oxygen consumption of the sea urchin egg is actually

decreased by the presence of KCN. Child ('15) finds that

stimulated flat worms are more susceptible to KCN than the

unstimulated, and also that the worms which he found to have

a low resistance to KCN had a high rate of CO2 production as

determined by Tashiro's biometer. He concludes from this fact

that there is a relation between the resistance to KCN and "the

rate of metabolic reactions, or certain of them, probably the

oxidations." He also finds that there is a marked difference

between old and young Planaria, and between starved and fed

Planaria of the same age. The young worms and the starved

worms show a greater degree of susceptibility than the older

worms and the well fed worms, respectively. The results given

above for Paramecium and Didinium are the same as those found
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by Child on Planaria. Now, considering the parallelism between

resistance to KCN and CO2 production and also the resistance

to KCN of stimulated and unstimulated worms, Child concludes

that the young worms have a greater metabolic rate than the

old ones, the starved greater than the fed
;
and since my results

on Paramecia with respect to survival time in KCN seem to be

identical with these on Planaria, I was inclined to accept this

conclusion and apply it to these protozoa. But recent work in

this laboratory on the actual oxygen consumption of Paramecia

indicates that in the case of this animal at least KCN has no

effect on oxidations, even up to concentrations which kill in a

few hours (Lund, '18). And so we must search for the explana-

tion of these differences in some other direction.

If the permeability of the plasma membrane of the protozoan,

like that of the surface of the sea urchin egg, changes at different

times in its history and with different nutritive conditions, we

might use that in explaining its various reactions to KCN.
R. S. Lillie ('16) has shown that in the case of the egg, permea-

bility is greatest at division and less between divisions; and, as

stated above, according to Lyon and others, susceptibility to

KCN is greatest at division and less during the time between

divisions. Didinia show a similar behavior, the resistance in-

creasing up to the fourth hour, but then decreasing again to the

fifth hour when 37 per cent, of them have divided. The results

for Paramecia, however, do not give a curve of this shape; al-

though the resistance increases to a marked extent in hay

infusion, and to a smaller extent when fed yeast, up to the very

time of the beginning of the formation of the constriction. My
data on the reactions beyond this point (that is

;
the time when

the cell begins division) are insufficient to warrant conclusions.

However, my impression from the few Paramecia which did hap-

pen to be in the beginning stages of division while in the KCN is

that the resistance does not decrease previous to the time of

separation.

If, on account of this parallelism with the results on the egg,

it is conceded that the susceptibility of Didinia is due to an

increase in permeability, the conclusion might be justified that

the high susceptibility of the starved animals is due to the same
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thing. If this is the case, it is obvious that there is an inconsis-

tency in relating permeability and rate of oxidations; for the egg

at division has an increase in permeability and also, if we may
depend upon the limited data available on this point, an increase

in oxidation rate, while a starved Paramecium or Didinium has,

according to this hypothesis, an increase in permeability and,

according to the facts, a decrease in rate of oxidation. The latter

has been found in some recent work in this laboratory, which

is as yet unpublished.

It is interesting to note, in regard to the lack of resistance to

KCN of the starving cells, that this is in accord with the common

experience that tissues suffering from lack of normal blood supply

offer less resistance to various toxins and infections than tissues

which are well supplied with blood; i. e., well nourished.

It is evident that the experiments given above on Paramecium

and Didinium, and the results on eggs of echinoderms by others,

and those on lower invertebrates, offer a promising avenue of

approach to an understanding of what some of the fundamental

conditions in the cell are which determine the degree of resistance

of cells to toxic substances.

SUMMARY.

1. An attempt was made to discover what factor or factors

are responsible for the observed differences among individuals of

a pure line of Paramecia and Didinia living in the same culture

medium
;

e. g.. hay infusion. What are the differences in a proto-

zoan cell which cause difference in response to apparently iden-

tical external conditions at different times?

2. Survival time (resistance) of Paramecia and Didinia in

solutions of KCN was selected and used as an index because of

the generally supposed relation of the toxic action of KCN to

the rate of oxidation in cells.

3. All the data on survival time of Paramecium and Didinium

were obtained by observations on individual cells and not by

estimating the average survival time of large numbers of cells as

is usual in such experiments. In this way the variation in resis-

tance of the cell at different times during the period between cell

divisions was followed accurately and is summarized in curves.
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4. The cessation of movement of Paramedum is a less variable

"end point" than cytolysis for determining the death point in

KCN solutions.

5. Paramecia can be cultivated in pure line mass cultures .in

tap water when fed compressed yeast. In this way the chemical

composition of the medium and food can be kept more constant

than has been possible previously in work on Paramedum.

6. Resistance of Paramedum to KCN when allowed to feed on

bacteria shows a marked increase, and when fed on yeast the

resistance increases to a smaller degree from the time of division

up to the following division. The resistance of Didinia to KCN
when fed with Parameda increased from the time of completion

of division until a maximum was reached some time previous to

the second division, and then gradually fell before the second

division. This rhythm is directly comparable to that found by

Lyon and others on echinoderm eggs.

7. When Paramedum and Didinium are prevented from ob-

taining food the resistance to KCN gradually decreases below

its value at the completion of division.

8. Starvation of sister cells of Didinia results in a decrease in

difference of survival time in KCN. This original difference in

sisters is apparently due to the fact that the food content is not

always distributed equally to the daughter cells at division. In

Parameda the distribution of food is practically equal, and here

the average difference in survival time between sisters is the same

immediately after division as it is after a period of twenty-four

hours. This small observed difference is however within the

limits of experimental error.

9. The difference in resistance of fed and starved Parameda

and Didinia and the rhythmic change in resistance in the case

of Didinia between cell divisions which is closely similar to that

found in echinoderm eggs can at present be best explained by

assuming that it is due to change in permeability of the cell.

Penetration of KCN into the cell and hence its toxic action as

measured by survival time, is dependent upon the degree of

permeability of the cell at different times. On this assumption

rhythm in susceptibility depends primarily upon rhythm in

permeability. The possible relation between rate of intracellular
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oxidation or nutrition and cell permeability is at present in the

absence of sufficient data an open question.

April 15, 1918.
i
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INTRODUCTION.

The purpose of the investigation upon which this paper is

based is to show to what extent the radial symmetry in Pycno-

podia helienthoides is disturbed by its bilateral tendencies.

The nature of the investigation has been primarily based on

observations on the animal in its native home, and as little as

possible have conditions been introduced during experimentations

which would deviate from that of it > natural abode.

The carrying out of this experimental work on Pycnopodia

was done in connection with other work at the University of

Washington, during the year 1915, and during part of the summer

of 1916. The experimental work was done at Bremerton, Wash.,

wrhich is situated about twelve miles from Seattle. In some of

232
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the bays at Bremerton, Pycnopodia had congregated in super-

abundance, offering a considerable inducement to perform experi-

ments on them there, rather than anywhere else on the Puget
Sound. And although much time was consumed in traveling

between Seattle and Bremerton, the abundance of specimens at

the latter place compensated fully for the time thus lost. Occa-

sionally a number of specimens were brought from Bremerton

and planted in Elliot Bay at West Seattle for the purpose of

studying them there, but when the salinity was found to fluctuate

more at the latter place than at the former, it was thought unwise

to study them in the new place as under normal conditions and

the efore, Bremerton was selected as the most logical place for

collecting these data.
ECOLOGY.

DISTRIBUTION.

Pycnopodia helienthoides is found along the Pacific Coast from

central California to southeastern Alaska. It inhabits the entire

Laminarian Zone, i. e., from low-water down to a depth of fifty

fathoms, or even beyond that. Very seldom is it caught above

low-water mark. When thus found, it is generally in pools

where the water remains fresh till the tide returns; when found

on piles under docks, after the tide has run out, it is because of

the fact that Pycnopodia does not readily move backward or

sidewise, but uses the side established as fore-end, always as

anterior end. In places where the bottom is sandy and void of

food and where nearby piles are covered with barnacles, Pycno-

podia may be found, at low-tide, above the water-line. As was

clearly demonstrated by some of the samples that were brought

to West Seattle and placed under an old dock there, at low-tide

a goodly number of them were found hanging on the dry piles.

These piles were covered with barnacles and the bottom below

was v?ry sandy and depleted of all kinds of food. The writer

has never found a duplication of this in other places, however.

It may be that the star in this particu'ar instance was excep-

tionally hungry and did not notice the decreased pressure as the

tide receded
;

in places where food is readily obtained elsewhere,

Pycnopodia, as a rule, keeps below water.

The Puget Sound region is well suited to Pycnopodia. The
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temperature, moderate during the entire year, the many sheltered

bays and the great abundance of food are undoubtedly contribut-

ing factors for the presence of this species of starfish in large

numbers. Professor Kincaid, while dredging for marine speci-

mens in connection with work at the Puget Sound Marine

Station at Friday Harbor, has come to places where he has got

the dredge absolutely full of Pycnopodia.

The coast-lines along the shores of the bays at Bremerton,

especially along the shores of the town, are literally covered with

starfish of various species. The most numerous is the Evasterias

iroschelii (Simpson) ; then, the species Piaster ochraceus (Brandt) ;

P. paucispinus and Dermasterias imbricata are also found as well

as Pycnopodia. The numeric ratio of the four former is one

P. ocraceus to twenty-five E. troschelii; one P. paucispinus to

fifty E. Troschelii, and as many Dermasterias as P. ochraceus.

There is a considerable variation in the number of rays of E.

troschelii. The normal number is of course five, but many have

six rays, others seven, and still others four. These species occur

in certain belts along the shore, e. g., Evasterias occurs the farthest

up; in the lower part of this belt, and extending below, is P.

paucispinus. P. ochraceus is seldom found above low-water

mark, and together with it are Dermasterias and Pycnopodia.

This may then be taken as the upper limit for Pycnopodia,

and the lower limit as that as stated before, about fifty fathoms.

It is in this respect common with members of the related family

Brisingidae (Sars, 1875), e. g., Labidiaster radiosus (Liitken)

which, according to Ludwig, occurs in the south Atlantic and

south Pacific oceans, in the littoral zone. Verrill, referring to

the same species, says: "Unlike the other forms of Brisingidae, it

lives in shallow water as well as at considerable depths. It is

found on both coasts of Patagonia and off Cape Horn, etc."

MOVEMENTS.

Righting Reactions.

When experimenting on righting reactions care was taken so

that the specimens would be under as normal conditions as

possible, and no restrictions were put on them. A large number

of -trials were made in nature without taking any data; but the
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striking similarity of reactions when disturbed gave cause for

recording carefully the actual means and manners of righting.

A small specimen from shallow water demonstrated very strik-

ingly when put in a large tub of sea-water that Pycnopodia has a

marked control of its radial muscles. That is to say, it has

greater power of correlation of muscles than perhaps any other

starfish. Out of fifty trials on the same specimen, forty-six

turns were toward the same side, three turns toward the opposite

side, and one turn at right angles. After one becomes familiar

with the general method of righting reactions which Pycnopodia

follows, one can easily notice any other method it may adopt or

chance upon in an effort to right itself. It makes no difference

as to the direction of the rays of light, the star uses the anterior

end, as initiative end, in turning. To illustrate: When this

species is turned on its back it immediately commences to put its

anterior end under its back (Figs. 1,2, Plate I.), attaching the

sucker-feet to the bottom and pulling with them, while with he

opposite end, also curved under, it pushes until the dorsal side

is up. To right itself in the direction most usually followed, a

unified impulse is apparent as soon as the star has been turned on

its back. One may keep experimenting in this way almost

indefinitely with the same result as above. The turning over

toward the right angle happened perhaps accidentally, in that

one ray which was at right angles to the anterior ray caught hold

on the bottom first, and the pull begun in that direction, the other

rays cooperating, pushing or pulling. Such a turn, however, as

seen in the appended table, takes by far much longer time than

even the slowest righting reaction toward the posterior or

anterior ends. Therefore, when abnormal rightings occur, they
are apparently due to fatigue or confusion, as the movements
at the beginning of experiments are always in the same direction,

provided that the specimens be taken from fresh and tolerably

shallow water. Experiments on specimens which had been kept
in a vessel for some time, invariably gave fluctuating results;

they would act as if unbalanced, a fact undoubtedly due to the

deoxygenation of the water. Other factors, external and internal

enter in also. Externally there is the change in temperature as

well as the depletion of oxygen; internally there is the effect of
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external conditions. The lack of oxygen, or the insufficient

amount of it causes, as demonstrated by Loeb (6) and others,

". . . at first molecular, and later morphological changes in the

cells, which in turn are the cause of the supension of life-phe-

nomenon." No apparent morphological changes were observed

on the star from the lack of oxygen, but the unbalanced behavior

seems to indicate some changes to have taken place. The effect

of the stimuli received from the righting impulse, whether it be

a normal or an abnormal individual, is to move away from the

place of disturbance. (Fig. 3, Plate I).

Such definite movements tend to show that Pycnopodia has

some established habits. In this respect it is indeed very much
different from the common starfish, e. g., Asterias forbesi and A.

vtdgaris, which, according to Dr. Coe (2), "Do the same thing,

under the same conditions, in a number of different ways, and

never do the same thing twice in exactly the same way."

Jennings (4) also makes a statement similar to that of Dr. Coe,

when he says: 'The starfish Asterias firreri) is not hampered

by any consideration of anterior or posterior; it may move with

any of its rays in the lead, or with any interradius in advance,

or indeed in any intermediate direction, so that its possibilities

as to direction of locomotion are really unlimited. In the same

way, it may right itself in an indefinite number of different ways."

Pycnopodia, however, has already formed certain definite modes

of behavior. Part of these is indicated by its righting reactions.

The speed of righting, as seen below, is not improved by repeti-

tion, but the method of righting indicates clearly that it possesses

a more definite control of its muscles, or has a more definite

method of righting itself than has the common starfish. In

regard to habit formation the result is negative.

Jennings (4), in describing the righting reactions of the common

starfish, says: "After repeated experiences by a given individual,

there was no improvement in the performance of this reaction,

either in the time taken, or in the movements employed in

accomplishing the righting."

The first eleven trials show uniformity in speed of righting

reaction; the first three show the same speed. Then there is a

very rapid turn, taking only half the time of one of the previous
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RATE OF RIGHTING REACTIONS: Experiments carried out on April 4th, 1915.

Temperature 10 C.

Number of Trials. Time.

ist trial 60 sec

2d
"

60
"

3d
" 60 "

4th
"

30

5th
"

. 50
"

6th
" 60 '

7th
"

40
"

8th
'

40
"

9th 40 The first 20 trials are in the same direction,

loth . 60
, e. g., toward the anterior end. The average speed

nth 70 O f righting in these trials equals 66 sec.

I2th
"

70
"

I3th
'

70
"

I4th
"

65
"

I5th 70

i6th
"

65
"

1 7th
"

75
"

i8th
"

85
"

1 9th no
20th

"
120

"

2ist
"

70
"

Righting movements toward posterior end.

22d
"

50

23d
"

50
"

24th
"

-55

25th
" 60

26th
" 60 "

, Righting movements toward the anterior end.

27th
"

50
"

|

The average speed equals 55 sec.

28th
"

40

29th
'

40

30th
" 60

"

3ist 90

32d
"

70
"

Righting movement toward posterior end.

33d
"

40

34th
"

.30

35th
"

30

36th
"

40

37th
"

40

38th
"

44

39th
"

50
"

I Righting movements toward the anterior end.

40th
"

55 The average speed equals 52.7 sec.

4ist
" 60

42d 60

43d
"

65

44th
"

65

45th
"

70

46th
"

90
"
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47th 80
[ Righting movement toward the posterior end.

1 Abnormal turn toward right angle of anterio-
48th 180

) posteno ends.

49th
"

50
"

Righting movements toward anterior end.

50th 60 The average speed equals 55 sec.

The total average speed of the normal turns equals 57.1 sec.

trials. At this point the writer thought that the star was learning

to do the righting more quickly than at first, but the subsequent

trials disprove it. After this last trial, three of equal speed follow,

each taking only 40 sec., but after these there is a slowing up in

speed, an indication of fatigue. The speed is now gradually

diminished until at the twentieth trial, when it takes two minutes

in righting itself. Following this is a righting toward the opposite

side, at a speed of 70 sec., but the succeeding ten trials are all

again in the same direction as at first, and with an average

speed of 55 sec., per righting. Then follows another turn

toward the posterior end, with a speed of 70 sec. This

is followed by fourteen turns toward the anterior end with

an average speed of 52.7 sec. Now follows the abnormal

turn described above, a turn toward the right side, with a

speed of three minutes, followed by two turns toward the

anterior end with an average speed of 55 sec. per righting.

Here ends the experimenting on right movements on this par-

ticular individual. The total average speed per normal rightings

is 57.1 sec. per righting. The series of rightings in one direction

indicate fatigue toward the last, or a decrease in speed of righting;

a turn toward the posterior end is followed by an increased speed

in the succeeding rightings toward the anterior end, which,

however, soon decreases. Whatever this may indicate, one

thing is apparent: that Pycnopodia is able to right itself in more

than one way, but that it turns more easily and far more fre-

quently toward the anterior than toward the posterior end;

that it never turns twice in succession toward the posterior end.

These trials on righting reactions were made on a small indi-

vidual of four inches in diameter, and which had 13 rays. This

specimen was kept in a cage of six by four by one feet in size.

The cage consisted of a wire-aquarium which was anchored to a
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FIG. i.
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float. The specimen was fed on small shell-fish of the families

Cardiidae and Leptonidse; on gasteropods: Amphissa versicolor

and also on crabs (Pugettia gracilis, Cancer orgonensis}. Sub-

sequent experimenting with this specimen showed the same gen-

eral results. When using mature specimens the same general

phenomenon was observed.

The righting reactions may be represented by curves which

may show the whole working of fifty trials of righting. These

curves also show the indication of fatigue, and are, therefore,

called righting reaction-fatigue curves (Fig. i). The abnormal

or confused rightings are omitted from curves, hence the break

between the respective curves. The number of trials are plotted

on the abscissa. The speed in righting reaction is indicated by

squares on the ordinates which in turn stand for minutes.

Curve AA equals trials 1-19 (the twentieth trial omitted in

figure); curve BB equals trials 22-31; curve CC equals trials

33-46; curve DD equals trials 49-50.

These curves when superimposed show an interesting figure

(Fig. 2). There is the same picture as in Fig. I, an indication of

fatigue, toward the last. However, curve AA has an average re-

action speed of 66 seconds per righting; curve BB has an average

reaction speed of 55 seconds per righting; curve CC has an

average reaction speed of 52.7 seconds per righting. This shows

that the speed per average reaction is increased after each turn

toward the posterior end, and that may indeed count for the

difference in increase of speed in the turnings toward the anterior

end, that is, it becomes easier to turn toward the anterior end

after it has tried to right itself in some other direction.

Tidal Movements.

Pycnopodia moves rapidly enough so as not to be caught by

the outgoing tide. Its success in this regard is partly due to its

habit, partly because of its physical need to be submerged, and

it has therefore developed a speed of movements great enough

to enable it to keep submerged all the time. During high-water

it may move a considerable distance above low-water mark,

and during such time be found on grounds which will be dry at

low-water. In such cases it will move a little ahead of the tide,
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as the tide runs out. The rate of speed of such distance-move-

ments depends on the circumstances. For example, when insti-

gated to move by some artificial means, as by being turned on its

back, brought from deep water to shallow water, the rate was

2.5 feet per minute. When, however, during tidal recession it

would remain stationary on its temporary feeding ground,

selected during high-tide, until the water measured about 2.75

feet. Then it would begin to move down to deeper water, con-

tinuing moving until it had reached a depth of about 4.5 feet,

and at a rate of 3.5 feet per minute. This shows that when

instigated to move by a natural stimulation its rate of speed is

greater than when caused to move artificially.

Irritability Limit.

Another indication brought out in this connection is that

Pycnopodia is sufficiently sensitive to pressure so as to start

FIG. 3.

moving down to deeper water when the tide has receded to a

certain level. As a matter of fact, out of seventy-five specimens
that were examined during one low-tide on a given area (Fig.

3), only two were at the shallow depth of 2.5 feet. Specimens

brought from deeper water to shallower water, that is from any
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depth (see topic on distribution, p. 233) to a depth of about

three feet, will move down to a depth of at least five feet. Then
the irritability limit ranges between the pressure of 2.5 feet and

5 feet of sea water. The average depth of the 75 specimens
referred to above, on an area of about 30,000 square feet, was

4.76 feet. The minimum pressure in this irritability limit, to

which Pycnopodia is adapted, is seen to be about 1.13 Ib. to the

square inch.

An irritability limit may seem improbable when it is considered

that this starfish has been found on piles above water and on dry
tide-flats during low-tide. Either of these cases is very extra-

ordinary, in that tidal recession on tide-flats is sometimes great

enough even to catch swiftly swimming fishes. On piles onto

which the gluttonous starfish has been lured by the presence of

barnacles, the tidal recession is indeed the slowest possible, but

in this case the star is in a very awkward position to move. It

has already been stated that the righting movements are almost

invariably toward the same side. This is also the case relative

to distance-movements. One end is, much more so, than in any
other starfish, the anterior end; Pycnopodia has a decided bi-

laterality in this regard. That is, it is used to move with the

same side as anterior end.

When it moves the rays are curved at the ends, the eye-spots

wide open. The second pair of primary posterior rays is pulling

along with the odd posterior primary ray; the sucker-feet are

engaged in a lively and continuous march. The third pair of

primary posterior rays is occasionally lifted foreward spontane-

ously, while the first pair of the post-larvel rays which is at right

angle to the anterio-posterior rays, when the star is at rest, is

lagging somewhat behind. During such movements, this an-

terior end is decidedly used as such, so that when the star en-

counters obstacles which it may not crawl under or over, it

merely, as an ordinary bilateral animal, turns toward its right

or left side. It does not, in such instances, utilize its radial

symmetry by starting to move backward or to the right angle

or to any other angle to its longitudinal axis.
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Migratory Movements.

Statements have already been made to the point that Pycno-

podia possesses locomotive powers great enough so as not to be

caught by the outgoing tide, provided that the land is not too

flat. The rate of tidal recession, even during times of extreme

low-tide, will not be faster on a slope of six inches to the distance

of twelve and a half feet, than Pycnopodia is able to keep pace

with. In addition to these kinds of movements which have been

mentioned, Pycnopodia seems to move according to seasons of the

year. Seasonal movements, as they may be called, have three

underlying primary causes, to wit: reaction toward light, search

for food, and the breeding impulse. These three are causes for

extensive migrations.

Reaction toward Light. During the summer time Pycnopodia

is found, as a rule, in deeper waters. If found in shallow water

during this time of the year it will almost always be in shaded

places, as under docks, under kelp, algae or on the shaded side of a

bay. This seems to point to negative heliotropism. In the spring,

1915, during the breeding season, Pycnopodia was found actually

congregated in large numbers on the sunny side of the bay, but

two months later there was not a single specimen on that side

of the bay, while on the shaded side of the same bay a few were

found under a dock, but farther out than during the spring and

winter. Movements of this nature vary, however. As was

seen during the summer of 1916, when the whole summer was

exceptionally rainy, cloudy and cool, Pycnopodia seemed to take

advantage of such conditions and remained in shallow water all

the time. August, however, proved to be more sunny and warm

than the early part of the summer, with the effect that the rays

of the sun became annoying to the star. This unexpected and

intense light caused every single specimen, as far as could be

observed, to move away, either down to deeper water or to

hide under some object. The dock, as an illustration (Fig. 3,

Minette side of the bay, starfish area ACBD), served as a satis-

factory shading place, where Pycnopodia actually congregated in

a continuous layer from three feet depth to as far as could be

seen at low-water. The question arises: How did the star find

the dock to hide under when the sunny days of August suddenly

came?
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The dock, as seen in Fig. 3, is located near the point of

the Minette side of Washington Channel, opposite the City of

Bremerton. On no occasion has the writer observed Pycnopodia
on the outside of the dock or in the area QPXY, but always on

the inner side, toward the Washington Channel. The sudden

continuous sunshine which came in August with the temperature
the highest in the year soon made itself felt to the negative

heliotropic star. Observation on the direction of the rays of

light during the middle of the day explains this phenomenon.
The light rays of the late forenoon and early afternoon are up the

channel, or diagonally from the dock toward the starfish field,

ACBD. The cause for the movements and orientation of the

star in this particular case must be sought in the phenomenon of

the effect of the direction of the most intense rays of light.

Loeb (6), working on Spirographis spallanzanii, found that

rays of light, if sufficiently intense, are unequivocally able to

determine the orientation. In summarizing the causes for mov-

ing to or from the source of light, he says: 'The direction of the

median plane of an animal coincides with the direction of the

rays of light. Light of a constant intensity acts as a constant

stimulus, in animals as well as in plants." These statements

seem to explain why Pycnopodia "found" the dock. The star,

however, moved toward the source of light, and according to

Loeb's conception of the behavior of heliotropic animals, that

should make Pycnopodia positively heliotropic, for, "Positively

heliotropic animals will move toward the source of light, even if

in so doing they go from places of greater intensity of light to

places of less intensity." When the star, however, came under

a good shading object, such as the dock offered, it remained there

for several weeks, and did not venture away from the dock in

either direction.

As was said above, Pycnopodia occurs in shallow water during
the spring and late winter, and in deep water during the lightest

part of the year. The early part of summer and late part of

winter are the regular migratory periods. The causes for migra-

tory impulses have been designated as three: the effect of the

rays of light, search for food and the breeding impulse. But in

a rather large number of cases movements of Pycnopodia at the
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two stated periods may not be effected by any one of these

causes, separately. For still other factors enter it, and, therefore,

more frequently several causes may cooperate, resulting in defi-

nite movements at the same time. Thus the variable conditions

within the animal may cause different reactions toward light at

various times.

Loeb (6) has shown that the caterpillars of Porthesia clrrysor-

rhcea, after fasting through the winter, are energetically positively

heliotropic; but that after these animals have eaten, heliotropism

is not shown so definitely Plant lice become positively helio-

tropic only after they have fed; the larvae Musea vomitoria are

energetically negatively heliotropic only when fully grown, etc.

Heliotropism in Pycnopodia is, however, only a partial cause

for migration or distance-movements, and the periods of migra-

tion are not very definitely marked
; they are quite extended in

time. Various external conditions, as well as internal, contribute

to this.

Search for Food. The food problem is another factor which

determines the distance-movements in Pycnopodia. It will, like

other starfish, move according to the distribution of food. If

Pycnopodia finds its surroundings scarce in food material, it has

no difficulty in taking leave for different grounds. In fact, as

it has been found in bays at a depth of twenty fathoms where

there would be a great variety of food, e. g., sea-urchins (Strongylo-

centrotus drobaciencis) , Pectens, Yoldia, etc., when conditions for

it would not be favorable to remain on other grounds, such as in

shallow water during the summer, indications seem to point

that way.

Breeding Impulse. Temperature together with the impulse to

breed are still other causes for migration. The temperature below

ten fathoms is comparatively constant during the entire year, while

the temperature at the surface varies quite considerable during the

year. The lowest and highest temperatures during the year 1915

were 9 C . and 1 6 C . respectively. That Pycnopodia should move

up to shallow water during the spawning season seems reasonable,

for the temperature in deeper waters is undoubtedly lower than

at the surface even during the spring. Reference was made
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above to the fact that Pycnopodia was found in large numbers on

a certain side of a bay, during spring, while it was totally absent

from these grounds later on, during the summer. As a matter

of fact, during the spring of 1915, on the area ACBD (Fig. 3)

more than one hundred specimens were counted, while in July

of the same year not a single specimen was seen on the same area.

The change in habitat was perhaps due to the intense sunlight,

as during the cool and rainy summer of 1916, a large number was

seen on the same area until constant sunny weather ensued.

As demonstrated above, this is an indication of positive helio-

tropism. The habitat of Pycnopodia ranges over the entire belt

of the laminarian Benthos; it lives as a rule in deeper water during

the warm and light part of the year, and in shallower water

during the spawning season and during the darker and colder

part of the year.
FEEDING.

Kinds of Food.

The feeding habit of Pycnopodia is striking and very interesting

indeed. It lives on such types of mollusks as clams and gaster-

pods; on crustaceans, such as crabs and barnacles; on other

echinoderms, such as common starfish and sea-urchins; on pori-

fera, and on algae.

Methods of Feeding.

The methods of feeding are by engulfing and sucking. Large

rocks up to a pound in weight have been found in the stomach.

These were engulfed when sucking on barnacles, because mark-

ings of barnacles could be seen on the rocks. The large horse

clam (Schizoth&rus nauttalli] cannot be engulfed on account of

its enormous size. But when Pycnopodia encounters Schizothce-

rus, it rolls itself around the latter and proceeds to digest it.

On one occasion the writer found the star in the act of consuming

one of these large horse clams. The extraordinary large syphon

was forced into the mouth of the starfish while the everted

stomach was folded around the syphon. The whole star had in

fact, rolled itself around the clam, endeavoring to pull it open.

This pulling on the part of the star had, however, no effect on the

clam, for, although the latter might have relaxed to the continu-

ous pull of the sucker-feet, it was of no avail because the folds
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of the stomach of the star could not reach the vital parts of the

clam exposed by the relaxation of the adductor muscles. The

reason for the failure to kill the clam was due to the fact that the

syphon of the clam, as stated before, was extended into the mouth

of the star. The star seemed to have no effect on the clam, except

that the syphon was partly digested around the edges of its

apertures. Otherwise the clam seemed to have enjoyed the

gastric juices of the star; it was still alive and behaved like un-

molested clams of the same kind, when it was freed from its

pursuer. Small clams are more easily preyed upon. Ordinary
cockles are as a rule engulfed. In opening cockles or smaller

clams, Pycnopodia holds its prey until it has a chance to force

some of its everted stomach into the shell-fish, and having suc-

ceeded partly in this respect, it digests its prey piecemeal. In

other instances, members of the family Natidse (e. g., Nassa

mendicd) were found in the stomach of this starfish, together

with egg-bodies of Natidae. As a matter of fact, Pycnopodia feeds

especially on gasteropods, engulfing the smaller ones, as in the

case of the last referred to. Polynices, though a monster of a

slug, is a very easy prey, indeed, to Pycnopodia. In fact few,

of this slug are found on grounds common to Pycnopodia.

From experiment it was found that Polynices is very sensitive

to the surface of this star. When keeping several Polynices

in the aquarium with one Pycnopodia, it was found that the latter

devoured three large (foot, about 8 inches long, 5 inches wide,

and 4 inches deep) specimens in three days, leaving the shells

on the outside. The method of feeding on these slugs is simply

by suffocation. The slug seems to be incapable of living very

long within its shell, and unless it is allowed to take in fresh water,

when relaxing, it soon has to come out as a mere powerless,

defenseless matter of flesh. When, therefore, Pycnopodia has

Polynices in its control, the latter must very shortly give in to

the former. In still other instances, remnants of crabs were

found in the stomach of this star also. In this connection,

experiments on feeding it with crabs were actually performed.

Having stabbed a crab (Magister prodtictus}, it was thrown into

the water so that it would fall down beside or on the top of the

star. In one such instance, the latter seized the crab-fragments
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with its pedicellariae and crawled away with it to deeper water, and

then started to feed on it there. In another instance, the star

started to feed on the dead crab at once. In so doing it put the

rays over the crab, tucking it under itself, rising on the tips of its

rays and in this way proceeded to devour its meal. In yet

another instance it was found that Pycnopodia was feeding on

other starfish (Evasterias troscehlii'), and this even though there

seemed to be plenty of gasteropods and other mollusks present.

It was also found to be feeding on Strongylocentrotus drbbachiensis.

Finally Pycnopodia feeds on porifera and on plants of the latter,

kelps and algae. This last kind of food is probably resorted to

when clams and gasteropods are beyond its reach. Because of

these various types of food that this starfish feeds on, it may
well be said that Pycnopodia is omnivorous in its habits of feeding.

CONCLUSION ON MOVEMENTS IN GENERAL.

The fact that Pycnopodia always moves along one and the

same axis, with the same side always as anterior end; the fact

that it has a definite method of righting itself, as well as apparent

voluntary behavior during feeding, seems to point to dominating

bilateral symmetry rather than radial symmetry. With such

evidence of dominating bilateral symmetry, one should expect

a nervous system more complex than that of the ordinary starfish.

Indeed, something relative to experiments on the regenerative

powers of this genus seems to point that way. The regenerative

powers in Pycnopodia seems to be less than in the common

starfish.

M ERISTIC VARIATION.

The Modal Curve.

The modal point of rays in males, females and immature

specimens is represented in Fig. 4. That of the female, IIBB'

shows an abrupt demarcation, in that the average modal

point of number of rays is reached before maturity, while that

of the male fluctuates. This fluctuation, however, is the same

after the modal point is reached, but is of course greatest,

regardless of sex, among the immature, although that particular

number which was examined showed a modal point much the

same as that of the mature ones (Fig. 4, IA A', males; IIICC',
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immatures). This was no doubt due to the fact that only a few

small ones were found, and those found were approaching ma-

turity. Curves representing the diameter may also be plotted

(Fig. 4, A'B'C'}. In each case the diameter which is measured

FIG. 4.
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in inches from tip to tip of rays along the median axis is plotted

on the abscissas, the number of specimens on the ordinates.

Ritter and Crocker (9) states that out of one hundred specimens

that they studied not one was of the i8-rayed stage. Here, how-
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ever, the modal point in both the male and female is seen to be 18.

The adult cannot be determined by the number of rays, because

the immature star may reach the modal point in number of rays,

and like mature specimens go beyond the modal point, and even

not reach maturity, while on the other hand mature male speci-

mens may be found to have only 13 rays, which is reaching down

into the immaturity limit. Mature specimens spoken of here

have special reference to sexual maturity for that season. The
modal point of both males and females is practically the same.

This is demonstrated by a number of specimens examined in

the same region on the same day, and represented by Fig. 4,

/, A (male), //, B (female). As a matter of fact, the average

number of rays in the male, female and immature is almost the

same, which goes to show that radial development occurs in the

comparatively early part of the life of the individual star. On
this occasion, the depth for and the diameter of every specimen
was measured; and the number of rays present, and the sex

was determined. These findings were as follows:

1. The average depth at low-tide for 75 specimens found in a

belt 30 feet wide by \ of a mile long was 4.76 feet.

2. The diameter measured along the median axis from tip to

tip of odd anterior and odd posterior rays for immature was 8.21

inches, and the average number of rays was 17.85.

3. The average diameter of the males was 13.5 inches, and the

average number of rays was 18.56.

4. The average diameter of the female was 13.6 inches; the

average number of rays was 18.8.

SUMMARY.

1. Pycnopodia is highly bilateral when moving about in its

natural abode. It uses the same side always as anterior end.

2. During righting reactions, this same side almost always

takes the initiative and the greatest number of rightings are

made in that direction. Repeated rightings do not improve
its speed.

3. It is hardly ever found on dry land; its movements are

swift enough so that it keeps below the tidal mark; it moves

swiftest when stimulated from within.
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4. In this, it seems to be partly governed by its sense to the

pressure of minimum depths.

5. Three prime causes effect its migratory habits, to wit:

(i) sensitivity to light of a certain intensity; (2) search for food;

and (3) the breeding impulse. During the breeding season it is

neither negative nor positive heliotropic; for it moves up from

deeper water to shallower water independently of the directions

of the rays of light. After spawning, however, it seems to be

positive heliotropic.

6. It is omnivorous; it is carnivorous. It feeds mainly on

Gasteropoda, but also on Pelecypoda, other species of starfish,

sea-urchins, crabs, sponges, kelps and algse.

7. The female seems to have reached a more definite number

of rays before maturity, than has the male (see Fig. 4).

8. Maturity is not entirely dependent on the size of the animal
;

i.e., the diameter varies : In immature up to 12 inches; in males

from IO 16^ inches; in females from 10^-20 inches. The females

are on the average larger than are the males.
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EXPLANATION TO PLATE I.

FIGS. 1-3. Photos of Pycnopodia helienthoides (Stimpson), showing righting

movements; Fig. i shows the ventral side, and the beginning of righting. Note

the outstretching tube-feet; Fig. 2 shows the same specimen ten seconds later,

almost semi-righted: Fig. 3 shows the righted specimen, just after righting active y

moving along 1 natural size.
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EXPERIMENTS ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE
FATE OF THE GRAY CRESCENT MATERIAL

IN THE FROG EGG.

W. C. GEORGE,

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

In the latter part of March of this year I began a series of

experiments at Princeton University, having for my aim the

determination of the location of the organ-forming substances,

if such exist, in the cytoplasm of the frog egg. The work is

scarcely more than begun and I should not ordinarily venture to

present my results in such an incomplete form, but since I am
leaving Princeton to enter army work it seems advisable to give

a preliminary account of such results as I have obtained thus far.

I hope to be able to do further experiments at a later time and to

publish a full account with figures.

The method used in these experiments was to inject small

amounts of a three-fourths of one per cent, aqueous solution of

trypan blue, a colloidal vital (?) stain, into the cells of the

early cleavage stages of the egg and into certain regions of the

young blastula. Injections were made under a binocular dis-

secting microscope by means of exceedingly fine pointed glass

pipettes in which the large upper end was sealed. By warming
the upper end of the pipette part of the air would be driven out

and during cooling a quantity of the stain could be sucked in.

On rewarming, the stain would be forced out in a steady flow and

by inserting the needle into the cell or region that I desired to

inject a small amount of the stain would be left in the egg.

Since no sections have been made as yet I cannot give any

report in regard to the distribution of the stain to the daughter
cells in those cases where the presence of the stain or the mechan-

255
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ical injury did not prevent further segmentation. I observed,

however, that the presence of the stain induces a moribund

condition which results sooner or later in the death of the cell

injected or of the cells arising from it. I therefore used this

method in the following experiments to kill certain regions of the

egg, considering it preferable, since it can be better controlled,

to the usual method of pricking with a hot needle.

EXPERIMENTS WITH EGGS OF Rana sylvatica.

On the morning of March 26 I brought into the laboratory a

quantity of R. sylvatica eggs in the gray crescent stage. In

nineteen of these eggs I injected one of the cells of the two-cell

stage. In sixteen of the nineteen the first cleavage had come in

along the median plane of bilateral symmetry, dividing the egg

into right and left halves. In eight of these eggs I injected the

right-hand cell and in eight the left. In one egg the first cleavage

plane was oblique to the anterior-posterior axis. Whether or

not the injected cell in this case contained the greater or the less

amount of the gray crescent was not noted. In the other two

eggs of the nineteen the first cleavage plane was transverse to

the median axis, thus dividing the egg into anterior and posterior

halves. In one of these two eggs I injected the anterior cell,

which contained the gray crescent material, and in the other I

injected the posterior cell leaving the cell containing the gray

crescent material uninjured. The morning of March 28, two

days after the injections had been made, I found in the egg in

which the posterior cell had been killed by injection, that the

anterior cell containing the gray crescent material remained

uninjured and had developed into an embryo with neural folds

uplifted and lying alongside the dead material resulting from

the injected cell. None of the other eggs either at this time or

later showed any thing resembling a neural plate. They formed

a cap of live cells on a mass of dead material but developed no

further.

On the morning of April i I collected eggs of R. sylvatica in the

early blastula stage. The gray crescent material could still be

distinguished by the characteristic pigmentation and by the

smaller size of the cells there as compared with other regions
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at the margin between the yolk and pigmented hemispheres.

I injected the stain into ten of these blastulas, inserting my needle

at right angles to the axis of the egg through the gray crescent

material in such a way as to destroy nearly all of the material

in that region. In eight other eggs I made a similar injection

on the opposite side of the yolk field. Examination of the

uninjured control eggs on the afternoon of April 3 showed them

to have developed into embryos with external gills appearing.

Except in two cases where there were structures which might

possibly have been incomplete transverse cerebral commissures,

there was no evidence of anything like a neural plate in any of

the ten eggs having all or most of the gray crescent material

destroyed. Closure of the blastopore was interfered with in

these eggs, but apparently little if any more so than in those eggs

in which the injection was made on the side of the yolk hemisphere

opposite the gray crescent and from which I obtained seven

neurulas out of a lot of eight eggs. The eggs with the gray

crescent material destroyed were kept until the afternoon of

April 4th when they were preserved, no neural plate or folds

having been formed in any of them.

EXPERIMENTS WITH EGGS OF Rana pipiens.

The morning of April 5 I collected eggs of R. pipiens and

brought them into the laboratory as they were passing into the

two-cell stage. In forty-six of these eggs in which the first

cleavage plane was anterior-posterior I injected one of the first

two lateral cells. Of eight eggs in which the first cleavage plane

was transverse to the anterior-posterior axis I injected the

anterior cell in four eggs and the posterior cell in the other four.

On account of the moribund condition resulting from injection

none of the eggs injected at the two-cell stage developed far

enough to give any information in regard to the fate of the gray

crescent. I shall not therefore give their history here.

From eggs injected at the four-cell stage I obtained more

definite results. From fourteen eggs having one of the two

posterior cells of the four-cell stage injected I later obtained

ten embryos defective on one side of the blastopore but having

complete neural tubes.
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I injected the anterior cell in four eggs in which the first two

cleavage planes were oblique to the anterior-posterior axis of

the egg, giving a four-cell stage with an anterior cell containing

a large part of the gray crescent material, two lateral cells each

containing a small amount of the gray crescent material, and

a posterior cell containing none. Observation of the surface

showed that though the presence of the stain did not prevent

further segmentation of the injected cell, it brought about a

moribund condition of the cells arising from it which prevented

their taking part in development beyond the blastula stage.

In three of these eggs no blastopore closure occurred though the

potential blastopore was marked out by a pigmented line. In

the fourth egg partial closure of the blastopore did occur and in

the process the dying material, which consisted of a piece about

one fourth the size of the egg, was pinched off and left free in the

perivitelline space. I kept this egg under observation until the

fourth day after injection but it never developed any structure

that had the slightest resemblance to a neural plate though at

the time of preservation it had had cilia on the surface for more

than twenty-four hours and the control eggs had developed into

curved embryos.

Furthermore, from eggs in which I succeeded by injection in

bringing about the death of the two posterior ventral cells of the

eight-cell stage I obtained a high percentage of neurulas while,

on the other hand, from eggs in which I killed the two anterior

ventral cells, which contained most of the gray material, I

obtained no neurulas.

Further evidence that the gray crescent forms the nervous

system was obtianed by making injections into young blastulas

of R. pipiens in a manner similar to that described for R. syhatica.

In nine young blastulas I killed all or most of the gray crescent

material by making transverse injections through the gray cres-

cent region or by two or three radially directed injections. In

five of these eggs development did not proceed beyond early

gastrulation, but in four of them partial overgrowth of the yolk

by the blastopore lips took place. In the process the plugs of

dead material around the injected points were squeezed out of

the egg into the perivitelline space. I kept these for five and
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one half days after laying (until the tadpoles from the control

eggs had come out of the jelly) but though they developed surface

cilia and seemed to be composed of perfectly healthy tissue, they

never developed any semblance of a nervous system.

I likewise destroyed the material in the region of the lower

hemisphere opposite the gray crescent in twelve eggs of the same

lot. Development proceeded beyond the blastula stage in only

six of these but from all six of them neurulas resulted.

All of these experiments indicate that the material of the gray

crescent gives rise to the neural plate.

PRINCETON, N. J.,

April 15, 1918.



FURTHER EXPERIMENTS ON THE EFFECT OF HEAT
ON THE EGGS OF CUMINGIA.

MARGARET MORRIS HOSKINS,

UNIVERSITY AND BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE.

I. Introduction. If the eggs of the mollusc Cumingia tellinoides

are heated during the prophase of the first maturation division,

the formation of the polar body is prevented. The nuclear divi-

sion continues, giving rise to two daughter nuclei, both of which

are retained in the egg. In the unfertilized egg these nuclei

fuse, so that the egg is in fact fertilized by the polar nucleus.

The course of the development which follows this self-fertilization

has already been described (Morris, '17). Since the publication

of that study, experiments similar to those producing artificial

parthenogenesis have been made on fertilized eggs. It was found

that if eggs are heated immediately after insemination they do

not form polar bodies, but proceed to the first cleavage at the

end of the warming. As these eggs should contain a triploid

instead of a diploid number of chromosomes, it was thought

that a study of them and a comparison with dispermic eggs might

yield interesting results. Theoretically, of course, the polar

nucleus is equivalent to a sperm nucleus, and either of these is

equivalent to the egg nucleus. The suppression of maturation

gives a chance for an interesting comparison between the sperm

and polar nuclei. Besides the experiments in which maturation

was suppressed, a control series of experiments was made to dis-

tinguish the effects of heating from those of the retention of the

polar nucleus. In this series, the fertilized eggs were heated

after they had completed the formation "of polar bodies. Any
abnormalities found in these eggs would obviously be the result

of the heat alone.

A cytological study of eggs from the different sets of experi-

ments has been made and is presented in the following pages.

II. Material and Methods. The technique of the experiments

is extremely simple and hardly varies at all from that used in

260
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producing artificial parthenogenesis. A small flask of sea water

is partially immersed in a beaker of water, and warmed over a

flame. The eggs are put into this flask, and can easily be kept

at any desired temperature for an hour or more. The tempera-

ture most frequently used was that which had been most success-

ful in inducing parthenogenetic development, 32 to 34 C. The

length of the exposure was different, however, for while the un-

fertilized eggs are not injured by being kept at this temperature

for sixty, or even ninety minutes, the fertilized eggs appear more

sensitive and should not be heated for more than thirty-five or

forty minutes. In one series of experiments the eggs were placed

in the warm water within five minutes after insemination; in

the others they were watched until maturation was complete,

and transferred to the flask before the pronuclei had united.

Eggs were preserved from the various experiments at different

intervals, and a large amount of normal material was also

preserved. Bouin's fluid was used as a fixative and the eggs were

embedded in paraffin in the usual way. The sections were cut

ten microns in thickness and stained with iron hematoxylin.

III. Cytological Study. A few points in the normal and par-

thenogenetic development of Cumingia should be reviewed here

for the sake of clearness. The haploid number of chromosomes

is eighteen; they are very distinct in the first maturation spindle.

There is no reason to suppose that the exact diploid number is

not present in the first cleavage spindle of normally fertilized

eggs, but owing to the form of the chromosomes, accurate

counting is impossible. The long thin threads are so much inter-

twined, that individuals cannot be distinguished. In the par-

thenogenetic egg, however, the case is different. Here the chro-

mosomes of the first cleavage are small and very definite bodies-

and it is possible to count them. Since the chromatin of the

egg has not undergone reduction, one would expect to find thirty-

six chromosomes in the first cleavage. Such is not the case,

however; the number is variable, but always greater than thirty-

six. Fifty to sixty of these small masses of chromatin are present,

and it is evident that they do not represent individuals of the

normal chromosome group. Under the experimental conditions

a new distribution of the chromatic material has taken place,
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and an abnormal number of chromosomes is formed. It is not

possible to determine whether the mass of chromatic material

rep esented in one of these plates of chromosomes is exactly

equal to that of a normal cleavage plate, but on theoretical

grounds it was assumed that such is the case.

(b) Suppression of Maturation in Fertilized Eggs. As has been

said the fertilized eggs in which maturation is to be suppressed

are heated within five minutes after their insemination. At this

time, the polar spindle has moved to the periphery of the egg,

but the formation of the polar body itself has not begun. The

sperm head is within the egg, but has not been transformed into

a vesicular pronucleus. The first stage that is of interest in

eggs preserved from these experiments is the anaphase repre-

sented in Fig. i. In this it will be seen that a division of the

eighteen bivalent chromosomes has taken place, and that the

daughter chromosomes are moving somewhat irregularly to the

poles of the spindle, while the sperm head is beginning to enlarge

to form a vesicle.

A later stage of this nuclear division is shown in Fig. 2. Here

the chromosomes have begun to form vesicles preparatory to

passing into the resting stage. It will be seen from Fig. I that

although the division of the chromosomes is complete, the migra-

tion of the daughter chromosomes to the poles of the spindle is

somewhat irregular, and it is owing to this fact that we do not

find two perfectly definite groups of vesicles in such a stage as

Fig. 2 represents. In this figure the male pronucleus is also to

be seen ;
it is well advanced in its development, and apparently

has not been injured by the heat.

Further development of the resting nuclei is seen in Fig. 3.

Here two daughter nuclei are found, with a third small vesicle

which would undoubtedly have fused ultimately with them, as

there is no evidence that any such vesicles are ever left out. In

this stage the male pronucleus had developed still farther, and it is

probable that the aster represented in the figure is of male origin.

Fig. 4 represents the final stage of the suppression of the polar

body. In this, the two daughter nuclei formed from the chromo-

somes of the polar spindle have fused completely. The male

pronucleus has reached a large size and lies closely apposed
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to the egg nucleus. The aster has already divided and the

spindle is forming before the male and female pronuclei have

fused. In some cases, apparently, the pronuclei do not unite at

all; and one finds such a prophase of the first cleavage as that

represented in Fig. 5. Here two skeins of chromatin are present

in the spindle, and the figure shows what it is important to note,

namely, that even if the pronuclei do not unite before cleavage,

all chromatic material is included in the formation of the chromo-

somes of the first cleavage spindle.

We can trace, then, in eggs which have been heated imme-

diately after fertilization, a suppression of maturation which

leads to the formation of two daughter nuclei within the egg.

Further, we can trace the union of both these nuclei with the

male pronucleus, leading to the formation of a cleavage spindle

which should contain eighteen chromosomes from the sperm
and thirty-six from the egg. This suppression of maturation is

exactly like the process which has been seen to take place in the

unfertilized eggs, in which, owing to the absence of the sperm,
the result is a diploid instead of a triploid amount of chromatin.

(c) The First Cleavage of Heated Eggs. The first cleavage

spindle forms normally in the eggs which have been heated

immediately after insemination. Before its formation the eggs
have been returned to cooler sea water, so that conditions sur-

rounding them are normal during the division. The important
variation from the usual condition is seen in the chromatic part

of the figure. Theoretically, of course, there should be fifty-four

chromosomes, but as a matter of fact there are sometimes fewer,

sometimes more than this number. Figs. 6 to 9 show plates of

chromosomes from such eggs, in which the numbers are 44, 48,

50 and 61, respectively.

It is in a comparison of these plates with those from partheno-

genetic, normal and dispermic eggs that the greatest interest is

to be found. The equatorial plates of the first cleavage of normal

eggs show how much the form of the chromosomes is modified

by the experimental treatment. In the normal eggs (Figs. 10

and n), one finds long threads so much twisted about each other

that accurate counting of them is impossible. This is the case

also in the dispermic egg, as shown in Fig. 12. It is evident that
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more chromosomes are present here than in the normal egg, but

the exact numerical relations cannot be determined. The most

interesting comparison to be made is with the parthenogenetic

egg. Here, as has been said, the chromosomes are so distinct

that they can be counted, and the number is about the same as

that found in fertilized eggs in which the polar bodies have been

suppressed. Figs. 13 and 14 are from the first cleavage of

parthenogenetic eggs, in which the numbers of the chromosomes

are 46 and 47 respectively. In other cases as many as sixty-one

chromosomes have been found (Morris, '17). The general shape
of the bodies is similar in parthenogenetic and in heated fertilized

eggs; spherical bodies and short thick rods are found instead of

the normal threads. A striking difference is seen, however, in

the size of the individual chromosomes, which is considerably

greater in the fertilized than in the parthenogenetic egg. This is

most clearly respresented in text-figure I, in which the chromo-

somes are arranged in rows, graded according to size. A repre-

sents the chromosomes of the parthenogenetic egg, C those of

the fertilized egg in which maturation has been suppressed. The
smallest members of the two groups are about equal in size, but

almost half of those in the fertilized egg are larger than the largest

from the parthenogenetic one. A natural explanation of this

difference in size is suggested by the fact that while the suppres-

sion of the polar body gives the parthenogenetic egg a diploid

amount of chromatin, the same process makes the fertilized egg

triploid. As the number of chromosomes is the same in the two

cases, we might expect their size to be greater in the egg that

contains the larger amount of chromatin. This was, in fact,

the explanation given in a preliminary report (Morris, '17), but

further experiments have shown that it is not entirely correct.

A control series of experiments was made in which eggs were

subjected to heat after the formation of the polar bodies had been

completed. In these, the effects of heat are shown, separated

from any effect of the retention of the polar nucleus. The

comparison of the parthenogenetic eggs with those that have

been fertilized and heated before maturation leads one to expect

that eggs heated after maturation will show cleavage* chromo-

somes exactly like those of parthenogenetic egg, since both are
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diploid and have been exposed to heat. When, however, ex-

amination of the preserved material is made, an unexpected

condition is found. As in other eggs which have been heated,

the chromosomes are fifty-five to sixty-five in number, but

instead of being like those of the diploid parthenogenetic egg in

size, they are not to be distinguished from those of the triploid

egg. The reader is referred again to text-figure I in which the

nuclear condition of the three kinds of eggs is shown. A is

the parthenogenetic egg with thirty-six chromosomes incor-

porated into its cleavage nucleus, B the normal one also contain-

ing thirty-six, and C the triploid egg with fifty-four chromo-

somes. The range of size of the chromosomes is about the same

in both kinds of fertilized eggs (B and C} notwithstanding the

different amounts of chromatin present in them. Plates of the

eggs heated after maturation are shown in Figs. 15, 16 and 17,

the numbers of the chromosomes being 55, 65, and 66 respec-

tively.

(d) The Value of the Polar Body. The unexpected size relation

of the cleavage chromosomes suggests the possibility that the

chromatin of the polar nucleus is not, as a matter of fact, active.

If that were the case, the parthenogenetic egg would be actually

haploid, and both fertilized eggs diploid, and this would explain

the condition illustrated in the text-figure. It must be remem-

bered, however, that the polar nucleus is like the egg nucleus in

appearance, and that the two vesicles fuse without any evidence

of elimination of nuclear material. Dead chromatin is some-

times found in the cytoplasm of other kinds of eggs under ab-

normal conditions, but no such masses of chromatin are found

in the material preserved from these experiments. Since this is

so, it is difficult to believe that the polar nucleus, which was

formed from perfectly normal daughter chromosomes, suffers

complete degeneration. This is especially true when one reviews

the experiments (Morris, '17) by which it was shown that the

retention of the polar nucleus in unfertilized eggs is followed by

normal cleavage ;
while those eggs from which it is extruded are

unable to develop.

Study of the later stages of the development of heated eggs

confirms the belief that the polar nucleus is an active element in
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development. In the cleavage which occurs about three hours

after fertilization, one finds that the chromatin has returned to

the normal condition. The number of the chromosomes can no

longer be distinguished accurately, as they are small and crowded
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FIG. i. Diagrams showing the nuclear .conditions and the chromosomes of

eggs heated at different periods. A, heated before fertilization (parthenogenetic);

B, heated after fertilization and maturation; C, heated after fertilization and

before maturation.
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together in the spindle. Fig. 18 is from a fertilized egg in which

maturation has been suppressed, Fig. 19 from a normal one,

and Fig. 20 from one which was heated after its polar bodies

had been formed. A comparison of the three figures shows that

there are approximately the same number of chromosomes in

the plates represented in 19 and 20, while 18 shows a larger

number. This is in accordance with the belief that the polar

nucleus contributes normal chromosomes to the egg.

Further evidence is given by a study of the resting nuclei.

Boveri ('05) has shown that the surface area of a resting nucleus

is proportional to the number of chromosomes in it, and this

fact is frequently used in determining the relative amounts of

chromatin when the cleavage chromosomes cannot be counted.

In the present 'instance, the four cell stage of the various types

of egg has been selected for comparison. Here we can be sure

of comparing equivalent nuclei, as the size and position of the

cells makes them easily recognizable. It will be remembered

that the cleavage in Ciimingia is not equal. The first division

separates a small cell AB from a larger one, CD. Then follows

a division of AB giving rise to a three-cell stage; and next CD
divides. In the four-cell stage A, B and C are approximately

equal, while D is larger than any of them. In the normal egg,

shown in text-figure 2, A, the nuclei of all four cells are equal.

Fig. 2, B, shows a parthenogenetic egg, with nuclei like those

of the normal one
;
and such nuclei are also found in eggs heated

after maturation, as shown in Fig. 2, C. All these eggs contain

the diploid amount of chromatin, which is not actually changed

by the heating, and, as far as can be judged from the resting

nuclei, the chromatin supplied by the polar nucleus is equivalent

to that supplied by the sperm. Similarity is also found among
triploid eggs, whether these contain an extra sperm or a sup-

pressed polar nucleus. Text-figure 2, D, shows a dispermic egg

with two multinucleate cells and one nucleus abnormally large.

Text-figure 2, E, represents a fertilized egg in which the polar

nucleus was retained
;
here also are two multinucleate cells. In

F which is from an egg of the same sort, the cells are not

multinucleate, but two of the nuclei are above the normal size.

(e) The Size and Number of the Chromosomes. From the
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evidence given above I believe we may conclude that the par-

thenogenetic egg contains a diploid amount of chromatin, while

the fertilized egg in which maturation has been suppressed is

triploid. It is evident then that the size of the chromosomes in

heated eggs is determined by some other factor than the amount

B

D

FIG. 2. A, normal egg (diploid); B, parthenogenetic egg (diploid); C, fertilized

egg heated after maturation (diploid); D, dispermic egg (triploid); E and F,

fertilized egg heated immediately after insemination (triploid).
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of nuclear material that is present in them. If this were not so,

the chromosomes of the fertilized egg heated after maturation

would be like those of the parthenogenetic egg, instead of like

those of the triploid one. Various other facts indicate that the

appearance of these equatorial plates is not a reliable measure

of the amount of chromatin present. Compare, for instance,

Figs. 15 and 17. There are ten more chromosomes in the

second plate than in the first, but the increase in number has

evidently not been accomplished by the subdivision of some

members of the first group for the average size of the bodies is

greater in the plate which contains the larger number. Compare

Fig. 17 with Fig. 10 also. Fertilization and maturation were

normal in both these eggs, so that they undoubtedly contained

the same amount of chromatin, but it seems as if there were

more in the figure from the egg which has been heated. There

is, in fact, no increase in amount, for in later stages the chromatin

returns to the normal condition (Figs. 19 and 20).

Apparently, in heated eggs, we have an abnormal condition of

aggregation of the chromatin, varying somewhat in individual

cases. The variations observed in the number and size of the

chromosomes are due to differing degrees of susceptibility to heat

on the part of the eggs. When the susceptibility is slight,

there is an increase in the number of bodies formed from the

chromatin; when it is greater, there is an apparent increase in

the amount of this material. It may be noted that the slighter

abnormality is found in eggs heated before fertilization. At this

period few eggs are destroyed by the heat, even if the exposure

is prolonged to ninety minutes. After fertilization and matura-

tion have taken place, it is difficult to warm the eggs for even

thirty minutes without killing a large number; and it is in the

chromosomes of these eggs that the greatest degree of abnormality
is observed.

DISCUSSION.

In 1910, Jordan studied the normal cytology of Cumingia,
and concluded that in this animal the chromosomes are not

persistent and individual cell organs. He based his conclusion

on two facts; first, that they cannot be followed through the

resting stage of the cell cycle; and second, that they undergo
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changes of form during the development of the egg. At first

sight, the evidence given in this paper seems to agree with

Jordan's conclusion. If the persistence or recurrence of a definite

group of chromosomes at each mitosis is essential to proving

them individuals, the bodies in Cumingia cannot be so designated,

since an entirely abnormal arrangement of the chromatin may be

substituted for the usual group without injury to the egg. This

use of the word "individuality" (implying unity and a separate,

definite existence) has been made by many writers, and has led

to much argument and confusion. It is not, however, the sense,

in which all supporters of the theory of the individuality of the

chromosomes have applied it. As McClung ('17) for instance,

uses it, it means that each chromosome is qualitatively different

from the others in the group "a single thing of a given kind."

The essential point is that the chromatin is "differentially

organized and linearly arranged," and the chromosomes are

aggregates of this substance, individual in the sense that they

have specific characters. This theory is broad enough so that

Hance's work (1918) really supports it. Hance finds, both in

(Enothera scintillans and in the pig, certain fragmented chromo-

somes. The parts of chromosomes behave like normal bodies

in the various stages of mitosis, and such facts would be in

opposition to the narrower view of the individuality of the chro-

mosomes. Hance, concludes "If the theory of the individuality

of the chromosomes can only recognize a strict morphological

continuity then the chromosomes in Scintillans lose their indi-

viduality through breaking up. If the theory is broader in its

scope and admits an individuality not only of whole chromo-

somes, but of the chromatin or chromomeres, the scintillans

situation falls within its limits."

The conditions found in Cumingia give no information with

regard to the organization of the chromatin or the individuality

of chromomeres. All that can be established from them is that

the aggregation of the chromatin into definite bodies is subject

to a certain amount of variation under normal conditions, and to

very great alterations under the influence of heat. This behavior

is entirely consistent, so far as I can see, with the belief that the

chromatin is definitely organized and that the normal chromo-
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somes are qualitatively different from each other. On the other

hand the facts are not incompatible with the opposing view that

the chromatin is a homogeneous substance, which condenses at

mitosis into masses devoid of individuality.

SUMMARY.

1. If the eggs of Cumingia are subjected to heat immediately
after fertilization, they do not form polar bodies. The chromo-

somes of the first polar spindle divide and two resting nuclei are

formed. These nuclei fuse with each other and with the male

pronucleus, giving rise to a cleavage nucleus which contains a

triploid amount of chromatin.

2. The equatorial plates of these eggs show forty-five to sixty

chromosomes. About the same number has been found in the

cleavage of parthenogenetic (diploid) eggs; but there the indi-

vidual bodies are smaller than they are in the triploid eggs.

3. If fertilized eggs are heated after they have formed polar

bodies, the equatorial plates of their first cleavage contain fifty-

five to sixty-five chromosomes. These are equal in size to those

of a triploid egg.

4. Study of later stages (resting nuclei and equatorial plates)

shows that the chromatin of the polar nucleus is active, and

approximately equivalent to that of a male pronucleus.

5. The size and number of the chromosomes in heated eggs is

not dependent on the amount of chromatin that is present. They

vary with the susceptibility of the egg to heat.

6. The conditions described are not in opposition to the theory

of the individuality of the chromosomes, if that theory is given

a broad interpretation.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.

All the figures on this plate are from fertilized eggs, heated immediately after

insemination.

FIG. i. First polar, spindle, anaphase, male pronucleus at the left.

FIG. 2. First polar, spindle, telophase. Male pronucleus at the right.

FIG. 3. Daughter nuclei from maturation division, male pronucleus below.

FIG. 4. Diploid female pronucleus and normal male pronucleus uniting.

FIG. 5. Prophase, first cleavage.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II.

FIGS. 6, 7, 8, 9. Equatorial plates of first cleavage of eggs, heated immediately
after insemination (triploid).

FIGS. 10, ii. Chromosomes from first cleavage of normal eggs.

FIG. 12. Chromosomes from first cleavage of dispermic egg.

FIG. 13, 14. Equatorial plates of first cleavage of parthenogenetic eggs (diploid).

FIGS. 15, 1 6, 17. Equatorial plates of first cleavage of eggs heated after matura-

tion was completed (diploid).

FIG. 18. Chromosomes from an egg heated immediately after insemination.

Egg preserved three hours after fertilization.

FIG. 19. Chromosomes from a normal egg, preserved three hours after fertiliza-

tion.

FIG. 20. Chromosomes from an egg heated after maturation was completed.

Egg preserved three hours after fertilization.

FIG. 21. First cleavage (anaphase) of an egg heated after maturation was

completed.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

It is a familiar fact that within certain limits within which the

organism can continue to function normally, metabolic rate

varies directly with temperature. As far back as 1865, Sachs

(1865) studied the effect of rise in temperature upon a great

number of biological phenomena and with a great variety of

material, and came to that general conclusion. Very accurate

data upon the rate of growth were obtained by Fere (1894)

working with hen's eggs; upon rate of activity of protoplasm by

Nageli (1860), Schultze (1863), Hofmeister (1867), and others,

and especially by Velten (1876) who made an accurate quantita-

tive determination of the effect of temperature upon the activity

of chlorophyll grains in Elodea, Vallisneria and Chara; upon

oxygen absorption, by Treviranus (1831) working on the honey-

bee; upon carbon dioxide excretion, by Rossbach (1872) in studies

on the contraction rate of vacuoles in various protozoa; and
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upon these and other phases of the subject by many other later

investigators. The general conclusions on the direct effect of

temperature may be summed up in the words of Verworn (1899) :

"Within certain limits increasing temperature acts to augment
vital processes. Up to a certain point excitation increases with

increase of temperature. This holds good for very different

phenomena and for very different forms of living substance."

But the phenomenon of acclimation to temperature changes,

while well known, has not been submitted to extensive analysis.

It has been observed of course that in warm springs organisms

are found, living at temperatures as high as 85 C. (Flourens,

1846), or even 98 C. (Ehrenberg, 1859), closely related to species

which live in water seldom as high as 40 C. Acclimation to

temperature has also been observed in Euglena, where Schwartz

(1884) and Aderhold (1888), working separately, found that

Euglena collected in summer are not active below 5 or 6 C.,

in winter at as low as O C. No explanation for this phenomenon
is offered and no further experiments have been performed upon
this material. But Dallinger (1880) found that flagellates will

endure a rise of temperature from 15.6 C. to 70 C. if the

change is very gradual. And both Schottelius (1867) and

Dieudonne (1894) succeeded in causing bacilli which normally

produced a fluorescing pigment and trimethylamine at 22 and

not at 35, to produce these substances at 35 if kept at that

temperature through a sufficient number of generations.

The most complete and elaborate experiments on vertebrates

are those of Davenport and Castle (1895) upon Bufo tadpoles,

and those of Loeb and Wasteneys (1912) upon Fundulus. Dav-

enport and Castle found that Bufo tadpoles kept at 15 went into

heat rigor at 40.3 C., from which state recovery was possible;

but those kept at 25 C. for 28 days resisted this higher tempera-

ture perfectly, going into heat rigor only at 43.5. If brought

back to 15 for 17 days they lost their resistance to high tempera-

ture, but only partially, going into heat rigor now at 41.6 C.

The Fundulus experiments of Loeb and Wasteneys showed similar

results. Fish from a temperature of 10 C. die in less than two

hours at 29 C., and in a few minutes at 35 C.
; but if first exposed

to 27 C. for 40 hours they can live indefinitely at 35 C., and
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may even endure 39 if the rise is gradual. This acquired

resistance to high temperature persists through four weeks'

subsequent exposure to very low temperature. In these two

cases an alteration of temperature has evidently produced a

persistent effect on the protoplasm.

All the observations and experiments quoted show that organ-

isms have the capacity to acclimate to considerable changes of

temperature if these are brought about gradually; but very

slight attempts have been made to give an explanation of the

physiological significance of the acclimation process. The only

noteworthy attempt to analyze the processes involved in acclima-

tion is that of Davenport (1897). In regard to the Confervse

that live in hot springs, he suggests the following: Since it is

known that the coagulation point of at least one protein, egg

albumin, rises in proportion as it is dried, and since a number of

investigators have held that death from high temperature is

due to coagulation of proteins, the increased resistance to ex-

treme heat is probably due to loss of water. However, there is

some evidence at present that death from high temperature is

due rather to accumulation of acids in the tissues (Mayer, '17),

which throws some doubt upon Davenport's interpretation of

acclimation in hot springs. Further, acclimation to extreme

cold is, according to Davenport, a loss of irritability. The

process of acclimation, then, consists in the modification of

protoplasm through excessive heat or cold in such a way that
%

it is not so strongly irritated by these extreme temperatures,

and that the coagulation and freezing points are shifted, possibly

through loss of water (1897, p. 258). This conception of the

process of acclimation is inadequate in that it regards proto-

plasm as a static mass, which alters its condition through suc-

cessive stages, rather than as a continually changing dynamic

system.

The studies reported in this paper were undertaken to deter-

mine the effect of temperature changes upon the metabolism of

Planaria dorotocephala and to discover if possible a physiological

basis for the phenomenon of acclimation to temperature changes.

The work was carried on at the University of Chicago, 1915-

1918, at the suggestion and under the direction of Prof. C. M.
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Child. It is a great pleasure to me to have this opportunity to

express my thanks to Professor Child, not only for the stimulus

of his ideas and for his valuable suggestions, but for his kindness

in placing at my disposal certain unpublished data from his own

experiments concerning the effect of temperature on head-fre-

quency and head-form in the regeneration of pieces of Planaria.

My warm thanks are due to Dr. L. H. Hyman, of the Department

of Zoology of the University of Chicago, for her keen and

thoughtful criticism, constant encouragement, and constructive

advice. I wish further to acknowledge my deep indebtedness

to other colleagues and to the friends whose help during these

three years has made effort easy.

II. MATERIAL, GENERAL METHODS AND TERMINOLOGY.

The material used for these experiments was Planaria doroto-

cephala, one of the triclad turbellarians, the same species used

extensively by Child ('n, a, b, c, etc.) in his earlier studies on the

axial metabolic gradient. It is found in the springs that feed

into swamps a short distance back from the banks of the Fox

River, near Cary, 111. The material lends itself very well to

temperature experiments; for though its natural habitat is in

waters of relatively low temperature, the stock lives readily in

the laboratory at 17 C., and can continue to exist to all intents

normally in temperatures varying from somewhat over 30 C.

to at least as low as 4. The temperatures employed all lay

well within these limits, between 30 and 5. The stock was

collected and brought into the laboratory at intervals during

the time covered by the experiments, and was fed on liver three

times weekly (the frequency which has been found necessary to

maintain growth) throughout the period.
1 With this treatment

the stock maintains itself in normal condition.

For the experimental work three general temperatures were

employed, approximately 10 apart; that of the refrigerator

ranging between about 8 and 10 C., that of the general labora-

tory, 1 8 to 20; and that of a warm chamber, between 27 and

1 During a part of the time high temperature stock was fed mo:e often, as it

\vas found that metabolism is so rapid at raised tmperature on tri -weekly feedings

that the worms not only may not grow but may even decrease in ske.
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30 C. For convenience these will be called "low," "medium"
and "high," and the exact temperatures given only when this

seems significant for the purpose of the experiment. Several

other terms used should be explained here. By "living" tem-

perature is meant, not the temperature of the natural environ-

ment, but that temperature at which they have been living

for a certain experimental period; in acclimation experiments
there is an "acclimation temperature." "Regulation tempera-
ture" means that temperature to which the worms are subjected

during regulation; similarly, "testing temperature" means the

temperature at which the metabolic condition of the worms is

tested. When two temperatures are given, the first is the living,

the second the testing or regulating temperature.
The general methods employed in estimating the effect of

temperature upon the metabolism were:

1. Susceptibility.

2. Measurements of CO 2 production by
1. Colorimetric method.

2. The biometer.

3. Rate of regulation and head-frequency.
These methods will be described more fully as the experiments

are reported.
III. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Even before any actual experiments are attempted, certain

general observations on the effect of temperature upon the worms
can be made. Out-of-door stock lives at a temperature of not

more than 8-14. Under these conditions the worms are not

very active, rather small but stocky, and of dark color. When
brought into the laboratory and kept there under temperature
conditions approximately like those out-of-doors they maintain

the same general appearance and are very sluggish even in

response to light. When kept at ordinary room temperature,

however, which during most seasons of the year represents a

rise of at least 7-8 C., the stock becomes more active and loses

some of its heavy pigmentation, changes which we have come to

associate with more rapid metabolism. Even if well fed the

worm shows these changes; and they are much more marked in

stock that is put at still higher temperature. At 27-30 C.
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the metabolic rate is so high that it is difficult to keep stock

sufficiently nourished to allow it to increase in size. The worms

are restless, and soon become thinner, narrower and much lighter

in color. For example, a stock collected November 17, 1917

and set in the warm chamber January u, 1918 at average

temperature of 27.5 was fed tri-weekly. The reduction in size

was rapid; the worms originally 15-18 mm. in length decreased

within a period of two weeks to 9-10 mm., and were very much

more slender than the worms of the same stock and size in the

same temperature under daily feeding. It was further noticed,

though no measurements were taken, that this reduction was

more rapid, even, than in a parallel starvation stock at lower

temperatures ranging from 14-16. That these differences in

appearance and behavior are directly associated with the meta-

bolic rate needs no further proof. Even the pigment changes

cannot be a matter of kind of food but must, it seems, be related

to oxidation rate in some such way as the alterations in pigmenta-

tion which cause seasonal dimorphism in butterflies (Dorfmeister,

1879, Weismann, 1895, et al.).

IV. RELATION OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO TEMPERATURE CHANGES.

The experiments to be reported in this section deal with altera-

tions of metabolic rate in acclimation as tested by the suscepti-

bility method. This method as devised by Child ('i3a) consists

in subjecting the animals to concentrations of certain agents

which will kill them slowly enough to permit one to observe

accurately differences in their time of death. Child has suffi-

ciently demonstrated that the time required for death is de-

pendent upon metabolic rate, being shorter the higher the rate.

Therefore in my experiments I have used the time required for

death as a measure of the effect of various conditions of tempera-

ture upon the metabolic rate.

In all the experiments reported here, KNC was the agent

used. The work of earlier physiologists, notably that of Geppert

(1889), demonstrated that the action of KNC on vertebrates in

some way prevents the tissues from utilizing the oxygen of the

blood. Loeb and various other more recent workers have used

KNC extensively to inhibit oxidations; and it has been shown
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that cyanides decrease the activity of oxidizing enzymes. Hy-
man ('16) has recently shown that in all except very low con-

centrations cyanides decrease oxygen consumption in the sponge.

I am also permitted to mention the results of recent experiments

on Planaria dorotocephala not yet published: Dr. Hyman shows

that here also cyanides decrease oxygen consumption to a

marked degree, and Professor Child has been able to demonstrate

a parallel decrease in CO2 production in the same material under

the influence of cyanides. This action of KNC upon oxidation

makes it very effective for the purposes of these experiments,

since metabolic rates are best measured in terms of oxidative

processes. And Child ('130) has presented evidence of the fact

that susceptibility to cyanide increases with rise in temperature,

so there is good precedent for the use of this agent.

The concentration of KNC found most effective was a I/ 1,000

molecular solution made up with water of the appropriate tem-

perature. In each lot 10 worms of as nearly as possible the same

size were used. They were put in a 100 c.c. Erlenmeyer flask,

the water drained off and the worms then rinsed in the appro-

priate cyanide solution (made up fresh each time), after which

the flasks were filled and stoppered tightly to prevent loss of

KNC by evaporation. The method of recording death rates

was that employed by Child ('15) in which certain arbitrarily

defined stages in the course of disintegration were distinguished

as follows:

Stage I. The worm is still intact.

Stage II. The first signs of disintegration are apparent. These

usually appear at the head end but, as we would

expect, also very soon in the region of the posterior

zooids.

Stage III. The beginning of disintegration on the margins

posterior to the head.

Stage IV. Margins completely disintegrated.

Stage V. There is no tissue left with any appearance of life.

From the data thus obtained graphs were plotted by the

method that Child has previsouly used ('15, p. Si).
1

1 T his method consists in giving numerical values to the stages of disintegration

as follows: Stage II., i; Stage III., 2; Stage IV., 3; Stage V., 4; and using as
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A. Long Time Acclimations.

In the first series of experiments, stocks of worms were used

which had been in the three temperatures for periods of time

from three days .to three months. The susceptibility of lots of

worms from each of these stocks was then tested at a different

temperature and compared with that of worms which had been

living at that temperature. All possible combinations of tem-

peratures were used. The graphs represented by Figs. I and 2,

from worms with one week "acclimation," with temperature

ordinates these values multiplied bv the number of worms in each stage at each

time interval, with the time intervals as abscissae.

Since ten worms were used in each series, the highest possible numerical total,

i. e., the largest ordinate, will be 40, and will be attained when all the worms have

reached Stage V., i. e., are dead and disintegrated. The axis of ordinates is therefore

divided into 40 spaces, each representing one unit of numerical value, and since the

progress of death is most easily represented by descending curves, the ordinates are

measured from above downward. Thus, for example, if we have a lot of ten

worms which at a given time show the following groupings as regards stages of

disintegration :

Stage I. Stage II. Stage III. Stage IV. Stage V
2 worms 2 worms 4 worms 2 worms

The sum of the numerical values will be 2 +4 + 12 -1-8 = 26, which is the ordi-

nate for the curve at this time, and is to be measured downward from the zero

point (see Fig. i).
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changes in both directions, are typical of the results of such

experiments. Fig. I shows the susceptibility of two lots of

worms, the experimental lot (medium-high) from a medium living

temperature, represented by the curve a-b; the control (high-

high) from a high living temperature, represented by the curve

a-c; the susceptibility of both was tested at high. The position of

the curve a-b well to the left of the curve a-c indicates that the

worms which have been put suddenly from medium into high

temperature to test are more susceptible to cyanide than the

worms which have been living at that high temperature for a

week previous to testing. Fig. 2 shows the same kind of experi-

rs

FIG. 2.

ment with opposite temperature change; here the experimental

lot was living at high temperature a week, and its susceptibility,

tested at medium temperature, compared with that of a control

which had been living at that medium temperature. The curve

a-b here represents the experimental (high-medium) lot, the

curve a-c the control (medium-medium). The fact that the

curve a-b lies well to the right of the curve a-c shows plainly that

the worms which have been put into medium temperature to

test are less susceptible to cyanide if they have previously been

living at high for a week than if they have been in the medium

temperature during that length of time.
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It appears from the two graphs, then, that worms whose sus-

ceptibility is tested at a higher temperature than that at which

they were living for a week are more susceptible than the controls ;

worms tested at a lower temperature than that at which they had

lived a week previously are less susceptible than the controls.

Other data supporting these general conclusions are given

below in Table I. Here are given the results of typical experi-

ments differing from those pictured in Figs. I and 2 merely in

the length of time that the experimental worms had lived in one

temperature before being tested at the other. Some experiments

with each direction of temperature change from the living to the

testing one are given. Only the time of complete disintegration

is recorded. In Table I. the first vertical column gives the series

TABLE I.
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and are tested. For example, in No. I, the experimental worms

were kept three days in low temperature ;
then their susceptibility

to KNC was tested at high temperature; and it was found that

in general they died an hour earlier than the controls which had

been living and were tested at high.

These eleven experiments give results similar to those indicated

in the preceding graphs; worms tested immediately after they

have been put into a higher temperature than that at which they

have been living for a shorter or longer time show greater suscep-

tibility to cyanide than those which have been living indefinitely

at the higher temperature; those tested immediately after they

have been put into a lower temperature than that at which they

have been living for a shorter or longer time show a lower suscep-

tibility to cyanide than those which have been living indefinitely

at the lower temperature. In other words, worms brought into

a given temperature after a period of exposure to another tem-

perature show a difference in metabolic rate as indicated by

susceptibility from the animals which have been living indefinitely

at the given temperature.

B. Short Time Acclimation.

In the preceding section it has been shown that susceptibility

to cyanide is modified by exposure to given temperatures for as

short a time as three days. Further experiments were under-

taken to determine whether or not such modification can be

brought about in a still shorter period of time.

A few experiments were performed with worms which had lived

but 36 hours at a particular temperature. These experiments

presented nothing new and were therefore soon discontinued.

Fig. 3 illustrates the general results of such experiments as were

made. It is the record of 10 worms acclimated to 30 for 36

hours (curve a-c), compared in KNC at 16 with worms which

had been living at 16 (curve a-b). This graph shows that worms

living at high temperature for 36 hours are less susceptible to

cyanide in low temperature than worms which have been living

at that low temperature; that is, that even so short a period as

36 hours is long enough to modify the metabolic rate, though

not to so marked a degree as longer time intervals.
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A large number of experiments were performed to determine

whether a 12 hours' exposure to a given temperature would alter

the susceptibility to cyanide. Worms from stocks kept for

various lengths of time at one temperature were placed for
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twelve hours in a different temperature; the susceptibility to

cyanide was then compared at the second temperature with

that of worms from the same stock which had not been exposed

to the second temperature until the time of testing. Both lots

were tested at the second temperature. If the worms show

consistently different death rates it will be proof that time in-

tervals as short as these few hours actually produce persistent

modifications in metabolism. The results are more easily tabu-

lated and considered in separate groups according to the direction

of the temperature change.

In Table II. the experimental lots are brought into a tempera-

TABLE II.

Lowered Temperature.

Comparative Susceptibility.

No. Control Lots. Experimental Lots.

1 high-low high, 12 hrs. low

2 12 hrs.

3 12 hrs.
"

4 12 hrs.
"

5 12 hrs.
"

6 < 12 hr,.
"

7
"

12 hrs.
"

8 12 hrs.
"

9 < 12 hrs.
"

10 12 hrs.

11 12 hrs.
"

12 high-medium < 12 hrs. medium

13 12 hrs.

14 12 hrs.

15 12 hrs.

16 medium-low < medium, 12 hrs. low

17 12 hrs.
"

18 12 hrs.
"

19 12 hrs.
"

20 12 hrs.
"

21 12 hrs.
"

22 < 12 hrs.
"

ture below that at which they have been living and remain there

12 hours before determination of their susceptibility is begun.

The control lots, on the other hand, are brought into the lower

temperature only when the determination of susceptibility begins.

The table shows the difference in susceptibility between such
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pairs of lots. In no. I for example, the control lot brought

from high to low temperature at the time of susceptibility deter-

mination shows a susceptibility greater than that of the experi-

mental lot which has been 12 hours at the low temperature

before the susceptibility determination.

Of these twenty-two cases almost 73 per cent, show that 12

hours in a lower temperature than the living one before the addi-

tion of cyanide makes the worms more susceptible to cyanide

than those which have been subjected to the depressing influence

of the cold and of the cyanide simultaneously; in other words,

the worms first brought into low temperature then subjected

to cyanide die faster than those brought into low temperature

and cyanide at the same time. Judging from these data a 12

hours' subjection to a lower temperature produces some degree of

adjustment; in most cases the worms have apparently under-

gone some increase in metabolic rate during the twelve hours at

the lower temperature. Just what the nature of this adjustment

is had better be considered later when there are more data from

which to judge. But that it is not merely a shock effect is

evident from a comparison of the effects of acclimation periods

of various lengths. In 12 hours the worms show less acclimation

than in 36 hours, and in that period less than in three days, so

that evidently the process is not ended in a period shorter than

three days, which itself is surely too long a time for shock effect

from a change of 10 to persist. The process then is gradual,

covering a considerable period of time, which may range from

three days to one week, by which time the acclimation is fairly

complete and the new rate established.

The possible sources of error in these experiments account for

most of the exceptional results quite readily. The series tested

at low temperature all take so long even to begin disintegration

that some degree of acclimation undoubtedly occurs in the

period before death begins, which would bring the two lots very

nearly to the same rate. This might well explain the inconsis-

tency in no. 14, where a relation like the majority held until

the last half hour at which time the condition became reversed.

The fact that the series were not followed up to complete dis-

integration may explain the result of nos. 4 and 13. The worms
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of nos. I and 2 belonged to a series which had previously been

shifted several times from one temperature to another for very
short periods of time; the repeated changes may have been so

frequent as to check the effect of the last change. The result

of the last of these six exceptions (a little over 27 per cent, of the

total number of experiments), no. 10, can only be explained on the

ground of possible individual variation.

Twenty-three experiments with temperature changes in the

opposite direction were performed. Table III. summarizes the

TABLE III.

Raised Temperature.

Comparative Susceptibility.

Experimental Lots.No.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ii

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Control Lots,

low-high

low-medium

medium-high

low, 12 hrs. high

12 hrs.
"

12 hrs.

12 hrs.
"

12 hrs.
"

12 hrs.

12 hrs.

12 hrs.
"

12 hrs.
"

12 hrs.

12 hrs. medium
12 hrs.

12 hrs.

12 hrs.

12 hrs.

12 hrs.

12 hrs.

< medium, 12 hrs. high

12 hrs.

12 hrs.
"

12 hrs.
"

12 hrs.
"

> "
12 hrs.

"

results of such experiments. In these series the experimental

lots are brought into a temperature higher than that at which

they have been living and remain there 12 hours before deter-

mination of susceptibility is begun. The controls, as in Table II.

above, are brought into the second temperature (in this case the

higher one) only at the time when the determination of suscepti-
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bility begins. The table shows the difference in susceptibility

between the two lots. Thus no. I, for example, shows that the

susceptibility of a lot ("control") brought from low to high

temperature only when the susceptibility determination is begun
is greater than that of a lot ("experimental") which has been 12

hours at the high temperature before the susceptibility determina-

tion.

We can see from a glance at Table III. that there is much

greater variability in the results in the raised temperature series

than in the series with lowered temperature. Predicting results

on the basis of the previous set of experiments, we would assume

that after 12 hours in a higher temperature than the living one,

before subjection to the KNC, the worms would be somewhat

less susceptible than similar worms subjected to the new tem-

perature and cyanide simultaneously. In other words, they

should have become acclimated to some extent to this second

change. Of the 23 series tested to determine this point ten

gave the predicted result, six the opposite and seven showed no

difference between the experimental and the control animals.

Let us examine these to see whether a reasonable explanation for

these very variable results can be found. One fact which may
throw light on this question is the following: From examination

of the graphs, which are not given here for lack of space, it is

very evideat that of the ten series which gave the result which

we predicted from the findings in Table II., one showed a time

interval of five hours between the death of the two series, one

four hours' difference in time, and four two hours or very little

less. The time intervals between complete disintegration of the

two lots which showed the opposite type of result (those in which

12 hours' acclimation did not decrease susceptibility) were mostly

shorter; the curves were closer together as a rule. Apparently,

then, acclimation to raised temperatures is less rapid than

acclimation to lowered ones since susceptibility seems to be

much less altered by 12 hours at a temperature higher than that

at which the worms have been living than it is by 12 hours at a

temperature lower than that at which they have been living.

In the case of the highest temperature used, this apparent
retardation in the process of acclimation may perhaps be ex-
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plained on the ground that this high temperature is close to the

limit at which these animals can live at all after a sudden change;
it has been found that they cannot live in a temperature above 30
unless the temperature is raised very gradually.

The susceptibility method shows then that exposure to a

given temperature for even so short a time as 12 hours produces
a change in physiological condition (Tables II., III.). When
such a 12-hour period of exposure to a given temperature is

followed by exposure to a higher temperature, the susceptibility

determined at the higher temperature is higher than that of

animals which have been living indefinitely at this higher tem-

perature. The susceptibility determined at a temperature lower

than that of the 12 hours' period is lower than the suscepti-

bility of worms which have been living indefinitely at that lower

temperature. With increase in the period of exposure to a given

temperature this effect shows in general an increase (Table I.).

V. CARBON DIOXIDE PRODUCTION.

The second method used for demonstrating the differences

in metabolic rate at different temperatures consisted in a com-

parison of the COg output of different lots. The measurement

of COa has long been used by physiologists as one of the best

methods available for estimating the change in metabolic rate

under experimental conditions. In these experiments carbon

dioxide output was measured in two ways: by the colorimeter

method and by the biometer.

A. The Colorimetric Method.

The colorimetric method was an adaptation of that used

extensively by Haas in the laboratory of Plant Physiology

of Harvard University. It consisted essentially in measuring
the comparative CO?, output of two lots of worms in terms of the

color change in an indicator solution in which the worms were

tested. The following indicators were tried:

Alizarin Congo red Phenolpthalein

Methyl orange Benzo-purpurin Phenolsulphone-pthalein

Neutral red Liquid litmus

Of these the turning point of the first three proved to be neither

sufficiently close to the PH of the well water, nor sharply dif-
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ferentiated enough, for the purpose of these experiments. Congo
red and benzo-purpurin were not very satisfactory because they
were taken up by the slime secreted by the worms so that the

color in the solution itself became so varyingly diluted as to

make accurate comparison uncertain. Liquid litmus and phenol-

pthalein were used to some extent; but by far the most satis-

factory for the purposes of these experiments was the phenol-

sulphonepthalein used by Haas (1916) which combined all of

the desirable qualities for a good indicator non-toxicity, slow-

ness of the penetration rate, great sensitiveness to very slight

increase in H-ion concentration, and a suitable working range

from PH 8.6 to PH 6. The starting point for these experiments
was of course the PH of the well water in which the worms lived

in the laboratory about PH 7.6; but this point is not very

significant for the purposes of these experiments as no attempt
was made to determine the absolute PH but rather the com-

parative changes in PH in terms of color differences.

In the earlier experiments equal numbers of worms of the

same size were compared without weighing. Later, beginning

with series XXV., and throughout the rest of the experiments,

the worms were weighed and the weights recorded; and an at-

tempt was made to put the excess weight now on one side, now
on the other, so as to prevent the weight from being by any

possibility the determining factor in the results. The worms
were weighed in water at the temperature at which they had been

living in each particular case. A small glass container with the

water was first quickly balanced, and the worms were placed in

this after a moment on filter paper to remove excess water.

After weighing they were placed in pyrex tubes of standard

volume; these were rinsed and then filled with indicator solution

and sealed, with air excluded by paraffined corks, or, better

paraffin plugs. The worms were then put into the new tem-

perature away from the direct sunlight and all other strong

illumination in order to preclude the possibility of stimulation

from those sources. To avoid as far as possible the differences

in motor activity resulting from differences in temperature the

worms were decapitated, (except in a few cases indicated in the

table), shortly before weighing. At any time from ten minutes
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to twenty-four hours after decapitation there is almost complete

inactivity in all the different temperatures, and the time between

decapitation and experiment was always within these limits.

That the animals do not excrete any appreciable amount of any

non-volatile acid was shown by the fact that after the color

change was produced by the worms the indicator solution could

be brought back to the original color by shaking thoroughly with

air; and there is no good reason to believe that they excrete any

other volatile acid than CO2 .

The results obtained by this method are briefly as follows:

first, worms brought from a low to a higher temperature show in

the higher temperature a higher rate of metabolism as indicated

by CO2 production than that of the worms which have lived at

the higher temperature ; second, so far as the evidence goes worms

brought from a higher to a lower temperature show a lower rate

of CO2 production than those which have been living at the lower

temperature. Table IV. gives the results of 24 experiments in

which worms acclimated to low and tested at medium tempera-

ture (experimental) are compared with worms which have been

living indefinitely and are tested at medium temperature (con-

trol).

As can be seen at a glance the majority of these experiments

gave very consistent results, extensive and beautiful evidence

that worms acclimated to cold showed higher CO2 production in

medium temperature than worms acclimated to and tested at

the medium temperature. Of the twenty-four experiments per-

formed, seventeen, that is, 83 per cent., gave this result. The

possibilities of experimental error here are: Observations over

too short a period of time
;
too great a discrepancy in the weights

of the two lots of worms; the inaccuracy of judgment due to

the use of an unsatisfactory indicator. Of the four exceptions

to the majority rule in this table, three, nos. 2, 6 and 21, can all

be explained on one or the other of these grounds. No. 5 is

explicable only as the result of individual variations in rate of

CO2 production, which are sometimes considerable.

The other two possible "raised-temperature" series medium-

high and low-high gave results in the main like that of Table

IV.; worms acclimated to a lower temperature than the one at
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TABLE IV.

Time Between Beginning
of Experiment and

First Noticeable Color COz Production.

No. Difference. Control Lots. Experimental Lots.

! i hr. medium-medium > low-medium

2^ hrs.

2 5 hrs.
i t tt n

3 2 hrs.

4 hrs.

4 iM hrs.

5 2K hrs.

3Mhrs.
6 M hr.

7 Khr.
6 hrs.

8 J^ hr.

1 hr.

9 i hr.

10 (heads present) % hr.

11 Yz hr.

12 3 hrs.

13 (heads present) Y2 hr.

14 H hr.

iK hrs.

3 hrs.

15 (heads present) zYt hrs. <
.

16 3M hrs.

17 H hr.

18 H hr.

19 (heads present) i^ hrs.

20 iH hrs.

21 i hr.

2 hrs. >
22 3 hrs.

23 *A hr.

24 M hr.

which they were tested produced more CO2 in the same length

of time than similar worms acclimated to and tested at the higher

temperature. The only exception in this group belonged to a

series exceptional in character throughout with no apparent

reason for its non-conformity except individual variations in rate.

As a check upon this one series three other series with the same

temperature conditions were tried later. The same length of

time in the living temperature was allowed, the worms were

weighed very carefully and tested with the most delicate indi-

cator; under these conditions the typical result was obtained.
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Few experiments with temperature changes in the opposite

direction acclimation temperature higher than testing tem-

perature were performed. The least satisfactory of these were

the "high-low" vs. "low-low" series. This was because it

required so long a time for the worms to show any appreciable

CO2 production that a new acclimation may have occurred or

at least begun to occur in that time. Series LXVI., I, "high-

low" for instance, showed no color change at all even in the con-

trols for more than 24 hours. As the previous experiments

had shown even a 1 2-hour period to permit of some degree of

acclimation, it is evident that in the above case we are dealing

with something in the nature of a second acclimation. This

difficulty could have been obviated by the use of greater numbers

of worms; but beyond a few experiments to illustrate this point,

no further attempts were made with this temperature combina-

tion. The two series "high-medium" vs. "medium-medium"

and "medium-low" vs. "low-low" showed in over 60 per cent,

of the cases that worms kept at a lower temperature have a

higher rate of COz production than those which have been

suddenly brought into that temperature from a higher one.

Before leaving the subject of the indicator method, a few pre-

liminary attempts to check the short-time acclimation periods

may perhaps be mentioned. Though not conclusive on account

of their small number, they are at least suggestive. The experi-

mental procedure was as follows: Three lots of worms of as nearly

as possible equal weights were taken, two that had been at low

temperature, a third, the control, from medium temperature.

The heads from all three lots were cut off, but at such times that

one of the low temperature lots stood for a number of hours

12 to 24 headless before the experiment was begun; imme-

diately after decapitating, this lot was put into medium tempera-

ture, so that it had, each time, 12 to 24 hours in which to adjust

to that temperature before its rate of CO2 production began to be

measured. This gave for comparison with the control, two lots

of the "low-medium" series, one of which was thus tested at

once at the time of change of temperature, the other only after

it had been given 12-24 hours in which to begin the process of

acclimation. From the previous experimental data with short-
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time acclimation we would suppose that the lot given a number

of hours' start would have begun a second acclimation to the

new temperature and would consequently show a new lower

rate, producing less CO2 in the same length of time than the lot

which was subjected to change of temperature simultaneously

with the beginning of the experiment. As a matter of fact such

was the case in a few experiments tried in the way described

above, at any rate up to the sixth hour after setting up the experi-

ment, and in one case for as long as twenty-four hours at least.

With other combinations of temperature in the same direction,

the results were consistent with the above. "Medium-high"
and "low-high" lots showed slower CO2 production if given

twelve hours' start at the second temperature than if the CO2

production was estimated at once upon change of temperature.

Thus even these few tentative experiments give further evidence

of an acclimation after only 12-24 hours.

B. The Biometer Method.

The findings as to carbon dioxide production by the colori-

metric method are further confirmed by the results of experi-

ments with worms in the biometer, an apparatus devised by
Tashiro (1914) to show very minute amounts of CO2 by the

formation of crystals of barium carbonate on the surface of a

drop of the hydrate, and used extensively by him in the study

of nerve metabolism and to some extent by him and Child ('136)

in experiments on this same form, Planaria dorotocephala. The

biometer can be used for comparative estimation of CO 2 pro-

duction in Planaria, but the method is so delicate that the best

results are obtained with single individuals except when the

worms are very small. With larger numbers the barium car-

bonate forms too rapidly to permit of accurate comparison,

accordingly all the experiments reported here are the results of

testing one worm against another. The worms to be tested were

decapitated to decrease motor activity, were weighed (in all

cases except the first one), then dried for a moment on filter

paper and put into the biometer on small cover slips. The

method of weighing was the same as that for the colorimetric

CO2 determination (see above, p. 293) ;
as often as possible the
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excess weight was put on alternate sides in duplicate experiments,

and the position of experimental and control worms in the

apparatus was alternated. It should be stated, of course, that

only those temperature combinations could be employed in

which the testing and the control temperatures were medium

since that was the only temperature at which the biometer could

be operated. The "low-medium" group gave the same results

as the colorimetric experiments of Table IV. above, as far as

tried out. But it is from the "high-medium
"

lot, the one furnish-

ing the less complete records in the colorimetric estimations, that

the data below are quoted, since they are characteristic both as

regards the majority results and the exceptions. Table V. is a

summary of the results of these experiments. Worms which

had been living at high temperature were put into the biometer

at medium and their CO2 production as determined by BaCO3

precipitation was compared at that temperature with that of

worms which had been living at the medium temperature

indefinitely.

TABLE V.

No.
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been living at that lower temperature. Of the other four experi-

ments, one, no. 8 (with positive results) has been left out of

account, as it seemed probable that there was a leak in the

biometer. In considering the exceptions we must bear in mind

that small differences in weight may be enough, when dealing

with such small amounts of protoplasm, to account for variations.

Among the exceptions, three, nos. 4, 7 and 13, have the excess

weight on the experimental side, but this is not the case with the

fourth, no. 12; so weight can hardly be considered the explana-

tion. As earlier experiments had shown that it was hard to

maintain high temperature stock at the usual size on tri-weekly

feedings, it seemed worth while when the first few cases of non-

conformity appeared, to consider whether the irregularity could

be found to have a definite relation to the nutritive conditions.

But after daily feeding of one stock for a month, the last three

experiments, 11,12 and 13, failed to support any such theory. The

excess weight was always on the experimental side yet the results

differed in the different experiments, with no direct relation to

the feeding. The exceptions here are probably due to slight

differences in motor activity and to individual variations. As

has been said above, since single individuals are used the effect

of such-differences must be relatively great.

From data on carbon dioxide production, then, we may draw

conclusions identical with those to which the data from suscepti-

bility experiments lead us. Worms which have been living at a

given temperature for even as short periods as 12 hours have

undergone an alteration in metabolism shown in this case by an

alteration in CO% production. This alteration results in the

production of more CO^ by worms whose living temperature was

lower than the testing temperature than by worms whose living

and testing temperatures were the same (higher) ;
and less COo

production by worms whose living temperature was higher than

that at which they were tested than by worms whose living and

testing temperatures were the same (lower) temperature.

VI. INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON HEAD-FREQUENCY.

A. Direct Effect of Altered Temperature.

I. During the Entire Period of Regulation. Before taking up
the question of the effect of acclimation to certain temperatures
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upon the head-frequency of regulating Planaria, we must con-

sider: first, the significance of regulation experiments with this

form; second, the factors concerned in head-frequency; and

third, the direct effect of temperature on head-frequency.

In a study of regulation, whole worms are cut into certain

pieces of equal size and allowed to re-

main for sufficient length of time to un-

dergo growth and reorganization or re-

differentiation. Planaria dorotocephala

ordinarily reproduces asexually by fis-

sion, and worms above a certain size

consist of two or more zooids which are

distinguishable physiologically but not

morphologically (Child, 'nc). Since the

head-frequency in the regulation of

pieces has been found to vary accord-

ing to the position of the piece with

respect to the boundaries of the differ-

ent zooids, it is desirable for the sake

of uniformity to use pieces from a single

zooid. The anterior zooid extending

from the head to a short distance be-

hind the mouth is the longest zooid, and

most convenient for the purpose. More-

over, since head-frequency varies with

length of piece and size of animal (Child/

na, '140, '146, '16), pieces of uniform

length from animals of approximately

the same size must be used. In the ex-

periments reported below, three pieces,

representing each one third of the length

of the first zooid after removal of the

head, are used and are designated A ,

B and C, in order from anterior to posterior (see Fig. 4). In

all the experiments unless otherwise stated, the temperatures

used were: "low," 10-12; "medium" 20; "high" 29. Dur-

ing the period of regulation the water was changed frequently to

guard against the accumulation of toxic substances. Professor

FIG. 4.
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Child's morphological classification of the different degrees of

cephalic differentiation between normal and headless ('lie} is

followed in all the tabulations. Worms are classified as normal;

teratophthalmic, 'teratomorphic, anophthalmic, and headless. In

all experiments fifty pieces each' were used and the numerical

results are given in percentages unless otherwise stated.

On the basis of a wide range of experimental data, Child

('13^, '140, 'i^b, '16) has attempted a physiological analysis of

the factors concerned in head-frequency in this species, and his

conclusions are adopted in this paper. His analy-

sis is somewhat as follows: In each piece after sec-

tion two regions are to be distinguished physiolog-

ically, one which can be designated x, the region

at the anterior end of the piece from which the new

head is formed ; the other designated as y, consist-

ing of the remainder of the piece (see Fig. 5). The

region x undergoes more or less complete dediffer-

entiation as the result of section, its cells attain a more

or less embryonic condition, and from this embryonic tissue

the head gradually redifferentiates. The region y, on the

other hand, shows stimulation through the nerves after sec-

tion, but undergoes relatively little and only gradual dedif-

ferentiation. Within any single individual, the more posterior

the level of the body from which the piece is taken the greater

the stimulation of y (Child, '140). It has been shown that it

is. determined during this period of stimulation of y whether a

piece shall form a head or not (Child, '146) and that the more

posterior the level of the body from which the piece is taken the

lower the head-frequency (Child, 'iia, '16).

Head-frequency may be experimentally altered and controlled

to a high degree (Child, 'lie, '16) and the results of experiments

along this line together with data noted above concerning the

regions x and y have led Child to the conclusion that a new head

is formed, not through correlation with and dependence upon the

rest of the piece, but so to speak in spite of it. The differentia-

tion of a head is determined by the embryonic cells of x, exactly

as in the embryo arising from an egg, and the region y can only

inhibit head development to a greatef or less degree provided its
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metabolic rate is sufficiently high in relation to that of x. All the

experimental data agree in pointing to the conclusion that head-

frequency increases with increase in rate x in relation to rate y,

and decreases with the increase of rate y in relation to rate x.

In other words, we may express head-frequency in the general

rate x
formula head-frequency =

rate y
In order to show the direct effect of temperature on head-

frequency, we may compare the head-frequency of pieces which

have been living at a given temperature and undergo regulation

at another temperature higher or lower than the first, with the

head-frequency of pieces which have been living and undergo

regulation at the first temperature.
1 Table VI. shows the effect

on head-frequency of a rise from low to medium temperature,

Table VII. the effect of a fall in temperature from medium to

low, and Table VIII. the effect of a rise from medium to high.

In each lot, A, B and C consist of 50 pieces, and the head-

frequencies are given in percentages.

TABLE VI.

WORMS WHICH HAVE BEEN LIVING FOR Six WEEKS AT Low TEMPERATURE,
REGULATING AT MEDIUM.
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TABLE VII.

WORMS WHICH HAVE BEEN LIVING FOR A NUMBER OF MONTHS IN THE LABORA-

TORY AT MEDIUM TEMPERATURE, REGULATING AT Low.

Series.
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Let us consider briefly the significance of the data in the light

of the interpretation of head-frequency suggested above. It

will be seen that at a lowered temperature the head frequency

throughout is lower than it would have been at the original

temperature; at raised temperature it is higher than it would

have been at the original temperature.' Alteration of tempera-
ture then must affect x more than y; for if this were not the case

we should expect head-frequency to remain unaltered. Appar-

ently, then, the x cells are more susceptible to the direct effect

of temperature changes than those of y.

This greater susceptibility of the x cells to temperature change
is also indicated by the fact that at 4 C. the x region is incapable

in almost 100 per cent, of the cases of giving rise to any head at

all; although if the changes in temperature have not been too

rapid the pieces may still remain alive at this temperature.

Pieces kept for some five months at this temperature remained

headless; but when brought into medium temperature gave rise

to a high percentage of heads, many of which were normal. At

this extremely low temperature life was maintained, but little

or no growth of the physiologically younger cells of x occurred.

2. During the First Few Hours of Regulation. Another series

of experiments was conducted to see what would be the effect

of temperatures applied for shorter periods of time than the

whole time of regulation. These experiments were in a sense

preliminary to acclimation experiments proper. They lie in

intermediate position between those testing the direct effect of

temperature during regulation and those testing the power of

adjustment of the organism to temporary changes, and the extent

to which such changes permanently alter the metabolic rate.

It has been found experimentally (Child, '146) that whether

a head shall be formed or not is determined within 3-6 hours

after sectioning.
1 These experiments were repeated by me with

like results (see Table IX. below).

We know that long pieces from standardized stock, such as

ax (Fig. 6), produce practically 100 per cent, normal heads.

We also know that pieces such as a-b (Fig. 6) whose anterior

1 Similar data have been worked out for Lumbriculus inconstans by Hyman
('160.1.
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ends are as nearly as possible at the same body level as the

anterior ends of the long pieces give practically 100 per cent,

headless forms. Moreover, we find th'at when a piece such as

a-b has remained for a few hours as the

anterior portion of the long piece a-x

and is then isolated, it usually gives rise

to a head. It is evident that at the

anterior end of the piece conditions de-

termining head formation have been so

fixedly established during these few hours

that they are not essentially altered by
the later isolation of the short piece,

although when the short piece is iso-

lated at once head formation is inhib-

ited.

The experimental procedure is as fol-

lows: A lot (A) of 25 or 50 long pieces

(a-x, Fig. 6) are cut and allowed to reg-

ulate, and head-frequency noted. A
second lot (B), short pieces (a-b, Fig.

6) ,
are likewise cut and allowed to regu-

late. These serve as controls. Several

hundred long pieces (a-x, Fig. 6) are

now cut, and from the anterior regions

of these, lots (C, D, E, etc.) of short

pieces (ab, Fig. 6) are cut at different

intervals following the first section. In

this way the head forming region is left

for a certain length of time as the ante-

rior end of the long piece before it be-

comes the anterior end of the short

piece. Table IX. gives the results of such a series of experi-

ments.

Evidently the process of head determination then begins almost

immediately after section and the conditions existing in the piece

during the first few hours after section must constitute the

most important factor determining the character of the result.

The controls A give 100 per cent, heads, whereas the controls
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TABLE IX.

Lot.
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From the above table it will be seen that the effect of lowering

temperature during the beginning of the period of regulation

is of the same sort as the effect of a temperature continued during

the whole period. Head-frequency is lowered throughout the

series by the lowering of temperature.

B. The Analysis of Acclimation by the Method of Head-Frequency.

In the experiments of the preceding section, worms were

taken from temperatures at which they had been living so long

that there could be no doubt that acclimation is practically

completed. In this section worms were used which had been

living at a given temperature for shorter periods of time before

putting into a new temperature to regulate. In this way an

attempt was made to determine for how long a period worms

must live in one temperature before acclimation to that tempera-

ture occurs to such a degree that it will affect the head-frequency

at a new temperature.

The method consisted in keeping worms at a certain tempera-

ture for various lengths of time, from three days to three weeks.

Then cutting A, B and C pieces for regulation at another tem-

perature and comparing their head-frequency with that of pieces

from animals living at the second temperature. A difference in

head-frequency between the two lots will indicate that the first

temperature has had some effect on the reaction to the second.

The following table gives a resume of the results of such

experiments with acclimation periods of from 3 days to 3 weeks.

Taking the first series as an illustration, the animals were

kept at low temperature for three days and the A, B, C pieces

when cut were placed in medium temperature for regulation.

The head-frequency of this series was then compared with that of

a control series which had been living and underwent regulation

at the regulation (in this case medium) temperature. In this

first series the head-frequency of the worms kept at low for three

days before the pieces were cut shows in the A pieces a decrease,

in the B and C pieces an increase in head-frequency as compared

with the control. The data for the other series are recorded in

the same way.

The table shows that the effect on head-frequency for shorter
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TABLE XI.

Series.
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head-frequency in regulation all agree in indicating that when

individuals of Planaria dorotocephala are subjected to changes

in temperature which are not too extreme, two sorts of change in

metabolic condition are distinguishable. The first of these is

the change in oxidation rate which is the direct effect of the

change in temperature, and is either an increase or a decrease in

rate according as the change consists in a rise or a fall in tem-

perature. The second is a gradual process of acclimation extend-

ing over days or weeks and apparently gradually approaching a

limit. This process involves an alteration opposite in direction

to the first, consisting in a gradual decrease in oxidation rate if

the change is from a lower to a higher temperature, an increase

if the change is from a higher to a lower temperature.

That this alteration in rate is a real acclimation and not merely

a recovery from the shock of a change in temperature is indicated

first by the fact that extreme changes are not necessary to bring

it about; second, by the fact that it occurs when the temperature

is raised the same number of degrees gradually as well as when

it is raised abruptly, and third, that it only begins to be appreci-

able after twelve hours or more and may extend over a period of

weeks. Recovery from any shock that might conceivably result

from a change of 10 in temperature in an animal like Planaria

might be expected to occur within a much shorter period of time

than this acclimation process.

The acclimatory change in rate of oxidation, a decrease follow-

ing rise, an increase following fall in temperature, represents

the working of a regulatory mechanism which shows some re-

semblances in its results to the mechanism of temperature regula-

tion in the warm-blooded animals. There, too, a rise in tempera-

ture brings about a decrease in rate of oxidation, and a fall, an

increase in rate. It seems probable that a regulatory mechanism

working in much the same way as that of Planaria will be found

in other cold-blooded animals, and that such a general mechanism

of acclimation to temperature in cold-blooded animals is the

basis from which the temperature-regulating mechanism of warm-

blooded animals is developed and elaborated.

The main differences between a general mechanism of acclima-

tion to temperature such as that of Planaria and a temperature-
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regulating mechanism such as that of warm-blooded animals

seem to be that the former acts relatively slowly and only par-

tially compensates the direct effect of temperature change;

whereas the temperature-regulating mechanism acts very rapidly

and maintains a uniform body temperature over a wide range of

external temperature change.

Since the establishment of the fact that the usual temperature

coefficient of velocity of chemical reaction for 10 C. within ordi-

nary temperature range is between 2 and 3, and that the tempera-

ture-coefficients of many physical processes are of very different

orders of magnitude, the temperature coefficients of various

physiological processes have been determined on the assumption

'that such coefficients will show whether chemical or physical

processes are primarily concerned. Snyder ('08) found that the

velocities of nerve impulses follow van't Hoff's law for chemical

reactions. Van Slyke and Cullen ('14) observed that the re-

action rate of the enzyme urease is nearly doubled by every 10

rise in temperature between 10 and 40, the average temperature

coefficient being 1.91 within this range. Loeb and Wasteneys

('n) investigated the temperature coefficient for the rate of

oxidation in newly fertilized Arbacia eggs and found it to be

remarkably constant, about 2. And Lillie and Knowlton ('97)

showed the temperature coefficient for the development of the

egg of the frog to be of the same nature as that for chemical

reactions. A great number of other similar cases might be

quoted. Yet with the increase in knowledge along this line it

has become increasingly evident that caution is necessary in

generalizing from such data
;
for not only are some of the chemical

and physical temperature coefficients almost identical, but as

Bayliss ('15, p. 43) and others have pointed out, the physio-

logical processes are processes occurring in heterogenous systems

in which even when a chemical reaction occurs, other processes

must also be concerned; and the velocity of the whole will be

conditioned by that process the rate of which is lowest under the

given conditions.

The experiments on temperature acclimation in Planaria show

that in addition to the direct effect of temperature on the velocity

of cer ain physiological processes, there is a secondary effect
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occurring gradually and proceeding in the opposite direction

from the first; that is, after a change in temperature, the velocity
of physiological processes must undergo a gradual progressive

change apparently approaching a limit in a constant temperature.
Such a change manifestly cannot be an effect of temperature on

the velocity of chemical reaction, but must result from an action

of the altered velocity and other temperature effects associated

with it upon the constitution or condition of the heterogenous

protoplasmic system. These changes in the system in turn

condition further gradual alterations in the velocity of reactions

even though the temperature remains constant.

The effect of temperature upon head-frequency suggests that

the processes in the region x (Fig. 5), the cells of which undergo
extreme dedifferentiation and rapid growth and are directly con-

cerned in head-formation, are altered to a greater degree by

change in temperature than those in the region y. Regulation

at a higher temperature than that at which the animal has been

living increases, and regulation at a lower temperature decreases

head-frequency. Moreover, acclimation to a given temperature

alters the reaction, as indicated by head-frequency, to another

temperature (Table XI.). This table also shows that animals

acclimated to a high temperature show a lower head-frequency,

and animals acclimated to a low temperature, a higher head-fre-

quency, than those brought into that temperature at the begin-

ning of regulation. These effects are in general opposite in

direction to the direct effects of temperature change. If head-

rate x
frequency = - -

(pp. 302-3), as various lines of experimental
rate y

evidence indicate, it is evident; first, that changes in tempera-

ture must directly alter rate x more than rate y; and second,

that acclimation to a given temperature preceding regulation

produces its effect by altering the metabolic level at which the

regulatory processes in the cells of x begin.

These conclusions are in complete agreement with other data

on acclimation to temperature and to other conditions in

Planaria. In general, direct susceptibility to change in condi-

tions and also capacity for acclimation to conditions which are

not too extreme vary with rate of oxidation (Child, '130,
'
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140,, i^c, '16). A physiologically young animal shows a higher

susceptibility to change in conditions as indicated by direct

effect, and also is able to become more rapidly and completely

acclimated to changes which are not too extreme. The cells of

x undergo extreme dedifferentiation after section and become

essentially embryonic cells before giving rise to a head. In an

isolated piece then they very soon become physiologically younger

than the cells of y, and the higher susceptibility of x to tempera-

ture changes as well as the effects of acclimation are unques-

tionably associated with this change in physiological condition

and increase in metabolic activity.

In short, the data on head-frequency not only indicate direct

and acclimatory effects of temperature of the same sort as those

indicated by susceptibility to cyanide and CO production, but

they also indicate that these temperature effects are not the same

for cells or tissues in different physiological condition. Here

again the difficulty of drawing definite conclusions as to existence

of a temperature coefficient of physiological processes is evident,

from the fact that the rate of increase in the velocity of reaction

may vary with the physiological condition of the cells or tissues

concerned.

VIII. SUMMARY.

1. The susceptibility of Planaria dorotocephala to toxic con-

centrations of KNC increases with rise and decreases with fall

in temperature.

2. When animals which have been living at one temperature

are subjected to another a gradual change in susceptibility

to KNC in the new temperature occurs. In animals brought

from a lower to a higher temperature the susceptibility under-

goes gradual decrease at the higher temperature, and in animals

brought from a higher to a lower temperature the susceptibility

undergoes a gradual increase at the lower temperature. These

secondary changes in susceptibility are distinguishable after

twelve hours' subjection to a new temperature, but extend over

days or weeks, apparently gradually approaching a limit. These

changes occurring in a temperature higher or lower than that at

which the animals have previously been living represent a process

of acclimation.
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3. Estimations of CC>2 production by a colorimetric method

and by the Tashiro biometer give essentially the same results

as the susceptibility method. The increase in CO" production

which occurs when animals are brought from a lower to a higher

temperature is followed by a gradual decrease at the higher tem-

perature; and the decrease in CC>2 production which occurs when

animals are brought from a higher temperature is followed by a

gradual increase in CC>2 production at the lower temperature.

4. Experiments on the effect of temperature on head-frequency

in the regulation of pieces give results similar to those on suscepti-

bility and on CC>2 production. Rise in temperature increases,

fall in temperature decreases, head-frequency, but acclimation

determines changes in head-frequency in opposite directions

from those directly determined by change of temperature.

Animals which have become acclimated to a high temperature

show a lower head-frequency in regulation than those brought

into that temperature at the beginning of regulation ; and animals

acclimated to low temperature showr a higher head-frequency

than those brought into that temperature at the beginning of

regulation.

5. All the experimental data agree in indicating that, within

the temperature range of the experiments, acclimation to a

change in temperature upward consists in changes which manifest

themselves physiologically as a gradual decrease in rate of meta-

bolism or oxidation; and acclimation to a change in temperature

downward consists in changes which manifest themselves physio-

logically as a gradual increase in rate of metabolism or oxidation.

6. The working of the regulating mechanism concerned in

acclimation to temperature resembles as regards its action on

metabolism the temperature-regulating mechanism of warm-

blooded animals, but is very much slower and less effective as a

compensatory mechanism than the latter. It may perhaps be

regarded as representing the general basis from which a tempera-

ture-regulating mechanism has developed.
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While studying the earliest stages in the development of the

pigeon's egg some years ago it became necessary to devote some

attention to the laid egg. Here I found several relations of

fundamental importance which recent embryologists have con-

sistently neglected. It was especially interesting to find that

the well-known relation between embryo and egg as a whole

(Fig. i) is subject to much greater variation than is generally

believed. This became still more striking when it was found

that the eggs of a single bird vary less than the eggs obtained

from a group of birds. The present report covers observations

extended over a much longer period than my former one (1912),

together with an analysis of the data and the literature.

319
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I wish to call particular attention to the older studies on the

bird's egg. From the time of Aristotle until the work of Kolliker,

O. Hertwig and van Beneden began, the only accredited and

accessible embryological material was afforded by the hen's egg

and a wealth of observation was accumulated concerning it.

Yet recent students of the bird's egg have dated their work

from Gegenbaur's paper in 1861 assuming that the monumental

researches of Harvey, Malpighi, Wolff, Dutrochet, Coste and

even Purkinje and von Baer have now only an historic interest.

The folly of this will appear from what follows. These workers,

unhampered by our elaborate technical methods, studied this

macroscopic egg with the thoroughness of studious leisure and

then wrote of it in a manner that must arouse the wonder and

admiration of any embryologist today. The neglect which

Purkinje has suffered can be explained at least in part, but the

oblivion in which v. Baer's work still languishes is incompre-

hensible.

The findings reported here are significant not alone in illuminat-

ing the nature and causes of the variability in the relations of the

axes of bilaterality. They have also a direct bearing upon all

descriptive studies of the earliest stages of the bird's egg and

they must especially be taken into account in the interpretation

of experimental studies of stages preceding the appearance of

the primitive streak.

In order to discuss the literature it will be necessary to begin

with a general statement of our knowledge concerning the axes

of the bird's egg, working backwards from the incubated egg to

the ovarian oocyte.

After the appearance of the primitive streak the bird's egg

presents two obvious axes of symmetry; one a general axis of

the egg as a whole, the principal axis, the other the axis of the

embryo itself. Both of these are more or less apparent in other

eggs, especially the highly meroblastic eggs of reptiles and

selachians, but so far as is known it is only in birds that these

two axes are definitely related to one another. The fact that

they are related indicates that they are expressions of the same

(bilateral) symmetry of the organism a thesis for which I

brought forth abundant evidence in 1912. Unfortunately we
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have few data as to the relation of the two axes in birds other

than the hen and pigeon but such observations as we do have

indicate that many if not all birds' eggs show the same general

relations. Duval in 1884 assumed this to be true but he never

published any evidence.

The principal egg axis is defined by the form of the secondary

egg envelopes. In addition to the obvious difference between the

two ends of the shell, the ends of this axis are differentiated by
even more constant characters like the position of the air space,

pigment distribution in certain forms, and less dependable

lig.alb.

FIG. i. A diagrammatic polar view of an entire pigeon's egg showing the rela-

tion between the embryonic axis and the various features of the principal egg axis.

The right side of the embryo is nearer the end of the egg which passed first down the

oviduct, i. e., the pointed end of the shell. In the "uterus" the pointed end of the

shell is directed toward the cloaca, the blunt end with the air space toward the

infundubulum of the oviduct. The principal egg axis, ( ) is marked by the

major axis of the shell, the air space (a.sp.), the ligamentum albuninis (lig.alb.),

the chalazal axis (c.c., cloacal chalaza), and the long axis of the ovum.

characters such as the size differences between the chalazae.

All of them are expressions of the structure and activity of the

oviduct and their relations are constant because the egg is

definitely oriented in the oviduct. As this point of view is new
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it is necessary to call to mind these characters and their relations

to one another.

The two ends of the principal egg axis are differentiated by
the following characters:

1 . The relation of the embryo to the principal axis is such that

its right side is nearer one end of this axis, its left side nearer

the other.

2. Shape of Shell. The two ends of the shell differ from one

another in the eggs of most birds so that we may usually speak

of a blunt and a pointed end.

3. Pigment. The eggs of many birds, particularly among the

Passeres are more or less spotted with pigment. The character-

istic flecks, blotches, streaks or lines are often unequally dis-

tributed over the shell so as to differentiate between the two

ends of the principal axis. Sometimes there is a pigment wreath

around the blunt end as in many warblers, sometimes the spots

are irregularly scattered over the blunt end as in certain fly-

catchers and in still others there are spots over most parts of the

shell but they are more abundant over the blunt end (certain

warblers), and finally in some heavily pigmented eggs like those

of the English sparrow the pigment is scantier at the pointed

end than elsewhere. The reason for this is obvious when one

considers the mode of origin of this pigment and the orientation

of the egg in the oviduct (cf. p. 333). This character, then,

is a well-defined differentiation of the long axis.

4. Air Space. In the laid egg the air space is always at or

near the blunter end of the shell. This is an exceptionally

constant character.

5. Chalazce. The chalazse are normally attached to the yolk

in the line of the principal axis so that the chalazal axis is merely

another expression of this axis. Furthermore, one often finds

that one chalaza is larger and more distinct than the other.

It is almost invariably the one at the pointed end of the shell.

During incubation the blunt end chalaza is more likely to become

detached or to disappear entirely; that is to say it reverts more

readily to the sol phase.

6. Ligamentum Albuminis. The second or thicker albumen

is more or less firmly attached to the inner shell membrane,
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usually at both ends of the shell but this prolongation through

the outer thin albumen is more marked at the pointed end in

the laid egg. This prolongation Tredern fancifully called a

"ligament."

7. Long Axis of Yolk. The striking fact that the yolk (ovum)

is not a sphere has been generally overlooked. One of its axes

is greater than either of the other two and this axis is perpendicu-

lar to the polar axis and coincides with the principal axis.

8. The Oviducal Orientation. All of our evidence points un-

mistakably to the conclusion that the pointed end of the egg

passes first down the oviduct. We may therefore speak of a

cloacal and an infundibular end of the egg. The principal axis

therefore, coincides with the oviducal axis and the differences

which we find between the two ends of the former are due to

differences in the activity of the oviduct. The long axis can be

identified in all ovarian oocytes and at the time of ovulation

the ovum is oriented in the oviduct with reference to its long

axis. The long axis accordingly determines the principal axis

as we see it in the laid egg. These relations are of fundamental

importance for they demonstrate that the embryo is definitely

related to an ovarian axis of symmetry.

9. I was able to show that the end of the long axis which is to

pass first down the oviduct is predetermined in the ovary by
the position of the latebra of Purkinje.

10. Finally the eccentric position of the latebra is determined

by the corresponding position of the germinal vesicle in young

oocytes.

In view of these facts we may express the relation between

egg and embryo thus : The right side of the embryo is nearer that

end of the principal egg axis which is predetermined in the ovary

to pass first down the oviduct. This holds of course only for stages

previous to the turning of the embryo on its side. To state the

case in the more usual way we should say: If the end of egg which

is predetermined to pass first down the oviduct be held to the

observer's right the head of the embryo will be directed away
from him. The presence of an axis of symmetry in the ovarian

oocyte so definitely related to the embryonic axis naturally led

me to look for morphological evidences of the embryonic axis
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itself. The evidences I found in ovarian and oviducal eggs were

enumerated in my 1912 paper and I hope soon to publish the

details of these observations.

II. HISTORICAL REVIEW.

A. The Principal Axis of the Egg. Aristotle devoted much

attention to the hen's egg and he speculated at length upon the

difference between the two ends of the shell. The Aristotelian

doctrine, which is to be found elaborated even in some relatively

recent papers may be stated as follows: The ovum drops into

the oviduct as an apple from the tree; the ovarian pedicle of the

oocyte becomes the pointed end chalaza which passes last down

the duct and the theca folliculi becomes the shell membrane.

The pointed end is the "principium ovi, where the first rudiments

of the egg are fashioned." This philosophy was based chiefly

upon two observations of Aristotle's: The ovarian stalk or pedicle

is characteristically long in the hen's oocyte and the blunt end

of the egg is laid first. Harvey's account of the early develop-

ment is the first clear and accurate one for he understood the

nature and destiny of the "cicatricula." He was able therefore

to correct the error concerning the "principium ovi" as well as

many others which his predecessors had made. However much

he chuckled over the blunders of others, Harvey was always

at some pains to explain or extenuate the errors of the Great

Master. His discussion of Aristotle's statement that the shell

does not harden until it reaches the outer air is well worth

reading (1651, Exercitatio XL).
B. The Air Space. Harvey was the first to observe the air

space carefully; he found it at or near the blunt end of the hen's

egg and he cites a common belief that if it is at the center of the

blunt pole a male will be produced. He describes it as very

small at laying, growing larger as incubation advances, v. Baer

(1828) was the first to note that it is not present at all in oviducal

eggs nor at the moment of laying. Coste (1847, p. 306) is the

only one apparently, who has seriously considered the problem

of the air space. He confirmed v. Baer's observations and

showed that as the egg cools after laying atmospheric air enters

through the shell and forms the space between the two layers
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of the shell membrane. He did this by killing a hen that was

about to lay, ligating the uterus at either end and immersing
the whole in a dish of oil. The uterus was then removed and

the next day an oil-filled cavity was found in the place of the

air space. But why should this space always arise at the blunt

end? Coste was able to produce it under any part of the shell

by a modification of his procedure. If, instead of removing the

uterus under oil he clipped a window in it (thus exposing any

given area of the shell) he obtained a typical oil-filled cavity

under the window between the shell membranes. He was not

able to explain why it normally forms where it does. Valentin

(j^SS, p. 30) had previously attributed the formation of the

air space to the puckering of the oviducal walls at the junction

of "isthmus" and "uterus." He cites Purkinje to this effect

but I have not found any mention of the matter in either edition

of his paper. The region of the shell where the space forms is

obviously more porous, quite possibly for the reason which

Valentin gives. I have made some preliminary tests and am
inclined to think that the shell cuticle is concerned in this local-

ization.

It would be interesting to know whether there is any connection

between the position of the air space and the fact noted by

Murray (1826) that the temperature of the albumen at the

blunt end is higher than that of the other.

All birds' eggs which I have examined have the air space at or

near the blunt end of the shell. This holds for all pigeons' eggs

in which a more pointed end is distinguishable. Some pigeons'

eggs, as Coste noted, have equally rounded ends. In such eggs

we find the head of the embryo turned away when we hold the

air space end to our left. The practical importance of this for

the present study is obvious (see p. 341).

C. Shell Pigment, See discussion on p. 333.

D. The Chalazce. v. Baer says (1837, p. 18), "ueberhpaut ist

nichts im Ei so wechselnd als die Hagelschniire." Previous to

1850 this variability gave occasion for much study and contro-

versy concerning chalazae. The earliest workers were quite in

the dark as to their nature. Aristotle was the first to refer to

them and he thought one of them identical with the stalk of the
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ovarian ovum as has been said. The echoes of this opinion did

not die out until quite recently; witness the belief that the inner

shell membrane is identical with the theca folliculi interna of

the oocyte, an idea advanced by Pander (1818), Meckel v.

Hemsbach (1851), Mayer (1865), Nathusius (1885) and others.

Needless to say none of these workers had any accurate knowledge
of the oviducal egg of any bird. The theory was however not

conclusively refuted until 1884 when Tarchanoff succeeded in

inserting an amber bead into the oviduct of a laying hen and

twenty-four hours later found it surrounded by albumen, shell

membrane and shell (cf. Curtis, 1914).

Aldrovanus considered the chalazae to be the sperm of the

cock and Fabricius ab Aquapedente (1625) had a similar idea

for he supposed that they were added at the time of fertilization.

He considered one of them as the first rudiment of the embryo
and drew excellent figures of chalazae which have a ludicrous

resemblance to chick embryos of the fourth day. Wolff in 1764

confesses to having made the same error in his own juvenile

studies of the hen's egg. Harvey was the first to give a correct

account of the nature and functions of the chalazae. However

he says that the chalaza at the blunt end of the egg is greater

and longer than the other, differing in this from all subsequent

observers.

A word should be said at this point concerning the various

layers of albumen found in the bird's egg. Immediately sur-

rounding the yolk and intimately fused with the vitelline mem-
brane is the chalaziferous albumen which is continuous with the

chalazee. Around this is a layer of fluid albumen which makes

possible the independent rotation of the yolk. Next follows the

dense albumen which at laying is attached to the shell membrane

at either end of the shell (ligamentum albuminis) so that the

chalazae are surrounded by the dense albumen. The space

between this layer and the shell membrane is filled for the most

part by a very fluid albumen which runs out as soon as the shell

is opened. The inner thin albumen is difficult to identify in the

laid egg of the hen (cf. Curtis and Pearl, 1912, p. 102) but Doctor

Blount tells that this albumen is very obvious in the "uterine"

egg of the pigeon. This is obviously an egg in which the origin

of the chalazae can be most readily studied.
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The development of the chalazse was first described by Du-

trochet (1818-19). His work was confirmed and extended by

Purkinje (1825), v. Baer (1828 and 37) and Berthold (1829)

among others. The albumen which at first surrounds the newly

escaped ovum forms a thin but dense layer over its surface.

This albumen is probably secreted according to Curtis (1915)

in the infundibulum and neck of the duct. It coagulates into

the membrana chalazifera Dutrocheti and is shortly so firmly

united with the vitelline membrane that they cannot be sepa-

rated. "The tendency, says v. Baer, of albumens in contact

with solids to coagulate is well known." The chalaziferous

membrane is directly continuous with strands of albumen

which were secreted into the lumen of the oviduct above and

below the ovum. These strands, attached as they are to the

ovum, become the chalazse. According to Coste (1847, p. 291)

the ovum is not free to orient itself with reference to gravity

until a fluid layer forms between the chalaziferous albumen and

the inner dense albumen probably during the period of shell

formation in the "uterus." This might happen while the thin

solution of albumen is passing through the developing shell as

described by Pearl and Curtis (1912). While in the uterus the

egg is constantly being turned on its long axis and the ovum is

constantly tending to orient itself with reference to gravity since

the animal pole is specifically lighter than the vegetal. Conse-

quently the chalazal strands attached to the yolk become twisted

in opposite directions and as a result there is a partial coagulation

of the chalazal albumen resulting in the "hailstones."

The stage at which the yolk is first free to rotate independently

of the surrounding thick albumen and the time when the chalazae

as such become visible have not been satisfactorily determined.

The nature of the space, too, between the chalaziferous albumen

and the inner albumen which makes the rotation possible is

most obscure. The suggestion of Taschenberg (1885), that the

twisting of the chalazae takes place before the egg enters the uterus

is highly improbable. Not infrequently in the hen and pigeon

at least, there is more chalazal albumen below the ovum than

above it as Purkinje first noted (1825) and consequently the

cloacal chalaza is larger than the other. This condition may play
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a part in the differentiation of the two ends of the shell. I have

records of 14 oviducal pigeon eggs which had more albumen cloac-

ally of the ovum but no instance of the converse. Many ob-

servers have noted for the hen that the pointed end chalaza may
belargerthan its mate in the laid egg. Thus: Maitre Jan (1722,

p. 16), Leveille (1799, p. 53), Vicqd'Azyr (1805) who says that the

chalaza at the pointed end is "ordinairement" greater than the

other, as well as Purkinje (1830, p. 18), v. Baer (1828), Berthold

(1829) and Coste (1847, p. 293). Occasionally the infundibular

chalaza is wanting in the incubated egg or is represented by a small

button or cap of denser albumen (cf. Dutrochet (1818), Purkinje,

1 830, p. 1 8) . My own observations for these points are tabulated

on p. 354. Since any difference in size or distinctness of the

chalazae is practically always in favor of the cloacal (pointed end)

chalaza, we may say that a difference in the chalazae is a frequent

differentiation of the principal axis.

E. Ligamentum Albuminis. Tredern's original description of

the ligamentum albuminis occasioned much interest and contro-

versy soon after its publication in 1808 but recent generations

seem to have forgotten it entirely. It is familiar to all who

have opened fresh eggs at home with a view to strict economy.

It should be said that usually it cannot be made out in stale or

incubated eggs; there is in fact the same reversal from gel to sol

phase in the denser albumen which may occasionally be observed

in the chalazae. This tendency is much more marked in the

sparrow's than either the hen's or the pigeon's egg so far as my
observations go.

F. The Long Axis of the Ovum. There are two opinions as to

the shape of he yolk of the bird's egg. One is the common
traditional view, namely, that it is a sphere. Thus Harvey,

transcribing his discussion of the yolk largely from Aristotle

describes its shape as "perfecte rotundus." Likewise Haller

(1758) and Vicq d'Azyr (1805) refer to "la forme spherique du

jaune." Pander is one of the careful observers who makes a

similar statement and even in Coste's beautiful figures (1847),

the outline of the yolk is always a circle. Purkinje himself seems

to intimate that the yolk in the laid hen's egg is spherical as his

collaborator Valentin (1835) did and as most moderns do, to
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judge from their diagrams. Other workers seem to have doubted

this tradition. Bonnet (1762) says, "La jaune est un grand sac,

a peu pres rond" and Home (1822) comments upon the "oval

shape of the yelk." The figures in Tredern's paper and in

Duval's Atlas (1888) show the long axis. Now far from being

spherical the yolk has not only a longest axis perpendicular to

the polar axis but it is usually somewhat flattened at the animal

pole so that the polar is its shortest axis, von Baer was the first

to describe accurately and understand the significance of the

shape of the yolk. Two passages are particularly worth quoting.

They were written soon after the appearance of the first part of

his great "Ueber die Entwickelungsgeschichte der Thiere" in

1828 although they were not published until 1837. Thus on

page 14 he says: "Ihre (der Dotterkugel) Form ist nicht vollig

kugelig, sondern ellipsoidisch, indent ihre Idngste Axe wie die

Idngste Axe des Eies gerichtet ist." Again, page 29, "Da die

Dotterkugel im Eierstocke so liegt, dass die Keimschicht fast im-

mer dem Stiele des Kelches zugekehrt ist, da ferner die trichter-

formige Miindung des Eileiters den Kelch von der Seite umfasst,

so tritt die Dotterkugel in solcher Lage in den Eileiter ein, dass

die Keimsicht nicht vorn oder hinten ist, sondern an der Seite.

Vorziiglich wird aber diese Stellung dadurch bedingt und mehr

gesichert, dass diejenige Axe, die von der Keimsicht durch den

Mittelpunkt des Dotters geht, anffalend kurzer ist als die

senkrecht auf dieser Axe stehende. 1 Letztere wird daher bald

in die Langenrichtung des Eileiters gestellt werden, wie auch der

Dotter eingetreten seyn mag.
This remarkable description, which may be confirmed by

anyone who will make careful measurements, has been almost

universally ignored. While v. Baer was the first to see that the

ovum orients itself with reference to its long axis in the oviduct

1 Hiernach wird es auch verstandlicher, warum die Keimschicht, wenn sie nicht

in der Nahe des Stieles vom Kelche ist, sich zuweilen in der Narbe zeigt. Sie

bleibt namlich im Kleinsten Kreise des Dotters. In ganz kleinen Eiern von der

Grosse eines Hirsekornes habe ich diese liingliche Gestalt nicht mit Sicherkeit zu

erkennen vermocht. Sollte sie schon da seyn, so konnte man vielleicht sagen,

dass das Keimblaschen gegen die nachste Stelle der Oberflache des Eies sich bewegt
und eben deshalb die Centralhohle, als urpsringlicher Sitz des Keimblaschens, der

Keimschicht (einer Wirkung des Keimblaschens) naher liegt, als der entgegenge-

setzten Seite. (See Bartelmez, 1912, pp. 287 and 295.)
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he thought after ovulation, it must nevertheless be remembered

that practically every objective drawing of an entire ovarian

oocyte shows a well-defined long axis. Pfeil describing a mature

oocyte of the hen in 1823 says "... vitello in sacco scilicet

rotundo, globoso" and Purkinje in 1825 (p. i) mentioned the

'somewhat oblong' shape of the young oocytes. He saw also

the elongate shape of the mature oocyte but thought it was due

to the pressure of the oviduct (see pp. 9 and 20, 1830 edition).

Allen Thompson (1839) and Balfour (1874) completely con-

firmed von Baer's description while several workers have de-

scribed the long axis in ovarian oocytes of the hen without recog-

nizing its significance. The following may be mentioned: His

(1868), Nathusius (1868), Sonnenbrodt (1908) and Riddle (1911).

The observations of Haswell '1887) are particularly significant

in this connection. With v. Baer's description in mind he studied

the egg of the emu, found the yolk measuring 70 X 75 mm.,

the long axis coinciding with the principal axis and the relations

of the embryo as they are in the hen. He found the yolk ovoid

rather than oval in shape, the more pointed end corresponding

to the pointed end of the shell. I have occasionally seen the

same condition in the pigeon's egg, but in this form attached no

particular significance to it, as in some such cases the more

pointed end was directed toward the blunt end of the shell.

In the pigeon the yolk is more markedly elliptical than in the

hen and since it does not lose its shape through imbibition of

albumen during the first two days of incubation as the hen's egg

is apt to do, the long axis can hardly escape notice. It averages

ten per cent, longer than the other axes of the yolk (see p. 342).

It was a matter of no small gratification to find three years after

writing it that I had almost duplicated v. Baer's description

of the orientation of the hen's egg in my account of the pigeon's

egg (1912). In his day the problems of bilaterality had not yet

come to the fore and so he did not take the next logical step and

point out the significance of the fact that the embryonic axis is

definitely related to the ovarian long axis.

In most pigeon's eggs we find the polar axis the shortest;

that is, in addition to being shorter than the long axis, it is

usually shorter than the axis perpendicular to these two which

I term the transverse axis (Bartelmez, 1912, p. 290 and p. 342
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below). Haller made mention of this in 1758 and Fere (1897)

has called particular attention to it.

G. The Oviducal Orientation. How does the egg lie in the

oviduct? What is the relation of the principal egg axis with its

differentiations to the axis of the oviduct? This has always

been a matter of interest and it has been very naturally associated

with the question as to which end of the egg is laid first. Aris-

totle says the blunt end is laid first and his whole argument con-

cerning the "principium ovi" seems to assume that this end

passes first down the oviduct. Purkinje published the data for

the understanding of this matter in 1825 (see especially pages 21

and 22 of the 1830 edition) and he was fully confirmed by von

Baer (1828-1837) anQl Coste (1847), but this was all forgotten

and the question was discussed in the seventies and eighties

to little purpose. It was finally put to rest by Wickmann in 1895.

It should be said first that all observers who have made

extensive studies of oviducal stages in birds agree that the pointed

end passes first down the oviduct. For the hen the following

may be cited: Purkinje (1825), von Baer (1828), Coste (1847,

p. 293), Kiitter (1878), Taschenberg (1885), Wickmann (1895)

and Patterson (1910). In the pigeon the pointed end when

recognizable was always found to be cloacal by Blount (1909)

and Patterson (1909), each of whom studied about 150 oviducal

eggs, and this has been my own experience. The same condi-

tions have been reported for a hawk by Kiitter (1878), the canary

and various other birds by Wickmann (1895). It may be said

in passing that Meckel von Hemsbach announced in 1851 that

it was a mathematical necessity for the blunt end to pass first

down the oviduct! J. A. Ryder (1893) has also worked out the

mechanics of shell formation on this basis.

There are however numerous observations which leave no

doubt but that the blunt end of the hen's egg is usually laid

first as Aristotle said. Nathusius gathered data in 1885 and

obtained only a single authentic record of the pointed end having

been laid first. Landois (1877), Konig-Warthausen (1885), Jasse

(1886) and Erdmann (1886) all gave evidence from direct

observations or from the direction in which the blood streaks of

pullet's eggs were rubbed, that the blunt end is laid first. Nathus-

ius (1885) reported a series of observations by Frau A. Ernst
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in Caracas upon 48 eggs laid on coal soot. It was clear that in

every case the blunt end had been laid first.

It was assumed by these writers that the egg is forced out of

the uterus in the act of laying by a simple peristalsis and hence

that the blunt end passes first down the oviduct. Wickmann

(1895) made direct observations upon the laying of eight hens

and found that in most cases the blunt end is laid first; one hen

however laid five successive eggs with the pointed end first. If

the bird is taken some time before an expected laying the egg is

always found with the pointed end cloacal, but, as both Purkinje

and v. Baer noted, if she is killed near the time of laying either

end may be directed toward the vagina. Purkinje suggested

that during "labor" the egg was turned about its long axis until

its position became "comfortable." He figured the oviduct of a

hen with an egg in the "uterus" (Tab. II., Fig. 19), which shows

the pointed end so held in a diverticulum of the duct that it is

to the right and below the opening of uterus into vagina. Con-

sequently the constant peristaltic movements of the duct rotate

the egg without tending to drive it into the vagina. Wickmann

(1895) was the first to analyze the whole process of laying.

He demonstrated in a striking manner that in laying the egg is

rotated about its shortest axis so that one end or the other lies

opposite the opening into the vagina. Usually it is completely

rotated so that the blunt end comes to be cloacal, occasionally

there are birds in which the rotation is slight and the pointed end

remains cloacal. Now a surprising thing happens. The egg is

not simply forced out through the vagina as a mammal is born.

The uterus still enveloping the egg is prolapsed through the

vagina and the egg is laid without having touched the walls of

either vagina or cloaca. Which end is laid first then depends

upon chance or the peculiarities of the individual oviduct.

There is then nothing to militate against the evidence that the

end of the egg corresponding to the pointed end of the shell

passes first down the oviduct and we may accordingly refer to

this end as the cloacal end of the egg. Taschenberg (1894)

states that certain individuals of Corvus frugilegus are apt to

lay eggs with the pigment wreath at the pointed end of the shell,

instead of the blunt end and that eggs may be found lying
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inverted in the "uterus" of this species. In such cases it is prob-

able that the egg is rotated late in its uterine history.

Shell Pigment. The unequal distribution of the pigment can

now be discussed. While the method of distribution has been

worked out satisfactorily, the origin of the pigment still remains

obscure. As this field is terra incognita to most embryologists

and ornithologists it is worth a digression. Wicke in 1858 laid

the foundation for the understanding of the matter. He dis-

covered that the pigment spots which are various shades of red

or green, are closely related to or identical with the blood pig-

ments bilirubin and biliverdin. Leuckart (1853) suggested that

they might be derived from blood extravasated from the hyper-

semic oviducal vessels. Kiitter (1878) made the first direct

observations on the subject. He found in the "uterus" of a

Falco tinnunculus an unpigmented egg, although the eggs of this

species are normally deeply pigmented. Scattered over the

surface of the oviduct were small red-brown masses presumably

passing down, for in other oviducts he found similar masses being

incorporated into the outer layers of the shell. He suggested

that these pigment masses were secreted in the upper part of the

duct. In 1885 Taschenberg confirmed these observations and

showed that there are no pigment glands in the oviduct, confirming

Nasse's (1862) previous observations. He concluded therefore

that the pigment must be derived from the follicle at the time of

ovulation. He pointed out for the first time the significance of

the greater massing of pigment at the blunt end with reference

to the passage of the pigment down the duct and the normal

position of the egg in the uterus. It is obvious therefore that the

unequal distribution of the pigment clearly marks the principal

egg axis and shows that in all cases where there is unequally

distributed pigment, the egg is oriented as it is in the 'hen and

pigeon. In 1893 Wickman published a monograph on the pig-

ment of the shell dealing with numerous species, confirming

Kiitter and independently reaching conclusions similar to those

of Taschenberg. He did not however obtain any conclusive

evid:nce for the origin of the blood pigment from the ruptured

follicle. This is an opportunity for an exceedingly interesting

study involving also the nature of the oxidations of the blood

pigments.
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The Oviducal Orientation. We have seen that one end of the

principal axis may differ from the other in regard to the shape

and pigmentation of the shell, the position of the air space, the

ligamentum albumenis, in the size and character of the chalazae,

and the relation of the egg to the oviduct. The vital link in the

evidence for the thesis that the principal axis is an expression of

an ovarian axis of symmetry was obtained when it was found

that the end of the long axis of the yolk which is to pass first

down the oviduct is predetermined in the ovary (Bartelmez,

1912, p. 292 ss). In the pigeon at least, the latebra of Purkinje

is, like the blastodisc, lighter than the mass of yellow yolk.

Purkinje (1830, p. 7) believed the converse for he was much

struck by the resemblance of his "fluid-filled cavity" to a plum-
met and did not make any tests. He did know however that

the contents of the latebra have the same histological structure

as the white yolk about the blastodisc. His figure (Tab. I.,

Fig. 1 6) of a median section of the yolk of a hen's egg shows the

center of the latebra nearer the animal pole than the vegetal.

This is still more marked in the pigeon's egg (see Bartelmez,

1912, figs. 38 and 39). This specifically lighter latebra is nearer

one end of the long axis than the other end and so one end of the

ovum gravitates toward the cloaca and is received first into the

oviduct as was described in my 1912 paper. It is worth noting

that in three clearly objective drawings in the literature the

latebra is shown nearer one end of the long axis of the hen's

ovum; they are v. Baer's Figs, i and 2, Plate III. (1828) and

Duval's Fig. 21 (1889). This observation can be made with

certainty only on oocytes during the final growth period or shortly

after ovulation. Eggs taken subsequently show more or less

diffusion between latebra and surrounding yolk so that accurate

measurements are usually impossible (cf. my figures just men-

tioned). Purkinje made mention of this fact in 1825. It will

be remembered in this connection that the yolk increases in

weight as it passes down the oviduct, taking up water from the

surrounding albumen during its progess (cf. Curtis, 1911).

Since I was able to show that the position of the latebra

nearer one end of the long axis is determined by the corresponding

position of the germinal vesicle in earlier stages it is possible

to trace the principal axis with one end morphologically different
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from the other, to the youngest oocytes in the ovary. These

facts have been confirmed by my subsequent observations and

the complete demonstration for the pigeon requires only experi-

mental evidence .

H. The Relation of the Embryo to the Principal Egg Axis (Axis

Angle}. Who was the first to describe this remarkable relation?

No one has ever tried to find out. Duval (1884) has often been

given credit for it, but he was only one of the few who have

published concrete data on the subject. These data and the

use he made of them are largely responsible for the deeply rooted

tradition of today that the embryo in the hen's egg lies at right

angles to the principal egg axis. It speaks volumes for the

mighty influence which the classic "Atlas d'Embryologie" has

had upon all of us. Duval himself gives the credit to Balfour

and Kolliker as Kionka also does in 1894, but neither of these

appears to have mentioned the matter except incidentally in

their text-books. Dareste (1891) and Rabaud (1908) attribute

it to v. Baer. v. Baer wrote one of the best and most complete

accounts that has ever appeared in the 1828 edition of his epoch-

making work. It is difficult to understand how this discussion

has come to be so completely forgotten. But v. Baer himself

speaks of the relation as a matter of common knowledge at the

time. The earliest mention I have succeeded in finding is in

Pander's thesis (1817). In the German edition illustrated by
D'Alton which immediately followed the original he says (p. 9):

"Sobald die Langenpole des Embryo, welche nicht dem Ldngen-

sondern dem Querdurchmesser des Eyes entsprechen gesetzt sind,

entsteht zwischen den beiden Falten (des Primitifstreifens) der

Lange nach, ein zartes, oben rundlich, unten lanzettformig breiter

Streifen, das Rudiment des Ruckenmarkes." The casual nature

of the statement leads me to think that he was merely stating an

accepted fact which was not particularly significant for the matter

in hand. As many workers before the day of physiological salt

solution opened the egg at the broad end by way of precaution

it may not have been discovered much before this time.

It is possible that Malpighi (1672) noticed the variability

between the principal egg axis and the embryonic axis. In all of

his figures the embryo is drawn with the head up on the page

and in most it is parallel to the sides of the page. In certain
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young ones however (Tab. I., Figs. 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 and Tab. Ila,

Fig. i) the long axis of the embryo is inclined to the vertical.

In all but one of these the angle is less than 90. As it is probable

that he drew all the younger blastoderms in situ on the yolk,

it may be that they had been oriented with reference to the chief

shell axis. I did not find any reference to this point in the text.

The relation is best summed up in the words of v. Baer

(1828, p. 12):

"Lage des Embryo. Um die vierzehnte oder fiinfzehnte

Stunde tritt das erste Rudiment des Embryo auf . Dieses besteht

keinesweges in den beiden Primitivfalten Pander's, sondern in

einem mittlern Streifen, der etwa iy Linie lang ist, und den ich

Primitivstreifen nenne. Er ist der Vorlaufer der Wirbelsaule

und liegt in der Langenachse des durchsichtigen Fruchthofes.

Die Langenachse des Fruchthofes entspricht aber nicht der

Langenachse des Eies, sondern der Querachse desselben, und

zwar liegt der Kopf des zukiinftigen Embryo, der in dem ersten

dunklen Streifen schon durch ein etwas dickeres Ende angedeutet

wird, nach links, das Schwanzende nach rechts, wenn man das

Ei in seiner Langenachse so vor sich stellt dass das stumpfe

Ende dem Beobachter zu- und das spitze Ende abgekehrt ist,

der Keim aber nach oben liegt. Hiernach ist die linke Seite des

Embryo nach dem stumpfen Ende des Eies gerichtet, die rechte

nach dem spitzen Ende. Indessen ist diese Lage nicht immer so

bestimmt, dass die Langenachse des Embryo mil der Langenachse

des Eies genau einen rechten Winkel bildete, der Winkel weicht

vielmehr so ab, dass die erstere bald auf der einen, bald auf der

anderen Seite sich mehr der letztern nahert, so dass, freilich in

sehr seltenen Fallen, beide Achsen fast zusammenfallen konnen,

wobei dann der Kopf des Embryo bald dem stumpfen, bald dem

spitzen Ende des Eies zugekehrt ist. Nur einmal fand ich den

Embryo umgekehrt liegen, so dass sein Kopf in der Halfte des

Eies lag, in der das Schwanzende hatte liegen sollen."

The first writer who gave statistics on axis angles is Dalton

(1881). He made observations on 100 hen's eggs holding the

pointed end of the shell to the right and noting in which octant

the head lay; in other words he grouped his observations in 45

classes. I have transposed his data so that they may be directly

compared with my own.
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o i per cent.

45 26 per cent.

90 50 per cent.

135 8 per cent.

180 3 per cent.

Inversions 12 per cent.

(see p. 347 below).

Dalton also took cognizance of the relation between the ovum
and the embryo for he suggests that the position of the embryo
on the yolk may be due to the way in which segmentation takes

place in the "cicatricula"- referring to Kolliker's suggestion

regarding the eccentricity of cleavage. He then remarks that

variation in the relation of the embryo to the shell may be due

to the manner in which the yolk is received and transported

through the oviduct. He at least, had not failed to read v. Baer.

Duval (1884) who does not seem to have ever seen "Ueber

die. Entwickelungsgeschichte der Thiere" and who speaks of

"la loi enoncee par Balfour," was the first to make practical use

of the axis angle. He saw that it afforded a means of orienting

stages previous to the appearance of the primitive streak and

accordingly made a "petite statistique" upon 166 hen's eggs

incubated 39 hours. He observed the angle between embryo
and shell and to judge from his diagrams grouped them in the

following classes :

90 124 eggs 76 per cent.

circa 65 13 8 per cent.

circa ii o 26 "
1 6 per cent.

180 2 i per cent.

(Inversion) 270 i egg 0.6 per cent.

The large number of cases at or very near 90 may be due partly

to the personal equation for which there are many loopholes

in his method of measurement, partly perhaps to his having

obtained his eggs from a small flock of hens.

Fere (1900) published the most extensive data that have

appeared on the hen's egg, in connection with his demonstration

that such experimental eggs as develop normal embryos have no

more variation in the axis angles than the controls do. His

results are tabulated as percentages of "deviations." He con-

siders all cases which show a variation of 45 or more from the

"norm," as "deviations." Expressed in my terms this means

there is a normal variation of 90, from 45 to 135 which corre-
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spends exactly to what I found to be the greatest variation in the

eggs of an individual pigeon (see p. 347). His results may be

summarized as follows:

Total control eggs with normal embryos i,337

Total experimental eggs with normal embryos 1,588

Percentage of normal eggs with deviation of more than 45 21.39 per cent.

Percentage of experimental eggs with deviation of more than 45 . .28.82 per cent.

In 1908 Rabaud published an exceedingly interesting study upon

variation of axis angles in the hen's egg. He determined first

from a series of 105 eggs taken at random that as much variation

might be met with normally as was reported by Fere, Blanc, and

Ferret et Weber in their experimental series. This is shown in

the following tabulation of his results:

o 3

10-40 2

45 20

50- 70 18

90 9

110-130 15

135-. - J 4

140-170 5

180 o

270 (inverted) 12

Rabaud showed also by a series of observations on over 100 eggs

with windows in the shell that in the course of the first five or

six days' incubation the axis angle does not change.

For the pigeon Patterson (1909) gives the usual axis angle as

45 (see my 1912 paper, p. 300), whereas Blount (1909) mentions

variations such as 60 and 150, but regards these as "compara-

tively rare." My own results which showed much greater varia-

bility for the pigeon's eggs and indicated less variability for the

eggs of a given bird are discussed on page 347 below.

The only other reports on the relation of embryo to egg in

birds are those of Haswell (1887) for the emu and Fere (1896)

for the duck. The former found all the relations described by

v. Baer for the hen's egg. The embryo was "usually at right

angles" but "not infrequently oblique though never longi-

tudinal" to the principal egg axis. Fere (1896) compared the

axis angles in the duck with the hen and found they agreed

except that the duck showed greater variability. In a series of

74 eggs of each kind, 75 per cent, of the duck eggs showed a
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"deviation" of 45 or more as compared with 30 per cent, of

the hen's eggs.

In a clutch of six sparrows' eggs I found all the relations

typical of the pigeon's egg including the long axis of the yolk

and the ligamentum albumenis. In two of these the axis angle

could be measured and was found to be 45 in one, and about

125 in the other.

III. Axis ANGLES.

Before considering the relations found in the eggs of the indi-

vidual birds it is necessary to consider the normal range of varia-

bility in the pigeon's egg. The curve, Fig. 2, shows that the

variability is great, in fact, one may meet with almost any angle

from o to 1 80 degrees. The extremes met with were 3 and 180

both of them in eggs which had abnormal chalazse and were

therefore not included in the curve. The latter is unique as

there were no cases found between 135 and 180. All similar

cases in which the absence of well marked long and chalazal

axes made it impossible to measure the angle accurately were

omitted, thus eliminating about 7 per cent, of the eggs studied.

As is indicated in the curve, the maximum variation was 127

in normal eggs; there were two cases at 135 and one at 8, all

three of them perfectly normal typical eggs in other respects.

The curve of axis angle variability which I published previously

(p. 303) shows four modes. These seemed to indicate that a

flock of birds could be divided into groups laying eggs with

similar angles. In plotting the present more extensive data the

curve (Fig. 2) has been compressed by making 10 instead of 5

degree classes and it suggests another interpretation. It shows

a resemblance to a curve of normal variability with its mode

at 70 and were there several thousand instead of a trifle over

five hundred cases I believe the resemblance would be much

more striking. It suggests in other words that the actual angle

between embryo and principal axis is a matter of chance. It

should be noted that 85 per cent, of all cases lie between 45 and

90. This means that in the pigeon egg the right side of the

embryo is practically always (98 per cent.) directed toward the

pointed end of the shell, but that in addition the head is usually

inclined in the same direction. Obviously Patterson (1910) was

correct as to the essential relation between the pigeon embryo
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and the chalazal axis but the axis angle is usually greater than

he believed. We cannot be more specific concerning the axis

angle in the pigeon than to say that in the great majority of eggs

50 -

30 -

10
-

20 30* 50 70" 90" 110" 135

FIG. 2. Curve of variability in axis angles plotted from observations on 506

eggs from 90 different birds. The angles could be measured accurately to 5. The

eggs were grouped in 10 classes and the number of cases in each class plotted as

ordinates, the angles as abscissae. The resemblance to a symmetrical curve of

normal variability is apparent.

the head of the embryo lies in the second octant of the (animal)

polar hemisphere.

THE Axis ANGLES OF INDIVIDUAL BIRDS.

My previously published data indicated that the eggs of a

given bird show less variation in axis angles than do the eggs of

different birds. The following birds were studied for four years,

certain of their young mated and their eggs likewise observed.

All the birds were the mongrel "homers" of the dealers. The

original pairs were given me by Professor Whitman in 1910.

They had the freedom of a large attic room where they were

free from disturbance, could choose their mates, build their

nests and keep comparatively happy throughout the year. At
the time I thought there might be some relation between sex
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and axis angle variation so in view of Professor Whitman's
results the layings were not forced (see Riddle, 1914). When the

eggs were removed dummies were left in their places for about two

weeks until the birds recognized the deceit or the futility of further

incubation and made preparations for another laying. From time

to time each pair was permitted to hatch and rear young. Under
these conditions the average number of clutches per year was 16,

a figure which has been considerably lowered by inclusion of the

records of the old birds at the end of their active laying period.

The spring was the most prolific season, the autumn the least so,

as Pearl and Surface (1911) observed for the hen.

The angles were measured as described in 1912. As some

pigeon eggs show little difference between the two ends of the

shell the position of the air space was always noted; its end of

the shell is readily seen when the egg is placed in the salt solution

since it floats up higher than the other. The blunt or air space

end of the shell was held to the left, the other end removed with

forceps and the contents drawn out. Thus any possible con-

fusion between the two chalazse was avoided. Except during

the first year the eggs were left under the birds for two to three

and one half days. As pigeons are usually very lax about

incubating until the second egg has been laid the embryos varied

from the five to the twenty somite stages. During this period

the embryonic axis can be accurately observed and there is

normally not enough yolk digestion or absorption of albumen

to interfere with the identification of the long axis of the yolk.

Pigeon No. j. This was an old bird at the outset to judge

from her subsequent activity. The first egg was laid March 16,

1910, the last January 14, 1912; ten weeks later she was killed

and a normal resting ovary found. During these 22 months

she laid 29 clutches without a single abnormal or infertile egg.

TABLE I. (Pigeon No. 3.)

Year.
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All of the twelve eggs that were incubated to hatching produced

normal young.

The only irregularity during almost two years was the laying

of one clutch with a single egg. This is usually due to the failure

of the first or second egg to enter the oviduct at ovulation or to

its escape soon after. More rarely only a single ovum matures

at a time.

The range of variability (Fig. 3, j) is striking as it ranges from

90 to 130 degrees, whereas it is uncommon jn the pigeon to find

the angle greater than 90 degrees. The actual variability is

small, and while this might be attributed to the small number of

cases I am inclined to think the small number of extreme variants

is to be correllated with the exceptionally well marked long axis

and the uniformly normal chalazae. Clutch 395 may serve as

an example of the size relations of the axes of the ovum :

First egg (primitive streak embryo) 21.8 mm. (long axis), 19.5 mm. (transverse

axis), 18.0 mm. (polar axis).

Second egg (10 somites) 20.7 mm. (long axis), 17.6 mm. (transverse axis), 18.0

mm. (polar axis).

We have in this case then a clue to the amount of variability

which we must expect in eggs of a single bird where the ovum is

normal and there are no irregularities in the functioning of the

oviduct. That is to say, in this case the variations due to im-

perfect orientation in the oviduct and errors of observation due

to abnormal chalazae have been practically eliminated.

Pigeon No. 4. This bird and her mate had recently paired

when first observed. The first egg was laid January 4, 1910.

After sixteen clutches had been laid during thirteen months the

male was killed by a Diener. Two months later no. 4 mated

again and continued laying for the 'next three years. A similar

experiment was made purposely with no. 6 in order to see whether

any difference could be observed between the eggs laid during

the two matings. During the next two years no. 4 laid 29

clutches; and six during her last year; none of these last could

have hatched as the table shows. She was killed March 21,

1914, when an abnormal egg was found in the "uterus," although

ovary and oviduct appeared normal. The abnormality in the

last year may have been due to the sperm although the male

was apparantly normal and younger than his mate.
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TABLE II. (Pigeon No. 4.)

Year.
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Both no. 5 and her mate were

hatched in December, 1910, and

mated 4^2 months later. The
first egg was laid May 5, 1911,

the last October 3, 1914, and

every egg she laid was studied.

Unfortunately her career was

cut short by the development of

adhesions of the infundibulum

which eventually closed the

ostium tubae, and at autopsy the

body cavity was found full of

yolk. This gradually developing

abnormality of the oviduct is to

be correlated no doubt with the

exceptionally wide range of var-

iability found in her eggs. There

were more inversions too (see p.

350) than in any other case.

The table shows that no. 5 was

the most prolific of the group,

not one of her eggs was infertile

and less than 4 per cent, deviated

from the normal. The double-

yolked egg belongs to Class I.

of M. R. Curtis (1915) as both

yolks had all membranes in

common. It is worth noting that

as usual in such eggs the double

yolk was oriented with reference

to its longest axis while the in-

dividual long axes had been

obliterated by the fusion. One

embryo cut the chalazal axis at

5, the other at 130. This is
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TABLE III. (Pigeon No. 5.)

Year.
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TABLE IV. (Pigeon No. 6.)

Year.
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The table shows few peculiarities. The range of variability

was low (from 75 to 117). There were five eggs which had no

well-marked long axis; three of them had extreme angles (70,

117 and 124), the other two from a single clutch, were 95
and 96. In this case (clutch 629) the ova measured as follows:

First egg 21.2 mm. (chalazal axis) 21.2 mm. (transverse axis) 19.3 mm. (polar axis).

Second egg 19.2 mm. (chalazal axis) 19.0 mm. (transverse axis) 19.0 mm. (polar

axis).

IV. DISCUSSION.

A. Variability of the Axis Angles. The data presented here

are the most complete that have been gathered with reference to

the axis angles of any bird's egg and they show that while the

actual angle may vary considerably, the relation between the

head of the embryo and the principal egg axis is very constant.

What I have called "inversions" (see p. 349) occur in less than

I per cent, of the cases. The embryo may lie in almost any
position compatible with the general relation between the two

axes. If we omit eggs that were not normal as to embryo or

chalazse (circ. 10 per cent, of all), and include only those which

could be measured accurately, the extreme axis angles are 8

and 135. If we compare this maximum with the maximum
found for any single bird, namely, 127 as compared with 86,
it is obvious that a given bird's eggs will show less variability

than the eggs from a flock. The difference between the two is

not fully appreciated until we realize that the maximum varia-

bility in the other four birds of the group studied was 40, 42,

53 and 55 respectively; the average maximum variability then

for a single bird's eggs is about two thirds of the total variability

observed. We may predict that a given pigeon's eggs will show

the embryo lying in a quadrant the center .of which is usually

between 45 and 95 according to the particular bird. In other

words the embryonic axis will cut the principal egg axis at an

angle which may vary 25 on either side of a mean. The varia-

tion we find in an individual bird's eggs makes it clear that the

axis angle is no mathematically constant one like the angles

of a crystal. There are various mechanical factors operating

during ovarian and oviducal stages which undoubtedly contribute

to the variability of the axis angle. Thus it is easy to see how
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during the growth of the oocyte the original long axis might be

changed more or less, particularly during the final rapid growth

period. The oocyte is free to rotate within its follicle at this

time and if it cannot hang down into the body cavity so that

attached and animal poles coincide exactly, the long axis of the

follicle may not coincide with the original long axis of the ovum.

At this time the embryonic axis is already established and so the

original relation between long and embryonic axes may be

changed (cf. Bartelmez, 1912, p. 288).

The fact that all the most extreme variations were found in

eggs with irregular chalazae or poorly defined long axes makes

it certain that difficulties of orientation in the oviduct at ovula-

tion are important factors in axis angle variability. Further,

if the chalazae are not normally attached it is impossible to make

accurate measurements. Eleven out of sixteen eggs which had

no long axis or very irregular chalazae were extreme variants for

the bird that laid them. It is of course obvious that these

factors may partly neutralize each other. This will not explain

all the variations observed. We must assume a certain amount

of spontaneous variability in the eggs of an ovary.

The first compilations seemed to show that there are always

two modes in the curve of individual variation. These appear

in Fig. 3, J, 5 and 6, and the same grouping about two modes

can also, be seen in the case of the eggs of no. 4. It was natural

to expect that this might be correlated with the heterozygous

nature of the bird's egg (see Riddle, 1912, 1914). That is to say,

the larger, female-producing, eggs might vary about one mean, the

smaller, male-producing, eggs about the other. The data from

the 58 young hatched in the course of the study gave no evidence

that the first egg was more frequently male-producing and Dr.

Riddle tells me that this condition is found only in pure races of

pigeons. Since also the size and weight of incubated yolks

varies greatly from the absorption of albumen this possibility

could not be tested out.

It is however a matter of great practical importance to see

what the chances are that the first and second eggs will have

about the same angles. In collecting early stages we usually

determine the stage of the second egg from the time of laying of
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the first and so the first is available for a measurement of the

axis angle. The following table shows the results.

Normal Range of Percentage of Clutches in which
Variability. Both Eggs have the Same

Axis Angle.

No. 3, 40 (from 90 to 130) 45 per cent.

No. 4, 53 (from 52 to 105) 46 per cent.

No. 5, 84 (from 8 to 92) 30 per cent.

No. 6, 55 (from 43 to 98) 45 per cent.

No. 7, 42 (from 75 to 117) 56 per cent.

The average of these is 43 per cent, of coincidence, but if the

very irregular no. 5 be omitted it is 58 per cent.

It should be said further that there is no evidence that the

eggs of a mother and daughter tend to resemble each other as

to axis angles nor that there is any noticeable difference in the

eggs of a bird during a first and second mating or during the

early or later parts of her laying period.

We may say in conclusion that two sets of factors contribute

toward extreme variation; irregularities in the laying down
of the yolk during the final rapid growth period and irregularities

in the functioning of the oviduct during the passage of the ovum.

Aside from this we must expect normal spontaneous variation

to the extent of at least 20 degrees on either side of a mean.

This estimate of 40 as the probable maximum spontaneous

variation is based upon the records of no. 3 the eggs of which

showed no signs of ovarian or oviducal irregularities. Accord-

ingly, if we wish to determine the embryonic axis at a stage when

it is not clearly differentiated morphologically, we can distinguish

the cephalic from the caudal end of blastodisc or blastoderm in

99 out of 100 cases. The axis angle however, can only be ap-

proximated. If the utmost possible accuracy is desired it is

necessary to first measure a series of clutches, approximate the

mode, eliminate such birds as show great variability, and use this

mean angle. It is not likely to be more than 20 wrong in any

given egg. Nevertheless, the possibility of even greater varia-

tion must be considered in the interpretation of the results.

B. Inversions. By inversions I mean those instances in which

the head of the embryo is directed toward the observer when the

egg is held in the usual manner (Figs. I and 4). Von Baer, (1828,
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p. 12) as he was the first to discuss axis angles was the first to

record an inversion. He observed only one and suggested that it

might have resulted from the cracking of the shell before incuba-

tion. It is evident from this that he did not appreciate the funda-

mental nature of the relation between embryo and principal egg

axis. Subsequent workers, perhaps on this hint of v. Baer's, have

presented evidence that the axis angle may be changed by experi-

mental means. Thus Blanc (1892), Fere (1897 and later),

Ferret et Weber (1904) and others have reported not only an

increase in the number of extreme variations but also an increase

in the number of inversions after poisoning the embryo or after

interference with the secondary envelopes. While it is possible

that an injured embryo may grow irregularly and so change the

original direction of its axis (Fere, 1900) it is highly improbable

that it could become inverted. Most of these workers have not

adequately determined the normal range of variability of their

material. As has been said, the variability may in certain cases

be much greater in the hen than in the pigeon. Professor A. P.

Mathews tells me that as a student he planned similar experi-

ments but abandoned them when he realized the extent of the

normal variation in the hen's egg.

It is interesting to note in this connection that the earlier

editions of Foster and Balfour's text-book gave the relations

here termed "inversions" as the normal ones for the hen. As

Balfour wrote this section of the book it may have been based

upon his own observations or it may have merely been an acci-

dental error. Dalton (1881) reported 12 hen's eggs inverted

out of 100 while Duval (1884) found only one among 166,

Rabaud (1908) 12 in 98 and the writer 33 in 100. For the pigeon

on the other hand I reported (1912, p. 301), four cases among
over 600 observations by Drs. Blount, Patterson and myself.

The present study has thrown some new light on the question.

Inversions are very rare in pigeon eggs. I have studied eggs

from about 90 pigeons; while many of them came from the five

birds mentioned above, between two and twenty have been

obtained from each of the others. Among all these only two

birds, no. 4 and no. 5 laid inverted eggs. No. 4 laid two among

94, no. 5 six among 102 eggs. In pigeon no. 5 the axis angles was
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exceptionally variable. The other three birds laying an aggre-

gate of 204 eggs had no inversions. This gives a clue to the

reason for the great difference in the number of cases reported for

the hen. We are again dealing with a matter of individual

variation. It is manifest that we should exclude from our studies

involving axis angles all birds which show a tendency to vary
over 25 from a mean.

How are we to interpret the phenomenon when it does occur?

Is it due to an inversion of relations in the ovary or is it more or

less accidental? It is always possible that a normal ovum may
be unable to orient itself with reference to gravity before oyula-

tion owing to pressure from neighboring ova, adhesions of the

FIG. 4. A diagrammatic polar view of a pigeon's egg showing an "inverted"

embryo. This type of inversion can be explained (egg 479' of no. 4). In this

particular case the inversion was very probably due to the fact that the end of the

long axis of the yolk which should have entered the oviduct first, entered last.

oviduct, etc., and so the end of the long axis which should have

entered first enters last. It may also have fallen into the ccelom

at first and have subsequently entered the duct inverted. Since

we have complete records of no. 4 and no. 5, the only birds I

ever had which laid inverted eggs there is a basis for something

more than speculation. When I opened egg 479' of no. 4 and
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found the relations shown in Fig. 4 it was clear that if the egg

were turned about the polar axis through 180 we would have the

usual axis angle for this bird, as 75 per cent, of her eggs had angles

between 65 and 85. Now if the normal orientation of the oocyte

had been accidentally inverted the latebra should be found nearer

the cloacal chalaza than the other (vide p. 334 supra). It was

poached, cut through the long and polar axes and the latebra

was found 1.3 mm. nearer the cloacal end of the long axis (toward

the pointed end of shell) the reverse of the usual condition. It

is always possible that the egg was not inverted until after it

had entered the "uterus" but before the shell had been laid

down (cf. Taschenberg, 1894, p. 308), but I am inclined to think

that had this happened the yolk would have been normally

related to the air space. The occasional birds' eggs as those of

Corvus frugilegus (Taschenberg, 1894) which have the pigment
wreath at the pointed end of the shell instead of the blunt end

should be examined with this point in mind (vide, p. 332 supra).

We may say then, with some degree of certainty, that in the

present case the ovum was inverted at or near the time of ovula-

tion.

The other inverted eggs were studied in the same way but the

latebra could not be accurately measured since its boundaries

usually become hazy even before laying (see p. 334). However

this simple explanation will not suffice for any of the other

inverted eggs I examined. A consideration of Fig. 4 will show

that it can only hold when the head of the embryo lies in the

third quadrant, i. e., between 180 and 270. The axis angles of

the other seven inversions lies between 285 and 325 with the

head therefore in the fourth quadrant. If, in these cases, we are

to get the relations of embryo and long axis characteristic of

the bird we must turn the ovum through 180 about the long axis

and view the embryo from the vegetal pole as if the yolk were

transparent. Obviously this means a reversal of polarity.

There is a period in oogenesis when this might happen but I

do not tee how it could be demonstrated. At the beginning of

my "period of differentiation" namely, (1912, p. 286), when the

nucleus is nearer the center of the oocyte than at any other time,

it is possible especially in oocytes with the animal pole nearer the
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periphery of the ovary, that the yolk might be so laid down
that the nucleus would approach the original vegetal instead of

the animal pole. Thus inversion would be accomplished. It

should be noted also that three of the inverted eggs of no. 5

were the first eggs of three successive clutches and a fourth was
laid soon after, all of them dating from the last six months
before the ostium was closed by adhesions.

It is clear from these data that inversions are exceedingly
rare in pigeons' eggs, and that only certain individuals ever lay

such eggs. There are two types: those which are due to an

inversion of the long axis of the ovum at ovulation and those

which may be explained by assuming an inversion of the polarity

of the oocyte. It might be expected in such a case that one

should find situs inversus viserum but this was not noted in the

one instance in which the embryo was far enough developed to

reveal it (cf. Conklin, 1903).

C. Variations in the Chalazce. The most accurate and con-

venient method of measuring the axis angle in an egg is to deter-

mine the relation between the chalazal and embryonic axes.

Patterson (1909) was, I believe, the first to use the chalazae for

this purpose and I found it by far the most satisfactory method.

It is important therefore, to see exactly how variable the chalazae

are and especially how frequently the chalazal axis deviates

from the long axis of the ovum which determined it as well as

other characters of the principal egg axis. A similar series of

observations should be made on the hen's egg where there seems

to be much more irregularity.

Typically one finds the chalazae attached to the chalaziferous

albumen at the ends of the long axis of the ovum. As the animal

pole flattens out more and more during incubation the points

of attachment seem to approach the animal pole, still remaining

in the greatest circle of the elliptical ovum. It is rare to find this

condition in the pigeon during the first two days of incubation.

One often finds a cap or button of clear chalaziferous albumen at

the point where each chalaza is attached. Usually when the

infundibular (i. e., blunt end) chalaza lies free in the albumen or

has become invisible this button marks the corresponding end

of the chalazal axis. Again there are eggs which show both
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chalazae unattached and in these there is no chalazal axis.

The two chalazae are frequently unequal in size or form, as was

said above (p. 327). Thus only the cloacal chalaza may be

forked at the end, or it may be merely longer or stouter than the

infundibular one. On the other hand, the two may be indistin-

guishable. The following table shows the absolute and relative

frequencies with which these were encountered and it gives also

the frequencies of various kinds of abnormal eggs.

Total number of eggs recorded with complete data. . . (447)100 per cent.

Infertile or abnormally developed eggs (39) 9 per cent.

Eggs lacking the long axis (19) 4 per cent.

Eggs lacking the chalazal axis (14) 3 per cent.

Chalazae equal in size and shape (127) 28 per cent.

Cloacal chalaza recorded greater than other (2 59) 5 per cent.

Infundibular chalaza absent but button of chalaziferous

albumen present (69) 15 per cent.

Girdle of Vicq d'Azyr present (2) 0.4 per cent.

Double-yolked eggs (2) 0.4 per cent.

It should be said that of the 19 cases which had no long axis

5 were either infertile or had abnormal embryos. This was

true of 3 which lacked the chalazal axis. On the other hand,

irregular chalazae are much more frequent. Patterson (1909)

reported 8 per cent, such eggs, including those which lacked

one chalaza. If we make a similar category in the present

records, including those eggs which have only a button at the

infundibular end of the long axis and those with accessory and

unattached chalazae we get 91 cases (20 per cent.). I have

records of only two eggs which had both long and chalazal axes

abnormal; approximate measurements of the axis angle can be

made in 98 per cent, of normal pigeons' eggs and accurate

measurements can be made in 88 per cent, of cases. When the

long and chalazal axes do not coincide, as occurs in 2 per cent,

of the eggs, they may diverge from 4 to 20, very rarely more.

Most of these were otherwise normal and it should be borne in

mind that the same is true of most eggs which lack long or

chalazal axes. This emphasizes the fact that this relation is an

effect, not a cause; it is simply the morphological expression of

the presence of certain axes of bilaterality. The embryo may
develop normally whether this expression is perfect or not.

We may say then, that in the pigeon's egg the chalazae vary
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considerably, although extreme irregularities are rare (3 per

cent.). Since the two chalazse were indistinguishable in only 28

per cent, of cases we may say that in the majority of eggs more

albumen is secreted below the ovum than above it when it

first enters the duct and consequently the cloacal (pointed end)

chalaza is frequently larger than the other. Unfortunately I

have recorded only 14 of the instances when this was found to be

the case in early oviducal eggs.

V. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

1. The older literature on the bird's egg has been grossly

neglected by recent students of this subject.

2. The bilaterality of this egg finds expression in two axes of

bilateral symmetry: the embryonic axis and the principal egg

axis which is defined for the most part by characters of the

secondary egg envelopes.

3. These axes are definitely related to each other in such a

way that the right side of the embryo is nearer one of the ends

of the principal axis than the other.

4. This holds for the eggs of all the species that have been

examined with this relation in mind: viz., the domestic fowl,

the common pigeon, the emu, the duck and perhaps the sparrow.

5. The actual angle between the two axes (axis angle) is subject

to great variation.

6. Conclusions from observations on the pigeon's egg.

(a) The axis angle was found to vary almost 180 but 85 per

cent, of the cases fell between 45 and 90.

(6) Eggs obtained from a single bird vary much less, the

maximum variation being from 32 to 68 per cent, of that found

in eggs from the entire flock.

(c) Extreme variations of the axis angle are probably due to

imperfect orientation of the ovum in the oviduct, to abnormali-

ties in its action or to irregularities during the final growth period

of the oocyte. Such eggs usually show irregularities either of

long axis or chalazae.

(d) The angle in normal eggs of a given bird, while usually

restricted to a range of 45 is apparently determined within this

range by the laws of chance during oogenesis.
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(e) In about one half the clutches studied the angles of the

first and second eggs agreed closely. This is a matter of great

practical importance in the study of ovarian and oviducal eggs.

(/) Inversions are due either to the reversal of the long axis

of the ovum at about the time of ovulation or they may be due

to the reversal of the polarity of the oocyte early in oogenesis.

(g) The long axis could be identified in 96 per cent, of the

eggs studied, the chalazal axis in 97 per cent. The two coincided

in 98 per cent, of normal eggs.

(A) The chalazae were found abnormal in only 3 per cent, of

cases but more or less atypical in 20 per cent, of cases.

(i) In 58 per cent, of the eggs the cloacal (i. e., pointed end)

chalaza was strikingly larger than the other.

I am indebted to the Librarians of the Surgeon General's

library and of the Harvard Library for the loan of several of the

older works mentioned and to Miss E. Dickenson of the Univer-

sity of Chicago Library for help in tracing many of the earlier

references.
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STUDIES ON THE BIOLOGY OF PARA-
COPIDOSOMOPSIS.

IV. THE ASEXUAL LARV/E. 1

J. T. PATTERSON.

I. INTRODUCTION.

In 1906 Silvestri2
reported in his paper on the development of

Litomastix truncatellus the discovery of a curious type of larva,

which he regards as asexual. According to Silvestri, the egg of

Litomastix produces a thousand or more sexual larvse and a

variable number of these so-called asexual larvae. The sexual

larva undergoes metamorphosis and produces the adult male or

female insect. The asexual larva, which dies without under-

going metamorphosis, is characterized by the absence of certain

important organs, including the reproductive system.

Silvestri has suggested the possibility that these larvae may be

asexual because of the absence of germ cells. In studying the

eggs of two monembryonic species he found that the so-called

nucleolus is distributed to the germ cells alone, thus serving as a

"keimbahm-determinant." The nucleolus is also present in the

egg of Litomastix. In the early cleavage stages the nucleolus is

included in one of the first four blastomeres, where it breaks down

and its contents becomes evenly scattered throughout the cyto-

plasm. The presence of the nucleolar material retards the sub-

sequent divisions of this blastomere. However, Silvestri was

unable to follow the history of this particular cell beyond two

divisions, that is, four cells. He suggests that during the course

of the development of the polygerm, embryos which receive

descendants of the single blastomere possessing the nucleolar

1 Contribution from the Zoological Laboratories of the University of Texas,

No. 140.
2 Silvestri, F., 1906,

"
Contribuzioni alia conoscenza Biologica degli Imenotteri

Parassiti. I., Biologia del Litomastic truncatellus." Ann. d. Regia Scuola

Superiore di Agricoltura di Portici, Vol. VI., pp. 1-51.
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material become sexual larvae, while those failing to receive such

descendants become asexual larvae.

Various suggestions have been offered to account for the

presence of the so-called asexual larvae in Litomastix. Some

have suggested that they may not arise from the egg of Lito-

mastix at all, but are larvae belonging to an entirely different

species. Thus Wheeler ('10, p. 4O6)
1

expresses doubt as to

Silvestri's interpretation in the following language: "First, the

asexual larvae figured and described by this investigator are

suspiciously like certain very young ichneumonid larvae, and as

their development is not satisfactorily traced to the same cell-

masses from which the sexual Copidosoma larvae arise, it is not

improbable that the two larval forms really belong to two very

different parasites. In other words, Silvestri's Plusia caterpillars

were probably infested with ichneumonid in addition to Copido-

soma larvae. Second, I have been unable to find any larvae of

the asexual type in a number of American Plusia gamma cater-

pillars which were heavily infested with Copidosoma truncatellum.

Third, as in many species of Chalcididae larvae of Silvestri's

sexual type are able by their own endeavors to break down and

assimilate the tissues of their host, it seems improbable that a

single species should have developed a peculiar sexless and

moribund larva for this particular purpose."

The subject clearly needs reinvestigation. In studying the

biology of Paracopidosomopsis I have found the same sort of

larvae as those described by Silvestri for Litomastix. An oppor-

tunity is thus afforded to restudy the question. In the present

paper only a brief history of the asexual larvae will be given.

As soon as sufficient material can be secured a detailed account

of the cytology and embryology of both types of larvae will be

published.

The material used has been collected here at Austin during

the last three years. The species, Paracopidosomopsis floridanns

Ashmead, is very similar to Litomastix truncatellus. It lay its

egg in the egg of the common cabbage looper, Autographra bras-

sices. The parasitic egg develops in the body cavity or tissues

1 Wheeler, W. M., 1910, "The Effects of Parasitic and Other Kinds of Castra-

tion in Insects," Jour, of Experimental Zoology, Vol. 8, pp. 377~438-
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of the Autographra caterpillar. By the time the caterpillar

reaches the stage for pupation, the larval parasites consume its

entire contents, leaving only the skin of the host which later

hardens to form the mummified carcass containing the parasitic

pupae. Since the parasites readily emerge in the laboratory the

species is very favorable for experimental studies.

Whenever the infection is heavy an abundance of material

can be secured from the field. But in order to avoid the possi-

bility of the host egg or larva becoming infected by a species

other than Paracopidosomopsis, I have used almost exclusively

material reared in the laboratory under experimental control.

The only exception in this paper is Fig. 12, Plate II.

In all of the experiments the moth eggs have been protected

from parasites by having the moths lay their eggs under a bell-

jar. The fresh eggs thus obtained are then parasitized. The

female parasite has been permitted to make but a single ovi-

position in each moth egg. The parasitized eggs and the larvae

developing from them have been protected from subsequent

infection by keeping them in a closed vessel from which all

parasites were scrupulously excluded. Under these conditions

of protection, I find that the parasitic egg produces asexual as

well as sexual larvae. These curious larvae develop irrespective

of whether or not the female parasite laying the egg is virgin or

impregnated.

From the standpoint of experimental work, the material

presents one difficulty. In a previous paper, I have shown that

the female, in about two cases out of three, deposits two instead

of one egg at a single oviposition. It is frequently difficult,

especially in late stages, to determine in a given parasitized

caterpillar whether one is dealing with a case involving the pro-

duct of one or of two parasitic eggs. In early stages this difficulty

seldom presents itself, because if two polygerms are present they

nearly always lie some distance apart in the tissues of the host.

The age of any stage, referred to in this paper, is based upon

the time of oviposition. There is, however, considerable varia-

tion in the rate of development of different eggs. Furthermore,

temperature greatly influences the rate of development. In

August and September about 28 to 30 days elapses between the
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laying of the egg and the emergence of the adult insects; whereas

in the cooler months of October and November, it takes about

40 to 45 days.

II. THE EARLY POLYGERM STAGE.

It will be sufficient, for the purposes of this paper, to give only

a brief statement concerning the early development of the egg.

The freshly deposited egg is a pear-shaped structure, with a large

conspicuous nucleus situated toward the anterior or narrower

end, and a deeply staining nucleolus lying at the posterior or

broad end. Immediately after the egg is deposited, the nucleus

undergoes the typical maturation divisions. The first polar

body nucleus divides simultaneously with the second maturation

division. There is thus produced an egg nucleus and three

polar-body nuclei. The former then moves to the broad end

of the egg, and whether fertilized or not, produces the cleavage

cells. One of the first four blastomeres receives the nucleolus,

the presence of which somewhat retards the subsequent divisions

of this particular cell. By the time the other three blastomeres

have produced about twenty-four cells, the one containing the

nucleolar substance has produced but four. Beyond this point

its history can not be followed. All of these early blastomeres

constitute the embryonic cells. They occupy the posterior two-

thirds of the egg.

In the meantime, the polar-body nuclei fuse to form a single

polar nucleus, which continues to divide until the protoplasm of

the anterior end of the egg is filled with nuclei. The anterior

third of the egg thus becomes syncytial in character, and may
be called the polar region. In slightly later stages the polar

region completely surrounds the mass of embryonic cells, and in

stages still more advanced, it forms a nucleated membrane.

About seventy hours after oviposition, the nucleated membrane

begins to invade the embryonic cells by the formation of tra-

beculce, which divide the embryonic cells into several groups, or

primary masses (Fig. i). During the formation of these masses,

or very shortly thereafter, the young polygerm elongates in the

direction of the long axis of the egg (Fig. 2). In addition to the

nucleated membrane, each primary embryonic mass develops a
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second envelope, which lies just inside the nucleated membrane.

Apparently, this inner envelope is formed from the peripheral

layer of cells of the embryonic mass (Fig. 3). The primary

embryonic masses produce secondary masses by fission. A very

clear case of division is seen in Fig. 8, on the right.

III. ORIGIN OF THE ASEXUAL LARV/E.

The first sign of asexual larvae appears in young polygerms

between seventy-five and eighty hours old. One of the youngest

stages observed is shown in Fig. 3. An asexual embryo lies at

the upper end of the figure, and is distinguishable from the

primary masses by two features of its organization. First, the

asexual embryo is composed of a large number of relatively small,

closely packed cells, whereas a primary mass is composed of a

few large cells, showing no definite arrangement. Second, the

inner of the two envelopes surrounding the embryo is decidedly

hicker than the corresponding membrane of a primary mass.

Both of these features become more evident in slightly older

stages, such for example, as that shown in Fig. 4. In this speci-

men the asexual embryo stands in striking contrast to the rest

of the polygerm. Furthermore, the constriction of the nucleated

membrane, or outer envelope, has all but cut off the embryo from

the primary masses. A similar condition is seen in Fig. 5.

At this point it will be well to recall Silvestri's account of the

origin of the asexual larvae in Litomastix. The polygerm of

Litomastix, soon after the nucleated membrane is established,

begins to show differentiation into two distinct regions. The

anterior region is made up of large and small cells, while the

posterior region is composed of small cells only. A constriction

appears in the nucleated membrane, which finally separates these

two regions. Silvestri names the anterior region the massa

germinigena, and the posterior the massa monembrionale. The
*

latter subsequently differentiates into a single asexual larva.

In the course of further development, the massa germinigena

gives rise to a few secondary monembryonal masses, which

differentiate into asexual larvae, and to a large number of other

masses. This is accomplished by constrictions in the polygerm.

The masses continue to multiply by constrictions, and may from
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time to time produce a few asexual embryos; but a large majority
of them differentiate into sexual embryos.
Some phases of the development of Paracopidosomopsis are

directly comparable to certain stages of Litomastix. The forma-

tion of the primary masses and their subsequent mode of multi-

plication is very similar to the history of the massa germinigena.
The chief difference is the early formation of a monembryonal
mass in Litomastix, for which there is no counterpart in Paraco-

pidosomopsis. According to Silvestri the young polygerm always
differentiates into a monembryonal mass and the massa germini-

gena. In the American species a single asexual embryo may be

found at an early stage (Figs. 3, 4, 5), but this is by no means
the universal rule. In Figs. 6, 7, 8 are shown three well-developed

polygerms in which no asexual embryos have as yet appeared.
It is not certain whether such polygerms later produce asexual

larvae, although the evidence seems to indicate that at least some
of them do. In some cases two or more asexual embryos may
develop simultaneously in the very young polygerm. The speci-

men on the right of Fig. 9 has two such embryos, and Fig. n
illustrates a similar case. The polygerm shown in Fig. 13 has

given rise to four asexual embryos, all in the same stage of de-

velopment, but situated in different parts of the mass.

These facts indicate clearly that the polygerm of Paracopido-

somopsis may give rise to one or more asexual embryos at a very

early stage of differentiation, but there is no such regularity in

the formation of a single monembryonal mass as reported by
Silvestri for Litomastix.

IV. DISSOCIATION OF THE POLYGERM.

We have already mentioned the fact that the primary masses

divide to produce the secondary masses. An early phase of this

process is seen in Fig. 6. The primary mass at the extreme left

and the one lying on the lower side has each undergone several

divisions. There are at least four secondary masses visible in

the median section of each primary center. In a still younger

stage, Fig. 8, the primary mass on the right is just completing the

first division. At this stage of development each secondary

mass consists of one or more large central cells and an indistinct
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peripheral layer of smaller cells. Surrounding the mass is a

thin envelope formed from the trabeculse of the nucleated mem-

brane. The large central cells are clearly the embryonic cells

proper.

The multiplication of secondary masses to produce other masses

continues for a long period, at the close of which the final products

of division develop into embryos. However, during the course

of development, usually early in the period of multiplication,

the polygerm fragments or dissociates, the secondary masses

becoming widely scattered throughout the body cavity of the

caterpillar. The point at which dissociation takes place varies

greatly in different cases. It may occur at the close of the third

day, or it may be delayed until as late as the tenth or eleventh

day. Indeed, in some cases, the polygerm does not completely

dissociate until the larvae are ready to be set free in the body

cavity of the host. Apparently, the dissociation is in part

controlled by the relation of the polygerm to the host tissues.

If the polygerm lies free in the body cavity, or in loose tissue,

dissociation will occur very early; but if it is imbedded in fat or

other dense tissue, the dispersal of the secondary masses may
be greatly delayed.

The polygerm on the left of Fig. 9, although only seventy-

seven hours old, has already begun to fragment. Several second-

ary masses lie some distance from the main body of the polygerm.

Two of these appear in the photograph. The polygerm seen in

Fig. 13 is ninety-five hours old, and lies free in the body cavity.

Dissociation is well advanced, and secondary masses are widely

dispersed. In addition to the secondary masses, it has formed

four asexual embryos at as many different points. The polygerm

in Fig. ii is eleven days old. It was dissected from the fat

tissue of the host. It contains a large number of secondary

masses, some of which are beginning to break loose from the

main mass, and two conspicuous asexual embryos. These fe\\

cases will serve to show the variation in the time at which dis-

sociation begins.

V. DEVELOPMENT AND FATE OF THE ASEXUAL LARVAE.

While some polygerms produce asexual embryos at a very

early stage (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 9, 13), nevertheless the majority of such
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embryos do not appear until after dissociation has taken place.

The production of asexual larvse in a given polygerm is not

confined to a single period of development, but is a continuous

process, extending from the third to about the fifteenth day.

Sections of practically every polygerm from twelve to fourteen

days old will show asexual individuals in various stages of

development, from young embryos to fully developed larvae.

The method of their development in the American species

is very similar to that for Litomastix as described by Silvestri.

The main difference is that they frequently appear in groups,

instead of arising singly from certain of the secondary masses.

This is also true for some of the early cases (Figs. 9, n). Fig. 14

is a section passing through a group of asexual embryos imbedded

in adipose tissue. In the upper right-hand corner of the figure

is a group of secondary masses about on the point of developing

into sexual embryos. They are easily distinguishable from the

asexual embryos by their comparatively small size. Several

other series show this same condition. Single embryos or small

groups of two or three do, however, appear in some of the series.

After the period of multiplication of secondary masses is

closed, that is in stages fourteen or fifteen days old, the body

cavity of the host contains many groups of asexual embryos

(Figs. 15, 1 6, 12) as well as groups of young asexual larvae. In

each of two series a group of ten or twelve individuals was found.

There are also found free asexual larvae (Figs. 20, 21, 22), and

some that are on the point of being set free from the capsule

(Fig. 1 8). That single asexual larvae may develop in conjunction

with a group of sexual embryos is clearly evident in two instances.

In Fig. 17 a young asexual larvae is closely associated with a

group of sexual embryos, and in Fig. 19 a large asexual larvae,

just freed from its capsules, is still attached to a mass of embryos.

The frequent appearance of asexual embryos or larvse in groups

suggests that, like the sexual embryos, the individuals of a group

have a common origin, probably arising through the division of

a single secondary mass.

Since one cannot follow the course of development of a single

egg, but must depend upon series of sections, it is impossible to

determine whether every polygerm eventually produces asexual
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larvae. Dissections of a large number of infected caterpillars,

twelve to fifteen days old, reveal the presence of asexual larvae

in nearly every case. It is probable that in a few cases no

asexual larvae are developed. It is also difficult to determine the

exact number of asexual larvae produced by a given egg. This is

due to the fact that these larvae are formed continuously from ths

third to the fifteenth day, and those first developed degenerate

before the last ones appear. The smallest number of larvae

found was one, the largest fifteen. Careful dissections of a

series of infected caterpillars reared in the laboratory gave the

following data on asexual embryos and larvae:

Ser. 251, a. Twelve days old 6 free larvae; 5 embryos.

Ser. 252, a. Fourteen
" "

i degenerating larva; i embryo.

Ser. 274, j, 5 free larvae; 5 embryos.

Ser. 264, c. Fifteen 4 free larvae.

Ser. 275, i.
" "

4 free larvae; 4 degenerating larvae.

Ser. 251, b. Sixteen
" "

i degenerating larva; i embryo.

Ser. 252, b. Eighteen No asexual larvae or embryos.

These data indicate that not more than twelve to fifteen

asexual larvae are produced by a single egg. They also show

the period in which these larvae are developed. The youngest

stage containing free larvae was twelve days old, while the oldest

was sixteen days. The asexual larvae have all degenerated by
the eighteenth day. This conclusion has been verified by an

extensive study of infected caterpillars from the field. No
asexual larvae have been found in caterpillars whose size indicated

that they were eighteen days or older.

The general appearance of the fully developed asexual larva

is shown in Figs. 20-22. I have not worked out the details of

their organization, but it is clear from a study of entire mounts

and sections that the reproductive system is absent. Whether,

as in Litomastix, the respiratory system, circulatory system, and

malpighian tubules are absent, I have not determined.

The asexual larvae apparently do not live more than a very few

days after being set free in the body cavity, probably not over

three days. Free larvae first appear on the twelfth day, and de-

generating specimens are found on the fifteenth day. The last

larvae escape from their envelopes on the sixteenth day, and dis-

appear on the eighteenth day. Without exception all asexual
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larvee degenerate. The beginning of degeneration is marked by
a foreshortening and twisting of the body (Figs. 23-25). The

larva then becomes immobile and soon disintegrates (Fig. 26).

So far as I can observe, the larvae perform no function. There is

no evidence that they break down the tissues of the host in

preparation for assimilation by the sexual larvae. They dis-

appear at least a week before the sexual larvae become free agents.

Whatever may be the underlying cause of the development of

these non-viable larvae, there is certainly no doubt as to the fact

that they are formed from the egg of Paracopidosomopsis. This

fact is established by the results obtained from controlled experi-

ments in which all other parasitic species have been excluded,

and by tracing their origin back to the beginning of their develop-

ment in the young polygerms.

AUSTIN, TEXAS,

June 20, 1918.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.

FIG. i. A median longitudinal section of a young polygerm. The egg from

which this polygerm developed was about 73 hours old. The egg was laid by a

fertilized female. X 385.

FIG. 2. From the same lot as the preceding, but slightly more advanced in

development. X 379.

FIGS. 3-10. All from sections of larvae on the point of hatching. About 77

hours old. The eggs were laid by fertilized females. X 389.

FIG. 3. Longitudinal section of polygerm, showing a young asexual embryo
at upper end.

FIG. 4. Same as preceding, with asexual embryo at lower end.

FIG. 5. A polygerm with asexual embryo on the right.

FIG. 6. A polygerm showing no axesual embryo.
FIG. 7. Transverse section of polygerm, showing no asexual embryo.
FIG. 8. Same as preceding. On the right is seen an embryonal mass in the

act of dividing.

FIG. 9. Two polygerms in tissue of host. The one on the left has undergone

partial dissociation, while the one on the right has not yet dissociated. The latter

shows two asexual embryos at the upper end.

FIG. 10. Part of a dissociated polygerm, showing a well-developed asexual

embryo and four embryonal masses.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II.

FIG. n. Longitudinal section of an advanced polygerm removed from the

adipose tissue of a 12-mm. caterpillar. The polygerm is n days old. The egg

was laid by a fertilized female. Two large asexual embryos are shown in the

upper end of the figure. X 148.

FIG. 12. A mass of sexual embryos. One of several masses removed from the

body cavity of a 30 mm. caterpillar taken from the field. X 41.

FIG. 13. Part of a longitudinal section of a polygerm in the body cavity of 5.5

mm. caterpillar. The polygerm has undergone almost complete dissociation.

One of the four asexual embryos present in this polygerm is seen at the right.

Egg laid by fertilized female. 95 hours old. X 490.

FIG. 14. Part of a dissociated polygerm, showing a group of seven asexual

embryos, and a group of embryonal masses in the upper right-hand corner. All

are embedded in fat tissue. The polygerm is 9 days and 23 hours old. X 136.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE III.

FIGS. 15, 16, 19, 22-26 are from eggs (or egg) laid by an unfertilized female.

The specimens were taken from the body cavity of a half-grown caterpillar 15

days after the eggs had been deposited. The body cavity contained 4 normal and

4 degenerate asexual larvae, in addition to many masses of sexual embryos. Figs.

17, 18, 20 and 21 are from eggs (or egg) laid by a fertilized female. The specimens
were removed from the body cavity of a 20-mm. caterpillar, 14 days after the eggs
had been deposited. There were found in the body cavity of the caterpillar 6

free asexual larva? and 4 still enclosed in their membranes, besides many masses

of sexual embryos.

FIGS. 15, 16. Two masses of sexual embryos. X 100.

FIG. 17. Mass of sexual embryos with asexual embryo in capsule. X 100.

FIG. 18. Asexual larvae in capsule. X 100.

FIG. 19. Asexual larva free from capsule but still adhering to mass of sexual

embryos. X 88.

FIGS. 20-22. Three asexual larvae. X 88.

FIGS. 23-26. Four degenerating asexual larvae. X 88.
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